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Abstract 
Electric propulsion (EP) offers the potential for substantial fuel savings for stationkeeping and 
other applications. One system which has shown particular promise is the Stationary Plasma 
Thruster (SPT) or Hall Thruster. These devices have a near optimum specific impulse for 
stationkeeping applications. The SPT thruster releases a partially ionized plasma plume in which 
charged particles are accelerated to high velocities. Satellite designers are concerned that the 
plumes from Hall Thrusters may erode and contaminate sensitive surfaces and interfere with 
communications signals. 

A comprehensive computational model of the plume of a Hall Thruster is presented. Spacecraft- 
plume interaction issues are addressed by studying how a partially ionized plasma expands in three 
dimensions and interacts with the surfaces it encounters. A quantitative analysis of fundamental 
parameters is used to show that the plume is an unmagnetized, quasi-neutral plasma in which 
Charge Exchange collisions play a significant role. The electrons are shown to be isothermal and 
collisionless and the electron momentum equation is shown to reduce to the Boltzmann 
relationship. An axisymmetric computational model of the plume is described in detail. The model 
combines the Particle-in-Cell (PIC) and Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) methods to create 
a quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC model. The resulting model is relatively fast and is used to model 
meter scale objects on workstation class computers. Comparisons are made to experimental data 
from multiple sources. The model is shown to have good agreement with macroscopic quantities 
such as current densities and sputtering rates but poor agreement with microscopic quantities like 
the ion distribution function. Disagreement is thought to be due to inadequicies in the plasma 
source model. Further results are presented showing the thruster operating in vacuum. "Rules of 
thumb" are recommended for scaling erosion rates. 

A three dimensional computational model of the Hall Thruster's plume region is described and 
used to simulate a thruster mounted on a geosynchronous communications satellite. The results 
show that plume induced erosion of interconnectors can be mitigated through the use of appropriate 
thruster orientations and duty cycles. Erosion of the coverglass is not considered because accurate 
sputtering coefficients are not available. It is concluded that although SPT Thrusters should be 
canted with respect to the array, erosion of solar array interconnectors can be controlled and poses 
no fundamental barrier to the use of SPT thrusters on satellites. 
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Nomenclature 
Note: Units stated in the text may supersede units given in this section. 

A   = Thruster Exit Area (m2) 

B   = Magnetic Field Strength (Gauss) 

E   = Electric Field 

Ek = Kinetic Energy of Particle 

Er = Radial Electric Field 

E2     = Axial Electric Field 

Isp = Specific Impulse (seconds) 

Mf    = Fuel Mass (kg) 

MQ    = Initial Spacecraft Mass (kg) 

Te    = Electron Temperature (Electron Volts) 

T,   = Ion Temperature (Electron Volts or Kelvin) 

W10n = Ion Macroparticle Weight (unitless) 

Wneuirai = Neutral Macroparticle Weight (unitless) 

Z,   = Ionization Number (unitless) 

ao   = Speed of Sound (m/s) 

b0 = Distance of Closed Approach between Collision Partners (Impact Parameter) 

cr   = Mean Electron Thermal Velocity (m/s) 

cr   = Relative Speed between Collision Partners (m/s) 

e    = Elementary Charge = 1.6 x 10"19 C 

h    = Grid Spacing (unitless) 

k    = Boltzmann's Constant = 1.38 x 10"23 J/K 

me = Electron mass = 9.11 x 10"31 kg. 

m, = Xe ion mass = 2.18 x 10"25 kg. 

m = Anode Propellant Mass Flow Rate (mg/sec) 

n    = Generic Number Density (nr3) 

ne = Electron Number Density (nr3) 

nj   = Ion Number Density (nr3) 

n0 = Reference Charge Density (nr3) 

nref   = Reference Electron Number Density (nr3) 

p   = Pressure (Torr or Pascal's) 

r    = Radial Position (meters) 
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Ra = Insulator Ring Width (meters) 

tgiobii = Global Time Count (uniüess) 

tlocal = Local Time Count (unitless) 

u   = Velocity 

v  = Velocity Perpendicular to B field 

vz = Axial Ion Velocity (m/s or normalized) 

z   = Axial Position (meters) 

At = Computational Timestep (unitless) 

T[ = Ion Flux (number/m2/sec) 
ß   = Random number between 0 and 1 chosen from uniform distribution 

ßp = Ratio of Kinetic Pressure to Magnetic Pressure 

\d = Debye Length (meters) 

lea    = Electron-Neutral Mean Free Path (meters) 

Xee    = Electron-Electron Mean Free Path (meters) 

Xei = Electron-Ion Mean Free Path (meters) 

e0   = Permittivity Constant = 8.85 x 10"u F/m 
U0 = Permeability Constant = 1.26 x 10"6 H/m 

cp   = Electrical Potential (Volts) 
v    = Generic Collision Frequency (sec4) 

n,   = Ionization Fraction 

pge = Electron Gyro Radius (m) 

pgi = Ion Gyro Radius (m) 
c   = Generic Collision Cross Section (m2 or cm2) 

CCEX = Charge Exchange Collision Cross Section 

OE    = Elastic Collision Cross Section 
a   = Mean Electron-Self Collision Cross Section 

ee 

a  = Mean Ion-Electron Collision Cross Section 
le 

8    = Angular Position (radians) 
1   = Particle Scattering Angle (radians) 

In A = Spitzer Logarithm 

CDEA: Closed Drift Extended Acceleration Thruster 

CEX: Charge Exchange 

DSMC: Direct Simulation Monte Carlo Method 

NIITP: Scientific Research Institute of Thermal Process (in Russia) 
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PIC: Panicle in Cell Method 
PIC-MCC: Particle in Cell Method with Monte Carlo Collisions 

RPA: Retarding Potential Analyzer 

SPT: Stationary Plasma Thruster 

TAL: Thruster with Anode Layer 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

The laws of motion are universal, so accelerating a vehicle always involves transferring 

momentum from the vehicle to its surroundings. Accelerating an object in space is therefore a 

uniquely difficult engineering problem. Vehicles on the ground have the advantage of being able to 

interact with their surroundings by pushing on other objects (cars) or by collecting mass and 

accelerating it in a controlled manner (airplanes and ships). Conventional space vehicles, on the 

other hand, can neither push on other objects nor collect mass from their surroundings. 

Accelerating a spacecraft therefore requires either some form of massless momentum transfer or the 

use of on board mass to carry momentum. Several methods of massless momentum transfer have 

been proposed for specialized applications (tethers, lasers, solar sails), but most currently practical 

space missions require the use of thrusters to accelerate propellant away from the spacecraft in a 

controlled manner. 
The amount of acceleration experienced by a spacecraft can be determined by setting the 

change in the spacecraft's momentum equal to the momentum carried by the exhaust. This results 

is the well known rocket equation. 

1_ML = exp(_A>/) (1.0-1) 
■*■"<> 

Where c is the exhaust velocity and Av is the velocity change imparted to the vehicle. The 

spacecraft's fuel mass fraction depends exponentially on the exhaust velocity, so it is generally 

desirable to use as high an exhaust velocity as possible. This point can be illustrated using a 

17 



simple example. When a satellite is placed in geosynchronous orbit, the interacts of tine Earth, 

Moon and Sun's gravitational fields cause the satellite to drift in longitude (i.e. in the North-South 

direction). Täters are used to provide Av to compensate for this drift. A typical geostationary 

communications satellite (geo-comsat) weighs about 2000 kg. and requires a Av of 51.4 m/s per 

year for North-South stationkeeping {Larson and Wem pg. 151]. The total Av required over the 

course of a 12 year lifetime is therefore a quite substantial: 617 m/s. A conventional satellite might 

use monopropellant hydrazine thrusters for stationkeeping. Monopropellant thrusters have an Isp of 

about 225 seconds which corresponds to an exhaust velocity of 2200 m/s [Larson and Wertz pg. 

644]  Using these values in equation (1.0-1) gives a fuel mass fraction of 0.24, so almost a 

quarter of the satellite's mass is consumed by fuel used for North-South stationkeeping. 

Additional fuel is required for East-West stationkeeping and for circularizing the satellite's orbit. A 

typical commercial satellite costs about $77,000/kg [16.89 final report, Spring 1995), so the 

payload mass displaced by fuel is nominally worth $37 million. This very high cost encourages 

spacecraft manufacturers to develop advanced thrusters with higher exhaust velocities. 

The exhaust velocity of a conventional thruster is limited by the energy per unit mass released 

by some chemical reaction. The best liquid thrusters use cryogenic propellants and have a specific 

impulse of approximately 450 seconds. Achieving higher specific impulses requires the use of 

esoteric chemicals or external energy sources. Electric propulsion (EP) devices use electrical 

energy to accelerate a working fluid to very high exit velocities. Because the energy imparted to 

the piopdlant is limited only by the supply of electrical power, these devices can dramaücally 

lower the amount of fuel that needs to be carried on the spacecraft. The SPT-100 thruster, for 

instance, has an effective specific impulse of 1600 seconds. If the previously descnbed 2000 kg. 

oeo-comsat were to use an SPT thruster for stationkeeping. only 3.9% of its mass would be 

consumed by fuel, thus saving almost 420 kg which is nominally worth $3.2 million in displaced 

payload mass. In reality, some of this savings will be consumed by the electrical hardware needed 

to support the thruster, but the potential savings is still quite large. After literally decades of 

development, a variety of EP devices are now being adapted for use on commercial geo-comsats. 

The Telstar 4 satellite, which was launched by Lockheed-Martin in 1993, uses arcjets for 

stationkeeping and Hughes Space and Communications recently won a contract involving the use 

of ion thrusters for stationkeeping. Additional thrusters of near term interest are the Pulsed Plasma 

Thruster (PPT) and the Field Emission Thruster, both of which may be suitable for use on a new 

class of small "microsatellites." Overall, the commercial world has shown a high level of interest 

in EP devices for use on spacecraft in the very near future. At the present time, however, only 

arcjet thrusters have been used as primary propulsion on a commercial space mission. 

One device which has attracted particular interest is the Hall Thruster, also known as a closed 

drift thruster. The term "closed-drift thruster" refers to an open ended (gridless) EP device in 
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which electrons are restricted by a magnetic field while ions are driven out the end of an open 

channel  Like ion thrusters, closed-drift thrusters work by ionizing a working fluid and then 

electrostatically accelerating ions across an electrical potential. In an ion thruster, however the 

worlang fluid is ionized in a chamber and ions are extracted and accelerated by an electnc field set 

up between two metal grids. The large potential gradient between the grids prevents electrons from 

entering this region, so an ion engine's thrust is limited by space charge effects. In a closed drift 

thruster on the other hand, ionization and acceleration occur in an open channel in winch ions and 

electrons freely intermix to form a quasi-neutral plasma. As a result, closed drift thrusters are not 

subject to space charge effects and produce more thrust per unit area than ion thrusters. 

Hall Thrusters were first developed in the early 1960's when spacecraft designers were 

interested in EP because they believed that future space vehicles would be able to generate large 

amounts of power (perhaps 100 kW). Since the specific cost and specific weight of power was 

expected to drop dramatically in the 1970s, electric propulsion was seen as an economical near 

term alternative to chemical propulsion systems. For EP devices, there is a tradeoff between the 

thrusters specific impulse and the weight of the spacecraft power system. As the specific impulse 

increases, the weight of the propellant decreases. However, since the power required to run the 

thruster is proportional to the square of the exhaust velocity, a thruster with a high specific impulse 

also requires a larger power system. The optimum specific impulse is the one that minimizes the 

combined weight of the spacecraft's propellant and power systems. This opümum specific 

impulse increases as the specific power (the power to mass ratio) decreases. Early designers 

believed that the specific power of spacecraft would drop dramatically in the 1970's, so they 

emphasized the development of EP devices with relatively high Isp's from 5000-10000 seconds. 

This led decision makers to encourage the development of Ion thrusters over Hall thrusters 

[Kaufinan 1983]. In addition, Hall thrusters are relatively unsteady devices exhibiting numerous 

plasma instabilities. Researchers believed that it would difficult to build a thruster without 

preventing these instabilities from occurring. For both these reasons, Western work on closed 

drift thrusters largely ceased in the early 1970's. However, early predictions of cheap and tight 

space power sources proved optimistic, and ion thrusters were generally too inefficient for use at 

the power levels available to designers throughout the 1970's and 80's. In addition, spacecraft 

designers are generally quite conservative in the level of new technology they accept for their 

spacecraft. The use of EP was therefore limited to the laboratory and a few scientific test flights. 

While Western scientists emphasized work on arcjets and ion thrusters, Soviet scientists 

continued to develop Hall Thrusters throughout the Cold War era. Operational flight hardware was 

developed in the 1970's and Hall Thrusters were flown on over 50 missions during the late 70's 

and early 80's [Myers 1993]. When the Soviet Union collapsed in the late 1980's, Russian 

companies began actively marketing Hall Thrusters for use on Western spacecraft. The device's 
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high specific impulse and Russian flight heritage have generated a great deal of interest among 

Western satellite manufactures, and a group of companies including Space Systems/Loral, Atlantic 

Research, Fakel, and Aerospatiale have formed a consortium to market this device in Western 

countries. Space Systems/Loral plans to launch a commercial mission using the SPT-100 in the 

next two years. Like all EP devices, the success of the Hall Thruster will require controlling and 

lowering the perceived risk associated with these devices. Customers and decision makers demand 

a detailed understanding of the impact that any new technology will have on their spacecraft, and 

though Hall Thrusters are rapidly maturing, they are no exception to this rule. 

One issue of overriding concern to decision makers is the interaction of the Hall Thruster's 

exhaust with surfaces of the satellite on which it is mounted. Like all thrusters, EP devices release 

a plume of material in the vicinity of the spacecraft. Much of this material moves away from the 

satellite and generates thrust, but some of it remains in the vicinity of the spacecraft and can affect 

the operation of the satellite. The issues surrounding conventional chemical plumes are fairly well 

understood at this time, but EP devices release a partially ionized plasma in which charged particles 

can undergo both short range collisions and long range Coulomb interactions. These plumes are 

not well understood and can adversely effect the operation of a satellite in a variety of ways 

including: [Sanmina Roy 1995] 

• Parasitic current drain to biased surfaces 

• Degradation of solar array panels, thermal control surfaces, and optical windows due to 

effluent deposition 

• Attenuation and refraction of electromagnetic wave transmission and reception due to 

enhanced plasma density 

• Absolute and differential charging of the spacecraft 

• Interference due to electrostatic and/or electromagnetic noise 

• Surface phenomena such as spacecraft glow 

• Modification of spacecraft radiation signature 

• Alteration of electrical and thermal properties of surfaces 

Understanding how the plume from an EP device expands and interacts with surfaces is a critical 

part of understanding how a Hall Thruster will impact the operation of a commercial satellite. 

Although the importance of plume interaction issues has been recognized for some time, 

practical considerations make it difficult to study EP plumes in ground facilities. Very high 

vacuums are needed to operate thrusters on the ground and the vacuum tanks required often have a 

significant impact on experimental results. Those results which do exist have large uncertainties 

and may not apply to thrusters mounted on satellites and/or operating in the space environment. 
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The lack of reliable data makes it desirable to develop analytic and computational models of EP 

plumes and their interaction with solid surfaces. 
This thesis addresses plume-spacecraft interaction issues by describing how a partially 

ionized plasma expands in three dimensions and interacts with the surfaces it encounters. Though 

the primary focus of this work is the plume from a Hall Thruster, the models developed can be 

applied to a variety of EP devices. Tne plume of a Hall Thruster is a timely subject because there is 

a high level of interest in these devices for commercial and military missions and because an 

extensive experimental database has been developed over the past five years. At the present time, 

there are no three dimensional models of the plume from a Hall Thruster. Those models which do 

exist are generally empirical and apply only to simple geometries. A comprehensive three 

dimensional particle-in-cell (PIC) plume model has been developed for ion thrusters, but this 

model does not apply to the relatively dense plasma present in the plume of a Hall Thruster for two 

reasons. First, because of the high plasma density, the ratio Xd/L is much smaller in the plume of a 

Hall Thruster than it is in an ion thruster (see Chapter 2). As a result, modeling the plume with a 

traditional PIC model is beyond the capability of most computers. Second, the ratio of the neutral 

density to the plasma density (nn/nO is of order unity in a Hall Thruster plume. The collision 

models used with PIC simulations presently require that nn/ni» 1. Existing ion thruster plume 

models are too computationally intensive for most design applications. 
This thesis describes a new computational algorithm which can simulate an extended range of 

plasma plumes including the plumes produced by ion and Hall Thrusters. The model combines 

two well known computational methods to produce a three dimensional simulation of a relatively 

dense plasma plume interacting with the surfaces of a spacecraft. A major advantage of the model 

is that it runs on workstation class machines, which means that it can serve as a prototype of a 

computational tool for detailed spacecraft design work. 
This chapter presents a review of the experimental and theoretical work which has been 

conducted on the plumes from chemical and EP thrusters and their interaction with spacecraft. The 

first section begins with a brief discussion of previous work on plumes from chemical thrusters, 

and then gives and overview of the wide range of work that has been conducted on plumes from 

EP devices. The next section gives a detailed and comprehensive overview of the experimental and 

theoretical literature associated with plumes from closed drift devices. Finally, the last section 

describes several computational methods which have previously been used to model plumes and 

describes their major strengths and limitations. The chapter concludes with a description of the 

research approach and an outline of the rest of this thesis. 
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1.1 Review of Previous Work 
The importance of plume-spacecraft interaction issues was first recognized in the early 

1960's, and a variety of experimental and theoretical work has been conducted since that time. The 

vast majority of the work concerns plumes from chemical thrusters, and a brief survey of this work 

is presented in section 1.1.1 below. In addition, a variety of work has been conducted on plumes 

from EP devices and on generic methods for simulating plasmas and rarefied gases. Overviews of 

previous work on EP and on Hall Thrusters is presented in sections 1.1.2 and 1.1.3 respectively, 

and an overview of several different computational methods used to simulate plasmas and rarefied 

gases is given in section 1.1.4. 

1.1.1  Overview of Chemical Thruster Plumes 

The plumes of chemical thrusters operating in vacuum have been studied extensively for a 

variety of applications including stationkeeping, docking maneuvers, and lunar surface landings. 

What.follows is a brief survey of previous work on chemical plumes based largely on Dettleff 

[ 1991] and Sanumta Roy [1995]. The section is not intended to provide a comprehensive review, 

but an overview of a very well developed field of research. A more detailed review is available in 
Roiixetal. [1984]. 

The plume from a chemical thruster operating in vacuum can be divided into three different 

regimes, as shown in Figure 1.1. The flow near the nozzle is a hypersonic flow in which the 

Knudsen number is relatively small. The gas in this region is often undergoing simple isentropic 

expansion (though embedded shocks may be present) and can be treated using continuum 

methods. As the flow expands, the density drops and the plume enters a transition region in which 

the mean free path is no longer small compared to the size of the plume. Eventually, the Knudsen 

number becomes large and the flow evolves into a free molecular flow in which molecules move 

independently of each other. The main difficulty in modeling the plume as a whole is managing the 

transition from continuum to free molecular flow. The earliest plume expansion models were 

constructed to study the impingement of the plume from the Apollo Lunar Excursion Module 

(LEM) as it landed on the surface of the moon [Dettleff 1991]. Because the LEM has a relatively 

large engine (producing 5000-30000 N of thrust), the boundary layers in the nozzle were small and 

the method of characteristics was used to model the flow both inside and outside the nozzle. This 

method was generally successful, though very computationally intense by the standards of the time 
[Sibulkin et al. 1963, Hill et al. 1966]. 

Later efforts were made to model the contamination and impingement of plumes from smaller 

thrusters used for applications such as stationkeeping. With these devices, the region of interest is 

often in the far field where free molecular flow occurs. In these cases, it is natural to treat the 
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plume as an area in which streamlines are straight and the density falls as 1/r*. The result is a 

density distribution of the form 
P(r,e)=7f(d) (1M) 

where A and/are parameters of unspecified functional form. A variety of ~ ~ ^ 
been proposed based on theory and empirical measurements [Roberts et al. 1964, Ata 1965, HOI 

et al 1966, Boynton 1967], but a model by Simons [1972] has obtained widespread apphcaüon m 

its original and extended forms. Simons derived formulas for A and/based on the thickness of 

the boundary layer within the nozzle. This was done based on the observation that the boundary 

layer has a significant impact on the plume's divergence angle. Different authors have used 

different methods to calculate the thickness of the boundary layer and have applied the Simons 

m0del effectively [Lengrand 1974, Lengrand et al. 1976]. Both the method of characteristics and 

the Simons model are invalid in highly rarefied regions of the plume. The onset of rarefacüon can 

be expressed in terms of Bird's [1970] breakdown parameter 

P = i d{\np) 
dt 

Where p is the density and v is the collision frequency. As P becomes larger, the degree of 

rarefacüon becomes higher and collisions have less influence on the flow field. Bird [1970,1981] 

used DSMC calculations to show that the onset of transition region occurs when P - 0.05. One 

method which has been used to model the plume is to define a "freezing" surface of constant P at 

which the flow is assumed to suddenly transition from continuum to free molecular flow. This 

simplifies the plume model by ignoring processes occurring in the transition region. The only 

practical method available for directly modeling the transition region is the Direct Simulation Monte 

Carlo Method (DSMC), which is a particle based computational method designed for the 

simulation of rarefied neutral flows. This method has been successfully applied to chemical 

thrusters and produces good agreement with experimental data [Boyd 1988]. Recent models have 

used the DSMC approach to model chemical reactions occurring within the plume as well. 

Therefore, aside from some detailed issues related to boundary layers, the manner in which plumes 

from chemical thrusters expand into vacuum is now fairly well understood. 
The problem of plume impingement on surfaces has also been studied extensively. Again, 

the methods which can be used to model plume impingement depend very much on local Knudsen 

number. Figure 1.2 shows some of the possible flow regimes. Because the plumes from EP 

devices contain charged particles, much of the surface interaction work conducted for neutral 

plumes is not directly relevant to this study. The reader is therefore referred to Dettleff [\99\] for a 

review of the literature concerning neutral plume-surface interaction effects. 
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1.1.2 Overview of Electric Propulsion Plumes 
Whüe the modeling of plumes from neutral thrusters is a relatively mature field, the plumes 

of EP devices are not as well understood and the study of plasma plumes is an area of ongoing 

work. The presence of charged particles in the plume also leads to a different set of interactions 

with surfaces than is seen with traditional chemical thrusters. At the present time, three different 

EP devices are approaching commercial viability: arcjets, ion thrusters, and closed drift thrusters. 

This section provides an overview of plume interaction models and experiments conducted with 

arcjets and ion thrusters. It is a survey of recent work and is not intended to be comprehensive. A 

comprehensive review of work on plumes from Hall Thrusters and other closed drift devices is 

given in section 1.1.3 below. 

Ton Thrusters: 
Ion Thrusters are gridded EP devices in which ions are electrostatically accelerated across an 

electric field formed between two parallel grids. The ions are produced by creating a plasma in an 

ionization chamber and then extracting ions from the chamber. The electrons are extracted through 

a separate anode and reinjected by a neutralizer into the plume, so the thrust from these devices is 

limited by space charge effects. A typical ion thruster is shown in Figure 1.3. The first ion 

thruster was constructed in the late 1950's and ion thrusters have been a subject of great interest to 

Western researchers. "Flight-ready" models have been developed, and both NASA and the 

Hughes Space and Communications Company are planning on using ion thrusters on missions 

over the next couple of years. Over the past 30 years a variety of experiments have been conducted 

on various ion thrusters using a number of different propellants. Commonly used propellants 

include Mercury and Cesium, which were primarily used in the 1970's, and Xenon gas, which is 

used in most present designs. Recent experimental work includes work by Monheiser [1991], 

Beanie andMatossian [1992], Pollard [1994], Takegahara et al. [1993], Fearn etal. [1993] and 

Croflon [1995]. In addition to the many ground based experiments which have taken place, 

several flight tests have occurred with ion thrusters over the past two decades [Cybulski, R.J. et al. 

1965, Staskus et al. 1970, Worlock 1975, Olsen et al., 1978]. Excellent reviews of ion thruster 

plume work are available in Carruth [1982], Byers [1979], Deininger [1985], and Samanta Roy 

[1994]. 
Based on the work conducted over the past two decades, a standard model has emerged for 

the basic structure of the ion thruster plume. The plume is divided into four basic components: 

primary beam ions, Charge Exchange (CEX) propellant ions, neutral propellant efflux, and non- 

propellant efflux. The beam ions are the primary thrust producing components of the beam and 

consist of ionized propellant which has passed through the region between the grids. These ions 

typically have very high velocities (> 20,000 m/s) and move on nearly ballistic trajectories, largely 
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verify that the plasma density, plasma potential, and electron temperature in the plasma beam obey 

the following relationship 

ne(r,z) = /!,(0,z)exp{-«fe(0,z) - (f>(r,z)}/kTe} (1 12) 

This relationship is often referred to as the "Barometric Law," though we refer to it as the 

Boltzmann relationship. It will be used repeatedly in this thesis, though generally in the form 
ne=nczxp{-e<l>/kTe} 

where n0 is understood to be the electron density at the point where the potential is zero. Kaufman 

[1975] showed that the Boltzmann relationship holds qualitatively within the CEX plasma as well 

as within the beam itself. Quantitative measurements of CEX densities and velocities are 

complicated by the need to account for facility produced background plasma in measurements of 

the backflow region. Again, a variety of efforts have been made to determine the importance of 

facility effects on CEX measurements, and different studies report that facility ions have anywhere 

from an "insignificant" to an "overwhelming" effect on CEX plasma measurements [Carruth 

1982]. In particular, Komatsu and Seilen measured the contribution from CEX and facility plasma 

and showed that CEX plasma dominates the exit plane, the facility plasma quickly comes to 

dominate measurements taken in the downstream region. The facility and thruster size are both 

thought to have a significant effect on laboratory measurements, and facility effects must be 

considered when evaluating ground based CEX plasma measurements. 

A series of different models of the ion thruster plume have been developed with varying 

levels of complexity. Point source models similar to those used for chemical plumes were 

developed by Kaufman [1975] and Carruth [1981]. These models are relatively simple and capture 

little of the physics of the plume expansion. Komatsu and Seilen [1976] used a particle tracking 

model based on experimental measurements to show that CEX ions leave the main beam in a radial 

direction, but did not model the backflow region. Robinson [1982] used a particle tracking method 

to study CEX ions, but failed to achieve good agreement with experiment in the backflow region. 

Katz [1981] developed a three-dimensional isothermal fluid model of the ion thruster plume which 

included CEX ion effects. But since the CEX ion flow in the backflow region is very rarefied, it is 

unclear that a fluid formulation applies in that region. Peng [1991-1993] used a three dimensional 

hybrid PIC-MCC model to track CEX ions in the vicinity of the grids and model the sputtering of 

material from the grids. Finally, two comprehensive particle based computer simulations have 

been developed for the plume from an ion thruster. Samanta Roy [1995] used a hybrid PIC and 

neutral fluid model to simulate the plume in three dimensions on meter length scales. His model 

uses analytic models to simulate beam ions and propellant neutrals, but uses the hybrid PIC 

method to simulate CEX ions. His method compares well to experimental results, but requires a 

massively parallel computer to compute large scale problems. Wang et al. [1996] developed a 

three dimensional PIC-MCC model of the ion thruster plume. Their model uses particles to 
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simulate all species in the plume of the NSTAR ion thruster. Efforts are now being made to 

implement this model on supercomputers so that large computational domains can be simulated. 

Overall, a variety of different models have been developed for ion thruster plumes with some 

success at duplicating experimental results. However, at the present time, none of the codes 

developed are appropriate for design work, as they are either ^sufficiently accurate or require large 

computational resources to model meter scale three dimensional domains. 

Arcjets 
At the present time, arcjets are arguably one of the simplest and most mature EP 

technologies. Arcjets are electrothermal thrusters that use an electrical arc to heat a working fluid 

which is "then accelerated through a conventional expansion nozzle. The arc is set up between a 

pointed cathode and an annular anode as shown in Figure 1.4. The arc partially ionizes the 

working fluid as it passes through the device, though ionization fraction is small compared to that 

found in ion or closed-drift thrusters. Measurements in the plume region give ionization fractions 

less than 1% at a distance of 30 cm from the nozzle exit [Carney 1988]. Arcjets were first 

developed in the early 1950's and have matured to the point that arcjets are now used for 

stationkeeping on some communications satellites [Ruyten 1993]. The specific impulse of an arcjet 

is low compared to ion or Hall Thrusters, generally between 400 and 600 seconds with Hydrazine 

propellants though specific impulses as high as 110 seconds have been achieved with hydrogen 

arcjets. Their simple design and ability to use hydrazine as a working fluid has made them 

attractive for near term use. They also perform better than Ion and Hall thrusters in time 

constrained missions where relatively high thrust levels are desirable from an EP device. 

As with ion thrusters, a series of different experimental measurements have been made of the 

arcjet's plume region. Recent studies include Carney [1988], Bogorad et al. [1992], Hoskins et al. 

[1992], Liebeskind et al. [1993], and Ruyten et al. [1993]. Further studies are listed in Ruyten et 

al. [1993]. Carney [1988] used a Langmuir probe to measure the electron number density in the 

plume and Liebeskind used Laser Inducted Fluorescence (LIF) to measure velocity and temperature 

profiles in the plume at distances up to half a meter from the nozzle exit. Bogorad et al. [1992] 

made an effort to examine experimentally the interaction between an arcjet plume and a highly 

charged surface. Their work is not very rigorous, but gives a qualitative indication that charged 

surfaces exposed to an arcjet plume reach ground potential within a few seconds. In addition, 

Bogorad found that the plume of their device did not cause significant surface degradation over 40 

hours of exposure. Further testing is required to determine the impact of the plume after many 

hours of operation. A series of space based tests were conducted on a cesium arcjet flown by the 

USSR on Cosmos satellites launched around 1987 [Borisov 1993]. These satellites were flown in 

relatively low orbits where the Earth's magnetic field is thought to have a significant impact on the 
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structure of the plume [Borisov 1991]. In these flight experiments, the plume was shown to have 

a significant impact on the communications downlink, creating a radio "shadow" in which no 

signals could be received. These effects were thought to be a result of interactions between the 

plume and the Earth's magnetic field, which created a "petal" like plume structure in the vicinity of 

the spacecraft. No radio interference has been reported from the arcjet which is presently operating 

on the western Telstar 4 satellite. 
While a great deal of experimental work has been conducted on arcjets, relatively few efforts 

have been made to analytically or computationally model an arcjet's plume region. Carney [1988] 

proposed a point source model similar to Hill and Draper's variation of equation (1.1-1). Her 

model shows reasonable agreement with experimental data in some cases, but is less good in other 

cases and requires the use of empirical constants determined from laboratory data. Ling et al. 

[1991] combined a similar model with cold plasma and ray optics models to estimate the effect the 

plume will have on radio signals. His work indicates that the plume will generally have little effect 

on antenna performance. Gabdullin et al [1993] constructed numerical solutions to the "eiconal" 

equations and used it to calculate the scattering of radio waves over several generic arcjet plume 

configurations. Neither the numerical method nor the underlying assumptions are described in 

detail. Boyd [1993] uses the DSMC method to model cold flow (no arc ignition) from an arcjet. 

He achieves reasonable agreement with experimental data but since the DSMC approach is 

designed for rarefied neutral gases, this approach can not be easily extended to operational arcjets. 

To date, no effort has been made to apply advanced computational techniques to model the plume 

of an operational arcjet and no comprehensive models exist for the plume of an arcjet thruster. 

Designers have chosen to fly these devices despite the lack of a comprehensive plume model. 

1.1.3 Overview of Closed Drift Thruster Plumes 

This section presents a comprehensive review of previous work on plumes from closed drift 

thrusters. The term "closed-drift thruster" refers to a class of open ended (gridless) thrusters in 

which electron motion is restricted by a magnetic field while ions are electrostatically accelerated 

out the end of a channel. The term Hall Thruster is also used to refer to closed-drift devices. Two 

different closed-drift thrusters are shown in Figure 1.5. Closed drift thrusters are typically 

axisymmetric devices with a magnetic field oriented in the radial direction and an electric field 

parallel to the thrust direction. The electron cyclotron radius is small by design, so the electron 

current has two distinct components: one which flows counter to the thrust direction and another 

which is perpendicular to both the ion current and the magnetic field. The latter component is 

commonly referred to as the "Hall" current, and is the source of the term "Hall" thruster. 

There are two types of closed drift thrusters. The first is a device in which the anode is made 

of a dielectric material and is referred to as a Hall Thruster, Stationary Plasma Thruster (SPT) or 
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closed-drift extended acceleration (CDEA) thruster. The nomenclature has become quite confused, 

as the term Hall Thruster is also used to refer to closed-drift thrusters in general and the term SPT 

thruster actually refers to a specific CDEA design. Though the term CDEA has fallen out of 

common usage, we use it here to avoid ambiguity. The SPT is a CDEA design manufactured by 

the Russian company Fakel. It is referred to by a number indicating the outside diameter of the 

acceleration channel in millimeters. Fakel has built a series of SPT thrusters including the SPT-70, 

SPT-100, SPT-140, and SPT-200 thrusters. The SPT-70 has substantial flight experience in the 

former Soviet Union and an SPT-100 is schedule to fly on an experimental French satellite in late 

1996  The second type of closed drift thruster is the "space charge-sheath" thruster or "anode layer 

thruster" This is a device in which the anode is made of conductive material and the acceleration 

channel is relatively short, so ions undergo most of their acceleration in a narrow region in front of 

the anode. The TAL thruster is a type of Anode-Layer thruster and is manufactured by 

TsNIMASh in Russia. It is also being marketed for use in the West, though it is not known to 

have been flown either in the West or in the former Soviet Union. 
The CDEA and anode layer thrusters were.both developed in the 1960's, but because 

designers were interested in thrusters with higher specific impulses and the SPT's unstable plasma 

was not well understood, most Western work on closed drift thrusters halted in the early 1970's 

[Kaufinan 1983]. At the same time, researchers in the former Soviet Union continued to work on 

closed drift thrusters and created "flight qualified" designs which were used on over 50 Russian 

spacecraft during the 1980's [Myers et al. 1993]. Western experts were largely unaware of this 

work until 1991, when Russian companies began to market the SPT-70 and SPT-100 for use in 

the West. For this reason, relatively little published work on closed drift thrusters exists from the 

early 1970's through the end of the Cold War in 1991. Early Western work on closed drift 

thrusters took place before this period and has been summarized by Kaufman [1983]. This work 

is largely concerned with the mechanics of the thruster itself rather than the plume region. The 

review in this section primarily describes work conducted in the period from 1991 until the 

present. This work represents the bulk of Western experience with plumes from closed drift 

thrusters. 

Experimental Plume Studies 
A great variety of experimental work has been conducted on the closed drift thrusters of 

various types. Early experimental efforts on CDEA Thrusters were intended to help understand the 

physics of these devices and improve their thrust efficiency. A variety of measurements were 

made of conditions inside the acceleration channel including measurements by Komurasaki et ah 

[1991] and Bishaev and Kim [1978]. Much more work was conducted in the former Soviet 

Union, but much of it is not available in the West. In an effort to measure the divergence of ions in 
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the acceleration channel, Bishaev and Kim used planar probes to measure the direction and 

magnitude of the ion current 0.4 mm from the channel exit [Bishaev et al. 1978 and Gavryushin et 

al. 1981]. Although the quality of the results is unclear (error bars are not provided), these results 

show that the ion beam has a high divergence angle and ions are leaving the anode at angles of up 

to 50 degrees from the centerline. Their work also showed that the gradient of the magnetic field 

has a substantial influence on the distribution of ions leaving the anode. Based on this 

observation, work was conducted to "tune" the magnetic field and increase thrust efficiencies. It is 

this effort which presumably resulted in the thrusters which are now referred to as the SPT-70 and 

SPT-100 thrusters. 
Although Soviet researchers spent a great deal of time developing and constructing CDEA 

Thrusters, little of their work was published in the West until 1991. Then, suddenly, a wide 

variety of information was published on the operation and performance of the SPT thrusters, 

including measurements of their thrust, efficiency, specific impulse, current-voltage characteristics, 

and the ion current magnitude and ionization rate inside the acceleration channel [Bugrova et al. 

1991]. As with most Soviet/Russian data of this type, the quality of these results is unclear. The 

methods used to collect the data are not described and error bars are not provided with these 

measurements. Though later work has verified many of the reported values (including the reported 

thrust, efficiency, and specific impulse), the experimental measurements taken inside the channel 

have not yet been duplicated and should be treated with some skepticism. The first published far 

field plume data was published by Absalamov et al. [1992]. These results include Retarding 

Potential Analyzer (RPA) measurements of the ion distribution and witness plate measurements of 

erosion rates on solar cell cover glasses one meter away from the anode exit.   The experiments 

cover a limited region of the plume, from 0 to 67 degrees from the centerline, and measure the 

erosion rate over period of only 95 hours. Again, error bars are not presented and the erosion 

results are quite vague. In addition, some inconsistencies are present in the RPA data. These 

inconsistencies are discussed further in section 4.2.4. 

When SPT thrusters became available to Western researchers, a variety of efforts were 

undertaken to duplicate and extend Russian experimental work. Myers and Manzella [1993] used a 

combination of probes to measure the electron density, electron temperature, and ion current 

density in the plume at distances of up to 4 m away from the anode exit. Their work is very 

thorough and error bars are provided throughout their data. The electron temperature is shown to 

be constant throughout much of the plume, and preliminary RPA measurements are presented 

showing that ions in the plume possess a wide range of energies that spans more than 100 Volts. 

Manzella \ 1993] measured the emission spectrum at the exit of an SPT-100 and made the only 

known attempt to measure the plume's composition. His results suggest that the plume is 1-5% 

\e I (neutrals). 769f -897c Xe II (single ions) and 11.9%-19% Xe III (double ions). In addition, 
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he noted «ha« no measurable quantities of eroded material are present in the plume reg.cn. Manzella 

also documented «he presence of "oscillatory" and "quiescent" thruster operatton modes aid 

drLntiated mem by examining me magnitude of osculations in me discharge cunent. Hrs „ft. 

^s« mat ins<abili«ies may play an important ro,e in the operation of the SPT-IM mnts«er. Error 

bars «ere not given on any of these results. Later, ManxUa [1994] used User Induced 

Fluorescence (LIT) to measure the velocity artd temperattrre of ions in the plume regmn. He 

measured the axial and radial vdocity of ions .ocated 11 mm downstream of the anode ext« and 

determined «heir temperature by examining the width of the emission spectrum. Agarn, error ba« 

were no. included. In 1995, Manzella used a planar probe to measure me ion current density .ni the 

plumes of an SPT-100, a T-100, and a D-55 thrush The T-100 is a CDEA Thrus«er produced by 

NOT? in Russia and the D-55 is a TAL thruster produced by TsNUMASh also in Russra. 

Manzella's measurements of the ion curren. density showed mat the three plumes are very sumlar 

,o each omer. Manzella also demonstrated that varying the facility pressure has a substantial tmpac, 

on me ion current density profiles, particularly in the backflow region. Again, although .he work 

is .horough. error bars are not provided and some inconsistencies are present. In parucular, the 

.„«egrated beam currents measured in his work often exceed «he «hruster's discharge curren«. thus 

violaüng charge conservadon laws. This discrepancy and steps taken to correct for it are descrfted 

in detail in section 4.2.2. 
One issue of paramount interest to spacecraft designers is the impact the plume has on the 

surfaces of solar arrays, including their cover glasses and interconnects. Several experiments 

were conducted in which sample coverglasses and interconnects were exposed to the plume for 

an extended period of time and then examined for erosion, contamination, and changes in opucal 

characteristics. The first reported use of witness plates was by Absalamov et al. [1992], but the 

results presented are quite vague and their quality is unclear. Pencil [1993] conducted witness 

plate experiments on a recently manufactured SPT-100 in a vacuum tank at NASA Lew1S and 

exposed pieces of Quartz to the plume of an SPT-100 for a period of 50 hours. The samples were 

placed 2 m from the anode exit at angles ranging from 0-90 degrees from the centerline. Some of 

these samples were mounted inside collimators. Collimators are cylindrical tubes with an open 

orifice at one end and a sample mounted at the other. The orifice limits the sample's effective field 

of view and helps prevent contamination due to material sputtered from the walls of the vacuum 

chamber The collimators were oriented so the orifice faced the thruster's exit. Samples which 

were not protected by collimators showed net erosion near the centerline, but net deposition at 

angles greater than sixty degrees. The deposited material was, however, shown to be from the 

walls of the facility and not from the thruster itself. Samples protected by collimators showed no 

net erosion or deposition because the collimator orifices were too small to allow accurate 

measurements of plume interaction effects. The experiment was repeated with improved 
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collimators by Randolph and Pencil [1994]. Both solar cell coverglasses and silver interconnectors 

were placed in collimators 1 m from the anode exit and exposed to the plume for 200 hours. The 

results include measurements of erosion rates, transmissivity, and absorbitivity. No deposition 

was measured on any of the samples. Pencil and Randolph also performed a witness plate test 

with an "end-of-life" SPT-100 thruster in 1996 [Pencil and Randolph 1996]. These tests were 

conducted because long duration tests had shown that the metal surfaces of the SPT-100 can 

become exposed by erosion after hundreds of hours of operations, introducing new materials into 

the plume region [Garner et al. 1995]. In these tests, coverglasses were again placed in collimators 

and exposed to the plume of an old SPT-100 thruster for 200 hours. The transmissivity and 

absorbitivity were measured as before at different angles with respect to the centerline. Visual 

examination of the samples showed that some coverglasses had experienced net deposition rather 

than erosion as before. The deposited material is assumed to be metal which was sputtered from 

exposed surfaces of the anode. Interestingly, net deposition only occurred in a fairly narrow range 

of angles from 70-85 degrees from the centerline. Samples placed at angles less than 70 degrees 

from the centerline experienced relatively high erosion rates due to the high plasma density at the 

core of the plume. Samples placed at angles greater than 85 degrees experienced very low 

deposition rates because they had no line of sight to exposed parts of the anode. In both cases, the 

net deposition rates turns out to be negative, and no deposition was seen on any of the samples in 
these regions. 

The most recent studies of the plumes from SPT-100 and D-100 thrusters were conducted in 

a relatively new facility at the University of Michigan. Unlike the facility at NASA Lewis, the base 

pressure in the University of Michigan facility is quite close to operating pressure, so atmospheric 

contaminants may influence data taken in the facility [Gallimore 1996]. A wide variety of 

measurements have been made in this facility and the work is generally very thorough. 

Measurements taken of the SPT's include microwave measurements of the plasma density in the 

plume [Ohler et al. 1995], measurements of the phase shift and attenuation of L-band 

transmissions[OW<?r et al. 1996], measurements of ion flux, neutral flux, heat flux, and the ion 

energy distribution within these plumes [King 1996], and very near-field measurements of the 

charge and ion current density [Kim 1996]. The near field and neutral flux measurements 

represent unique data which were not previously available for these devices. Additional 

experiments have also been conducted with SPT and TAL thrusters operating on Krypton 

propellant [Ohler 1995, Marrese 1995 and Marrese 1996]. These results are largely of academic 

value, as no plans presently exist to use Krypton as a propellant for an operational SPT thruster. 

However, these results do provide necessary data on the physics of the CDEA Thrusters and the 

details of their operation. They also provide another set of data which can be used to test proposed 
models of the plume region. 
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The SPT-100's discharge current profile is quite noisy and exhibits a variety of time 

dependent phenomena. Though the discharge current is nominally 4.3 Amps, current variations of 

4 amps peak-to-peak have been observed in some modes of operation [Manzella 1993]. Similar 

though smaller variations have also been observed with the D-100 TAL thruster [Marrese et al. 

1996]. In an effort to determine the influence of these instabilities on radio transmissions, Dickens 

et al [1995] used a Langmuir probe to measure the time dependent variation in number density 

along the centerline. Density variations of up to 12% were recorded in the SPT-100 plume, while 

variations of only 3% were measured in the D-100 plume. It should be noted that the SPT-100 

tested was an "end of life" model, and these results may not be representative of the beginning of 

life performance. Dickens also measured the time dependent phase shift of radio signals 

transmitted through the plumes of the SPT-100 and D-100 thrusters at a frequency of 6.2 GHz. 

Depending on the thruster and the geometry, the measured phase shift varied from 5 to 20 degrees. 

Based on these results, Dickens also constructed a simple plume model based on the model of 

Carney [1988]. This model is discussed in detail in the next section. 
In summary, because Western companies have shown great interest in using the SPT and 

TAL thrusters. a large number of ground based tests have been conducted in order to characterize 

the plumes from these devices and measure their impact on exposed surfaces. Many aspects of the 

plume, particularly its charge and current densities, have been studied quite thoroughly. The SPT- 

100 in particular been the object of many experimental efforts. Nevertheless, the data available are 

occasionally contradictory and the magnitude of the experimental error is generally unclear. In 

addition it is unclear how well these ground based test results apply to orbital conditions. No 

space based experimental data have been produced for either the D-100 or SPT-100 thrusters. An 

SPT thruster is manifested for a flight on a French satellite later in 1996. Until that flight occurs, 

the only data available are from ground based experiments. 

Theoretical Work 
Because relatively few data are available on processes occurring inside anode layer thrusters, 

little effort has been made to model these devices. In addition, although several models have been 

proposed to describe processes occurring inside the acceleration channel of CDEA Thrusters [Fife 

1996, Hirakawa 1996], relatively few efforts have been made to model the physics of the plume 

region. Several simple models of the plume have been developed based on empirical relationships. 

Dickens [1995] constructed a model based closely on the model developed by Carney [1988] for 

arcjets. In his formulation, the number density in the plume is basically given by 
„  ,.     -[A(l-cos(e))]p 

.(r.W-W,      ,. (U-3> r cos 6 
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where n0 is the on-axis number density one meter from the anode exit and p and X. are empirical 

coefficients determined from laboratory data and r0 is an arbitrary constant with units of length 

squared. Dickens' original formulation does not include the r0, but it is required to make the units 

consistent.   Dickens used a modulation term to model oscillations in density as spherical 

wavefronts emerging from the center of the thruster exit plane. The time dependent number 

density is then given by 

n(r, 0,t) =-2-2-5 72 (l-m(cos(fB2*t-rkp))) (1.1-4) 
r cos 6      v        v p 'I 

where m and fm are additional empirical parameters. Steady state density profiles based on 

equation (1.1-4) match experimental data fairly well when m is between 0.5 and 0.7 and X is 

between 40 to 60. However, predictions of the phase shift depend heavily on m and generally fail 

to match experimental values. The use of four empirical parameters limits the value of this model, 

particularly since it does not include the interaction between the thruster and ambient gases present 

in the test chamber. 

Randolph and Pencil also constructed an empirical plume model in an effort to predict erosion 

and deposition rates on surfaces exposed to the plume of an SPT-100 [Randolph etal. 1994 and 

Pencil et al. 1996]. Their model uses an expression for the current density based on a two term 

Gaussian distribution with collisionless expansion, resulting in a density that falls as 1/r2. This 

expression was first proposed for use with CDEA Thrusters by Ohler [1995] and gives 

sin2fl 
- k2 exp 

kj, ko, k3? and k4 are empirical constants based on experimental data [Randolph 1996]. ki and k3 

are unitless constants and ko and k2 have units of current density. A model for the sputtering 

coefficient of Xe on different surfaces was also developed which included the effects of energy and 

impact angle on the sputtering coefficient. The energy dependent sputtering yield was integrated 

over a range of experimentally determined ion energies to given the effective sputtering coefficient. 

The resulting model matches experiment fairly well when the ion impact angle is normal to the 

surface, but matches less well when the primary impact angle is 45 degrees. This makes the model 

useful for "rule-of-thumb" calculations, but again the presence of empirical parameters makes it 

difficult to extend results from laboratory to experimental conditions. Better models are clearly 

needed to fully characterize the plume region. 

At the present time, only two efforts have been made to develop advanced models of a Hall 

Thruster plume. Bishaev et al. [1993] constructs a multi-fluid model of the plume based on kinetic 

descriptions of the ion and neutral distribution functions. Electrons are modeled as an adiabatic gas 

and charge exchange collisions are included using the Crook collision operator. The result is a 

complex system of equations which are solved on a Cartesian grid using an unspecified 
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computational technique. The formulation is quite complex and the results appear to be bmifed o 

simple geometries. The plume is modeled in normalized coordinates to distances equivalent to hatf 

a meter from the exit of an SPT-100 thruster. A brief comparison is made between the model and 

experimental data and is shown in Figure 1.6. No units are included in the figure, and the quahty 

of the comparison is unclear. The basic model appears sound, but the formulation quite complex 

and probably difficult to extend to realistic geometries. 
■    Rhee and Uwü [1995] developed a hybrid Particle-in-Cell model of an SPT plume which 

combines an analytical model of the ion beam with a PIC model for the CEX ions. The method 

used is similar to the method employed by Samanta Roy [1995] to model plumes from ion 

thrusters  However, Rhee and Lewis use a modified PIC method which uses simulated particles to 

represent the difference between the ion and electron charge densities. It is our opinion that this 

method is fundamentally invalid. In plasmas, perturbations in charge propagate as waves, not as 

particles and travel at the relevant wave propagation velocity. In the modified PIC method, charge 

perturbations travel as particles at a rate determined by the charge and mass of the particle. The 

author's claim that their method "by default, assumes that there is a neutralizing electron 

background " is also incorrect. PIC simulations must directly simulate electrons using either 

particles or a hybrid formulation. We therefore conclude that the method used is fundamentally 

flawed and the overall model invalid. 
In summary, although a variety of different experimental studies have been undertaken of the 

plumes produced by CDEA and Anode Layer thrusters, relatively little effort has been made to 

model the CDEA Thruster's plume region. The models which do exist tend to be simple and 

empirical formulations which are difficult to apply to space operations. To date, only one valid 

effort has been made to develop a three dimensional model of the plume. This model uses a kinetic 

formulation to solve for the various species in the plume, and although the basic model is sound, 

the accuracy of the model is unclear. There is a fundamental need for an accurate, three 

dimensional model of a Hall Thruster plume which can be used to simulate realistic spacecraft 

geometries. The goal of this thesis is to describe the physics of expanding plasma plumes and 

develop a computational model which can simulate the plume from a Hall Thruster. The 

formulation used will be generally applicable to plumes from a variety of devices including ion 

thrusters, anode layer thrusters, SPT thrusters, and the quasi-neutral regions of plumes released by 

plasma contactors. This model will address a critical need within the spacecraft community by 

allowing designers to determine the impact that many types of plasma plumes will have on the 

operation of a spacecraft. The model will not include Coulomb collisions, so it will not apply to 

plumes in which the plasma density is much higher than that seen in the plume of a Hall Thruster. 

The model is also quasi-neutral by assumption, so it will not apply to plumes containing double 

layers or other non quasi-neutral regions. 
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1.1.4    Previously Developed Computational Methods 
Plasma are used today in a variety of applications including electric propulsion, 

semiconductor processing, and fusion research. A substantial effort has also been made to model 

rarefied neutral gases both for space and terrestrial applications. In both cases, the traditional Euler 

and Navier-Stokes formulations do not apply because the flow can be highly non-Maxwellian and 

because they do not properly model transport properties in ionized gases. As a result, substantial 

efforts have been made to develop computational methods for simulating plasmas and rarefied 

gases. A variety of different formulations now exist, including the Molecular Dynamics method, 

the Particle-in-Cell method, Particle-in-Cell with Monte Carlo Collisions, and the Direct Simulation 

Monte Carlo method. Molecular Dynamics is sometimes used to study basic phenomena, but 

because the computation time required by the method scales as order N2 or higher, it is not 

appropriate for large scale simulations. A detailed description of this method is given in 

Lubachevsky [1991]. This section reviews the most commonly used particle methods: the PIC, 

PIC-MCC, and DSMC algorithms. Because these methods are well established and used in a 

variety of applications, no effort is made to review the literature surrounding each technique. 

Instead, the basic techniques and assumptions used with each method are described in separate 

sections. It should be noted that the model used in this thesis is a combination of the PIC and 

DSMC methods and is subject to many of the limitations present in both methods. 

Particle-in-Cell Method 
The particle-in-cell method is used to model the motion of particles in self and externally 

induced conservative force fields. This technique has been applied to a variety of fields including 

astrophysics, thermodynamics, semiconductor device simulation and plasma physics. The PIC 

method is described in detail in books by Eastwood [1988] and Birdsall andUmgdon [1991]. 

Fundamentally, the PIC method uses computational particles to model plasmas at a statistical and 

molecular level. A large number of computational particles are used to represent an even larger 

number of real particles moving in a conservative force field. In Cartesian coordinates, the basic 

equation of motion for a charged particle moving in an electric field is 

d^x = qEj. d^y = qEL d2z = qEz 

dt2 ~ m, dt2      m, dt2      m, 
(1.1-5) 

Because the charge and mass of the charged particle always appear as a ratio in these equations, a 

single computational particle can be used to represent thousands of charged particles without 

changing the basic equations of motion. In fact, since the charge to mass ratio is independent of 

the number of particles, each computational particle can represent thousands of electrons or ions 
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condmTX conespond to some physical system and «hen move «he paroles in a manner 
conditions wnic P Aflowchan diagram of the PIC method is shown in Figure 1.7. 

üeleTes and therefore varies in time and space. From Coulomb's ,aw, the e,ectncal force 

between two charged particles is given by 
p___L_ Hi42_ 

4re.  d! 

Where „ and q, are me charges of «he Wo panicles and d is the distance between them. The t ta, 
Ictncal force on a charged panicle is the sum of the forces reduced by every other panicle in the 
TZ Determinmg Uns force directly requires determining me distance between the panic   and 
aTof the other panic.es present in the simu.ation. Calculating me force is therefore an order N- 

o; aüon (,e. the computational Urne required scaies as the square of the number of panicles,.nd 
s ompulonaUy impractical for targe numbers of panicles. To avoid scahng prob ems, me PIC 
I! uses a different approach to determine me local electric field. The baste idea is «o «vide 

up" die domain into ceUs and men determine the charge density by countmg up me numb r of 
charges in each cell and dividing by it. volume. Once the charge denstty ts determined, the 

electrical potential can be determined by solving Poisson's equation. 

V^(x,y,Z)=   ^J 

Where «W) is.the electrical potential and p(x, y, z) is°the charge density as a function of 

position  The local electric field can then be found by differentiating the potential. 

Weighting parücles to a grid and differentiating the potential are bom Order(N) processes. Solvmg 
Foil's eq. nation is «ypically an Order (M .„ M) process where M is «he number of nodes on he 
gnd Order(M) meütods also exisl, «hough «he overhead associa«ed with «hese methods make ,t 

more practical to use an M .n M me«hod in many cases {Press e, aU pp. 827-88 ,. The net resu.t 

is tha« «he overall process of weighung panicles, so.ving for me elecric potential, and then 
differendating to ob«ain the electric field is an 0(N in N) process. This allows one to mode! much 
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larger domains than would be possible if one were to directly calculate the force on each charged 

particle. 

The validity of the PIC method depends on having small enough cells to resolve all important 

physical processes and on having enough computational particles in each cell to obtain statistically 

valid samples. Empirical tests suggest that approximately 10 particles per cell are required to 

obtain accurate results using the PIC method [Hockney pg. 22]. The number of cells required to 

cover the domain determines the number of particles required for the simulation, which in turn 

determines the amount of memory and computational time required to obtain a solution. In a 

plasma, the fundamental length scale is the Debye length, which is given by 

V ne 

where n is the local plasma density. For the full PIC method to be accurate, the size of the 

computational mesh must be no larger than the Debye length, or the simulation will fail to resolve 

wavelengths of interest in the plasma. The Debye length is inversely proportional to the square 

root of the charge density, so it becomes very computationally intensive to model very dense 

plasmas on large length scales. 

The computational particles are moved by integrating system (1.1-5) using a finite difference 

method. One commonly used method is the leapfrog method, which is second order accurate in 

time when applied to (1.1-5). Like the computational grid, the timestep which is used to advance 

the simulation is also limited by physical considerations. In general, the timestep must be small 

enough to resolve all frequencies of interest. In a plasma, the highest frequency of interest is 

usually the electron plasma frequency which is given by 

npe
2 

o>P.=J-£— (1.1-6) 
V me£o 

The minimum requirement to resolve this frequency is given by the following relationship 
[Hockney et al. pg. 335]. 

^At<2 (1.1-7) 
In practice, a smaller timestep is often required to resolve electron plasma wave phenomena 

adequately. Again, as the plasma density increases, the plasma frequency increases and more 

timesteps are required to reach the final solution. In addition, the need to meet the requirements of 

(1.1-7) make it very difficult to resolve physical phenomena occurring on ion plasma timescales. 

The ion plasma frequency, for instance, is given by 

m.Co 

In Xenon, mj/me is 239,297, so ctH and (De differ by a factor of 500. This difference makes it 

difficult to resolve ion plasma waves using a traditional PIC method. An alternative approach is to 
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model the ions using a PIC method, but to model the electrons using a Vlasov or hydrodynamic 

formulation. This technique is known as a hybrid-PIC model. Because the electrons are treated 

separately from the ions, the highest frequency of interest in the PIC part of the simulation is the 

ion plasma frequency, so timesteps can occur on ion timescales. Another alternative to traditional 

PIC is to integrate the equations of motion using an implicit formulation which is stable even when 

coeAt» 2. Such schemes have had some success though they can become very complex and are 

subject to their own timescale limitations [Birdsall et al. pg. 205]. 
In summary, the PIC algorithm is a well established computational method which has been 

used to simulate plasmas in a variety of different applications. Though more computationally 

expensive than traditional solvers based on the hydrodynamic equations, the PIC method is 

necessary when simulating highly non-Maxwellian plasmas. 

Particle, in Q».H with Mont* Carlo Collisions (PIC-MCC) 
Although the PIC method is well suited to the simulation of collisionless plasmas, it can not 

be used to simulate collisional plasmas for two reasons. First, when a particle is weighted to the 

grid, the charge it carries is effectively smeared out in space, so particles in the same cell are unable 

to "see" and interact with each other. Second, since neutral atoms carry no charge, they do not 

contribute to the electric field in system (1.1-5) and can not influence the trajectories of other 

particles in the plasma. In many cases, the presence of neutrals can have a substantial impact on a 

partially ionized plasma. In order to model collisional phenomena, a modification of the PIC 

method known as the Particle-in-Cell method with Monte Carlo Collisions (PIC-MCC) has been 

developed. This model is described in detail by Birdsall [1991] and has been applied to low 

pressure, low density plasmas with "only a few particles colliding per field time step." The range 

of conditions in which PIC-MCC has been used is at pressures < a few 100 millitorr and plasma 

densities less than 1016 ra-3 [Birdsall 1991]. Like the PIC method, the PIC-MCC method is based 

on the use of computational macroparticles to model plasmas statistically at a molecular level. In 

the PIC-MCC model, macroparticles are used to represent both ions and neutrals in the plasma. 

Just as in a conventional PIC model, particles are weighted to the grid, the electric field is 

calculated, and the particles are moved according to system (1.1-5) using finite-difference 

approximation. The neutral particles are not influenced by the electric field and do not contribute to 

the charge density, so they move on ballistic trajectories independently of the charged particles. 

The difference between the PIC and PIC-MCC methods is that an extra Monte Carlo Collision step 

occurs in each iteration, as shown in Figure 1.8. During the MCC step, the nejürals are weighted 

to the grid and the neutral density is calculated as a function of position in the plasma. Each 

charged particle is then assigned a probability that it will undergo a collision in this timestep given 

by [Birdsall 1991] 
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Pcouwon =!" exp[-nneulra](Tlotal(Em)vmAt] 

Where P is the probabüity that a collision occurs, nneutra] is the local neutral density, ot0tal(Em) is 

the energy dependent total collision cross section and vm is the particle's velocity. The expression 

for P is valid when the total collision cross section is known and when the velocity of the charged 

particle is much greater than the velocity of the neutrals in the simulation. Once P is known, a 
random number ß is chosen and compared to P. If P > ß, the particle is scattered in du. ümestep. 

The velocities of scattered particles are then randomly modified to account for the dynamics of the 

collision  In CEX collisions, the particle is scattered isotropically and scattering angles are chosen 

from uniform distributions. At no time is a collision partner actually chosen for the scattered 

particle This is a fundamental difference between the PIC-MCC method and fully colhsional 

methods like DSMC. Since no collision partner is chosen, the relative velocity of the two particles 

is (strictly speakine) unknown and the effect of a collision on the second partner is not included. 

In CEX-like collisions (fast charged particle colliding with a slow neutral) the relative velocity 

depends almost solely on the ion velocity and the neutral velocity has little effect on the collision 

cross section or final ion velocity. In these cases, it is valid to model the collision without 

considering the influence of the second collision partner's velocity on the collision cross section. 

With collisions within a species, on the other hand, the relative velocities of the two particles 

depends strongly on both collision partners. Self collisions and collision between two species 

moving at the same velocity are therefore not accurately simulated by the PIC-MCC method. In 

addition, because the second partner is never chosen, the effect of CEX collisions on the neutral 

gas is not calculated, the velocity of neutral particles is not modified, and new neutrals are not 

produced by any of these collisions. Because these neutral effects are ignored, the PIC-MCC 

method is valid only when collisions can be said to have little effect on the neutral species- 

distribution function. This occurs when very few collisions occur each timestep or when the 

neutral density is much greater than the ion density (which is equivalent to requiring that the ion 

collision frequency be much higher than the neutral collision frequency). In principle, it may be 

possible to apply PIC-MCC to neutral particles in situations where the plasma velocity is much 

higher than the neutral velocity. In these cases, it may be possible to write a collision probabüity 

function for the neutrals based solely on the ion velocity. But because the PIC-MCC method 

models collisions based on the interaction between an individual particle and a bulk gas (as 

opposed to the interaction between two particles), it can never be applied in situations where self- 

collisions are important or where collisions have a substantial impact on the underlying distribution 

function of both gases. Many different forms of the PIC-MCC method have been developed and 

are described by Birdsall [1991]. 
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m„dcl chemical reacdons m rarefied gases for a van  y Computaüonal 

macroparucles are used to sunuiate much »^ c° ^ a physical 

,he DSMC method is shown in Ftgure 1A ^ ^ compare ^ 
The most straightforward way to model colhstonsu,mo ^ ^ 

„ofeachmoiectdetome,^ 

„ext colhsion wil! occur, advance Ute '—'^^ ß simulations and ,s very 

» co!bsion partners. This procedure ts «-» »^ ^L of the number of parddes in «be 
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is to decouple colhsions and move steps in the gas, so particles can be moved without considering 

all possible collision pairs. Colhsions are then considered in a separate step. Though the motion 

of the individual particles will be incorrect (particles will appear to pass "through" each other 

without colliding at a microscopic level), the collective motion of many particles can modeled 

correctly over time by ensuring that the proper collisions occur between move steps. 

The macroparticle themselves move according to system (1.1-5), but with the electric field set 

equal to zero. At the end of each move step, particles that end up in the same cell are grouped 

together using a fast sorting algorithm. Colhsions are then carried out between randomly chosen 

pairs of particles within each cell grouping. The method used to ensure that the correct number of 

collision occur in the correct proportions is critical to the DSMC scheme and merits some 

discussion. A number of different statistical methods are used in various applications, but we will 

discuss one of the oldest and most common selection algorithms: the selection-rejection scheme 

with local time counters. A scheme will be described for simulations in which a single species can 
undergo a single type of collision. 

As the name implies, the local time counter scheme requires that each cell have its own time 

counter. At the beginning of the simulation, both the local and global time counters are set equal to 

zero. At the beginning of each iteration, the global time counter in incremented by one time step. 

Then, after the particles have been sorted by cell, the simulation iterates through the cells and 

compares the value of a local time counter to the simulation's global time. If the local time is larger 

than the global time, the simulation advances to the next cell and no collisions take place. If the 

local time is less than the global time, the simulation randomly selects two potential collision 

partners from the particles present in the cell. The simulation then calculates their relative velocity 

and energy dependent collision cross section with no regard for the actual position of the particles 

within the cell. Since the position of the particles is ignored, another random selection must be 

made to determine whether or not the particles collide. In order to ensure that collision pairs are 

selected in the correct relative proportions, the selection must be weighted by the product of the 

particles' velocity and collision cross section. This is accomplished by selecting a random number 
and comparing it to the following ratio 

re, 

K) 
V       r/max (1.1-8) 

The numerator is the product of the collision cross section and the relative speed of the two 

potential collision partners. The denominator is the largest value of this quantity previously seen in 
this cell. The value of (crcr)max varies from cell to cell and is updated with each iteration. If ß is 

greater than expression (1.1-8), two different potential collision partners are chosen and no 

collision occurs. If ß is less than expression (1.1-8), a collision is assumed to occur and the two 

panicles are modified accordingly. This selection scheme is referred to as the selection-rejection 
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scheme and is appropriate when simulating a single type of collision. A modified scheme which 

can be used to simulate multiple collisions is discusses in section 3.5.1. 

When a collision takes place, the local time counter is updated to reflect the fact that a 

collision has occurred. The amount by which the local time counter is advanced is also weighted 

by the collision cross section on the following basis. The average volumetric collision frequency 

between molecules in a gas is given by 
v = j^n2ocr 

where v is the number of collisions per unit volume per second. This expression can be inverted to 

give a collision time. In the local time counter method, this quantity represents the time consumed 

bv each collision, so the local time counter is advanced by the following quantity 
A 2W 
At|^"Vn2ocr 

where V is the volume of the cell and W is weight of the macroparticles. This formulation is valid 

for a single species undergoing collisions with itself. Alternate formulations for multiple particles 

undergoing multiple collisions are discussed in Section 3.5.1. Once a collision occurs, the local 

time counter is again compared to the global time counter to determine if another collision is 

necessary. This process is continued until the local time in each cell is larger than the global time in 

the simulation, at which point another iteration can occur. Additional iterations take place until the 

flow reaches a steady state or the simulation is halted. 
Since potential collision partners are selected randomly without regard for their location, one 

important limitation of the DSMC method is that the size of the grid cells must be smaller than a 

mean free path, or collisions will take place between particles that are physically too far apart for 

such collisions to take place. In addition, it has been empirically observed that statistically accurate 

results are obtained when there are more than -20 macroparticles in each cell. This rule is 

independent of the collision cross section. As the mean free path gets smaller, the number of cells 

increases, which in turn increases the number of particles required. Overall, the number of 

particles required in a simulation increases with the number density, so very dense flows can not 

be simulated using the DSMC method. 
The major advantage of the DSMC method is that the sorting, selection, and collision 

processes are all order N or order N In N processes. As a result, the DSMC method can be used to 

simulate much larger problems than can be addressed by the MD method. To date, the DSMC 

method has been used for a wide range of applications and has been repeatedly verified through 

experimental studies. It has been an important tool for researchers exploring the physics of 

rarefied gases, including the expansion of neutral gas plumes into vacuum. 

In summary, a variety of different computational algorithms exist which use computational 

macroparticles to statistically simulate gases and plasmas at a molecular level. These algorithms 
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have been used to study plasmas and rarefied gases in a variety of different applications, but each 

method is subject to serious theoretical and practical limitations. The PIC method has been well 

established for the simulation of collisionless plasmas, but is fundamentally unsuited for the 

simulation of denser plasmas where collisions are a significant factor. The DSMC method is well 

suited to the simulation of rarefied gases, but does not include the long range interactions present in 

a PIC method. In addition, each method is subject to length and time scale limitations determined 

by the fundamental characteristics of the gases they simulate. The PIC-MCC method is a partial 

attempt to combine both short and long range interactions into single computational algorithm but 

because it does not track the influence of collisions on neutral particles, it can only be applied when 

the neutral density is much higher than the charge density in the plasma. To date, no general 

algorithm has been constructed with the ability to fully model the interactions between a non- 
Maxwellian plasma and rarefied neutral gases: 

1.2 Outline of Research 

Although a great deal of work has been conducted on spacecraft-plume interaction issues to 

date, no comprehensive 3D simulations have been constructed of the relatively high density plumes 

emitted by closed drift thrusters. This thesis will address this issue by examining the following 
fundamental questions: 

• How does a partially ionized plasma plume expand into a vacuum? 

• How does this plume interact with three dimensional solid surfaces it encounters? 

• What computational techniques can be used to efficiently model a 3D plasma flow and its 
interaction with solid surfaces? 

This thesis addresses these questions by describing a comprehensive computational model of the 

plume from a Hall Thruster. In particular, this work will consider the interaction between the 

plume from an SPT-100 and the surfaces of the spacecraft on which the thruster is mounted 

Although the primary focus of this work will be on Hall Thrusters, the method is general and can 

be applied to plumes from ion thrusters, anode layer thrusters, and the quasi-neutral regions of 

plumes from plasma contactors. In principle, the model can be applied to all quasi-neutral, steady- 

state problems involving partially ionized coUisional plasmas in which short-range coulomb 

collisions are unimportant. The quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC method can be applied to problems 

traditionally solved using the PIC-MCC method, though it may not be the most computationally 

efficient solution to the problem. It can also be used to solve problems which are not addressed by 

PIC-MCC such as plasmas in which neutral-neutral collisions play an important role or situations 

m which the neutral and plasma densities are of the same order of magnitude. The quasi-neutral 

PIC-DSMC model also requires much less computational work than previous models and can be 
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applied .0 realistic spacecraft geometries. TTds makes the mode, a suitable prototype for me 
development of simulations to be used for spacecraft design work. 

Chapter 2 describes me basic structure of the plume from a CDEA Tnruster and use some 
staple mils to derive basic plume parameters. Chapter 3 gives a detuned descnpuon of an 
lire Lie P.C-DSMC model of the plume and Chapter 4 presents results from the mode as 

" Censive comparisons »experimental data. Chapter 5 describes a three dm—1 
i"based on the same fundamental algorithms and Chapter 6 presents staulanons whtch 
verifv Ute 3D model and show a CDEA Thruster mounted on a typical geosynchronous 

«nications satellite. Finally, Chapter 7 presents conclusions and plans for fnture work on the 

PIC-DSMC plume model. 
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Figure 1.1: Flow Regimes Associated with a Plume Expanding into Vacuum 
[Dettleff, 1991] 
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Figure 1.2:  Regimes of Surface-Plume Interaction 
[Dettleff, 1991] 
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Figure 1.3: Picture of a Typical 30 cm Ion Engine 
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Figure 1.4: Picture of a Typical Arcjet Thruster 
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Figure 1.5: Pictures of Typical Closed Drift Thrusters 
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1 - ion current density obtained by experiment 
2 - ion current density of "high speed" ions 

3 - Full ion current density, obtained numerically 

Figure 1.6: Comparison of Results from Bishaev[1993] and Experiment 
(As taken from Bishaev [1993]) 
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Figure 1.7: Flowchart Diagram of PIC Method 
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Figure 1.8: Flowchart Diagram of PIC-MCC Method 
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Figure 1.9: Flowchart Diagram of DSMC Method 
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Chapter 2: Basic Theory and Analysis 

The plume of a Hall Thruster is composed of several different species of charged and neutral 

particles which interact with themselves and with each other throughout the plume region. The 

first step in constructing a computational model is to describe the thruster's basic operating 

characteristics and determine what simplifying assumptions can be made about the plasma. This in 

turn requires an understanding of the basic characteristics of the plasma, including its Debye 

length, Gyro radius and Knudsen number. This chapter describes the basic operating 

characteristics of a Hall Thruster and uses a simple empirical model to describe and estimate the 

value of fundamental parameters in the plume region. The model used is a point source model 

(similar to.Equation 1.2) that is intended to produce order of magnitude estimates of parameters in 

the plume region. The model does not accurately duplicate the detailed structure of the plume and 

should not be used for design purposes. Based on the calculated parameters, a series of 

simplifying assumptions can be made about the plume region. These assumptions not only clarify 

the physics of the plasma, but also form the basis for the computational model described in 

Chapters 3 and 5. Section 2.1 describes in qualitative terms the basic operating characteristics of a 

Hall Thruster and Section 2.2 presents a simple plume model which is used to estimate various 

plume parameters. Section 2.3 summarizes the assumptions which can be made based on the 

calculations presented in Section 2.2. and briefly considers their implications for the computational 

model. The axisymmetric and three dimensional computational models are described in detail in 

Chapters 3 and 5 respectively. 
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2.1 Hall Thrusters: Basic Principles of Operation 
The primary difference between a Hall Thruster and a gridded ion thruster is that the 

ionization and acceleration of propellant take place in a single acceleration channel rather than in 

separate ionization and acceleration zones. Figure 2.1 is a schematic diagram of a Hall Thruster. 

The thruster anode region is axisymmetric about the centerline, but the cathode is a point source 

located to one side of the thruster. The acceleration channel is an annular region surrounded by an 

insulating dielectric material. Magnetic coils are used to set up a radial magnetic field in the 

acceleration channel. The strength of this field varies with axial location, but the exact 

configuration of the field is considered proprietary information. An electric field is established 

between an annular anode at the closed end of the channel and a hollow cathode placed just to the 

side and front of the open end of the channel. The potential difference between that anode and the 

cathode is the "discharge voltage" and is typically 300 V, though SPT thrusters have been operated 

at higher and lower voltages in the laboratory. The cathode is typically a single hollow cathode, 

though in principle a different electron source could be used instead. The cathodes used on the 

SPT-100 are of Russian design and are described in Arkhipov et al. [1991]. Electrons emitted by 

the cathode are attracted towards the anode and enter the acceleration channel. In the channel, the 

electrons are trapped by the radial magnetic field and begin to orbit around the field lines. At the 

same time, the interaction of the electric and magnetic fields cause the electrons to drift in the 

azimuthal direction, creating the so-called "Hall" current (as defined in Milchner et al. [pg. 173]). 

This current is the source of the term "Hall Thruster." The strength of the magnetic field is such 

that electrons entering the channel are considered "magnetized" because they gyrate around the field 

lines while ions entering the channel are considered "unmagnetized" because they follow relatively 

straight trajectories. The working fluid, typically Xenon gas, flows into the acceleration channel 

and is impact ionized by the electrons trapped by the magnetic field. Both single and double ions 

are created by impact ionization. The collisions enable electrons to move towards the anode 

through a diffusion process. The ionization process is relatively efficient, and 95% of the working 

fluid is typically ionized in an SPT-100 thruster. The resulting ions are then electrostatically 

accelerated out the end of the acceleration channel to produce thrust. Because ions are much 

heavier than electrons, their trajectories are relatively straight and are largely unaffected by the 

presence of the magnetic field. Nevertheless, a substantial number of ions end up colliding with 

the walls of the anode. This results in wall losses that are thought to have a significant impact on 

Hall Thruster efficiency. 

Because the ionization process is less than 100% efficient, some neutrals also escape the 

acceleration channel. The neutrals move at thermal velocities which are much lower than the beam 

ion velocity. Ions leaving the acceleration channel reach velocities in excess of 17000 m/s while 

neutrals typically travel at speeds less than 500 m/s. Unlike an ion thruster, however, not all of 
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.. -      „,,M Thruster travel a.the same veloeity. Ions created in different parts of 

•"-—r-rr^^rr^r^rsiririwiir^ofion 
hlgh velocities. As a ^ *^~"^ ^ M milioB* source of gas is the hollow 
energies than is seen in ton testers (see figure The hoUow cathode acts as an 

„f an 11 fnruster I, bod. cases, a group of slow moving neutrals interacts with a group of fast 

some critical differences exist between the plumes from these mo devices. The mass flow rate 

Zhlion thmster is about one tend, of ^"^"^Z* 
the .ons is about 2.3 times faster in the plume region [S<— ft* 1995. Pg. «1- ™e P ah 

1 number density in an ion thruster plume is therefore much ,ower man mat tn a HaU 
£   I about 1 x 1016 m-3 The neutral density in an ion thruster is about the same as that tn a 

«I     * neutral dens.ty , over ,00 times higher than the ion density ,S—y 
™ T 25-281. Because the neutral density is much greater man the plasma dens.ty, hybrid 
P C-MCC methods can be used to Simula« the plumes of ion thruster. The peak electron number 
Tens" m a Hal, Thruster p.ume ts about 2 x ,0" m-3, or ten times higher than *e peak plasma 

d    .* in an .on thruster. The higher electron density lowers die Dehye lengti, by a factor f 3 
when compared to ion thrnsters, so thirty rimes more ceils are required to Simula« a Hal, Thrus*r 
It! dimensions than are required to simu.a«ed an ion thruster plnme of Ute same size though 

not the same power or thrust). Given that previous ion thruster simulanons have required 

^L. *e use of conventional PIC techniques. An additional problem ts ma * 

neutral density in a Hall Thruster can be of the same order as the plasma density. Because the PIC 
MCCmeL assumes mat Ute plasma density is much higher than the neutral density, tt does not 

aoDlv in this situation. 
,t should be noted that Figure 2.1 presents a simplified picture of Hall Thruster operatton. 

Experimental and analytical vvork has shown that a considerable number of instabUmes occur in, the 
deration channel, creating significant rime dependent variations in potential and charge ens.ty 

[Dickens et al. 19951. Analytic and experimental work also suggest, mat the magnetic Held 
gradient a. the end of the acceleration channel plays a role in maintaining Ute stabthty of the 
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discharge [Bishaev et al. 1978]. Because this work is more concerned with time average effects in 

the plume than with the physics of the discharge itself, we choose to ignore these time dependent 

effects. Further reading on time dependent phenomena is available in Dickens et al. [1995] and 

F&  [1"5]- •        •    1 UU11 
Anode layer thrusters like the TAL thruster operate on the same principles as the Hall 

Thruster A cathode and acceleration channel are present in anode layer devices, but the 

acceleration channel is lined with metal rather than dielectric material and is much shorter than the 

channel of an SPT-100. Because the acceleration channel is quite short, most of the ion 

acceleration is thought to occur in a thin region in front of the acceleration channel rather than 

inside the channel itself. This region is referred to as an "anode layer" and is the source of the term 

"anode layer thruster." The exact manner in which a TAL thruster operates is presently unknown. 

In particular, it is unclear what, if any, role the conductive surfaces of the anode play in the 

ionization and acceleration process. 

2.2 Fundamental Parameters 
The best studied of the closed drift thrusters is the SPT-100, which is a type of Hall 

Thruster. The SPT-100 has been studied extensively in Russia and in the West and its basic 

characteristics are well documented. The SPT-100's operating parameters are summarized in Table 
2.1 and a picture ofthe SPT-100 is shown in Figure 1.5. The values shown in Table 2.1 are 

nominal, and conditions may vary from thruster to thruster and experiment to experiment. 

Experiments have been conducted on SPT's operating at different discharge voltages, mass flow 

rates, and even when using different propellants [Marrese 1995]. 
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Efficiency. Anode only 

Inner Insulator Diameter 

Outer Insulator Diameter 

Propellant 

56 mm 

100 mm 

Propellant Flow Rate 

Fraction of Propellant Directed to 

Cathode2          

Electron Temperature in Plume (Te) 

Xenon 

5.0-5.2 mg./sec. 

-10% 

Axial Ton Velocity4 (vz) 

Fraction of Propellant Ionized in 

Discharge Chamber   fa) 

2-4 eV 

-17000 m/s 

>95% 

Table 2.1: SPT-100 Basic Characteristics 
"Anode only" indicates that the cathode flo* is excluded 

1 [Manilla 19941 ^Atoatom 1993], 3[MyersandManzela 1993], 
4[Man-?ella 1993], 5[Manzella andSankovie 1995J 
■  TOWP ? 1 are soecific to the SPT-100 thruster, they are "typical" Although the values shown in Table 2.1 are specnic 

values for generic Hall and anode layer thrusters. 
The fundamental characteristics of the plume region can be estimated based on Tab e 2 1 and 

some^pt— 
acceleration channel is given by 

n.^rh/v.A 

n0=(l-niWfloA (2.2-1) 

ww. rh is the mass flow through the device, A is the exit area and a0 is the speed of sound. The 

::irc:~ 
given by the local speed of sound 
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For a monatomic gas like Xenon, y = 5/3. The temperature of the neutrals in the acceleration 

channel has not been measured, but 0.1 eV is a reasonable guess and gives a sonic speed of 350 

m/s. From Table 2.1, the fraction of the total flow which is directed to the anode is 90%, the 

ionization fraction at the end of the channel is approximately 95%, the inner acceleration channel 

radius is 23 mm and the outer channel radius is 50 mm. Using these values in equation (2.2-1) 

gives nj = 2.22 x 1017 nr3 and n0 = 5.69 x 1017 nr3 at the anode exit. The calculated plasma 

density is consistent with near-field measurements of the electron number density 1 cm 

downstream of the exit plane [Kim et al. 1978]. The neutral density has not been measured in this 
region. 

Equation (2.2-1) can also be used to estimate the plasma and neutral density at cathode exit. 

A total of 10% of the propellant flowing to the SPT-100 is directed to two hollow cathodes placed 

just in front and to the side of the thruster. Only one cathode is needed to operate the thruster, but 

two are used to provide redundancy in case of cathode failure. In the past, both cathodes 

continuously received propellant even though only one was operational at any point in time. This 

procedure caused erosion to occur on the inactive cathode and may no longer be used. The 

ionization fraction in a hollow cathode is relatively low (1%-10%) and can be approximated as zero 

for purposes of this analysis. The cathode orifice itself is very small, typically 0.5 mm [Williams 

et al 1990]. Using these values in equation (2.2-1) gives a neutral density n0 = 4.34 x 1021 nr3 at 
the cathode exit. 

Because the plume is expanding spherically, it is reasonable to assume that the density will 

fall as 1/r2. This allows one to estimate the density in the plume based on a model like that given in 
equation (1.1-1). For purposes of this analysis, it is useful to set f(0) = 1. Although the plume 

actually has higher densities along the centerline and lower densities at the edges, f(6)=constant is 

sufficient for estimating the plume's characteristics. If the acceleration channel were a point 

source, A would be equal to the radius of the orifice. Since the channel is actually annular, A is set 

equal to the width of the acceleration channel. This provides a rough estimate of the density in the 

plume region. A similar model can used to estimate the density contribution from the cathode. In 

this case, f(6) = 1 and A is set equal to the radius of the cathode orifice. The resulting plasma and 

neutral densities are shown in Figure 2.3. The contributions from the anode and cathode are 

shown separately and can be superimposed to obtain the local neutral density. 

The plasma densities shown in Figure 2.3 are generally of the same order as experimental 

measurements of plasma density [Myers andManzella 1993]. As one would expect, Figure 2.3 

underpredicts the plasma density along the centerline and therefore gives only a rough 

approximation of conditions in the plume. No direct experimental measurements have been made 

of the neutral density in the plume region. A retarding pressure sensor has been used to measure 

the neutral flux 0.5 m from the anode exit. The measured flux varied from 1 x lO2^ to 
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, x 1(P Tä «r> [King 1996], assuming that to neutrals are moving a. a thermal veloctty of 

50m/s gives number densities ranging from 3 x .0" to 3 x ,0« m-3. This value is htgher ta, 

the densls shown in Figure 2.3, and the reason for the disagreement is „ndear. Oneposst thty 

»that me neutrals in the plume are actuaUy fas, neutrals produced by CEX. Theexpenmental 

unique used «> measure the neutral flux is no, well established, so further work ts needed to 

clarify these measurements and accurately determine the neutral density in the plume regton. 

.     A variety of fundamental parameters can be calculated from the information shown m Ftgurc 

2 3 Table 2 2 gives a list of fundamental parameters calculated based on Figure 2.3. For 

simplicity, tine flow from tine cathode is no. included in these calculations. Table 2.2 gives a rough 

approximation of conditions in the plume. These parameters and the methods used to calculate 

them are discussed in sections 2.2.1 to 2.2.3 below. 

Radial Position 

n„ne 

n„ 

B 

P electron 

Pbeam ion 

pcex ion 

^■en 

^in 

?k:EX 

^•nn 

0.2 m 

2.69 x 1015 m"3 

6.88xl015m"3 

~1G 

0.02 cm 

5.4 cm 

232 m 

4.8 m 

908 m 

26 m 

35 m 

2980 m 

109 m 

242 m 

395 m 

0.5 m 

4,31 x 1014m"3 

1.10 x 1015nr3 

-0.1G 

0.05 cm 

54 cm 

2320 m 

48 m 

5680 m 

160 m 

220 m 

18700 m 

685 m 

1510m 

2470 m 

1.0 m 

1.08 x 1014m"3 

2.75xl014m"3 

-0.01 G 

0.10 cm 

540 cm 

>20000m 

480 m 

22700 m 

660 m 

880 m 

> 70000 m 

2740 m 

6060 m 

9890 m 

Table 2.2: Estimates of Fundamental Parameters in the Plume Region 

2.2.1  Debye Length 
The characteristic length over which charges are neutralized in a plasma is given by the Debye 

length 

K=4£okTjn/ 
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Table 2 2 shows the Debye length at various distances from the thruster based on an electron 

temperature of 2 eV. Throughout the plume the Debye length is small with respect to features of 

interest Even at distances up to 4 m from the thruster exit, the Debye length is only half a 

centimeter, which is very small compared to a meter-scale spacecraft Since there is no 

experimental evidence for double layers or other free standing sheaths, the plume can be 

considered quasi-neutral everywhere except in a thin region near solid surfaces. Because the 

Debye length is so small, it is impractical to model the plume using conventional PIC methods. 

However, since the Debye length is small everywhere in the plume, quasi-neutrality can be used to 

simplify our PIC model and avoid conventional length scale limitations. This pomt will be 

discussed further in Chapter 3. 

2 2.2 Magnetic Parameters 
A radial magnetic field is used to capture electrons in the acceleration channel and encourage 

bnpact ionization of the propellant. The extent to which this magnetic field "leaks" into the plume 

region has been measured experimentally, and is shown in Figure 2.5. Superimposed on the data 

in Figure 2 ^ is a dipole fit to the magnetic field data corresponding to a 1*3 power law. The dip 

in the data is caused by a reversal in the sign of B which can not be directly shown on a log plot. 

A l/r3 fit corresponds to +/- 20% of the data and shows that the B field falls very rapidly in the 

plume region. It should be noted that the geomagnetic field in GEO is of order 0.003 G, so the 

field from the thruster own field dominates throughout most of the plume region. This section 

describes methods used to calculate parameters relating to the magnetic field and its influence on 

the plasma. 

Msonptir Pressure Ratio 
The importance of the magnetic field in a plasma is measured by two critical parameters. The 

first is the ratio .of the kinetic energy in the plasma to the magnetic energy in the plasma, which is 

given by 
_ SnkT 

B2/2/i. 

The numerator is summed over the all of the charged species in the plasma; the neutrals have no 

effect on the strength of the magnetic field. A plasma cloud is diamagnetic and tends to neutralize 

magnetic fields. When beta is large, the plasma pressure dominates over the magnetic pressure and 

the plasma effectively shields out external magnetic fields with its own self generated fields. When 

beta is small, external fields are unmodified by the presence of the plasma. At the anode outlet, 

beta is approximately given by 
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(2.2xlQ17m-3)(l.38xlQ-23J/K)(2 eV)(11600 K/ev) _ft ^ 
ß~ (0.013 Tf/^l^xlO"6 H/ra) 

The resulting value is small as one would expect, or the thruster wouldn't operate. As one moves 

away from the thruster, the magnetic field falls as l/r^ while the density falls as l/r2. As a result, 

the local value of ßp rapidly increases, reaching unity at a distance of about 0.2 meters from the 

channel exit. As shall be shown in the next section, however, by the time ßp reaches unity, the 

local magnetic field has become very weak and has only a marginal influence on the plume. 

Electron Gvro Radius 
The second parameter which measures the importance of the magnetic field in a plasma is the 

gyro radius, which is given by 

Pg,/e = m./eVx / eB 

v± is the component of the particle's velocity perpendicular to the magnetic field and varies with 

the orientation of the local magnetic field. Because ions and electrons have different masses and 

temperatures, the electron and ion gyro radii are considered separately in this analysis. 

Experimental measurements indicate that the electron temperature is nearly constant throughout the 

plume region (see Figure 2.4). Electrons in the plume can therefore be treated as an isothermal 

gas. We further assume that the electrons are Maxwellian, so their mean velocity is given by 

V mn 

Maxwellian electrons with a temperature of 2 eV have a mean speed is 9.52 x 105 m/s. The gyro 

radius has been calculated using this value for vx and is shown in Table 2.2. Although the 

electron gyro radius is small inside the discharge chamber, it becomes quite large 20 cm from the 

thruster and much larger than features of interest when 1 m away from the thruster. In fact, the 

electrons are effectively unmagnetized at distances > 25 cm from the channel exit, which suggests 

that it may be possible to ignore the magnetic field in some regions of the plume. It should also be 

noted that some experimental work suggests that the structure of the plume is not influenced by 

small changes in the magnetic field [Manzella et al. 1995]. Based on the theoretical calculations 

and these experimental observations, we choose to treat the electrons as unmagnetized throughout 

the plume region. This assumption is clearly valid when more than 25 cm from the thruster, but 

may not be valid in the near field regions near the channel exit. The implications and limitations of 

this assumption are discussed further in Chapter 3. 
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Ion Gyro Radius 

RPA measurements of ions in the plumes of Hall Thrusters have shown that they are highly 

non-Maxwellian [Absalamov 1992]. However, previous work with ion thrusters suggests that the 

ions in the plume can be divided roughly into two groups: beam ions, which move at velocities of 

around 17000 m/s, and CEX ions which move at thermal speeds. Because these ions travel at 

different speeds, they are characterized by two different gyro radii. The beam ion gyro radius 

(given as pbeam ion) has been calculated based on a beam ion velocity of 17000 m/s. The results, 

shown in Table 2.2, indicate that the trajectories of these ions are clearly unaffected by the presence 

of the magnetic field. This result is to be expected since the magnetic field is designed to trap 

electrons in the acceleration channel without trapping the ions created in the channel itself. CEX 

ions were treated as a Maxwellian gas with a temperature of 0.1 eV, which is equal to the expected 

neutral temperature This value is probably low since the CEX ions are typically accelerated to an 

energy of several volts after they are created, so the calculated ion gyro radius is conservative and 

probably smaller than the real CEX ion gyro radius. The CEX ion gyro radius is also shown in 

Table 2.2, and the results again show that the CEX gyro radius is much larger than features of 

interest in the plume. It is therefore safe to conclude that ions in the plume are basically 
unmagnetized throughout the plume region. 

2.2.3 Mean Free Paths 

The importance of collisions is measured by the mean free path, which is given by the well 
known relationship 

A=1/(mT) (2.2-2) 

In an SPT plume, there are three distinct species of particle: ions, neutrals, and electrons. Each 

species undergoes a variety of interactions with itself and other species, each of which is 

characterized by a collision cross section and a mean free path. The possible interactions include 

elastic collisions, CEX collisions, ionization, excitation, recombination, and many others 

[Milchner et al. pg. 15]. This section describes the methods used to calculate collision cross 

sections and mean free paths of several significant processes which play a role in the development 
of the plume from a Hall Thruster. 

Electron Mean Free Paths 

The total electron-Xenon neutral collision cross section has been determined experimentally 

and is shown in Figure 2.6 [Chapman pg. 45]. For electrons with an average velocity of 2 eV, the 

total cross section is approximately 1.6 x 10"19m2. The resulting electron-neutral mean free path 

has been calculated based on the plume model presented in Section 2.2 and is given in Table 2.2. 
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differenüal scattering cross section is given by 

lfyc) = iy2_- (2.2-3) 
I^,CJ    sin4(*/2) 

which is this case is the electrostatic potential 

Where r ,s the disuutce between Ute pantc.es. Given (2,-4), the tmpact parameter for 90 degree 

scattering is given by 

(2.2-5) 

Integrating (2.2-3) then gives the momentum transfer cross section. 

on»(cr) = 4«b2
0lnl + VA 

»^t;r,n   Ranks sives the result of integrating 
Integrating (2.2-5) over energy gives the mean cross sectton. Banks gtves 

(2.2-5) for two species at different temperatures. 

Im,     m2 J 

__£(z£)hnA 
For ions and dectrons with Vme »IM «* ^"uces to (in cgs umts) 

2     (kT,)! 

[Mtictaer „ a/, pg. 59). The electron temperature tn the ptame ts 2 eV, so the 
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out to 1.06 x 10-17 m2. Table 2.2 gives the resulting electron-ion mean free path. Again, these 

values are extremely large when compared to features of interest, so electron-ion interactions do 

not need to be considered in the plume region. 

The mean momentum transfer Coulomb collision cross section for singly ionized species is 
given by Mitchner et al. [pg. 58] 

5:
ee=6^(lnA) = (5.85xl0-10)lnA/Te

2m2 (2 2_?) 

This expression is a modified form of equation (2.2-6) and can be used to calculate the electron- 

electron mean free path. For an electron temperature of 2 eV, the collision cross section works out 
-17       2       

to a = 1.413 x 10" m . The resulting electron-electron mean free paths are listed in Table 2.2. 

These values are also much larger than features of interest in the plume. 

In summary, the electron-neutral, electron-ion, and electron-electron mean free paths are all 

long with respect to features of interest in the plume region. Therefore, in the absence of a 

magnetic field, electrons are effectively collisionless in the plume region. 

Ion Mean Free Paths 

The Xe-Xe+ cross section for elastic collisions has not been measured experimentally, but 

can be estimated from theory. Samanta Roy [1995] used the following approximation from Banks 
[1966] (in cgs units) 

(   ..~2   \% 
crin(cr) = 2.21* y/e' 

Vmi2Cr
2y (2.2-8) 

Where cr is the approach velocity, y is the polarizability of the neutral atom, and m12 is the reduced 

mass of the two particles. The polarizability of Xenon y is 4.044 x 10"24 cm3. The beam ions are 

traveling at 17000 m/s. Since the neutrals are generally moving at velocities less than 500 m/s, the 

ion-neutral approach velocity is essentially equal to the beam ion velocity and the ion-neutral 

collision cross section works out to 4.87 x 10'20 m2. Once the collision cross section is known, 

equation (2.2-8) can be used to calculate the ion-neutral mean free path. The results are shown in 

Table 2.2. As before, the ion-neutral mean free path is large with respect to features of interest. It 

should be noted that collisions between ions and neutrals can also result in the creation of new ions 

through impact ionization. The cross section for impact ionization is also of order 1 x 10"20 m2, so 

the mean free path of this process will also be long with respect to features of interest [Chapman 
pg. 42]. 

Like electron-electron collisions, ion-ion interactions are governed by Coulombic forces. 

The ion-ion collision cross section is therefore given by the same expression used to electron- 

electrons collisions, equation (2.2-8). The ion temperature is subject to some uncertainty. The 
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JL   x4      iioriQQAik3 4eV  The results shown in Table 2.2 
»ial ion temperature measured by Manila U»*]»3.4e ^ 

were calcuiated on d* basis of this temperature. Agarn, themme» 

«spec, to features of interest Ion-ion ooUisions -"^Ccl secdonforCEX 
One additional process of interest» charge exchange «*»£™ experimenully and is 

^rTc^X—^uits. xon.nentraicomsionsa.sohavethepo.ndaito 

HailS^cc1hs.on cross section hasbeen measured expenmen«al,y. The »aM 

I . V«. * 10-8 cm which corresponds to a collision cross secnon of 3.674 x 10    m 
"Jhl e    usI«o calcu.ate «be neu.ral-neu.al mean free paths (design^ as    „ m 

Z,c 2 2 The resulting mean free paths are large with respect to the plume, mducattng that th Tab.e 12. The esulung P ^ ^ ^ ^^  fc .$ ^ nQUng ^ 

H'rr;:^easg^.Uxe-Xeco,si„nsservemainly.othermallze,he 

Firnis ttTfew eo.Us,ons «ha, do occur m me plume have utde effect on the Una! d.s«nbut.on. 

" "plL model has been used to calctdate approximate values for various fundamental 

plasma ZneL in the plume of an SPT-K» mruster. The results are based on I« 
ml— of the magnedc field in the plume, a simple Vfi plume expanston mode!, and a 
TelTdXe . models and measurements of colfisions cross sections for ions, electrons, and 

rDuTe region The plume was assumed to be composed of Xenon ions, Xenon 

1 ^lt len.,theelecttonswereassumed,obe,otberma,. TneresuUs of these 

"ns are summarized in Table 2.2. Based on «he ™**™^^ ** 
Mlowing s<a«emen«s can be made about «he plume from a «yp.cal Hall Thrusrer. 
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. The Debye length, is small, so the plume is quasi-neutral except in a small region near solid 

surfaces. 
• The ions are unmagnetized throughout the plume. 

• The electrons are unmagnetized when z > 25 cm. 

• The electrons are collisionless. 

• The neutrals are collisionless. 

• CEX is the dominant ion collision process. 
The picture which emerges is that of an unmagnetized, quasi-neutral plasma in which CEX 

collisions play a significant role but in which the electrons are collisionless. These observations 

form the basis for a computational model of the plume based on the PIC and DSMC methods. 

This model, and its underlying assumptions and limitations are discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic Diagram of a Hall Thruster 
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Figure 2.2: RPA Measurements of Beam Ion Energies 
[Absalamov 1992] 
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Figure 2.3: Estimates of Neutral and Ion Densities around a Hall Thruster 
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Figure 2.4: Experimental Measurements of the Electron Temperature 
Electron Temperature at 2 m and 4 m distance [Myers and Manzella, 1993J 
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Fieure 2.5: Measurements of Magnetic Field Strength vs. Axial Position 
8 [Randolph, SS/L, 1994] 
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Figure 2.6: Total Electron Collision Cross Section 
/Chapman pg. 45] 
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Figure 2.7: Definition of Impact Parameter for 90 Degree Scattering 
[Milchner et al. pg. 55] 
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Figure 2.8: Measured Cross Section for Xe-Xe+ CEX 
[Brown, pg. 75] 
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Chapter 3: Computational Plume Model and Methods 
(Axisymmetric) 

In Chapter 2, it was shown that the plume from a Hall Thruster is an unmagnetized, quasi- 

neutral plasma in which CEX collisions are known to play a significant role. This plume is 

relatively difficult to simulate because the ion density is high compared to that in an ion thruster. 

As a result, conventional PIC based methods become too computationally intensive to apply to 

these devices. In addition, because the ions are highly non-Maxwellian, conventional 

hydrodynamic models also do not apply in the plume region. Finally, because the neutral and ion 

densities are of the same order, conventional PIC-MCC methods may not apply in the plume. We 

use a new computational algorithm to model the plume from a Hall Thruster. This method is a 

combination of the well known PIC and DSMC methods and uses quasi-neutrality to avoid the 

length and time scale limitations imposed on conventional PIC models. Combining these two well 

known methods allows one to track the trajectories of ions and neutrals undergoing collisions in a 

relatively dense plasma plume. Chapter 3 describes the basic algorithm and gives the details of its 

implementation in an axisymmetric geometry. A three dimensional PIC-DSMC model has also 

been developed and is discussed in Chapter 5. 

3.1  Introduction 
A Hall Thruster plume is a rarefied gas in which both Coulomb forces and collisional effects 

have a significant impact on the development of the flow. As was discussed in Chapter 1, the 

Particle in Cell (PIC) method can be used to model long range Coulomb forces, but not collisional 
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effects  The Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method can be used to model collisions in 

rarefied neutral flows, but can not be used to model the charged particles present in a plasma. 

These two well known particle simulation methods have been combined to create a hybnd PIC- 

DSMC simulation. The hybrid simulation has a capability to model moderately coUisional non- 

Maxwellian plasmas interacting with neutral gases. A diagram of the combined PIC-DSMC 

method is shown in Figure 3.1. The basic method is very similar to the PIC method shown in 

Figure 1.7. Two important differences are present. First, the potential is determined using the 

electron momentum equation rather than by solving Poisson's equation. Second, a collision 

routine is included which uses DSMC methods to modify the trajectories of particles in the plasma. 

Chapter 3 gives a detailed description of the combined PIC-DSMC algorithm and its 

implementation in an axisymmetric geometry. The chapter describes the underlying theory and 

limitations of the algorithm and the practical issues involved in implementing it on a workstation 

class machine. The chapter is divided into several sections. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 give general 

background and describe the domain and boundary conditions used in the simulations. Sections 

3.4 and 3.5 describe our specific implementation of the PIC and DSMC portions of plume model. 

Section 3.6 describes the surface interaction model, and section 3.7 discusses computational issues 

related to memory management on modern (1996) computer workstations. 

3.2 Background and Fundamental Assumptions 

3.2.1  Normalization  of Variables 
When conventional SI units are used for numerical analysis, large roundoff errors can occur 

when very large numbers (2.5 x 10*7 m-3) and very small numbers (1.6 x 10-19 Coulombs) are 

included in a single calculation. This occurs because machine accuracy is larger than the smallest 

numbers that can be represented using the IEEE standard floating point numbers (as discussed in 

Press et ah [1992, pp. 28-31]). To avoid roundoff errors, we use normalized (unit-less) variables 

for most calculations. Input and output files may also use normalized variables, as described in the 

User's Manual (Appendix A). All of the normalizations in the simulation are based on four basic 

quantities. These quantities are defined in the program and can be modified, though most users 

wül want to treat them as constants. The four basic quantities and their default values are 

• Charge: 1.6 x 10"19 C (elementary charge) 

• Density: 1.0 x 1012 m'3 (arbitrary choice) 

• Mass: 2.181063 x 10'25 kg (weight of a Xe atom) 

• Temperature: 2 eV (same as plume electron temperature) 

Based on these assumed quantities, a variety of different normalizations have been derived. These 

quantities are defined in the following list. Their default values are also shown (as derived from 

default values for the reference quantities). 
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Charge/Mass Ratio: 

-Definition: q*J, 

1 Length: Debye Length 

ra ref 

JkT   £  ref_o. 

nrefe 

• Time: Inverse of Ion Plasma Frequency 

-Definition: wni=J^^- 
V mref£o 

■ Potential: Reference Temperature in eV 

-Definition: Tref 

-Value: 734,840.5 

-Value: 0.010513 m 

-Value: 115313.21 sec"1 

-Value: 2 Volts 

Velocity: Thermal Temperature 

-Definition: vref =. 
kT ref 

m ref 

-Value: 1212.303955 m/s 

3.2.2   Quasi-Neutrality 
In Chapter 2, it was shown that the Debye length in the plume of a Hall Thraster is very 

small throughout the plume region. As a result, the plume can be regarded as everywhere quasi- 

neutral except in a small sheath region near solid surfaces. The a priori assumption of quasi- 

neutral has been used to greatly improve the performance of the PIC-DSMC simulation over 

conventional PIC models. This section discusses the computational benefits and physical 

limitations of the assumption and describes how the potential can be calculate in a PIC simulation 

without solving Poisson's equation. 

In conventional PIC simulations (as outlined in Figure 1.7), the charge carried by the 

macroparticles is weighted to a computational grid to determine the charge density as a function of 

position in the plasma. The potential is then calculated by using an iterative scheme to solve 

Poisson's equation 
-p(x,y,z) V20(x,y,z) = - (3.2-1) 

Typical solution schemes include ADI and multigrid iteration schemes. The size of the 

computational grid is limited by the need to capture the physics of particle interaction in the plasma. 

The Debye length is a critical quantity because it represents the length scale over which the plasma 

will shield out charge perturbations. In general, the cell spacing must be no more than twice the 

Debye length to properly capture the close range particle interactions. Though some researchers 
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fundamental upper bound on One size of grid cells in *^—• ^ 

plumes. ^^7^:U™tr—. Assummgmatmeplumeisquasi-neutral 

doub,e .aye« «J^™^^,, on cell spacing and solve for the potential widmut 
aUows one ,o avotd Debye te^ ^ ^ of fewer cells which leads to 
solving Poisson's equatton. Quas.-neutral.ty also i.neuIral approach is that it is 
sma.ler and faster simulates. The mam disadvantageof üu^ u» neu       PP^ ^ 

caieula. the potential distribution. This is ^^^^^^L™» 

— "** " " * ^^%ZZ^~ ^-fllbon, so the 
solution. The quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC model formulation, 

particles are used to represent tons and neutrals and 
Lctrons. The advance of the hybnd approach is mat one «     o d^om of* 

======== 

.notion of rons than of the electrons, so we use a hybnd approach. The general 

m0menlUm^aÜtniVrV)B, = n,e(E + -u,xB)-V.P + m,n.v(5,--u„) (3.2-2) 

colhsions. Weighting the charge carried by the macroparucled* ^ZL density 
function of posiuon in the plasma. Since the plasma ,s quast-n uha W«™a      y 

„i.„ .he inn density In addition, the electron temperature and magnetic set equal to the ton detuny ^^        .^ ^ .^ t0 obmn 

qUantiues, so equauon W^*f    electrons „ fte plasma. Solving the resulting system ,s 
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Navier-Stokes equations. In the case of a Hall Thruster, however, a series of simplifying 

assumptions can be made. The five terms in equation (3.2-2) represent, from left to right, the 

inertial, electrical, magnetic, pressure, and collisional contributions to the electron momentum 

equation. Non-dimensionalizing equation (3.2-2) results in the following representations for each 

term. 
1 = J*^&.eBL&_P_&vL (323) 

In Chapter 2 it was shown that the magnetic field can be ignored at distances greater than 25 cm 

from the thruster exit. We choose to ignore the magnetic field throughout the plume and disregard 

the magnetic term in equation (3.2-2), thus ignoring any Hall currents present in the plume region. 

The remaining quantities represent the relative contribution of each term to the momentum 

equation. The inertial term is of order one and its magnitude relative to the other terms depends on 

the electron drift velocity. The operating potential of the thruster is 300 V, but the voltage drop 

seen in the plume is expected to be much less. We approximate it as 100 V. The electrical term is 

then given by 
eEL  _   eV       1.777xl013 

meue
2     meue

2 u2 

For the pressure term, we assume a Maxwellian plasma in which the pressure tensor can be 

reduced to a scalar and treated using the expression 
P = nekTe 

The electron temperature in the plume is approximately constant in the plume and is about 2 eV (see 

Figure 2.4). The pressure term then reduces to 
P        kTe   ^3.56x10" 

pue
2     meue

2 ue
2 

The collision term depends largely on the collision frequency. The mean free paths shown in Table 

2.2 show that electron-ion Coulomb collisions dominate over electron-neutral collisions. The 

momentum transfer cross section was calculated in Section 2.2.3 as 1.41 x 10-17 m2. This cross 

section is based on the electron temperature and is valid as long as the electron drift velocity is less 

than the electron thermal velocity. The electron thermal velocity was calculated in section 2.2.2 as 

9.52 x 105 m/s. The electron-ion collision frequency is given by the expression 
v = njcrcr 

Where n; is the ion number density. For cr we again use the electron thermal velocity, which 

results in the following expression for the collision term 
vL_1.34xl06 

u. u„ *e 
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The magnitude of the terms tn equation (3.2-3) is calculated as a function of veloctty ***** 
" 2 The electron sonic speed is One same magnitude as the electron thermal speed, or about 

9 Hu^s Figure 3.2 shows that the pressure and electnca. terms dominate the electron 

moll equ -ion a, tow drift velocities, «hough the coBision term Zornes tmportant as the 

and pressure terms. Equation (3.2-2) can therefore be simplified tnto One followmg form 
n.qE-Vp = 0 

which, for an isothermal Maxwellian distribuüon, can be written as 
n, =n0exp{-e*/kT,j 

Equation (3 2-4) is the Boltzmann relationship and is identical to the "Barometric Law" given in 

ISTon (1,-2). This expression is the one used in our computational model. It ,s an enurely 
tocal formulation and requires no finite-difference approxtmauon. , m«mitis 

The Barometric law has been shown experimentally to apply to ton thruster plumes, so ,. ,s 

natural mat it would also apply to Hall Thruster plumes. The electron number densrty can be 

termined from the distribute of charges particles in the simulation Once me numbe,^ ensny 

has been determined, the po.en.tal can be determtned simply by invertmg ^"^^ 
on expenmenul measurement, of the electron temperature, a constant temperature of    V.used 

,„ „ur plume simulauons. Because (3.2-4) contams no differential terms, the potent,* can be 

determined locally without use of an iterative solving scheme. This makes the formulanon 

reTe y efficient and easy to tmplement. The quas.-neutral P,C formulaUon has several maJOr 

mpmalnal advantages over convenfional PIC methods. Ftrs, because the ormulauon ,s    ast- 

„eutral, me grid cell sizes are no longer limited to Debye length scales. Instead, the gnd can be 

sized geometrically so as to resolve the gradients and other features of interest tn the plume. 

Second the potential can be obtained by inverting the electron momentum equauon whtch in .tos 

1 reduces ,„the Boltzmann relationship. The Boltzmann relationslup is a scalar funcuon wtoch 

can inverted without the use of iterative solvers. This makes the scheme very computauonally 

efficient and easy to implement arm debug. The main disadvantages associated «ft. fte quast- 

„eurral scheme are that i, does no, apply in highly rarefied regions, that analyuc sheath models 

mus, be developed and applied as boundary conditions to the simulation, and that one car, not use 

the scheme to track the electrons in the plume region. In addition, although the method is 

nominally time accurate, the particle tracking method places numerical limits on the taghes, 

frequencies which can be accurately simulated using a given time step and gnd lengft, scale. These 

limits are discussed in Section 3.4.1 below. 
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3.3 Domain and Boundary Conditions 

3.3.1 Computational Grid 

Embedded Mesh and Data Storage 

The PIC and DSMC methods both use grids to discretize the computational domain. Our 

PIC-DSMC plume model is based on a single embedded grid. An embedded grid* is a type of 

unstructured grid that uses embedded Cartesian meshes to resolve important areas of the domain. 

An example of an embedded grid is shown in Figure 3.3. Embedded meshes are a compromise 

between the simplicity of Cartesian grids and the flexibility of fully unstructured grids. A 

Cartesian grid is computationally fast and very simple to implement, but can not be used to model 

realistic geometries or to resolve large variations in length scale. This is problematic because the 

fundamental length scale of the plasma, the Debye length, varies as the inverse square root of the 

density. A Cartesian grid fine enough to resolve the areas of high density provides too much 

resolution in areas of low density. This results in too few particles per cell and destroys the 

accuracy of the simulation. Samanta Roy [1995] used a Cartesian grid with variable grid spacing 

to study the plume of an ion thruster interacting with the surfaces of a spacecraft. His technique is 

useful for very simple geometries, but can not easily be extended to general spacecraft geometries. 

A fully unstructured grid discretizes the computational domain into triangles (2-D) or 

hexahedral elements (3-D) which can be fitted to complex surfaces. This approach is commonly 

used in computational fluid dynamics and in DSMC simulations. The main disadvantage of this 

approach is the complexity of the grid itself. To date, only one effort has made use of unstructured 

grids with the PIC method. Peng [1991] used a fully unstructured mesh to simulate sputtering off 

of the acceleration grids of ion engines. No effort was made to extend this work into the plume 

region. There is also some computational overhead associated with the use of unstructured grids 

with particle simulations. Weighting a particle to a grid requires that one know which grid cell 

contains the particle (its cell coordinates). On a Cartesian grid with uniform spacing, a particle's 
cell coordinates are given by 

i-^ J = ^ (3.3-1) 

where r and z are the particle's position, r0 and z0 are the coordinates of the origin, and i and j are 

the coordinates of the cell that contains the particle (see Figure 3.4). Determining a particle's cell 

coordinates on an unstructured mesh is much more complex. Each particle must be explicitly 

tracked to determine when it crosses a cell boundary and what cell it is leaving/entering as it 

* The term "mesh" will be used to refer to a single level in an embedded mesh. The term "grid" will be used 
to refer to the collection of all the meshes in a domain. 
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perimeter of a mesh scales as u w in a tree like structure 
n^n^itv k relatively small. In our simulation, embedded meshes are storea in * 
penalty is relatively sm<u f & e mesh one level above it. 

U «Ö- .o a parent or chUd mesh as appropriate, ft. position on the new mesh is fonnd 

f „„ (3 3 1)  An advantage ,o this storage scheme is mat grid related funcuons ean be using equauon (3.3-   . An ad - £ ^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ 

a „a e eaeh child mesh. Each child mesh calls the routine again to evaluate us children, and so 

„ B c 1 dte fomtmaüon ts recursive, the summation ean he easily scaled to arbtnary numbers 

of embedded meshes. In addition, a routtne verified on one parent-chitd combmafton will 
generally work without modification on any further meshes. 

ALnve.ysmaftamoun.ofinformadonisneededtodefineanembeddedmesh.-nus 

informal includes the posibon of me ,ocal origin reiative to parent and child meshe,the cell 

spacing and the number of nodes in each direcnon. We also store mformauon about the 

bound nes of each ceil and it. re.aüonship to parent and chftd meshes. Tine gnd occupies more 

üme by facilitating the tracking of panicles as they move through the domanv The bastc gnd 
IXLon ts stored in two different da, structures, one assocated with nodes and one associated 

with cells. These data structures are defined using the following C code. 

 :™eterm..mesh"wmbe7s=d to refer to a single .eve, in an embedded mesh. The term »grid" «ill be used 
to refer 10 the collection of all the meshes in a domain. 
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/ 
typedef struct { 

char celltype- /* Switch to tell if cell borders on fine cells 
edgedata edge[4]; /* One for each of the four edges V 
float local_time; /* Local tine count (for MCC module V 
float sigma_v_max; /* Max sigma * velocity (for MCC module) */ 
int ncollision; /* Number of collisions in that cell */ 
int summed_ncollision; /* Sum to calc. average number of collision in cell / 

unsigned int *npart; /* Number of particles in the cell V 
particledata **part; /* Pointer to list of particles m cell 

} celldata; 

/ 

/ 
typedef struct ( . 

float weight; /* Weight factor for density multiplication 
float ex; /* Electric field in x direction */ 
float ey' /* Electric field in y direction */ 
float ndensity; /* Neutral number density */ 
float phi; '* Potential */ 
float rhominus; /* Negative charge density */ 
float suirmed_vx; /* Sum used to calc. ave. vx */ 
float sunmed_vy; /* Sum used to calc. ave. vy */ 
float nvsamples; /* Running "sum" for velocity samples */ 
float sunmed_ndensity; /* Sum to calc. time ave. neutral density */ 
float sunmed_rho; /* Sum used to calculate time ave. (ion) charge density */ 
float suntned_phi; /* Sum used to calculate time ave. potential */ 
float sndensity[5]; 
float species_vx[5]; 
float species_vy[5]; 
float species_samples[5]; 
char switchns;     /* Switch to indicate which way to difference e field */ 

char switchew; 
short int nobj ;   /* Index to object node is assocaited with */ 
short int n;      /* Index to node on the object */ 

) nodedata; 

The code shown above defines two data structures: one for cells (named "celldata") and one 

for nodes (named "nodedata"). A set of data is stored for every cell or node in the domain. The 

next two sections briefly discuss the contents of each of these structures. Several of the parameters 

used in these structures are flags which are defined using arbitrary constants . A flag may be 

designated by the values TRUE and FALSE, for instance, which are traditionally represented by 

the values one and zero respectively. The actual value of these constants is not significant and are 

omitted from the descriptions given below. 

Cell Data Structure 
celltype is a flag indicating whether a cell borders on a child mesh. It has two possible values. 

• DEFAULT_CELLTYPE: the cell does not border on a child mesh 

• BORDERS_ON_FINE: the cell does border on a child mesh 

edgedata is a set of four data structures, one for each of the four faces of the cell. These faces are 

referred to using the names NORTH, SOUTH, EAST and WEST as shown in Figure 3.4. Each 

of these structures contains two components, type is a flag indicating the type of the edge. It can 

take on the following values. 
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. INTERIOR BND: the edge lies on an interior boundary of the domain (typically a solid 
^eTLicles crossing this edge are subject to surface boundary condmon, 
.OTO^NDled^ies on', exterfor boundary of .hedornain. Parue.es crosstng 

this edge are subject to exterior boundary conditions. 
. « 4MF CELL- the edge borders on a cell with the same resolution. 
. ^SS edge comesponds to the edge of a child mesh. The bordermg ee,ls are of 

.C^CETLdieedgecorrespondstotheedgeofaparentmesh. The borderhtg cells 

.^^I^ersonnoming. -isisusedindieinteriorsofsoHdobjects 

0bjeCr/:UX,san1OTEPJOR3NDa.designaKs,heobject1yingo„hhatb„ondary. 

. If the ed!e is a FTNE.CELL i, designates a child mesh connected to the boundary. 

mm »re values used to do local time couming and selecuon-rejecuon for 

is an array of points to linked lists of the particles presendy located in the cell. The linked 

memory structure is described in the computational notes in secuon 3.7. 

"ST*- contarned in the node da. strucnire corresponds to physical values 

used «lies and to produce user ontpu, e> and ,v, for instance, correspond »the two 

mponen. of the eleclric field. Similafiy, „ and v correspond to two «^ *** 
velo ity, and ndens*, phi, *- correspond ,„ physical quantities as described n, the 
Comments included in the definition. The res, of the structure contains information about the 

structure of the grid itself. This information includes: 

weigh, is the weighüng factor used to calculate the parade number density for the node. These 

weighting functions are described below. 

„^ is a flag indicating die type of finite-difference formuladon used tc, calcula, the^ial 

electric field a. mis particular node. These formulations are discussed in section 3.4.2. The flag 

can take the following values. 
. CENTER indicates that the center difference formulation should be used. 
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• NO.DIFF indicates that the electric field should not be calculated. This is used in the 

interiors of solid objects. 
• NORTH indicates that a forward difference formulation should be used. 

• SOUTH indicates that a backward difference formulation should be used. 

Similarly, switches indicates the finite-difference formulation used to calculate the radial electric 

field. The flag can take on the following values. 

• CENTER indicates that the center difference formulation should be used. 

• NO_DIFF indicates that the electric field should not be calculated. This is used in the 

interiors of solid objects. 
• EAST indicates that a forward difference formulation should be used. 

• WEST indicates that a backward difference formulation should be used. 

Finally, if a node is located at an object boundary, two other parameters are set during grid 

generation, nobj designates the object that the node is associated with and n designates a node on 

the object that corresponds to the node on the grid. 

Additional Notes 
As was stated earlier, embedded meshes can be used to resolve areas of different density in a 

particle simulation. The proper use of embedded grids is a bit tricky with particle based 

simulations. In CFD applications, users can almost arbitrarily increase the grid resolution in order 

to increase the accuracy of the simulation. The only tradeoff is in the computation time, which 

increases linearly with the number of nodes in the simulation In a PIC-DSMC code, however, 

increasing the grid resolution without increasing the number of particles results in a decrease in the 

number of particles in each cell. This actually decreases the local accuracy by increasing the noise 

in the simulation. However, smaller cells are necessary and appropriate to resolve areas of high 

gradients and high densities. High density areas naturally contain more particles, so the overall 

number of particles per cell can be held constant throughout the simulation while resolving areas of 

interest. Experience with our simulation suggests that an efficient procedure is to use one level of 

grid to resolve a small area just outside the thruster exit and to avoid using embedded meshes 

elsewhere in the domain. In axisymmetric simulations, the macro particle weights are generally 

adjusted so that there are at least 10 particles per cell within the embedded mesh and throughout the 

rest of the domain. 
Another point which should be noted is that we use the same computational mesh for both the 

PIC and DSMC portions of the. simulation. In principle, it is possible to use separate meshes to 

resolve the two difference processes: one for the DSMC mesh and one for the PIC mesh. 

However, some difficulties may arise if this method is used. In general, the mean free path in a 

plasma is greater than the Debye length (Bittencourt Ch. 1). The DSMC grid would therefore use 
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larger cells than the PIC grid, which allows particles which are electrically isolated from each other 

to interact through collisions. As a result, in a non-quasi-neutral formulation, particles inS1de a 

sheath could collide with particles far away from the sheath (in an electrical sense), creating non- 

physical interactions. To avoid such problems, it seems wiser to use a single high resolution gnd 

for both simulations even though this incurs a computational penalty in the DSMC portions of the 

simulation. More work is needed to clarify the computational and physical issues surrounding the 

use of separate grids for a PIC-DSMC simulation. 

3.3.2 Cell Weighting Factors 
During the PIC portion of the simulation, the local charge density is determined by weighting 

particles to the grid and then multiplying by a cell weighting factor. At most nodes, the charge 

density can be determined by dividing the charge collected at the node by the volume of the cell, 

i.e. 

Pi]     h2 (3.3-2) 

where q, j is the charge collected at that particular node and h is the cell spacing of the local mesh. 

However, since the charge carried by each particle is shared among the four nodes of the cell that 

contains it, nodes along surfaces and at comers naturally collect less charge than their freestanding 

counterparts. This occurs because boundary nodes collect charge from a smaller area than their 

freestanding equivalents, as shown in Figure 3.6. Before applying equation (3.3-2), it is 

necessary to multiply the charge collected by the ratio of the cell's total area divided by the node's 

effective area, as shown in Figure 3.6. This ratio is referred to as the node weighting factor. For 

most nodes, the weighting factor is one. Particles on boundaries generally have weighting factors 

of 2 except at corners, where different factors apply. Weighting factors are not required at 

embedded mesh boundaries. Particles are recursively weighted to parent meshes and, along mesh 

boundaries, to child meshes so charges are weighted from the entire area around the node (as 

shown in Figure 3.6). This helps prevent the formation of discontinuities along the edges of 

embedded meshes. 

3.3.3 Exterior Boundary Conditions 
Computational boundaries occur at the edges of the domain and at solid surfaces (such as the 

surface of a solar array). Particles crossing these boundaries are subject to boundary conditions. 

This section describes the boundary conditions imposed at the exterior edges of the computational 

domain. Boundary conditions imposed on solid surfaces are described in section 3.6. In 

conventional PIC simulations, boundary conditions are imposed on the potential and on particles 

interacting with computational boundaries. The quasi-neutral potential formulation used in this 

simulation is an entirely local formulation that requires no explicit boundary conditions. In many 
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cases, however, setting a particle boundary conditions implicitly sets a potential boundary 

condition as well though the Boltzmann relationship. 
Boundary conditions are checked during the particle moving phase of the simulation. As 

discussed in section 3.3.1, each cell contains a series of flags indicating the state of each of the 

cell's faces. A cell north face, for instance, is designated as an interior boundary, exterior 

boundary, cell-to-cell boundary, etc. When a particle crosses a cell boundary, the simulation 

checks the appropriate flag to see if the particle has crossed an exterior boundary. If it has crossed 

such a boundary, the particle will either be absorbed or reflected as is appropriate. The r = 0 

boundary (West) is an axis of symmetry. Since the axis has zero width, no particles should strike 

this boundary. In practice, however, the use of a finite timestep allows some particles to strike the 

boundary. These particles are reflected back into the domain by reversing the component of the 

velocity normal to the boundary and reflecting the particle's initial position across the line of 

symmetry, as shown in Figure 3.7. When the particle's new position is calculated at the end of the 

time step, it looks as though the particle came from the other side of the boundary. This accurately 

represents the presence of an axis of symmetric. The particle also looks as though it struck a solid 

boundary and bounced off it; the two cases are microscopically indistinguishable. The other 

exterior boundaries are absorbing boundaries representing vacuum or a background gas. Particles 

striking an absorbing boundary are immediately deleted from the simulation. 

If a background gas is present in the simulation, new particles must be loaded at the edges of 

the domain to simulate the flux of particles entering from the background due to thermal motion. 

The magnitude of the particle flux is the Maxwellian thermal flux, i.e. 
nc = n  [8kT 

4     4 V Trm (3.3-3) 

The velocity distribution of particles entering the domain is based on a Maxwellian distribution. 

Each new particle requires three velocity components. Two of these components are parallel to the 

boundary. The velocity in these directions is set using a Gaussian distribution produced using 

equation (3.3-8). The third component of the velocity is normal to the boundary. The velocity in 

this direction is set using a "half-Maxwellian" distribution function. A half-Maxwellian is not 

simply half of a Gaussian distribution because particles moving at different velocities have different 

probabilities of crossing the boundary into the domain. The half-Maxwellian is derived from the 

Gaussian as follows. 

The basic 1-D Gaussian distribution function is given by 

(v,-v,n 
V 

2v ,2 

Where vt is the thermal velocity (as defined in equation 3.3-9) and vj is the drift velocity. f(vx) 

gives the fraction of all molecules with velocities between vx and vx + dvx. An exterior boundary 
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velocity is therefore given by 
nv. 

IK) = 
,(v.-v.) 

integrating by parts. The result is 

T = n 1 + erf 
V2vt 

When the drift velodty is zero, this expression reduces to (3.3-3). Tne quantity of direct tn.re 110 

™ ation is the cumulative dtstnbution function (CDF) for the velocity of 
Z Tundtry. The probity that a particle crossing the boundary has a velocity less than y ts 

given by 

'41 "    -vM-(V'-V']/2S 

This express.on can also be evaluating using the substitution , . (v,v„ and gives the followmg 

result. 

P = 
nv, 
^nT 

expl -Vd- W -exp > 
/2v 

+ 
2r 

erf 
V2vt 

+ erf 
r\ (y-v.) 

-ßv, (3.3-4) 

Where two s.gns are present, mmus should be used when y < vd and plus should be used when y 
X The Mt velocity ts spectßed at each boundary. For a stationary background gas, tine drtft 

of panicles to enter the domain in a given timestep is determined from equatton (3.3-3 . The 
^T   then ass.gned velocity components in the two directions paral.el no tine «1 plane nsnng 

e^     in (3.3-9) The ve.ocity component norma. tin tine boundary is calculated by choostng a 

It: „umber, P, from a uniform distribution between 0 and , and **n ~ eouahon* ,3- 

4) to solve for the velocity of tine particle, y. When repeated over many particles, tine result ts a 

- «üian» distribution. Equation (3.3-4) can not general* be inverted analyucaUy, so tt „ 

inverted computational* using a hookup «He. The position of «he particle ts also denned 

randomly. The components of position are chosen so the ^^^    fT^L^ 
anywhere wititin a rectangular region adjacent to the boundary w„h tmckness vxAt. Thts correctly 
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simulates the velocity and position of particles entering the domain from the body of a background 

Maxwellian gas. 

3.3.3  Source  Modeling 
Particles are loaded into the simulation at each time step to simulate the exit flow from an 

SPT-100. A plasma source model has been developed to simulate the plasma and neutral flow 

from an SPT-100 thruster. The model is highly empirical and is largely based on fits to 

experimental data and reasonable guesses about the conditions at the anode exit. This section 

describes the SPT-100 source model and its experimental basis and describes the assumptions 

made to construct a source model. 

As was discussed in Chapter 2, the SPT-100 thruster releases neutrals, ions, and electrons 

into the plume region. Since electrons are simulated using the Boltzmann equation, the flow of 

electrons from the thruster is not directly simulated in the plume model. The flux of ions and 

neutrals from the thruster is given by equation (2.1). The number of macroparticles entering the 

domain in each time step is equal to the flux multiplied by the time step and divided by the 

appropriate macroparticle weight. The macroparticles are released from a simulated annular exit 

with dimensions identical to those of the acceleration channel. In the axisymmetric simulation, this 

orifice is placed so the domain's axis of symmetry is aligned with the thrust vector. Because the 

cathode can not be directly simulated in an axisymmetric geometry, the flow from the cathode is 

diverted into the acceleration channel and released through the same annular exit as the flow from 

the anode. This approximation is not used in three dimensional simulations. 

The distribution of ions leaving the anode is determined using an empirical model developed 

from experimental measurements of the ion current density 4 mm from the thruster exit. These 

measurements give the magnitude and direction of the ion current as a function of radial position at 

an unspecified propellant flow rate and are shown in Figure 3.9 [Gavryushin 1981]. The exact 

type of thruster is not specified in the paper, though it appears to be an early SPT-70 or SPT-100 

thruster. The measurements were taken using planar probes, but no error bars are included. The 

laboratory data shows that the ion current density and its direction are a strong function of radius. 

The beam divergence angle becomes as large as 50 degrees at the edges of the acceleration channel. 

The magnitude and divergence angle of the ion current was taken from Figure 3.9 and fitted using 

high order polynomial functions. The results are 

a = 1730 - 2.30 x 105r +1.06 xlOV-2.05 X10V +1.45 xlOV       (3.3-5) 

; = -1210 + 8.40xl04r-1.78xl0V + 1.18xl0V (3.3-6) 

Where a is the local divergence angle in degrees (as measured from the centerline, with negative 

towards the centerline), j is the current density in mA/cm and r is the radial position in meters. 

Additional assumptions about the flow are required to reconstruct the distribution function 
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■   ,       Th,. first assumption is that ions leave the.hrus.er with a drift velocity of 17020 
"I" Z tn an? ™ vXTcLsponds ,„ üne measured stifte impulse of an SPT-1O0 after 
m/s in the r/z plane, lrusvai v   „„„„,,995, The value is probably slightly low since 
excluding the flow to me cathode [ManzeUa e a,. W*        J 

assumption is combined wtth equauon (3. -6 . *™^ ftmsEr TCs 

Lgrlg matresul, gives the following eumulaüve distribuüon fimcuon. 

,„2.55-US7X1OV+7.71X10V-L23X10V+M0X1OV       (3.3-7) 

radius.       1. «j number b£tween o ^ 1 and (3.3-7) is 

Whtt ^oonerepeatcdly.meresu,^ 
ration (3.3-6). Equation (3.3-7) is inverted computationally ustng a loobnap table. Thrs 

found to be the fastest implementation of the solution. 
Once the parücle's radial position is town, Equation (3.3-5) is used to de ermine me 

parties ivergence ang.e relauve to the centerline. Smce the particle's total veloctty ts fixed a, 

~Ie divergence ang.e can be used to calculate the axial and radial dnft velocues of me 

a" e ^is me mean axia, and radial velocity of parttcles at a given radial posmon. In 

Zm flu, the distribuuon function, thermal velocity components must be added m 

a dLdill   ireetions. We use Gaussian distributions based on estimates of the .on tempera,a, 

1 an de exit  Gausstan distributions are constructed usmg an algonthm presented tn BnäsaU 

Tp, 39U  A Maxwellian distribuuon characterized by «he thermal velocity vt ,s constructed usmg 

the following expression. W\,WN-I/2 

This expression creates a Gaussian from the sum of M randomly chosen numbers between 0 and 

1. vt is the thermal velocity and is given by 
kT 
m 

v---1' (3.3-9) 

where T is the temperature of the distribution and m is the mass of the ion/neutral particle We use 
MI U which gives an excellent approximation of a MaxweUian distribution. T3oe result is added 
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to the axial and radial velocities produced by equations (3.3-5) and (3.3-6) to give the final particle 

velocity. 
The radial and axial temperatures are treated independently. The axial ion temperature is a 

measure of the scatter that appears because ions created in different parts of the acceleration channel 

fall though different acceleration potentials. As discussed in Chapter 1, Manzella [1994] used laser 

induced fluorescence to measure the axial ion temperature and reported a temperature of 3.4 eV. 

Myers and Manzella [1994], Absalamov [1992] and Gallimore [Personal Communications 1996] 

used retarding potential analyzers to measure the ion energy distribution and produced results 

which are roughly consistent with this ion temperature. Sample measurements from Absalamov 

are shown in figure 2.2. The apparent spread in the ion energy distribution is deceiving. Although 

the peak is almost 50 volts wide, the actual temperature is much less than this because this plot 

show the energy rather than the velocity distribution. The actual temperature distribution is derived 

in section 4.2.4. We examined the effect of varying the axial ion temperature on the simulation and 

used temperatures ranging from 3.4 eV to 34 eV. These results are discussed in section 4.2.4. 

The temperature of the ions in the radial direction has not been measured. We assume a radial 

temperature of 8000 K in the plume simulation. 
Ions emerging from the thruster also have non-zero azimuthal velocities. The azimuthal 

velocity of ions emerging from an SPT-100 thruster was measured by Manzella [1994] using laser 

induced fluorescence. He measured azimuthal drift velocities of 250 m/s and an azimuthal 

temperature of 800 K. These values are also used in the plume simulation. 

The neutral distribution in the near field region of the acceleration channel has not been 

measured. The simulation assumes that neutrals leaving the thruster have a temperature of 1000 K 

(about 0.1 eV) and are choked at the channel exit. The radial and azimuthal drift velocities are 

assumed to be zero and the axial drift velocity is given by the sonic velocity, i.e. 

_ fWr a = 
m 

Thermal velocities corresponding to a temperature of 1000 K are calculated using expression (3.3- 

8) and are added in all three directions. 

3.4 Particle-in-Cell Theory and Techniques 

3.4.1  Particle Motion 
The Hall Thruster simulation moves both ions and neutrals by integrating the particle 

equations of motion using the leapfrog method. In Chapter 2, it was established that the magnetic 

field in the plume would be ignored in this simulation. Since collisions are carried out in a separate 

step, in axisymmetric coordinates, the equations of motion are simply 
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dv^SL + It dvz_qE^ dv^.VÜL       (3.4-1) 
dt       m       r IT"  m dt r 

dr dz=v 
  = V A 

H     „/„ismechleräüoofmemacroparticle. For neutrals, this ratio is zero. The simulatton 

^ TheelectriefieldintheaAnuvhaldireetioniszerobysymrnetty. System (3.4-1) ts 

mtegratea using s Ad is discussed in detail in several books 

equations of the form 

^ m      r 
r»'=r' + v,At z"<=z' + vzM 

The velocity and position equadons are evaluated at different points in the timestep, as show, m 
72     a The simulation advances * and v hased on each „«her even though «hey are not 

Itay known at «he same time. Strictly speakmg, the iniua. posiuon and veloct.y of the pan, le 
„M b^offse, from each other hy half a dmestep. Since our velocities and postuons are c »sen 

my, no expltct. offset is used in our simulation. As discussed in BMsaU, the mode, ,s 
2   d order accurate and very simple ,0 implement. The method produces varymg errors 
TZL on Ute frequency of the process simulated. In general, a harmomc oscdlator of radtan 
Z£^\£Z*L wjno amplttude error for OCA, < 0, and «he phase w,H advance as 

{Birdsall pg. 14) 
ü)At + — (ü)At)3+H.O.T. 

It has been noted that the leapfrog method will simulate waves for some "tens of cycles'" with 
^eplle" accuracy. This criterion sets an upper limit on the frequencies which can be accurately 

simulated using the quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC plume model. 

3.4.2 Electric Field 
In order to calculate the electric Held, it is necessary to know the ton charge denstty 

throughout the computational domain (in principle, it is *so necessary to kmow «he elecnon 
density, but in this case, Ute plasma is quasi-neutral by assumption so B« - m). The ton charge 
d en* is calculated by weighting the charged particles on the domain to the nodes of an embedded 

mesh „sing a first order area weighting method. Consider a panicle instde an axrsymmetnc gnd 

cell as shown in Figure 3.11. The charge Q carried by the panicle P is divided among «he four 
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nodes of the cell based on the volume of the section of the cell located across from the node. The 

fraction of the charge weighted to node 1, for instance, is based on the volume of section Vi 

divided by the total volume of the cell. This weighting in accomplished through the use of 

weighting factors. The radial weighting factors for an axisymmetric geometry were developed by 

Ruytan [1993] and are given by 

.     (^-r)(2lV.+3ri-r) c       (r-r,)(3rit,--2r,-r) 
i= 2(^,-0 '*'" 2^,-rJ) 

Where S is the weighting factor and subscripts refer to grid coordinates (see Figure 3.11). The 

axial weighting factors are simply Cartesian weighting factors given by 
z^,-z„ _ Z  -Zj C   _ "i+1 P c       ___£_ 

zi+I - Zj zi+1 - z; 

The fraction of the total charge assigned to each node is given by products of the four weighting 

factors, as shown in Figure 3.11. These products are given by Wi, W2, W3 and W4 respectively. 

The sum of W*i, W2, W3 and W4 is always unity. 

Once charges have been weighted to the grid, the charge density is determined by multiplying 

the collected charge at each node by a node weighting factor (discussed in Section 3.3.2) and 

dividing the result by the total volume of the cell. The potential is then determined directly using 

equation (3.2-4). The electric field is determined by differentiating the potential using a finite- 

difference formulation. We use a second order center difference formulation of the form 
=    ft.j+.-ft.j., £Z =    0i+i.j ~ 0,-i.j (34_9) 

'•J 2h '•' 2h 
Physically, a center difference is the preferred finite difference approximation. However, Equation 

(3.4-2) can not be used along mesh and domain boundaries because the leading or trailing node is 

undefined at those locations. The electric field is then determined using a second order forward or 

backwards difference approximations of the form 

Forward: Ef, = — 
-3^,,j+40i+lj-^+2] 

2h 
= _301,J-40„lo^„2,J (34_3) 

Backward: Ef ( = - 10 2h 

Similar formulations are used for the radial electric field. One sided difference approximations are 

used along domain edges, along solid surfaces, and along the edges of embedded meshes. The 

use of one sided difference approximations along the edges of embedded meshes could introduce 

grid artifacts to the electric field, but in practice, no discontinuities have been observed in any of 

the simulations. It should be noted that no independent boundary conditions are imposed on the 

potential. Because equation (3.2-4) is a local formulation, potential boundary conditions are not 

required in this quasi-neutral simulation. 
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3.5 DSMC Theory and Techniques 

3 5 1 Multi-Species Time Counter and Selection-Rejection 

CEX collisions are modeled between move steps using a modified multi-species DSMC 

method which is outlined in Figure 3.12. The method used is a multi-species selection-rejection 

scheme which uses a single global time counter to determine collision rates. It is based closely on 

Elgin, which is in turn based on methods described by Bird [1976]. The method supports particles 

of different species and different macroparticle weights, though the method descnbed here is 

restricted to a single weight for each type of particle (neutral, ion, or double ion). A well known 

and fairly conservative variation of the DSMC method is used in this work. More computationally 

efficient and advanced methods have been described in recent work including the most recent 

edition of Bird [1994]. Well known methods were used in order to simplify the collision module. 

Better computational performance may be achievable using more advanced variations of the DSMC 

method. 
The first step in a traditional DSMC program is to sort the particles by their location and 

create lists of the particles present in each cell. Our simulation tracks particles as they cross from 

cell to cell during the move phase, so no separate sorting stage is necessary. Each particle contains 

a record of the mesh and cell that contains it, and each cell contains lists of each type of particle 

(ion, double ion, or neutral) present in the cell. Each cell has a single local time counter which is 

set equal to zero at the beginning of the simulation. The basic procedure is the same that described 

in Section 1.1.4. Each iteration, the program begins by adding one timestep to the local time 

counter. The program then compares the value of a cell's local time counter to the global time 

counter. If the local time is greater than the global time, the simulation proceeds to the next cell. If 

the local time is less than the global time, a pair of collision partners is selected randomly based on 

the selection-rejection method. When a collision takes place, the local time counter is incremented 

based on an inverted collision frequency. The local time counter is compared to the global time 

counter, and the process is repeated until the local time exceeds the global time. 
The selection-rejection and local time counter have been modified to account for multiple 

species undergoing multiple collisions. A total of three different species are included in the 

axisymmetric plume simulation: Xenon neutrals, Xenon ions, and Xenon double ions. Xenon 

beam ions and Xenon CEX ions are labeled differently in the simulation (i.e. they show up as 

different colors when displayed using visualization software), but are treated the same in the 

collision process. This is also the case for Xenon double ions. Table 3.1 shows the collision 

processes included in the present simulation. 
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CEX Elastic 

Xe-Xe+ 

Xe-Xe-1-*- 

Xe-Xe 
Xe-Xe+ 

Xe-Xe^ 
Table 3.1: Collisions Simulated in Plume Simulation 

For completeness, elastic collisions are simulated even though work presented in Chapter 2 

indicates that they are unlikely to affect the physics of Hall thruster plumes. Additional collision 

types could also be included in principle. Notably missing are Xe+-Xe+ collisions due to Coulomb 

interactions. Simulating these collisions is computationally impractical for reasons discussed at the 

end of section 3.5.1. Omitting these collisions has little effect since the mean free path for ion-ion 

collisions is long throughout the plume region (as shown in Table 2.2). We note, however, that 

Coulomb collisions could become significant if the PIC-DSMC model were used to simulate 

plumes of lower ion temperature or higher ion density. In addition, for computational reasons, 

Xe-Xe collisions were also omitted from simulations conducted with neutral background gas. This 

also has little effect on the plume (see section 3.5.2). 

A selection-rejection scheme is used to choose collision pairs and a single local time counter 

is used to determine the collision frequency for all collision processes. Both schemes have been 

modified to account for multiple collision species and variable macro-particle weights. The next 

two sections describe these limitations in detail and outline the computational limitations of each 

method. The details of the collision dynamics and calculation of the collision cross sections are 

presents in section 3.5.2. 

Selection-Rejection 

It is useful to begin with some nomenclature. When a collision occurs between two particles 

of unequal macroparticle weights, the higher weighting factor will be referred to as Wu ("upper 

weight") and the lower weighting factor will be referred to as W] ("lower weight"). Selection- 

rejection for multi-species collisions is done by picking a "random" pair of particles and then 

applying the following criterion: 

• Collision occurs if: 

ß<-£~ Q = WucTycr (3.5-1) 
>tmax 

Qmax is the largest Q which has been seen in this particular cell among all possible collisions, even 

those of different types or between difference species. A local value of Qmax is used because 

different parts of the domain may see significantly different values of Q. If a global counter were 

used instead, those parts of the domain in which Q « Qmax would have small values of Q/Qmax, 

so the simulation would spend very large amounts of time rejecting otherwise valid collisions. 
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When a local Qmax is used, each cell will adjust itself to local conditions. Because the two particles 

have different weighting factors (and therefore represent different numbers and masses of 

particles), modifying the velocity and momentum of both particles in every collision would violate 

the overall conservation of momentum and energy. To ensure conservation of energy and 

momentum, another selection rejection is done based on the weights of the two particles, i.e. 

Wu (3.5-2) 

Where ß is a random number chosen from a uniform distribution between 0 and 1. If equation 

(3.5-2) is true, the simulated collision is carried out as though the two particles had the same 

macroparticle weight. If equation (3.5-2) is false, the simulated collision is carried out as before, 

but changes are made only to the particle with the lower weight. The particle with the higher 

weight is allowed to continue on its original trajectory. In this scheme, energy and momentum are 

conserved at a statistical level even though they are not conserved in individual collisions.   In the 

limit as the weights become equal, our scheme becomes a conventional DSMC method. In the 

other limit, as the neutral weight becomes infinitely large, our scheme approaches the conditions 

simulated in a PIC-MCC method. In all cases, all members of one species (either ions or neutrals) 

have the same macroparticle weight. Note that the selection criterion used in (3.5-1) is based on 

the Wu. This is because each computational collision represents Wj real collisions, so the selection 

probability must be increased by the factor Wu/Wj. 
In order for (3.5-1) to work correctly, the process for "randomly" choosing particles within 

a cell must be weighted by the types of collisions the particle can undergo. In this case, since all of 

the collision pairs shown in Table (3.1) involve a neutral as the first collision partner, the first 

particle is randomly selected from the neutrals in the cell. The second collision partner can be an 

ion, double ion, or neutral, but since ions and double ions can participate in both elastic and CEX 

collisions, each ion/double ion is weighted by a factor of two with respect to the ions in the 

simulation. The code used to implement this selection scheme is shown below. 
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/*  choose xe neutral,   ion,   or double ion for CEX or elastic collision */ 
n2 = ran2(idUin)*(2.0*localnpart[XE_I0N]+ 2.O*localnpart[XE_2_I0N] 

+localnpart[XE_NEUTRAL]); 
/* Select a random particle */ 
if   (n2 < localnpart[XE_ION])   { 

collisiontype = SINGLE_CEX; 
part2 = *(local_part[XE_ION][n2]); 
goto end_select_n2; 

} 
else n2 -= localnpart[XE_ION]; 

if (n2 < localnpart[XE_ION]> { 
collisiontype = XE_XE_ION_ELASTIC; 
part2 = *(local_part[XE_ION][n2]) ; 
goto end_select_n2; 

} 
else n2-= localnpart[XE_ION]; 

if (n2 < localnpart[XE_2_I0N]) { 
collisiontype = DOUBLE_CEX; 
part2 = *(local_part[XE_2_I0N][n2]); 
goto end_select_n2; 

} 
else 

n2 -= localnpart[XE_2_I0N]; 

if (n2 < localnpart[XE_2_ION]) { 
collisiontype = XE_XE_DOUBLE_ION_ELASTIC; 
part2 = *(local_part[XE_2_I0N][n2]); 
goto end_select_n2; 

} 
else 

n2 -= localnpart[XE_2_I0N]; 

if (n2 < localnpart[XE_NEUTRAL]) { 
/* Half the neutral-neutral choices have to be thrown out */ 
/* Because the Xe-Xe collision rate is 0.5*n*2*c*sigma */ 
if (ran2(idum) < 0.5) { 

collisiontype = XE_XE_ELASTTC; 
part2 = *(local_part[XE_NEUTRAL][n2]); 
goto end_select_n2; 

) 
else 

continue; 
) 
else 
nrerror("Failed selection in collision, n2\n"); 

The collision cross section used in (3.5-1) depends on the collision partner selected. If there is 

more than one possible collision type (a Xe-Xe+ pair can undergo either elastic or CEX collisions), 

the type of cross section is also chosen randomly and then calculated based on the particle's relative 

velocities. 

As a final note, the selection rejection scheme is known to fail under some circumstances. 

One case is when a single large value of Q makes Qmax much larger than Qmean- Since (3.5-1) is 

based on the ratio of Q to Qmax» a very large Qmax will cause the simulation to spend most of its 

time rejecting collision pairs. Some cross sections, like the Coulomb cross section, approach 

infinity as the relative velocity between the two collision partners approaches zero. These 
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collisions can not be simulated using the selection-rejection method because the large cross section 

results in Qma> » (W   The selection-rejection scheme also fails if there «loo few panic es 

in the cell The simulation can, for instance, take two particles and repeatedly colhde them together 
inasingletimestep. This results in little effect after the first few collisions. Empirically it has 

been observed that about 20 particles are required in each cell to simulate the dynamics of neutral 

collisions properly. The simulation includes a hard limit which ensures that no collision are earned 

out if fewer than 4 neutrals and 4 ions/double ions are present in a given cell. This cntenon is 

discussed more in the next section. 

Time Counter . . 
As was discussed in Chapter 1, the time counter for a single species undergoing collisions 

with itself is given by 

*,~^- c3-5-3) 

The number density is given by n = NW/V where N is the number of macro particles in the cell, V 

is the cell volume, and W is the macroparticle weighting factor. (3.5-3) is the time increment for 

each real collision. Each simulated coUision represents W real collisions, so the final expression 

for the time increment for each simulated coUision is 

N2Wacr 

Equation (3.5-4) is valid for species undergoing collisions with themselves, regardless of the 

number of species in the simulation. One approach to simulating multiple collision between 

multiple species is to maintain a separate time counter for each type of collision. The general form 

of (3.5-4) is simply 

(1+M_ (3.5-5) Af, = 
cii    npjVafC, 

Where 5 is the Kronecker delta and i and j are indices representing each type of particle in the 

simulation. Since a copy of each time counter must be stored with each grid cell, the memory 

required to store time counters rapidly comes to exceed the memory used to store the grid itself. 

Elgin showed that in a multi-species mixture in which each species can interact with itself or with 

other species, a single local time counter can be used for each cell. The time increment for each 

real collision is then given by 

Ar = 
Vn2(J:;C, 

(3.5-6) 

V   r 

Where n is the total number density and is given by 
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Elgin's time counter is valid when each species will undergo one and only one type of collision 

with each of the other species in the simulation. In this case, however, some species undergo no 

collision interactions (Xe+-Xe++ for instance) while other species can undergo multiple interactions 

(Xe-Xe+ CEX and Xe-Xe+ elastic collisions). We therefore derive a different multi-species time 

counter using the following procedure. 
Equation (3.5-5) can be used to simulate multiple collisions by maintaining a separate counter 

for each collision pair. But as long as collisions occur in the correct proportion to each other, it is 

sufficient to monitor only one collision counter. The difficulty is in selecting a counter to monitor. 

If once chose to monitor collisions of type 2-2, for example, the system would fail in cells where 

no particles of type 2 were present. This problem is avoided by monitoring an average of all of the 

counters. Given that one can monitor any one time counter, it follows that one can also monitor 

any weighted average of the time counters. This results in a single multi-species time counter with 

the following form 

Ats=i=^L  (3.5-7) 

This time counter is valid for any D. Elgin uses 

D=7^ (3-5-8) 
U     (1 + 4,) 

which gives (3.5-5) above when all species can collide with all other species in one and only one 

way. In this case, we are considering five different types of collision occurring between three 

species. Combining (3.5-7) and (3.5-8) in this case gives 

no
nilolCEX + nonil01E + "on2t02CEX + "o^ME +     °  % /-,  c_Q) 

At = jp~7 ~ K        ' 
2n0n,+2n0n2+  y2 

Where n0 is the neutral density, ni is the Xe single ion density, n2 is the Xenon double ion 

density, and t is the collision counter for that particular combination as given by (3.5-5). So, for 

instance, AtoiCEX is given by 
1 

01CEX    Vnini<T12CEXcr 

Substituting and simplifying gives the following expression for the multi-species time counter 

At = 
Voc, |2n0n,+2n0n2 + % 

where V is the volume of the cell. Finally, we must account for variable macroparticle weighting 

factors. In each case, the local number density is given by an expression of form 
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ni-'   v 
N.W, 

V 

Substituting gives this form for the collision time counter 

N0Wo[2NIWl + 2N2Wa+^
1Jff«cr 

siroP'y  WjV  (3.5-10) 

N0Wof2N,W, + 2N,W; + ^)^, 

This is the form of thetime counter implemented in the PIC-DSMC sirnulatiom 
Elr  sTon (3 5-10) can be expanded to mc.ude addiüonal species and addmonal coU.,ons. 

mere^   hole : pracuca, „m.ts on the applicadon of (3.5-.0) in a simulaüon. The magnitude 

collision  If N, » N2,1-1 collisions will have umesteps much greater man 1-2 colhstons 
s"ummg uralte two collision cross sections are roughly me same order of magnitude), tf 

UrTstep slsen so that only one coUision of type 1-2 occurs in each itera.ton when a coH,s, n 
7   Z 1 occurs (wh.ch will happen, despite the low selection-rejecüon probabthty), the oc 
1 wU be set to   value much larger than me global time step. This effecuvely removes the cell 
IIltd radon for many umesteps. If the timestep is set so a coUision of type 1-1 occurs m 
Z  mestep, me shnulatton will also carry out many collisions of type 1-2 m each .terauon. Thts 

verTcomtaüonaUy inefficient. Expression (3.5-10) is therefore practical only when he 
IZri weigh, used for different species are the same order. The importance of tissue 

Tbeen recognized in the pas. and some authors have proposed "non-time counter schemes 
which ly avoid some of the problems W^offe, al. 1990). These tecbm,ues represent the 

state of the art in DSMC and have not been incorporated mto this work. 
Very large umesteps will also occur when very few macroparticles are present« a cell 

When simulating vacuum conditions, much of the simulaüon will initially contam few parhcles, 
"in very'large local umesteps. As the simulation continues, however, paruc.es entenng 

21™! wiU be unable to collide wid, each other because Ute local time is much greater man the 
Radon's global time counter. To avoid mis problem, a numerical floor is p aced on the number 

of oarucles in each cell. If fewer than four neutral or four charged (ion + double .on) 

ZJL to the next cell. This floor is consistent with the behavior of Phys.cal systems. Wh n 
"few panicles are present, no collisions occur within the cell. But if the number o parucles m 

dJ.cell increases, coffisions immediately begin to occur. In theory, mis techmque wdl cause 
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problems if the number of particles in the cell continually osculates around the limiting value. In 

practice, no problems of this type have been observed in the plume simulation. 
The need to keep particles on approximately the same timescale limited our ability to model 

Xe-Xe collisions occurring in experimental vacuum tanks. The neutral density in a vacuum tank is 

much higher than the ion density in the plume. As a result, W0 » Wl and W2 when simulating 

these laboratory cases. This causes a timescale conflict between neutral-neutral and CEX 

collisions. So, for computational reasons, we omit Xe-Xe from simulations of laboratory cases. 

The physical consequences on the plume are negligible. Xe-Xe collisions serve largely to 

thermalize the background neutrals, and these are already maxwellian by assumption. Xe-Xe 

collisions were included in simulations of thrusters operating in vacuum. In those cases, W0 - Wi 

~ W2 so no computational problems were encountered. As stated earlier, these collisions were 

included for completeness and to allow the simulation of thrusters with higher neutral flows. The 

results shown in Table 2.2 demonstrate that these collisions play little role in the development of 

Hall Thruster plumes, and simulations conducted with Xe-Xe collisions produce virtually identical 

results to those conducted without Xe-Xe collisions. 
Coulomb collisions between charged particles are also omitted from the present work for 

computational reasons. Coulomb collisions are extremely difficult to simulate using particle 

methods because the Coulomb cross section is relatively large and the collisions dynamics are 

dominated by small angle collisions. Each individual collision results in little momentum transfer, 

but significant momentum transfer does occur over the course of many collisions. Simulating 

Coulomb collisions directly would involve simulating many small colUsions to determine the net 

momentum transferred to each macroparticle. However, it is much more efficient to simulate a few 

collisions which drastically change the trajectory of the collision partners than it is to simulate many 

collisions which slightly change the trajectory of the collision partners, even if the net effect on the 

plasma is the same. The direct modeling of Coulomb collisions is therefore highly inefficient and 

is probably beyond the capability of current (1996) computer workstations. This should have tittle 

effect on the structure of the plume itself. In Table 2.2, it was shown that the ion-ion mean free 

path is quite long in the plumes of Hall thrusters. It should be noted, however, that increasing the 

plasma density by a single order of magnitude might result in an ion-ion mean free path short 

enough to have some effect on the plume region. The effects of Coulomb collisions should be 

considered carefully before modeling plumes with higher plasma densities. 
Although Coulomb collisions are not considered in the present work, it is worth discussing 

some of the approaches which might be used to simulate them in future work. Since it is easier to 

simulate a few large angle collisions than it is a large number of small angle collisions, an 

interesting approach would be to determine the average effect of the small angle collisions and treat 

them as a few large angle collisions instead. This is similar to the methods used to simulate 
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sute is chosen randomly based on a distn uuonm « ^ „ isotropICi s0 

particles in to gas. With hard sphere '"^^n. ^ problem is therefore to 
L paces' exit ang.es are chosen fron>«—^^ crcated by many 

ermine adistribution of exitangles«*"*»* of staIistical averaging, perhaps 
». ang.e collisions. This won, «*«£££    J„, ^ formulations mode, the 
similar ,o that used to solve the Vlasov and Boto- ^ ^.^ ^ ^ , colUslon 

evolution of tire distribution function m phase *^ coffisiom ^ a single 

operator which is constructed by «™ ^^^ Vision operator, The problem ts 

/„„-linear term. This operator ,s ^^^^ over to distribution function 
lhat tire Fokker-Planck operation ,s con«™«ri. *»      ^ ^ ^ ^ distribuuon 

Particle simulations, on tire other hand, w£-» ^ Coulomb coffistons may 

action plays no direct role in any ^d»» ■„„ „, local aistribution function. 
involve constructing some sort of exit ang—o ^ ^ ^ ^ pracüce, ^ 

„ pnncrple, tins function can he construe*^^ » ^ averaging. Furtor work is 

faction ,s vei, noisy and ^^^to. and computational issues su—g 
dearly needed in this area to resolv the v-- ^.^ ^ be ^mAy 

to approach. A. to present time,«ts not clear 

simulated using particle methods. 

3.5.2 CoUision Cross Sections and ^"^  arücks, ^ dynam.c of me cohision are 
When a collision takes place between two mtulatfd, ^.^ 

^simdartotoseofrealparticles. ^—^    l0 each other , unknown. Thts 

however, because the initial posmon of **V»»*»' modd „, ^ coUision 

section dtscusses to coUtsion ^°^£Z di—* «*» «■1)' A ** « 
cross sections used in the •^aa,M^^.^J^m, and each of these colhsions ts 

a«"*4 * lUm:^s ^ S^ not described in this section, section 2.2.2, so details of their origin 

QW&mmz&mx* of ^ plume j, charge exchange 
The collision process which most affects u. ^ „^jt an electron 

(CEX). ion-neutral charge exchange occurs whna n u ^ ^ .^^ 

tough a resonant collision process *«***«^ L coUision cross sections used in 
,„„charge exchange can also occur in sornec cum««~ ^ ^ ^ ^,„ 
DSMC portion of to simulation are physical cross s has ^ 
measurement, The Xenon neutral-Xenon single ,on CEX 
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measured experimentally (see Figure 2.8) and has been calculated by Rapp and Francis [1962]. 

They give the collision cross section for resonant charge exchange between Xenon neutral and 

Xenon ions as [Samanta Roy 1995] 
(TCEX=(k1lncr+k2)

2-10-20m2 (3.5-11) 

Where ki = -0.8821, k2 = 15.1262, and cr is in m/s. This form of the cross section is used in the 

PIC-DSMC plume model. 

Two other types of CEX were considered for the PIC-DSMC plume model. The Xe-Xe++ 

(two electron transfer) and Xe+'Xe"1-1" CEX cross sections have both been measured experimentally 

and are shown in Figure 3.13 [Hasted 1964]. Xe-Xe-*-*" are included in the plume model. The 

collision cross section used in the simulation is a logarithmic fit to data shown in Figure 3.13. The 

logarithmic fit results in the following expression. 
CTCEX =(3.4069xlO-9 -2.7038xl(T10lncr) m

2 

Figure 3.13 also shows the cross section for CEX between Xe+ and Xe++. This cross section is 

almost an order of magnitude smaller than the Xe-Xe"^ CEX cross section, so we choose to 

neglect Xe+'Xe"1-1" CEX in the simulation. 

The dynamics of Xe-Xe+ and Xe-Xe"1-1" CEX are treated identically in the plume simulation. 

A physical CEX collision takes place when one (or two) electrons jumps from an ion to a neutral, 

thus changing the neutral into an ion and the ion into a neutral. In a physical collision, the electron 

jumps from one particle to another. In a DSMC collision, however, the position of the particles 

themselves is irrelevant to the collision process. It is therefore just as valid to have the two 

partners trade velocities as it is to have them transfer an electron. From a computational point of 

view, this is also more efficient because it requires the transfer of less information. We therefore 

simulate the dynamics of CEX collisions by simply switching the velocity vectors of the ion and 

neutral collision partners (subject to the second selection-rejection criterion discussed in section 

3.5.1). 

Ion-Neutral Elastic Collisions 

Xe-Xe+ and Xe-Xe++ elastic collisions are two additional types of collisions included in the 

plume model. The cross section for Xe-Xe+ collisions has been calculated by Banks and given in 

section 2.2.3 as 

ffta(cr) = 2.21» 

This cross section is of the "Maxwellian Collision" type for which collision frequency is velocity 

independent. Filling in the polarizability of Xenon and evaluating this expression in SI units gives 
crE = (8.28072 xl0-16/cr)m

2 
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According .0 theory, the ion mobility is independent of chaxge state WW^^^ 
collision cross secüon therefore scales direcüy with the .on charge, so the Xe-Xe elasuc 

section is equal to twice the Xe-Xe+ cross section. 
2 details of the collision dynamics of Xe-Xe- coffisions are complex  We have chosen <o 

simplify me collision dynamics and «at mem as «hough the particles were undergotng hard-sphem 

cZions. Because *e colusion cross section varies with velocity, tms metirc, can,*«£-» 

a variation of the Variable Hard Sphere (VHS) collision memod descnbed m Bud [994, Ch _2). 

The result of a collision between two particle, can be determined from their ttuttai veioct y and 

initial position based on the conservation of energy, conservation of momentum, and deta,tod 

Mormation about me nature of the impact  Consider two particles of mass m, and m2 whtch are 
TZS at veloctties c, and c2 and undergo a collision. Tne coUision will results m post-coUts.on 

velocities of c* and c2* which are related to c, and c2 by conservation of momentum and 

conservation on energy, i.e. . .    , \ 
mic, +m:c- =m1c1 +m2c2 =(m1+m:jcm 

irijC!2 + mx,2 = m,c*2 + m2c*2
2 

Where cm is the velocity of the center of mass of the two collision partners. cm is a conserved 

quantity given by _mic,-r-m2c; 

Cm        m,+m2 (3.5-12) 

The pre-collision velocities can be expressed in terms of cm using the following expressions 

c -c   +     m*     c. (3-5-13) 
m! + m2 

m, 
c   =c ■—cr 2      m    m, + m2   ' 

Where cr is the relative velocity of the two particles and is given by 
r cr=c,-c2 (3.5-14) 

Figure 3 14 shows the trajectory of two particles undergoing a colüsion in the center of mass 

coordinate system. As shown in (3.5-13), the colüsion is planar in a center of mass frame of 

reference. Since cm is fixed, the trick is to figure out cr*. Once that is known, the post-colhston 

velocity is given by 
m, 

r    = c   + 

raj + m2 

mx + m2 

_Ei_c* (3.5-15) 
1 * 

From energy conservation, the magnitude of the relative velocity between the two particles is 

unchanged by the collision, i.e. 
c, =cr 
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Therefore, the only unknown quantity is the change in the particle's direction, or the angle % as 

shown in Figure 3.14. % can be determined directly given the particles' distance of closest 

approach (b) and a knowledge of the interaction potential [Bird 1994, Ch. 2]. The particles' initial 

position is needed to determine the distance of closest approach of the undisturbed trajectories in 

center of mass coordinates. This quantity is commonly referred to as the collision parameter. In a 

DSMC collision, the initial position of the particles is considered unknown because the physical 

location of the particles in the simulation has no bearing on the physics of the collision. The two 

trajectories may not even intersect each other in the computational space. As a result, the collision 

parameter is also unknown and must be chosen randomly based on a model of the collision 

dynamics. Since b and % are directly related to each other, this is equivalent to choosing % based 

on the collision dynamics. For hard sphere collisions the scattering angle is isotropic, which is to 

say that all directions are equally likely for cr*. The procedure for the variable hard sphere model 

is therefore to randomly pick a direction for cr using a procedure described by Bird [1976, pg. 

131]. 
cos0 = 1-2/5 

<p = 2nß 

sin0 = Vl-cos20 (3.5-16) 

cos 8 

c* =cr sin 6 cos (p 

sinosin0 

Where ß represents a randomly chosen number between [0:1]. The collision sequence proceeds as 

follows. After the collision partners have been chosen, their relative and center of mass velocities 

are calculated using equations (3.5-12) and (3.5-14). The new relative velocity is calculated based 

on two randomly chosen numbers, as shown in sequence (3.5-16). The post-collision velocities 

are then calculated from equation (3.5-15), and the particle vectors are modified according to the 

Monte-Carlo sequence described in section 3.5.1. 

Neutral-Neutral Elastic Collisions 

Finally, Xe-Xe elastic collisions are also included in the present plume simulation in cases 

where the background is a vacuum. The inclusion of neutrals allows one to model hypothetical 

thrusters with high neutral flow rates. Neutral-neutral collisions have been studied extensively in 

the literature, and a variety of different techniques have been developed to simulate them 

efficiently. These techniques include the well known hard sphere, variable hard sphere, soft 

sphere, and variable soft sphere models [Bird, 1994, Ch. 2]. The variable soft sphere (VSS) 

model contains the most degrees of freedom and therefore generally provides the best fits to 
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moratory date. We use a standard VSS model for .he Xe-Xe neutral cross section and colMon 
dynanicl In the VSS model, me diameter of me collision varies with the particles approach 

velocity according to a simple inverse power law of the form 
d = d„,(c,.«,/c,J 

where dref and c* arc a reference diameter and a reference approach speed and v is an 
experimentally determined constant. It has been shown tha, the v is given by a gas s 

experimentally measured variation in the coefficient of viscosity with temperature [Bri1994, Ch. 
2]. The reference values and constants for a variety of gases are presented b,, Koura [1992], 
Based on measurements of transport properties made at temperatures from 300 K -15000 K, 
Koura obtams the following cross section for Xenon gas (after conversion to SI umts) 

o-E=(2.inxlO",,cfI,)mi (3.5-10 

The model for the collision dynamics is stmilar to the hard sphere model used for Xc-Xe+ and Xe- 
Xe« collisions. The only difference is that the scattering angle is not Isotropie, but ts of the form 

Z = 2eos-'[2(b/d)'"-] 

where b is the collision parameter, d is the diameter of the molecule based on equation (325-17). 
and a is an expenmen.ally determined constant based on the temperature dependence of the 

coefficients of viscosity and diffusion. Values for a are also presented in Koura [1992], When 

implemented computationally, the scattering angle takes the following form 
a = 1.107c°01 

Z = cos-I(2/3v"-l) (3-5-18) 

The new velocity vectors are determined using the equations for conservation of momentum and 

energy, as described above in the section on Ion-Neutral Elastic collisions. 

3.6 Surface Interaction Models 
The axisymmetric version of the simulation was intended to verify the basic plume model and 

to simulate very simple thrust geometries. As a result, the only surfaces generally present in the 
simulation are the surfaces of the thruster itself. Relatively little is known about these surfaces and 
their potential with respect to the plume plasma. In many cases, the exact composite of these 
surfaces is also unreported in the literature. Because of these uncertainties, we chose not to 
implement a full surface interaction model in the axisymmetric simulation. Instead, we constructed 
two separate surface models, one which provides boundary conditions along the surfaces of the 
thruster and another which calculates erosion rates along a virtual surface placed at a constant 
distance from the thruster exit. This section describes the surface models used in the axisymmetric 
simulation   Section 3.6.1 describes the boundary conditions imposed on surfaces of the thruster 
and section 3.6.2 describes the sputter erosion model. A fully integrated surface-interaction 
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package was also developed for the three dimensional plume model. This surface model is 

described in detail in Chapter 5. 

3.6.1  Interior Boundary Conditions 

When a non-conducting surface is exposed to a plasma, the potential of the surface is 

determined by the flux of ions and electrons to the surface. If the surface were sitting at the plasma 

potential, the flux of electrons and ions to the surface would be given by equation (3.3-3), i.e. 
nc_n  f8kf 

4     4 V 7tm 

In a Xenon plasma, the electron mass is six orders of magnitude less than the ion mass, so the flux 

of electrons to the surface is much higher than the flux of ions. When charged particles strike a 

solid surface, they are generally neutralized. Electrons striking the surface are absorbed and enter 

the conduction band. Ions are neutralized just above the surface by.electrons emitted from the 

surface. As the surface collects electrons, it acquires a negative potential and begins to repel 

electrons away from the surface. This results in the formation of a non-neutral sheath with a width 

of the same order as the Debye length (as shown in Figure 3.15). Eventually, the electron flux just 

balances the ion flux, resulting in a steady state. The resulting surface potential has been calculated 

for a variety of different geometries. For a planar surface, it is given by [Chen Ch. 8] 
kTe, Of =  In 

4r^ 
WW (3.6-1) 

where ce is the electron thermal speed as given in (3.3-3). Because the sheath is a non quasi- 

neutral region, it can not be directly simulated using a quasi-neutral PIC formulation. Instead, 

analytic boundary conditions must be imposed at the sheath boundary. The pre-sheath region can 

be simulated using a quasi-neutral formulation. In this region, the ions are accelerated to the Böhm 

velocity (roughly equivalent to the ion sonic velocity) or higher before they enter the sheath. 

Because the potential of the sheath is less than that of the pre-sheath, all ions entering the sheath 

end up being neutralized at the wall. The sheath boundary therefore resembles a sink which ions 

enter but from which they never emerge again. Because the ions are traveling at sonic velocities, 

no information about the sheath can travel into the bulk plasma. In addition, Debye shielding 

ensures that the bulk of the plasma does not see the negative wall potential. The non quasi-neutral 

region is limited to a thin region near the wall with a width of the same order as the Debye length. 

Based on these observations, a simple set of boundary conditions can be constructed based 

on the following assumptions 

• The potential of the surface is less than the plasma potential. 

• The width of the sheath is much less than the length scale of the solid bodies simulated. 
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11    „i:^ for ^1r.ctric surfaces. The second assumption is The first assumption is generally valid for dielectric suria 

relationship [Chen, pg. 294] 

Where j is the ion current to the wall and d is the width of «he shea* region. If ions approaehrng 

the wall are traveling at the Böhm velocity, the current» the wall b gtven by 
kT„ 

j = ene. 1 
 e 

m, 

Setting these two expresses equal to each other and rearranging gives the following relationslhp 

for the width of the sheath region 

So one can conclude the following 

_d__2  1M   eft 
K     3      [kTj 

w~<pYt 

Where w ,s the wdth of the sheath region. Table 2.2 shows that the Debye length tn the plume, 

!e   rally of order 1 mm, so meter scale objects can be accurately represented usmg planar sheath 

ZZL bu, very mgh potential, La the planar sheath model, ions enter the s ea* a« some 

«X and nJ emerge. As a resum it is not n„ to direcüy simulate me shea^cm 

.„stead boundary condhions can be imposed at the sheath/pre-sheath boundary. Ions stnkrng thts 

„   dty are reived from the srmulatio», «bus creating a sink regton. The presence of «he smk 

Is the pre-sheath potenüal «o adjus« «self «o fulfil, dre Böhm shea«h cntenon. The potenual of 

Tsurface .s no« imponan« as long as the surface potential is less than the P-™*"^ 
The pre-sheath potential is typically of «he same order as the electron temperamre, whrch m th s 

case is 2 Volts I. should be n„«ed «ha« fine features such as solar cell in«erconnec«ors may no« be 

correcdy srmulated by a planar shea«h model. These feamres may have a significan« impac« on 

charge collection and cotdd cause undesirable effecs such as solar cell arcmg [Cho »1] _ 
In practice, «he planar sheath boundary condhion is imposed by «reaung «he soltd surfaces as 

absorbing boundaries when struck by ions. The grid cell boundary represent the shea«h/pre- 

sheadr boundary and ac«s as a charge sink. The exac« potential of «he surfaces „ untmportan and 

s mLculaiL «fie axisymmcric plume model. A more sopmsticated mode, wfitch mein es a 

cmde model for the effects of positive boundary potential is used in the three drmenstona. plume 

model. This model is discussed in detail in Chapter 5. 
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When neutral molecules strike solid surfaces, they return to the gas after interacting with the 

upper levels of molecules in the surface. This results in some level of accommodation with the 

surface which can be simulated using different accommodation coefficients [Bird 1994, pg. 118]. 

In most Hall thruster experiments, both the temperature of the surface and the accommodation 

coefficients are unknown. We therefore treat solid surfaces as reflective surfaces when struck by 

neutral particles. This is known as specular reflection, and is equivalent to assuming an 

accommodation coefficient of zero. When the temperature of the surface were known, a better 

limit to use would be full accommodation with diffuse scattering. This would better reflect the 

transfer of energy from the particle to the molecules on the solid surface. In this case, we have 

chosen specular reflection simply because the temperature of the surfaces are not known. 

3.6.2 Surface Erosion Model 

Previous work has shown that eroded metal from the acceleration grids of ion thrusters can 

lead to substantial deposition on solar cell cover glasses [Samanta Roy 1995]. The anode of an 

SPT thruster also undergoes substantial erosion and releases a ceramic Boron Nitride (BN) and/or 

its components (Boron and Nitrogen) compound into the plume region. These materials are fairly 

inert, and experiments show no evidence that it deposits onto surfaces [Randolph 1994]. Since the 

propellant is also a noble gas and is unlikely to deposit onto surfaces, plume induced deposition is 

neglected in our surface interaction model. That assumption is probably not be valid for the TAL 

thruster, which has a metal anode. This assumption may also be invalid if the anode erodes to a 

point where the metal poles of the magnets are exposed to the plume. Under those conditions, 

experiments suggest that a small amount of deposition may occur in some parts of the plume 

[Pencil 1996]. Both neutrals and ions can contribute to erosion due to sputtering. Calculating 

sputtering rates requires a knowledge of the wall potential, so these rates are not calculated on most 

surfaces in the axisymmetric plume model. Instead, erosion rates are calculated on a virtual surface 

forming an arc in front of the thruster. This section discusses the model used to estimate surface 

erosion rates and the assumptions behind this model. 

Sputtering erosion rates are calculated by recording the flux and energy of macroparticles 

crossing an arc at a fixed distance from the anode exit. The surface is referred to as a virtual 

surface because the ions are not neutralized by the surface, but continue on as though the surface 

were not present. This causes the simulation to slightly underestimate the acceleration of ions in 

the pre-sheath and ignores the effects of returns neutrals and of the sputtered atoms themselves. 

The presheath potential is on the order of the electron temperature, which in this case is 2 volts. 

This drop is small with respect to the velocity of the beam ions, which are moving at velocities in 

excess of 10000 m/s. Neglecting this drop has little effect on the final result. After the run is 

completed, the flux and energy information are post-processed to determine the magnitude of the 
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crface sitting at the location of the aro. The magnitude 
shealh drop winch would be present »„a <g£j speed ffid temperature are 
0f Uns drop is given by equauon ( .6-1). The e ^ ^ ^^ of 2 eV. 

determined based on an isothermal ****£*£ ^ ^ particle would obtain from 
Once the shea» drop has been calculated,tin en«gy ^ ^ ions m 

,,, sheatih is men added to tine recorded ™«*^Z mLial removed can he determined 
te surface. Once me impact energy . known, *e a^ g ^.^ 

*e macroparucle weight by an expenmentall? -—jf    * since Xenon is the 

TO, content ts matertal dependent "^^   Jering k considered in the model, 

dominant species in tine plume regton -*™1 £ make solar «u interconnect»«. 
One material of interest to designers ts stiver, wh ch tsus ^ ^ ^ 

Thespuuermgcoefficientisd^ 

slnkesaSurface. ^^^C^^^ta^inR',nB3-16- ^ 

*. sputtering eoefficen, in bom the «"^^ „^ difflcult „ obtain the 
maleria< of merest ,s the glass used to cover so * ceUs .^s ^ ^ ^^^ 

spu„enng eoefficen, for a given solar cell co-glas*M^       P     ^^ ^ whose 

propnetary, and solar cell coverglasses - ~^ / ft „ fte sputteting coefficent for 
sputtering coefficient is also unknown. We *«*" [Rmdolph ,994] 

^on on „uartz glass to represent ^J%g%mJ 
S=7.1Uax'u   E-u-v*" — 

, <„,hi, «mession underestimates the actual sputtering 
Quan, ts tougher than most glasses » *^ „„,, ptaM model. Only two 
coefficient (see Chapter 4). Th,s f.t ts also used ^^ ^ ^ 
surfacesareincludedintinepre.entstmuau n     ^1, for the spnnenng coefficient. At tite 

sputtering coefficient can be stmulated by °smS on lhe    udering 

presenttinte.noeffon^ade.ocalcnl-*^^""y on impact angle. Ptgure , 17 

coefficient, ta realtty, me sputtenng coeffi en J Qn impact mgW 

gives a generalized picture of the dependence    ^^^ tapact angles, (3.6-2) and 

Because me pc* spurring coefficient ^ °^" ^J^rinJ ^fortunately, very 
,3.6-3) may underestimate tine actua) eroston    surf.*><° P g^ ^ ^ 

effects in our computational model. 
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In summary, a surface interaction model has been developed for the axisymmetric plume 

simulation. This model calculates sputtering rates on two surfaces, silver and quartz glass, but can 

be extend to calculate sputtering on any surface for which the energy dependent sputtering 

coefficient is known. The model records the flux of ions crossing a virtual surface and then 

calculates the potential drop across the sheath based on that flux. It then calculates the sputtering 

rate based on an energy dependent sputtering coefficient. 

3.7 Computational Notes (Memory Management) 
For decades, the preferred computer programming language for engineers has been the 

FORTRAN 77 language, which is easy to learn and has, in the past, provided superior 

performance. The simulation described in this document was written in C, the language that forms 

the basis for UNIX systems. C provides programmers with more options than FORTRAN 77. 

One of the most useful options is the ability to dynamically allocate and deallocate memory as it is 

needed. This allows programmers to use advanced data structures and memory storage methods. 

This section discusses the linked list memory management scheme used in the PIC-DSMC 

simulation and compares it to conventional storage schemes. Our experience suggests that linked 

lists are not a superior storage scheme because they add a high level of complexity to the simulation 

for little performance gain. 

Conventional PIC simulations store particles in large arrays and use "garbage collection" 

routines to repack the arrays as particles are removed from the simulation. This technique is 

shown schematically in Figure 3.18. At the beginning of the simulation, a large block of memory 

is set aside for particle storage. As particles are created, the array is slowly filled. As the 

simulation runs, particles are both created as they enter the domain and destroyed as they exit the 

domain. The destroyed particles create gaps in the memory array. These gaps are marked as 

empty and are skipped in particle move and weight routines. As the number of gaps increase, the 

memory usage becomes more inefficient and more particles are skipped in each timestep. After a 

number of iterations, a "garbage collection" routine is used to repack the array, removing the empty 

particles and replacing them with active particles from further down the list. This process is 

repeated until the simulation is complete. The maximum number of particles in the simulation is 

fixed by the size of the initial memory block. If the number of particles in the simulation exceeds 

the initial memory allocation, the simulation fails. The main advantage of this memory storage 

method is that it is relatively simple and can be implemented in languages like FORTRAN 77 that 

do not allow dynamic memory allocation. The main disadvantages are that the amount of memory 

required is fixed by the programmer (so the program must occupy large areas of memory even at 

the beginning of the simulation when relatively few particles may be present) and that there is 

substantial overhead associated with the garbage collection routine. 
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Our simulations use a linked list data structure in which particles are stored m separate areas 

of memory and are linked together dynamrcally. TW. structure is shown schematically m Bgure 

3.19. T^basic scheme involves a data structure for each particle that looks hke tins 

typedef struct .particledatat  ^ ^ ^.^ *, 
float x; /* Y position */ 
float y; /* x velocity */ 
float vx; velocity */  ■ 
float vy: ,*  z velocity */ 
float VZ;. /* species Identifier */ 
char species; '  Particle label (for visualization only)  / 
char label; Mesh ±ndex for finest species */ 
char index; Position within finestmesh */ 
int i; 
int j; /* pointer to next element */ 
struct .particledata *next; particle in same cell V 
struct jparticledata *cell_next,  / Pointe ticle in same cell V 
struct _particledata *cell_prev; /* Pointer to prev. P^.^ ^^ vecfcor v 

} particledata; 

Each panicle is stored as a data structure tot no. only contains its state vector and identifier, but 

I includes two pointers that point to two other parfic.es. A, fine beginning of «be —on, the 

hs, conststs of a sing,e particle. When a new particle is created, memoty is afiocated or*enew 

particle and a new state vector and identifier are created. Then, the particle ts Unked to the firs, 

particle in the lia. and the firs, particle in the list is Unked back ,o fine new parttcle (as shown tn 
Lure 3 19)  The new particle then becomes the first particle in the list. When a parttcle ,s 

destroyed the particle is removed from the Us, and the particles in front of it and behtnd ,t are 

„„Ked to each other, thus restoring the chain of Unked particles (see Rgure 3.19). The memory 

representing the destroyed particle can then be freed and removed from the stmulatton. Ltrüced Usts 

arc commonly used to store long lists of data from which items are continuously removed and 

added Thus makes a Unked Ust a natural structure for storing particles in a PIC or DSMC 

simulation. One problem with Unked lists is that i, ts difficult to access an element tn the mtddle of 

to chain without accessing those at the beginning or end of tine chain first. This is not generally a 

problem for PIC simulations because particles can be accessed serially one after another in the 

move and weighting steps. In the PIC-DSMC model, the boundary conditions are also evaluated 

during the move phase, so there is never a need to examine particles at the center of the chain. 

A linked list structure has several advantages for particle-based simulations. First, memory 

is dynamically allocated and freed as the simulation runs, so mere is no upper Umit on the number 

of particles allowed (except for physical RAM and disk space) and the simulation never occup.es 

more memory man it actually requires a. any given point in time. A Unked Ust is aJso a very natuml 

structure for ttie particles since they are generally accessed in order and since particles are 

continuously created and destroyed as the simulation runs. There are also some disadvantages 
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associated with linked lists. Each particle in a linked list actually occupies slightly more memory 

that particles in a block array because two pointers are required in addition to the state vector and 

identifier information. A linked list is also more complex than a garbage collection scheme, which 

makes it more difficult to implement and debug. The main disadvantage for scientific simulation 

has to do with workstation performance issues. At the present time, the speed of central 

processing units in engineering workstations exceeds the speed of the memory chips and the buses 

used to access them. As a result, memory access issues often limit the computation speed of 

modern workstations. To work around the memory access problems, most modern computers 

include some very fast "cache" memory which can be accessed quickly by the CPU. When the 

CPU requests a value, the computer actually downloads a large section of memory into cache. 

Values which are stored near the initial value can then be accessed very quickly, without going 

through the main bus into relatively slow general storage memory. In a conventional "garbage 

collection" scheme, particles are evaluated in the order in which they are stored, the cache is used 

efficiently when moving or weighting the particles. One disadvantage of a linked list is that because 

particles are allocated and freed dynamically, particles which are located next to each other in the 

linked list are not necessarily located next to each other in memory.   As a result, there can be 

considerable overhead associated with trading memory in and out of cache in order to process the 

next member in the list. This has been observed to have a considerable impact on the performance 

of the simulation. 

In order to mitigate the effect of "cache hits," the memory management scheme used in our 

model is a modified linked list which initially allocates memory in blocks large enough to hold 200 

particles each. When particles are added to the simulation, the new memory is taken from the next 

free space in the block, so particles which are adjacent to each other in the list are also adjacent to 

each other in memory. This scheme works well initially, before particles have been removed from 

the simulation, but when particles are removed from the list, the "freed" memory is reused by the 

next new particle. Over time, the memory used in the list is scrambled by the creation and 

destruction of particles. Although all of the memory in the list is stored in continuous memory, 

particles next to each other in the list are no longer stored next to each other in memory. This 

memory management scheme is therefore only a partial solution to the cache hit problem. It has 

been observed to cut execution times by about 10%. 

The routines used to implement the modified linked list are relatively complex. In addition, 

because the use of non-adjacent memory incurs a performance penalty, a garbage collection scheme 

may actually provide better performance for particle computations. The linked list is a natural and 

elegant data structure for this problem. However, the complexity of the scheme and the lack of any 

noticeable improvement in the performance of the simulation lead us to recommend that future 

implementations continue to use a conventional garbage collection scheme. 
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3.8 Summary 
A particle based axisymmetric simulation of a Hall Thruster plume has been constructed 

based on the observation that the plume is a quasi-neutral, unmagnetized plasma in which the 

electrons are effectively collisionless. PIC methods are used to track the motion of charged 

particles while DSMC methods are used to track a variety of different collisional phenomena 

including charge exchange, ion-neutral elastic collisions and neutral-neutral elastic collisions. A 

surface interaction model has also been developed to simulate the presence of solid surfaces and to 

estimate sputter erosions along an arc centered on the thruster exit. The basic quasi-neutral 

formulation and thin sheath boundary conditions have been shown to be valid as long as the Debye 

length is much less than the length scales of objects in the plasma. This is generally the case in all 

regions directly impacted by the plume, though the simulation may break down in wake regions or 

in areas very far from the thruster exit. The PIC and DSMC parts of the simulation use a single 

embedded grid to discretize the domain and resolve areas of high density. An empirical model of 

an SPT-100 thruster has also been developed and is used to simulate the outlet of a Hall thruster. 

The model is based on experimental data and contains no free parameters, though the axial ion 

temperature is varied to match contradictory experimental data. The result is a fast particle 

simulation capable of simulating higher density plumes than previous possible using particle 

methods. In addition, the PIC-DSMC method is capable of simulating a relatively wide range of 

plume conditions, including plasmas where the neutral and ion collision frequencies are the same 

order of magnitude and plasmas in which neutral-neutral collisions play a significant role. This is a 

significant advance beyond the capabilities of previous PIC-MCC simulations. The simulation 

itself was written in ANSI C and run on UNIX workstations. Execution times were typically 2-5 

hours on a typical axisymmetric geometry. Because it runs relatively quickly, the axisymmetric 

plume model was used to verify the basic PIC-DSMC algorithm and the surface interaction model. 

Results from the axisymmetric simulation and comparisons to experimental data are presented in 

Chapter 4. 
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Chapter 4: Axisymmetric Simulation Results 

An axisymmetric PIC-DSMC model of an expanding plasma plume has been constructed and 

used to simulate the plume of a Hall Thruster. Simulations have been carried out of Hall Thrusters 

operating in space and on the ground, and comparisons have been made between the results and 

experimental data. Overall, the model shows good agreement with the experimental data. However, 

there is significant disagreement between the simulated ion distribution and RPA measurements. We 

have also found some inconsistencies in existing experimental data, indicating that the data themselves 

may not be reliable. Where practical, we have attempted to compensate for known errors in the 

experimental data. This chapter presents various results produced by the axisymmetric PIC-DSMC 

plume model. Section 1 shows results from various computational and numerical tests which were 

used to debug the model and verify that a steady state had been achieved. In Section 2, a series of 

comparisons is made to experimental data taken from the experimental literature. In Section 3, results 

are presented for an SPT thruster operating under conditions which can not be duplicated in ground 

experiments and some "rules-of-thumb" are suggested for spacecraft designers planning on integrating 

Hall thrusters into operational satellites. 

4.1 Numerical Checks 
In principle, the PIC-DSMC method produces a time accurate plume model. In practice, 

however, the assumption of quasi-neutrality limits the accuracy of the simulation. When the thruster is 

turned on at the beginning of each simulation, a plasma plume forms and rapidly expands across the 

computational domain. Theoretical work has shown that a non-quasi neutral shock wave forms the 
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front of the expanding shock wave, leading to very high expansion velocities and ion wave breaking 

instabüities [Crow et al. 1975, Sack et al. 1975]. Since the PIC-DSMC formulation used is quasi- 

neutral by assumption, these shock waves and transient instabüities are not accurately captured by the 

simulation  It is therefore important to run the simulation to steady state before using the numerical 

results  At least two different parameters can be used to determine if a simulation has reached steady 

state  One commonly used measure is the total number of particles in the simulation. The total number 

of particles in the simulation becomes constant when the particle flux from the thruster equals the 

number of particles lost to interior and exterior surfaces. Figure 4.1 shows the total number of 

particles in a typical simulation changes with time. The timestep is 0.2 normalized units. This 

timestep is small enough to ensure that the vast majority of the ions in the simulation move no more 

than one grid cell during each simulated timestep. Figure 4.1 shows that the number of particles in the 

simulation increases rapidly at first, but reaches a steady state after approximately 2000 iterations. A 

noticeable amount of numerical variation is present, but the total number of particles varies relatively 

little after that point. Runs on the same computational domain produce a very similar time history. 

Figure 4.1 shows that about 2500 iterations are sufficient to assure that a steady state has been 

reached. Unless otherwise stated, the results presented in this chapter are produced using 2500 

iterations with a timestep of 0.2 normalized units. 
An important quantity often used to check PIC simulations is the total energy of the particles in 

the simulation. This quantity is given by the sum of the kinetic and electrostatic potential energy of all 

of the particles in the simulation, i.e. 

0 

Energy conservation is monitored like mass conservation in computational fluid dynamics codes. In 

steady state, the total energy in the simulation must be constant. Figure 4.2 shows the total energy 

from a typical run of the PIC-DSMC plume model. The total energy in the simulation becomes 

constant (except for numerical noise) after about 500 iterations. This confirms that the PIC-DSMC 

model conserves energy macroscopically even though DSMC collisions do not necessarily conserve 

energy at a microscopic level. It also shows that the number of particles in the simulation is a more 

sensitive measure of steady state than the total energy in the simulation. This is to be expected since 

the beam ions carry the vast majority of the kinetic energy in the simulation. The fast moving beam 

ions reach steady state relatively quickly while the slower moving CEX ions take long time to traverse 

the domain and reach their steady state configuration. The CEX ions carry much less kinetic energy 

than the beam ions, so the total energy in the simulation is relatively insensitive to the state of the CEX 

ions. The total number of particles is more sensitive to the CEX ions and is therefore a better measure 

of the state of the simulation. 
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Another important factor is the sensitivity of the simulation to the number of particles in it 

Ideally, as the number of particles in the simulation increases or decreases, the mean state of the gas 

(its density, pressure, etc.) should be unaffected. It is important, however, to establish that enough 

particles are present in the simulation to reach an accurate steady state value. Figure 4.3 shows the 

measured ion current density through an arc 60 cm from the thruster exit produced using three different 

particle weighting values. The results show clearly that the number of particles in the simulation has 

no effect on the final steady state results, even when the number of particles is varied by a factor of 

four. The results in this chapter were made using the weighting functions corresponding to the 

smallest of the runs shown in Figure 4.3. Typically, a total of about 100,000 to 200,000 particles are 

present on the domain when the simulation reaches steady state. This number of particles was chosen 

because it ensures that about 20 particles per cell are present along the domain centerline. Since the 

number of particles in each cell scales with the radius squared (at constant density), in general, many 

more particles are present in cells at the outside edges of the domain. 

The test typically used to confirm the accuracy of DSMC models is to simulate a shock wave and 

look at the width of the shock in units of mean free path. CEX collisions, however, do not produce 

shock waves. The collision dynamics are relatively simple, so the primary issue with the DSMC 

model is whether it properly simulates multi-species collision frequencies. To confirm the accuracy of 

the multi-species DSMC formulation, comparisons were made between a specially modified version of 

the simulation and a collimated beam of neutral particles entering a uniform background gas. When a 

collimated beam enters a gas of uniform density, the fraction of the particles which will travel a 

distance L without undergoing a collision is given by 

P(L) = exp(-^J (4.1-.) 

If one ignores particles after they have undergone a single collision, expression (4.1-1) gives the 

expected change in the beam's density as a function of distance. Expression (4.1-1) is also species 

independent, so the collision rate for each species should be independent of any other collisions 

occurring in the gas. Figure 4.4 shows the results of a collimated beam test conducted with two 

species. The PIC portion of the simulation is not in use because charged particles cause the beam to 

spread, thus violating the collimated beam assumption. The points show theoretical results based on 

expression (4.1-1) and the solid lines show results from the simulation. The results for species 2 are 

noisier than the results for species 1 because they are based on fewer particles, but otherwise the 

results show excellent agreement with theory. These results show that the DSMC model described in 

Chapter 3 correctly models the collision rate for multiple species undergoing collisions in a mixed 

environment. 
Time averaging has been used to reduce the noise level in many of the computational results 

presented in this chapter. Instead of presenting the instantaneous ion density, for instance, we use the 
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average ion density from every other timestep as tabulated over the last 500 timesteps (a total of 250 

sample points). In steady state, the ergodic pnnciple ensures mat the density obtained by time 

abging wiU match the density which would have been obtained by an ensemble average at me same 

point n space. Rgures 4.5 and 4.6 show time averaged and non-time averaged contour plots of *e 

Tden^ The I of time averaging produces a plot with less noise without affectmg the overall 

steadysl values. An alternative to the use of time averaging is the use of additional parucles, but 

both L computation time and memory required by the simulation scale linearly«* the numb« of 

particles in th'Emulation. An upper limit is defined by -^^«^^^^ 
memorytakenupbyeachparticle. In our tmplementation^is is 64 bytes. ^^J^* 

Megabytes of RAM, the absolute upper limit on total number of particles is 2,000,000. The actual 

number of particles will be much less due to system overhead and the memory for the grid. To 

improve computation time, we typically use about 200,000 particles in our simulation 
Finally one numerical issue which needs to be addressed is that of uniqueness. Since the 

system we are modeling is non-linear, it may (in principle) be possible to produce more than one 

solution that fits a given set of boundary conditions. Our model is not strictly time accurate because it 

does not include non-quasi-neutral phenomena. It is therefore possible that the steady state solutions 

produced by the model might correspond to non-physical solutions to the plume interaction problem. 

For example, the plumes of plasma contactors have been shown to contain non-quasi-neutral double 

layers which act as interfaces between the main plume and the ambient plasma. These regions would 

not appear in our models because the plume is quasi-neutral by assumption. Nevertheless, the 

solutions produced by the model may appear self-consistent and may match the boundary conditions 

hnposed on the problem: It is not clear how one would rigorously demonstrate that our solutions are 

physical and/or unique. We note that experimenters have not observed the presence of shocks, double 

layers or other phenomena typically associated with the presence of a bifurcation in the solution. In 

addition we have made a thorough set of comparisons to experimental data to confirm the basic 

accuracy of our results and show that they produce the right qualitative and quantitative behavior. It 

therefore seems unlikely that the simulation could produce non-physical solutions to the plume 

interaction problem. We acknowledge, however, that uniqueness has not been rigorously shown and 

will not be further addressed in this work. 
In addition to the various tests cited above, there are several further efforts which could be made 

to verify the quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC method against theory. A supercomputer, for instance, could 

be used to run non-quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC simulations. These results could be compared to results 

from the quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC simulation to see if the analytical source model correctly calculates 

sheath potentials and to confirm that non quasi-neutral effects in wake regions have no effect on the 

overall structure of the plume. An additional verification test which has yet been conducted is to 

compare simulated results with a known theoretical test case. We have been unable to construct a test 
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case which fits the assumptions of the simulation and has a known analytic solution. It would, 

however, be useful to define such a case and further verify the quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC model. 

4.2 Comparisons to Experimental Data 
While numerical tests help check the internal consistency of a simulation, an experimental 

comparison is required to verify that a computer model accurately represents reality. Fortunately, a 

variety of experimental efforts have been undertaken to study the plumes of SPT thrusters. The 

axisymmetric PIC-DSMC plume model was partially verified against experimental data taken from the 

literature. One issue with the literature data is the lack of error bars, which makes comparisons 

difficult. Additional data were provided specifically for this work by the researchers at the University 

of Michigan. Comparisons were made to verify the computational simulation, examine the system's 

sensitivity to axial ion temperature, and to develop an understanding of the influence that the 

background neutrals present in vacuum tanks have on experimental results. A single computational 

domain was used for all of the axisymmetric simulations and is shown in Figure 4.7. The domain has 

dimensions of 1.4 m x 1.1 m and represents an SPT-100 thruster operating in the presence of a 

background neutral gas. The presence of background gas was simulated by creating a neutral Xenon 

background of particles at a uniform density in a Maxwellian distribution and by including thermal Xe 

fluxes along exterior boundaries (as discussed in section 3.7). This section presents several 

comparisons between data and the simulation and discusses their various implications. Section 4.2.1 • 

describes simulations of the SPT thruster operating with different axial ion temperatures used in the 

source model. Sections 4.2.2-4.2.4 provide further comparisons between experimental data and 

results from the simulation. 

4.2.1  Sensitivity to Axial Ion Temperature 

As discussed in section 1.1.3, laser induced fluorescence measurements by Manzella indicate that 

the temperatures of ions in the plume in the axial direction is approximately 3.4 eV. This value appears 

at first glance to contradict the RPA measurements of the ion velocity distribution shown in Figure 2.2 

and in Figures 4.27-4.29. As will be discussed in section 4.2.4, however, the RPA measurements are 

actually consistent with the LIF measurements. However, the apparent contradiction led us to examine 

the sensitivity of the overall simulation to the axial ion temperature used in the source model. The axial 

ion temperature was varied parametrically in a series of simulations of the SPT-100 thruster. Runs 

were conducted simulating an SPT-100 operating at a background pressure of 2.2 x 10"6 Torr. The 

axial ion temperature was set equal to three different values in these simulations: 3.4 eV, 15 eV, and 34 

eV. Figure 4.8 shows simulated results with an axial temperature of 3.4 eV and Figure 4.9 shows 

simulated results with a temperature of 34 eV. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 are both contour plots of the 

potential overlaid with vectors showing ion current direction and magnitude. Larger vectors 

correspond to higher current magnitudes. In both cases, the primary beam is visible as a region of 
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high potential near the centerline and backflow current is clearly visible to the sides and rear of the 

thruster. However, in Figure 4.8, a bump is visible in the potential contours to the front and side of 

the thruster This bump is caused by CEX ions and has been observed experimentally in the plumes of 

ion thrusters [Kaufman 1975 as discussed in Samanta Roy 1995]. In Figure 4.9, however, no such 

bump is visible. These results indicate that some aspects of the plume's structure are very sensitive to 

the axial ion temperature. But since experimenters have not yet measured the potential throughout the 

plume region, it is not clear from these figures which ion temperature gives the correct plume structure. 

One quantity which has been well documented by experimentalists is the ion current density. 

Figure 4.10 compares an experimental measurement of the ion current density at a pressure of 

2.2 x 10-6 Torr to a simulation made with an axial ion temperature of 3.4 eV at a background pressure 

of 2.2 x 10-6 Torr. This temperature matches LIF measurements made by ManzeUa [1994]. The 

current flow to the thruster has been enhanced to account for current from the ambient plasma, as 

discussed in section 4.2.2 below. The potential bump present Figure 4.8 is visible in the simulated 

results shown in Figure 4.10 as a bump in the ion current measurements. This bump is clearly 

missing from the experimental data. Otherwise, the two sets of results agree fairly well, to within 

about a factor of 2-3 across most of the measured range. Figure 4.11 compares the results of 

simulations taken at three different axial ion temperatures with experimental measurements taken at a 

pressure of 5.6 x 10"6 Torr. Again, a wing structure is clearly visible in the simulated results when the 

axial ion temperature is 3.4 eV. However, as the axial ion temperature rises, the bump disappears and 

the simulation shows marginally better agreement with the experimental data. From Figure 4.11, it is 

clear that higher axial ion temperatures improve the match between the simulation and the experimental 

measurements. The reason for this interaction is not immediately obvious and merits some discussion. 

The presence of the wing structure in Figures 4.8 and 4.10 is related to the turning radius of ions 

leaving the acceleration channel. As the plume expands, the density gradient at the edge of the plume 

creates an electric field that turns ions away from the centerline at a rate which is related to their initial 

velocity. This gradient is clearly visible in Figures 4.8 and 4.9 as tightly grouped potential contours 

located to the side and front of the thruster. Ions with relatively high velocities have large turning radii 

and tend to follow straight trajectories, while ions with low velocities have small turning radii and are 

quickly turned towards the edge of the plume. This effect can be see clearly in Figures 4.12 and 4.13. 

Figure 4.12 shows the trajectory of beam ions in the plume region. These ions are clustered along the 

centerline and follow relatively straight trajectories. Figure 4.13 shows the trajectories of CEX ions in 

the plume region. Unlike the beam ions, the CEX ions tend to follow curved trajectories and are 

pushed to the side and rear of the thrusters. These ions form the potential wing visible in Figure 4.8. 

As was noted above, the presence of wings is sometimes seen experimentally with ion thrusters. 

In this case, the ions in the main beam have a low axial temperature and are moving in a small range of 

velocities which is much faster than ions created by CEX. As a result, the CEX ions exit to the sides 
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of the plume and form a "wing" like structure similar to that shown in Figure 4.8. In a Hall thruster, 

the beam as a whole is also moving much faster than the CEX ions. But because the axial ion 

temperature is relatively high, the beam ions span a wide range of velocities. As a result, different 

parts of the beam turn at different rates, producing a much less defined beam boundary. The slower 

ions at the edge of the beam end up merging with the CEX ion wings to create a relatively smooth 

density variation. As a result, the potential "bump" seen in Figure 4.8 disappears when the axial ion 

temperature rises, as shown in Figure 4.9 The presence of wings is therefore highly dependent on the 

axial ion temperature. If the ion temperature is low, the beam is relatively tight, and the CEX wings 

are clearly visible. If the ion temperature is high, the beam is relatively diffuse, and the CEX wings 

are absorbed into the diffuse beam structure. 
Figure 4.11 shows that the higher ion temperatures show better qualitative agreement with 

experimental data. We therefore used 34 eV as the axial ion temperature in our SPT-100 plasma 

source model. This value is used for all axisymmetric and three dimension results presented in the rest 

of this document unless otherwise stated. 
There are several conclusions which can be drawn from this discussion. First, we conclude that 

the relatively tight plumes associated with ion thrusters are a function of their relatively low axial ion 

temperature. Second, we conclude that higher axial ion temperatures tend to lead to spreading of the 

ion beam. Third, we conclude that some problems must still exist in our beam ion source model. 

Although we can duplicate the measured ion current distribution, we require the use of a higher ion 

temperature than is actually present in the thruster. This high temperature is not physically accurate, so 

we fail to duplicate the detailed ion velocity distribution. This point will be discussed further in the 

section comparing the model to RPA measurements (Section 4.2.4). 

4.2.2 Ion Current Density 
In order to verify the axisymmetric plume model, a series of comparisons were made to 

experimental work by Manzella [1995]. Manzella used circular molybdenum probes to measure the 

ion current density in an arc 60 cm. from the exit of an SPT-100 thruster. His measurements span a 

range of 200 degrees and include measurements taken in the thruster's backflow current region. The 

tests were designed to characterize the plume and measure the test facility's influence on the thruster. 

In one set of tests, Manzella varied the facility's background pressure by over an order of magnitude 

while measuring the ion current density profile. These tests provide ideal data for verifying the PIC- 

DSMC method. Since the ion collision frequency varies with the background pressure, data collected 

across a range of background pressures helps verify both the PIC and DSMC sides of the simulation. 

A series of simulations were run to examine the effect that the background pressure present in 

ground test facilities has on the structure of the SPT-100 plume. Four different ambient pressures 

were simulated, each corresponding to an experimental result reported by Manzella [1995]. These 
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„„named in Figure 4.14. The presence of background gas was simulated by adding 

JZZZZ *   Maxwellian dislmon and by including mermal Xenon fluxes along 
neutral Xenon particles in a iidA Cmir„47^  The background ion temperature was 

boündaries with ibe ambient *^"X<^^ ~ "«' <** 
assumed to be 300 K (room temperature) and the oacKgrouna n 

the ideal gas law, as shown in Table 4.1. 

Pressure 

2.2 x lO"6 Torr 
5.6 x 10-6 Torr 

2.5 x lO"5 Torr 
6.3 x lO"5 Ton- 

Number Density 

7.085 xl016nr3 

1.803 x 1017m-3 

8.050 x 10" m-3 

2.029 x 1018 m-3 

Table 4.1: Simulated Pressures and Number Densities 
An anode proponent flow rate of 4.99 mg./sec. and a cathode flow rate of 0.38 mg./sec. were use, m 
^ese —us. Thrs is consistent with flow rates used by Manzella in his experiments. The ron 
" ity was measured by couming the number of ions crossing a virtual surface placed m an 
J    cm. from the anode exit A se, of simulated results is presented in Figures 4.1   and 4 6 along 

wth comparisons to experimental data. The plots correspond no ammen, pressures of 2.5 x 10   T rr 
1,7" Torr respective*. Mania's data has been shifted to me left by three degrees m ord 
: .„Tup he peahs of he ion current density plots. Although the same basic trend are present rn both 

of L, there are notable deferences in the magmtnde of the rwo results^ The ™^« 
consistently underpredic. the current densrty a, most pressures and angles. As a result, doe total beam 
Zm s lob Jger in the experunenta, case man ,t is in the simuiaüon. This results rs surpnsmg 

since the total propeUant flow is the same m bom cases. The total beam current can be c**** 
„umencally by integrating the data presented in Figure 4.14. The results are shown m Table 4.2. The 
Is«     dsc arge current is an upper bound on «he amount of current which can be earned by the ton 

bei The beam current will actually be less man the discharge current because some electrons wdl 

rnsieau ui ncuuouiu 

Pressure (Torr) 
:r>  
Integrated Current Compensation 

(A) Fraction 

2.2 x lO"6 4.69 1.124 

5.6 x 10"6 5.26 1.260 

2.5 x 10"5 5.97 1.431 

6.3 x lO"5 6.15 1.474 

Discharge Current -4.5 1          N/A 
Table 4.2: Experimentally Measured Beam Current vs. Pressure 
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Table 4 2 shows that the experimentally measured beam current consistently exceeds the 

discharge current by between 4% and 35%. This is physically impossible and indicates that some 

error is present in the experimental data The amount by which the beam current exceeds the discharge 

current varies with pressure, suggesting that some interaction is occurring between the thruster and the 

ambient background in the tank. The excess current has been observed by Russian researchers and is 

thought to be due to the formation of a background plasma (rather than neutral) gas in the vacuum 

tank. The background plasma adds a thermal contribution to the measurements of the ion current and 

can also recirculate within the tank, creating additional external current flow. 

Unfortunately, no measurements have been taken of the background plasma in ground 

experiments and its contribution to measured ion currents. We therefore compensate for the extra 

current flow numerically by adding an additional propellant to the flow going through our numencal 

thruster. This magnitude of the compensation flow was determined using the following procedure. 

The nominal current flow through the anode is given by 

mXE 

Where rh is the total mass flow through the anode, r\\ is the overall ionization fraction, and TJ++ is the 

fraction of the plasma which consists of double ions. Based on experimental measurements, our SPT- 

100 source model uses a total ionization fraction is 0.95 and a double ion fraction of 0.2 (as discussed 

in section 3.3.3). At an anode propellant flow rate of 4.99 mg./sec, the beam current is therefore 

4.173 Amps. The magnitude of the compensation flow was determined by multiplying the nominal 

propellant flow by the following fraction 
r      m 

"lb (4.2-1) 

Where lm is the actual measured current flow as shown in Table 4.2. The resulting current 

compensation fractions are also shown in the third column of Table 4.2. 
When this compensating propellant flow is included in the simulation, the results compare 

somewhat more favorably to the experimental data. Figure 4.17 shows the simulated ion current 

density as measured at four different ambient pressures in an arc 60 cm from the thruster exit. For 

comparison, experimental measurements by Manzella are shown in figure 4.14. Figures 4.18-4.22 

show individual comparisons between the simulated and experimental results at each of the four 

pressures measured in the experiment. The simulated results show fair agreement with experimental 

data, and the same shapes and trends are present in both sets of results. In addition, the results agree a 

little better numerically and are within a factor of 2 to 3 across most of the domain, with larger 

disagreement at very high and very low angles. The error on the ion current measurements is 

unknown, but measurements of this type are typically accurate to within about 50% {Gallimore, 

Personal Communication, 1996]. In view of the uncertainty, it can be said that the PIC-DSMC model 
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agrees well with experimental data, even as the ambient pressure is varied by an order of magnitude. 

The simulated results do tend to overpredict the current along the centerline and underpredict it at high 

angles. The overprediction along the centerline may be a result of numerical artifacts along the 

centerline, inaccuracies in the source model, or saturation of the ion current probe during the 

experiments. Numerical artifacts come about because the current density is determined by dividing a 

numerically measured flux of particles by the sample area. In an axisymmetric geometry, both the 

number of particles and the sample area scale as 1/r*. Therefore, near the centerline, a small number of 

particles is divided by a very small area to produce the measured current densities. This procedure is 

obviously sensitive to small sampling errors and can produce numerical artifacts. The underprediction 

at high angles may be a result of errors in measured CEX cross sections or inaccuracies in the source 

model. The estimated error in the CEX cross sections used in our simulation is 20% [Hasted 1964]. 

We note also that there is a great deal of uncertainty in the experimental measurements. The pressure 

measurements in particular are thought to be accurate to within only half a decade [Manzella, Personal 

Communications, 1996]. If the pressure reported is consistently lower than the actual pressure in the 

tank, for instance, the simulation would consistently underpredict the backflow current at the edges of 

the plume. In view of the experimental uncertainty, we believe that the experimental comparison to 

Manzella's data partially verifies the accuracy of the axisymmetric PIC-DSMC formulation. 

To further verify the PIC-DSMC plume model, additional comparisons were made to ion current 

data provided by Colleen Marrese and Alec Gallimore at the University of Michigan. Marrese and 

Gallimore used a Faraday Probe to measure the ion current density along an arc 50 cm. from the exit of 

an SPT-100 thruster. The'measured pressure in the tank was 5.2 x 10"5 Torr. The measured ion 

current was integrated to determine the total beam current measured in the experiment. The result is 

3.55 Amps, or 0.62 Amps less than the beam current given by equation (4.2-1), so no compensation 

currents are necessary. Otherwise, simulations were conducted using the same techniques described 

earlier in this section. Figure 4.22 shows the ion current density measurements made at the University 

of Michigan and the results of our simulation. The error bars on the results are again probably about 

50%. The results show excellent agreement. The simulated resulting are easily within 50% of the 

experimental results across all of the domain except for a small region near the centerline. The 

disagreement at the centerline could be due to problems with the source model or due to numerical 

artifacts (as discussed in the comparison to Manzella's data above). Overall, however, these results 

serve to partially verify the PIC-DSMC plume model. 

4.2.3 Erosion Rates 
The results presented in section 4.2.2 serve to partially verify the overall plume model, they do 

not verify the techniques used to model surface interaction and sputtering effects. These models were 

verified independently using experimental results from Randolph et ah [1994]. Randolph and Pencil 
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placed samples of silver foil, solar cell interconnectors, and solar cell coverglasses in a vacuum tank 

and exposed them to the SPT-100 plume for a period of 200 hours. The samples were placed on 

witness plates which were mounted in an arc at a distance of 1 m from the anode exit The plates faced 

towards the thruster to the samples and were normal to the expected flow. These tests were conducted 

at a pressure of 3 x 10"5 Torr and collimators were used to limit the samples' field of view. The 

collimators served to shield the samples from contamination from the walls of the tank itself. Figure 

4.23 shows simulated results for the erosion of silver after two hundred hours of exposure at a 

pressure of 2.5 x 10'5 Torr. The results of Randolph and Pencil are superimposed on the simulated 

results. In both cases, the measurements are taken 1 m from the anode exit. Although the simulated 

results are noisy, they agree fairly well with the experimental data. The same shapes and trends are 

clearly present in both results, though the simulation consistently underpredicts the measured erosion, 

sometimes by more than a factor of 2. Figure 4.24 shows similar results for the erosion of Quartz 

after 200 hours of exposure to the plume. Superimposed on these results is the experimentally 

measured erosion of solar cell coverglasses after 200 hours of exposure to the plume. Although the 

same trends are apparent, the agreement is not as good, and the simulation consistently underpredicts 

the data by a factor of three or more. The relatively high quality of the results for silver suggests that 

the source of the inaccuracy is probably in the relationship used for the sputtering coefficient. The 

sputtering coefficients used for the solar cell coverglasses represent a generic "quartz glass". The solar 

cells themselves may use glass with a different composition and lined are with an anti-reflective 

coating. The sputtering coefficients of solar cell coverglasses has not been reported in the literature 

and is often unknown. When it is known, the information is held privately and considered 

proprietary. The material used in the solar cell coverglasses probably has a higher sputtering 

coefficient than the "quartz glass" modeled in the simulation. In addition, the sputtering coefficients 

used in the simulation are valid for ions striking normal to the surface. In reality, however, ions which 

approach at high angles may have sputtering coefficients several times higher than those used in the 

simulation [Chapman pg. 247]. Unfortunately, no data are available on the angular dependence of the 

sputtering coefficient of Xenon atoms on Silver or Quartz surfaces. Such data are required to further 

refine the sputtering model. 

Randolph et al. [1994] developed an empirical model to predict the erosion of interconnectors 

and solar cell coverglasses on surfaces exposed to the plume of an SPT-100 thruster. Their model is 

of the general form 

.    R 
J=7^ 

" 

Where j is the ion current density (mA/cm2), R is a reference distance of 1 m, r is the downstream 

distance (m), 0 is the divergence angle ("), a0 = 0.0014895, ai = 103.12, and a2 = 60.169. Figure 

4.25 shows Randolph's prediction of the erosion rate for silver compared to his own experimental 
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measurements and the PIC-DSMC model. Randolph's generally predicts erosions rates which are 

higher than the measured rates. His model shows "good agreement with the sample measurements at 

angles less than 50°", but less good agreement beyond 50° [Randolph et at 1994]. Our model tends to 

predict erosion rates which are lower than the measured rates, but which agree to about the same level 

of accuracy as Randolph's model. Our model also contains more computational noise, which causes 

our predictions to wander more than Randolph's model. At a divergence angle of 90 degrees, neither 

model gives very good agreement. In this range, however, the erosion rate is small enough to be of 

little interest to designers. Nevertheless, it should be noted that our model gives a conservative 

estimate of erosion rates. 

4.2.4 RPA Measurements 
Retarding potential analyzers (RPA's) have been used to measure the energy distribution of ions 

in the plume. Because the PIC-DSMC algorithm is a particle based method, an RPA can be simulated 

by recording the energy of individual macroparticles crossing a virtual surface. Over time, this 

produces a picture of the one-way ion distribution function, similar to that produced by an RPA in the 

laboratory. Comparisons have been made between two different sets of RPA data and results from the 

axisymmetric simulation. This section shows the results of these comparisons and describes their 

implications for the simulation. 
Figure 4.26 shows a simulated RPA distribution at a chamber pressure of 6.3 x 10"5 Torr. 

Figure 4.26 was constructed by recording the energy of particles crossing an arc 60 cm from the anode 

exit. Particle fluxes were recorded in increments of 0.5 degrees, so the curve marked "7.5 degrees" 

corresponds to ions crossing at angles between 7.25 and 7.75 degrees from the centerline. Figure 

4.27 shows experimental RPA measurements made along an arc 1 m away from the thruster at a 

pressure between 5 and 6 x 10-5 Torr [Absalamov 1992]. Figures 4.28 and 4.29 show experimental 

RPA measurements made by Marrese and Gallimore [1996] at the University of Michigan along an arc 

0.5 m from the thruster at a pressure of 5.2 x 10-5 Torr. The Michigan data has been corrected for the 

local plasma potential by subtracting 14 V from the energy levels measured in the experiment. The 

width of the peak in the experimental data is quite large. In Figure 4.28 the peak has a half width of 

about 50 volts. When Manzella measured the axial ion temperature using LIF techniques, he reported 

a temperature of about 3.4 eV. Although the width of the peaks in the RPA data appear to contradict 

this result, the two results are actually consistent with each other. This point bears some discussion. 

Temperature is defined as the standard distribution of the ion velocities around a their mean 

velocity (the drift velocity). The ion temperature can be estimated from the RPA measurements by 

assuming that the ions have a Gaussian (Maxwellian) distribution. In 1-D, the Gaussian distribution 

function is given by 
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f(v,) = 
f m 
2^kT: 

N        ( 
exp 

v 2kT;
v x va)

2 

Where T; is the ion temperature, m is the ion mass, vx is the particle velocity in this dimension and vd 

is the overall drift velocity. Plotting f(vx) as a function of vx results in a single, symmetric peak 

centered on the drift velocity. The width of the peak is entirely determined by the ion temperature. 

The drift velocity serves only to shift the center of the distribution function. The RPA data in Figures 

4.27-4.29 shows the ion distribution function plotted against energy rather than velocity. When the 

Gaussian distribution function is written as a function of energy, it takes on the following form. 

f(*) = | 
m 

2«kT, 
exp 

c-^mvl 

F   -^mva 
e 

Plotting f(e) vs. £ results in a single non-symmetric peak whose width depends on the temperature and 

on the drift velocity. At high drift velocities, the apparent width of the distribution function is much 

larger than the temperature. In Figure 4.27, for instance, the peak of the distribution function is at an 

energy of 280 Volts. We will assume that this is drift energy, i.e. Ed = 280 eV. If the ion distribution 
is a Gaussian distribution, when 

(high value) 

the height of the distribution function should be 0.36787 times its peak value. In Figure 4.27 the 

distribution function for the centerline RPA measurement is 0.36787 times its peak value when the 

collector potential is 305 Volt, and 225 Volts. This results in two different axial ion temperatures 

Tev = (V3Ö5 - V28Ö)2 = 0.534 eV 

Tev=(V225-V28Ö)2=3.0eV 
If (low value) 
if the ion distribution were a true Gaussian, the temperatures would be the same. In this case 

however, a Gaussian is not a particularly good approximation for the ion distribution. Nevertheless 

both temperatures are much less than the peak's 50 Volt half-width. The issue here is largely one of 

definition. Because temperature is defined in terms of velocity rather than energy, its value is actually 

much less than the observed spread in ion energies. In fact, temperature is not a particularly 

meaningful term in this context. The temperature is deceptive because it implies a much narrower 

spread in ion energies than is actually the case. The RPA shows that ions have undergone potential 

drops that differ by 50 Volts, not by 3 volts. Similarly, the data in Figure 4.28 gives the following 
temperatures 
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Tev = (V3Ö5 - V236)2 = 4.42 eV (high value) 

Tev=(Vl8l-V236)2=3.64eV (low value) 

Again the temperatures differ, though the distribution is much closer to a true Gaussian. The axial ion 

temperatures vary somewhat, but are generally consistent with Manzella's value of 3.4 eV. The 

simulated RPA distribution is based on a source axial ion temperature of 34 eV, so it is no surprise that 

the results fail to agree with the laboratory data. Nevertheless, we use a temperature of 34 eV because 

it gives better agreement to the observed structure of laboratory measurements of ion current density. 

Figures 4 26 4 27, and 4.29 all show two "peaks" in the ion distribution. The first is a low 

energy peak near the origin that represents slow moving CEX ions. This peak is too small to be seen 

in Fieuie 4 28, but is clearly visible in Figure 4.29 at all angles from the thruster. The second is a 

high energy peak that represents beam ions coming direcüy from the anode. This peak is visible in all 

experimental measurements made at 45 degrees or less. In the simulated data, the low energy peak is 

narrow and located right at the origin. In Absalamov's data, the low energy peak is slightly wider and 

is offset from the origin by about 20 V. This may indicate that the RPA itself is floating at some 

potential relaüve to the plasma. Another possibilities is that the plume temperature is very high, thus 

raising the beam potential, but previous measurements of the plume's electron temperature (shown in 

Figure 2.4) seem to contradict this explanation. The low energy peaks are not offset in the Michigan 

data or in the simulated results. The high energy peaks are offset from each other by up to 75 eV. 

Absalamov's peak is at about 275 eV, the peak in the simulated data is just over 200 eV, and the peak 

in the Michigan data is at about 230 eV. The placement of these peaks is significant because 

Absalamov's ion energy of 275 eV corresponds to an Isp of 2048 sec, which is considerably higher 

than experimentally observed Isp of 1735 sec. (excluding cathode flow). Subtracting 25 eV from the 

peak gives an Isp of 1971 sec., which is still much higher than the experimentally observed value. 

Michigan's ion energy of 230 eV corresponds to an Isp of 1872 sec, which is within 8% of the 

measured value. This difference is relatively small and could be due to the spreading of the ion beam 

after it leaves the thruster. These disagreements suggest that Absalamov's RPA may have been 

substantially biased with respect to the ambient plasma. Further work is needed to determine the 

source of this inconsistencies. The Michigan RPA results have been corrected for the local plasma 

potential and are generally consistent with the measured specific impulse. 
The simulated and experimental results differ qualitatively as well. The high energy peak is 

much broader in the simulated data and, more importantly, the location of the peak varies with the 

RPA's angle from the centerline. This behavior is consistent with the earlier observation that particles 

with low energies are more easily turned by the radial electric fields present in the plume (see Section 

4.2.1). Both sets of RPA data show no such variation. In fact, although the magnitude of the peak 

drops rapidly, the location of the peak is the same at all distances from the centerline. Why this occurs 
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is unclear. It may be that the SPT-100 is emitting high energy ions in directions pointing well away 

from the centerline, though why the thruster would emit high energy ions at angles very far from the 

centerline is unclear. Such high energy ions could mask the energy shifting effect caused by the plume 

expansion. An interesting characteristic of the RPA data is the presence of a high energy "tail" of ions 

with energies hundreds of volts above the 300 V cathode-anode drop.   Tails of this type are 

sometimes produced by plasma instabilities, so the presence of a tail may indicate that instabilities play 

an important role in the creation of high energy ions moving at large angles relative to the centerline. 

This tail is also present in the simulated data and is a consequence of the high axial ion temperature 

assumption. Since the axial ion distribution is relatively wide, the top end of the distribution ends up 

having velocities well above the mean drift velocity. The tail is therefore a result of the source model 

and the simulation itself offers no insight into the mechanism by which the source might create such 

high energy ions. More work is needed to understand the reasons for these disagreements and the role 

instabilities play in the SPT-100 thruster. 

4.2.5  Summary 
In summary, the axisymmetric PIC-DSMC model has been compared to multiple sources of 

experimental data. Overall, the model shows good agreement at the macroscopic level, but not so 

good agreement at the microscopic level. The model agrees well with measurements of the ion current 

but compares much less well to RPA data. The reason for these disagreements is unclear, and some 

inconsistencies are present in the experimental data. We conclude that the model is able to predict large 

scale phenomena like the ion current density but is not able to reproduce microscopic data like ion 

distribution functions. In addition, the surface interaction models described in Chapter 3 have been 

used to calculate erosion rates on Silver and Quartz glass surfaces. These rates have been compared to 

measured erosion rates for silver interconnectors and solar cell coverglasses. The model shows very 

good agreement with silver, but is less accurate when predicting the erosion of solar cell coverglasses. 

More accurate measurements of the coverglass sputtering coefficient are needed to improve these 

results. The results shown in Figure 4.17 also demonstrate that the ambient neutrals present in ground 

based tests have a significant effect on the backflow current. This implies that ground based tests will 

overpredict the degradation which will occur on surfaces on orbiting spacecraft. To study these 

issues, axisymmetric simulations of a thruster operating in vacuum were also conducted. These results 

are presented in section 4.4 below. 

4.3 Qualitative Analysis 
One advantage of the PIC-DSMC plume model is that is can be used to make a more detailed 

analysis of the plume region than can be done in experimental or analytic studies. This section 

presents some detailed results of the axisymmetric plume simulation that help illustrate the physics of 

the plume region. Figure 4.30 shows a phase space plot of the different particles present in the plume 
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static, A total of five afferent types of particles are shown in tins plot: bean, ions, beam double 

10ns, CEX snngle ions, CEX double ions, and neutrals. Tbe neutrals are ™™^^™ 
velocities and form a tight, isotropic distribution of particles around the origin. T^e CEX ions are 

clearly visible in this diagram as a wing of low velocity ions which are accelerated sideways and 
*£ards by the electnc field in the plume region. The beam ions form a diffuse band of h.g  spee 

Is generally moving away from the thruster at high speed. Figures 4.31 and 4.32 are snapshots of 
mesimulationshowmgthelocationofbeamionsandCEXionsatasmglepointm^ 

Superimposed on these snapshots are contours of constant potential. Beam ions are defined as all ions 

and double ions which have not undergone a CEX collision. The lines in the plot indicate the positton 

of particles in the domain and their direction of motion. Figure 4.31 is a snapshot of only the beam 

ions in the simulation. As one would expect, most of the ions are concentrated along the thruster 

centerline and move in the axial direction away from the thruster. The ion density and the potential are 

related by the Boltzmann relationship, so the centerline is also the region of highest electrical potential. 

The potential falls off with the density, creating radial electric fields that accelerate ions in a radial 

direction  This electric field causes noticeable spreading in the beam and some ions are visible at high 

angles with respect to the centerline. Some beam ions also leave the thruster traveling at high angles 

with respect to the centerline as governed by equation (3.3-5). 
Figure 4 M is a snapshot of only the CEX ions in the simulation. This snapshot corresponds to 

a simulation of a thruster operating in vacuum, as described in section 4.4 below. It is clear in Figure 

4 32 that most of the CEX ions are created in a relatively small region, perhaps two thruster widths 

wide, in front of the thruster exit. Because the CEX ions have little initial velocity, they are heavily 

influenced by local electric fields and move largely in the radial direction. These ions clearly form the 

bulk of the backflow current. It is interesting to note that the CEX ion distribution does form a wing 

like structure to the side and rear of the thruster. This wing structure has also been seen in ion thruster 

data and simulations [Samanta Roy 1995]. When the beam and CEX ions are plotted together, this 

wing structure disappears because the beam and CEX ion distributions overlap each other in space. 

But when the two distributions are plotted separately, the distinctly different dynamics of the CEX ions 

becomes apparent in the structure of this wing region. 

4.4 Axisymmetric Simulations of Thrusters in Space 
Ground based tests are carried out in vacuum chambers where the quality of the vacuum is 

limited by the facility's pumping speed. SPT-100 tests are typically carried out at pressures of 3 x 10-5 

Torr, though pressures as low as 6 x 10-6 Torr can be achieved in some facilities. Figure 4.33 shows 

several plots of the ion current density 60 cm from the exit of an SPT-100 thruster. One line shows 

the experimentally measured ion current density at a pressure of 2.5 x 10-5 Torr. The next line shows 

an axisymmetric simulation of a thruster operating at the same ambient pressure. The experimental and 

simulated results are within a factor of 2-3 across most of the domain. The third set of results is a 
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Simulation of a thruster operating in vacuum. These conditions can not be duplicated in ground based 

tests, but are representative of a thruster operating on a satellite in geostationary orbit. At high angles, 

the ion current density in vacuum is almost an order of magnitude lower than in simulated ground 

tests. These results show that the ambient neutrals present in ground based tests can significantly 

affect experimental results. These neutrals increase the CEX collision rate and lead to experiments that 

overpredict the backflow which will occur on orbit. Significantly less backflow will be present under 

operational conditions. Figure 4.34 shows a similar plot comparing simulated results at a pressure of 

2.2 x 10"6 Torr, which is the lowest pressure achievable in ground based facilities. The simulated 

results suggest that plume tests conducted at these pressure give a relatively accurate picture of the 

plume's structure in vacuum. At pressures lower than 2 x 10"6 Torr, the neutrals from the thruster 

come to dominate the background gas and control the CEX collision rate. This observation should 

give designers more confidence that ground based test in state of the art facilities can replicate the 

plume's structure under orbital conditions. 
The question of most interest to designers is how much damage the plume will cause to satellite 

surfaces. Figure 4.35 shows the predicted erosion rate for silver and quartz surfaces placed 60 cm 

from the exit of an SPT-100 operating in vacuum. The results are presented in units of meters per 

month (720 hours) of operation. The estimated erosion rate varies very strongly with angle from the 

centerline and varies by roughly an order of magnitude for each 20 degree change in angle. This 

indicates that a thruster's angle with respect to a surface will have a huge impact on the erosion rate. 

Another question of interest is how the erosion rate scales with distance from the anode exit. The solid 

and dotted lines in Figure 4.36 show simulated erosion rates as measured 1 m from the thruster exit. 

These rates are considerably lower than those shown in Figure 4.35, though silver still erodes 10 

microns/month at angles as high as 55 degrees from the centerline. Superimposed on the simulated 

rates 1 m from the exit are the rates from Figure 4.35 scaled by 1/r2. The results show very good 

agreement, and suggest that it should be possible to scale observed erosion rates using a 1/r2 law. The 

results shown in Figure 4.35 can be combined with this scaling law to produce quick "back of the 

envelope" estimates of the erosion rate at a given position relative to the thruster. Designers can also 

use the relationship to scale experimentally measured erosion rates to areas far away from the anode 

exit. 
In summary, axisymmetric simulations of the SPT-100 operating in vacuum suggest that ground 

based experiments can substantially overpredict the backflow current which will occur under operating 

conditions. This occurs because the background of neutrals present in ground tests increases the CEX 

collision rate in the vicinity of the thruster and substantially modifies the experimental results. In 

addition, axisymmetric simulations of the erosion rate suggest a couple of "rules-of-thumb" which may 

be useful satellite designers. First, the erosion rate from the thruster falls by about an order of 
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•   .u  ~„r.t *nalp   Second the erosion rate scales as the 
magnitude with each 20 degree increase in the cant angle, becona, tne 

inverse square of the distance from the thruster. 

4.5 Scaling of Plume Parameters ^^^ ^ PIC-DSMC model 
The results presented to this point relate directly to the SPT-100 thruster. 

is gen«ver, and could be used to model TAL or ion thrusters as well if appropnate sour e 

IIZle available. Tnis section presents simulations of several imaginary thrusters woh «a 

peters different from those of a Hall thruster. These simulated results prov.de insight into the 

physics of the plume and its sensitivity to different source parameters. 

4 5 1  Neutral Flow Rates 
' ' The backflow from the plume consists primarily of ions created by charge exchange colltstons. 

The CEX collision rate is determined by the collision cross section and by the neutral dens.ty m the 

piume We examined the sensiuvity of the plume to neutral density by increasing the neutral flow rate 

while keeping the other conditions in the source model constant. Table 4.3 shows «he dtfferent 

conditions simulated in our study. 

Neutral How Rate Neutral Fraction (T|n) 

(ms./sec.) (1-Ionization Fraction) 

0.25 0.05 

1.25 0.21 

2.5 0.34 

25         . 0.84 

Table 4.3: Simulated Neutral Flow Rates 

In all of the scaling studies, only a single parameter was varied. All other aspects of the source model 

were kept exactly the same. This is a theoretical, not a physical, assumption. In practice, mcreasing 

the neutral flow rate would certainly change the plasma flow rate and the exit velocity profile. 

However, the intention of this work is to examine how the plume scales in a general sense, not to 

model physical thrusters. The flow of ionized propellant was held constant at 4.75 mg/sec. Since the 

neutral velocity was held constant, the CEX mean free path varies inversely with the neutral flow rate. 

The neutral fraction is a convenient label to for the four cases simulated. Figures 4.37-4.39 show 

how the plume's potential structure and CEX ions trajectories change with the neutral flow rate. As 

one would expect, the number of CEX ions increases dramatically with neutral flow rate. These ions 

not only increase the backflow current, but also change the overall structure of the plume. The wing 

structure which is barely visible in Figure 4.37 is very well developed in Figure 4.39 due to the high 

density of CEX ions. The potential structure does not appear to scale directly with mean free path, 

though the overall structure changes rather dramatically with the flow rate. Figure 4.40 shows how 
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the ion current density changes with neutral flow rate. Overall, the beam current tends to decrease with 

increased flow rates while the backflow current tends to increase. The measured backflow current 

actually decreases between r\n = 0.34 and r\n = 0.84 because a significant fraction of the CEX ions 

flow is occurring at angles greater than 120 degrees from the centerline. The decrease in the beam ion 

current is quite dramatic however, showing that a significant portion of the flow has been converted 

into backflow current. 

4.5.2 Beam Velocity  (Specific Impulse) 
Earlier in the chapter, the distribution of the beam ions was shown to have a significant impact on 

the divergence of the beam. The mean ion velocity was also varied to study the effect this would have 

on the structure of the plume. Changing the beam velocity is equivalent to changing the thruster's 

specific impulse while leaving all other aspects of the beam intact. The beam velocities simulated are 

shown in Table 4.4. 

Beam Velocity (m/s) Specific Impulse (sec.) 

17000 m/s 1730 

8500 m/s 870 

4250 m/s 430 

1700 m/s 175 

Table 4.4: Simulated Beam Velocities 

Again, all other aspects of the source model were held constant. The results represent non-physical 

thrusters which have never been constructed. The mass flow rate was held constant through these 

simulations. Figures 4.41 and 4.42 show the plume's potential structure and the distribution of CEX 

ions at specific impulses of 1730 and 175 seconds respectively. The overall structure of the plume is 

quite similar in both cases. The CEX cross section has a relatively weak dependence on the approach 

velocity, so the magnitude and direction of the backflow current is largely unaffected. Figures 4.43 

and 4.44 show phase space plots at specific impulses of 1730 and 175 seconds respectively. Note that 

the two figures use different scales for the velocity. In Figure 4.43, the beam ions form a cloud in 

velocity space that is separated from the CEX and neutral ions. In Figure 4.44, however, the beam 

ions have merged with the CEX ions and their velocities have clearly been effected by the plume's 

electric field. Figure 4.45 shows the variation in the ion current density profile with changes in 

specific impulse. As the beam ion velocity is reduced, the beam diverges more and more until the 

majority of the backflow current is composed of fast moving beam ions rather than slow moving CEX 

ions. These results show that, all factors being even, thrusters with low specific impulses will tend to 

have relatively divergent beams while those with high specific impulses with have relatively narrow 

beams. As a result, although the CEX portion of the backflow current remains fixed, the overall 

backflow current tends to increase with decreasing specific impulse. 
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4'6 ^Tsylmetric PIC-DSMC plume model has been used to simulate an SFT-100 operating on 

the ground and in a fall vacuum. The model has been verified through comparison to expenmental 

data and the following conclusions have been reached. 
. The PIC-DSMC model accurately simulates large scale phenomena such as measurements of 

the ion current density in front of the thruster. 
. The PIC-DSMC model is currently unable to accurately model small scale phenomena such as 

the ion distribution function and match the shape of the ion current density distribution. This 

disagreement occurs because we use a higher than measured ion temperature in our source 

model. 
. The present source model is adequate for modeling large scale phenomena, but consistently 

overpredicts the ion current at the centerline. In addition, the axial ion temperature used in 

the model is higher than measured values and the ion distribution is assumed to be 

Maxwellian when this is not in fact the case. However, the source model is based on the best 

near field measurements of the ion current density presently available. Better data or better 

models of the inside of the thruster are needed to improve the source model. 

. There are some questions involving the accuracy of existing experimental data. Manilla's 

measured beam current is larger than the discharge current. Absalamov's RPA data appears 

to give Isp's higher than actually observed in SPT thrusters. Whenever practical, we have 

corrected for these errors when evaluating the accuracy of the simulation. 
. Reported LIF measurements and RPA measurements of the axial ion temperature are fully 

consistent with each other. The measured temperatures do not match values presently used in 

the ion source model. 
. The surface interaction model accurately models, the erosion of silver, but is much less 

accurate when applied to solar cell coverglasses. The inaccuracies appear to arise from the 

sputtering coefficient. The overall method is valid, but depends heavily on accurate 

measurements of the sputtering coefficient. 
Overall, comparisons with experimental data partially verify the basic PIC-DSMC method. However, 

some improvements are desirable. The areas requiring the most improvement appear to the be ion 

source model and the sputtering coefficients used in the surface interaction model. The models appear 

to control the RPA ion distribution and the erosion model respectively. 
One advantage of the PIC-DSMC method is that it can be used to make detailed studies of the 

structure of the plume region. The following conclusions in particular can be drawn. 

. When a Hall Thruster operates in vacuum, the majority of the CEX ions are created within 

three thruster widths of the channel exit. 
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• The CEX ions form a wing structure to the side and rear of the plume. However, the main 

beam has a relatively high divergence angle. As a result, the CEX wing merges with the 

main beam and is not visible in measurements of the ion current density. 

. Increasing the neutral flow rate tends to increase the backflow current and changes the overall 

structure of the plume region. 
• All things being equal, devices with low specific impulses have relatively divergent beams 

while those with high specific impulses have relatively narrow beams. 

Finally, the PIC-DSMC method has been used to simulate an SPT-100 thruster operating in a true 

vacuum. This matches conditions experienced by a thruster operating on a GEO spacecraft and can not 

be duplicated in ground based tests. The following conclusions are reached. 
• Ground tests may significantly overpredict the backflow current from SPT thrusters, though 

tests conducted at very low pressures (~2 x 10"6 Torr) may accurately reflect operational 

conditions. 
• The erosion rate drops by approximately an order of magnitude with each 20 degrees from the 

thruster centerline. 
• The erosion rate drops with the square of the distance from the thruster exit. 

The results shown in this chapter provide insight into the structure of an expanding plasma plume and 

demonstrate the utility of the PIC-DSMC simulation. Although further improvements can be made, the 

level of overall agreement validates the overall PIC-DSMC method. 
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Figure 4.5: Typical Ion Density Plot, No-Smoothing 
(Pressure = 5.6 x 1fr6 Torr) 
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Figure 4.6: Typical Ion Density Hot, With Smoothing 
(Pressure = 5.6xl0-6 Torr) 
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Figure 4.11: Simulated Ion Current at Different Temperatures and Experiment 
(r = 60 cm, P = 5.6x 106 Torr) 
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Figure 4.21: Simulated Ion Current Density vs. Data (P = 6.3 x 10"5 Torr) 
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Figure 4.23: Calculated Silver Erosion Rates vs. Experimental Data 
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Figure 4.24: Calculated Coverglass Erosion Rates vs. Experimental Data 
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Figure 4.37: CEX Ions and Potential Contours (r|n = 5%) 
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Figure 4.38: CEX Ions and Potential Contours (ru = 38%) 
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Figure 4.39:   CEX Ions and Potential Contours (r|n = 84%) 
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Figure 4.41: CEX Ions and Potential Contours (Isp = 17030 sec.) 
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Figure 4.42: CEX Ions and Potential Contours (Isp 
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Chapter 5: Computational Plume Model and Methods 
(Three-Dimensional) 

in Chapters 3 and 4, an axisymmeunc model of a Hall Thruster plume was described in 

detail  A series of results were presented to verify the model against experimental data. These 

ts  ts meluded eompansons to laboratory data and prediettons for a Hail tb.uster operaung m true 

Tuum. Tbese resuhs vahdated the baste quasi-neuna! P.C-DSMC algoritbm and n, surface 

.„teractton models and provided some tnsigh, tnto the physics of the plume regten. Smce real 

spacecraft are seldom axtsymmetric, a My three dunenstonal plume model ts requued to model Ute 

interaction between realistic spacecraft geometries and the plumes from thrusters use for orb« 

::::: „r ****** ^>™. ™, **« *«*». *« *»^ ■*■«— 
„amen quasiS.« This simulation is based on the same basic models desenbed m Chapter 3, bu 

pTlied on a ütree dimensional embedded grid which can be tailored to match reahsuc spacecraft 

geometries. Because the method is very similar» the axisymmetric plume model, only those 

aspects which are different from the axisymmetric simulation are desenbed m uns chapter. The 

blic principles behind the algorithm are described in Chapter 3 and computauonal results are 

described and discussed in Chapter 6. 

For "ßuas.-neutral three dimensional" plume simulation. 
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5.1  Introduction 
The three dimensional plume simulation is very similar to the axisymmetric plume simulation 

and is subject to many of the same assumptions and limitations. The same quasi-neutral PIC- 

DSMC formulation shown in Figure 3.1 is used in the 3-D plume model. The plasma is quasi- 

neutral by assumption, so the simulation is valid in most regions directly impacted by the plume 

but invalid in wake regions behind arrays and other large surfaces. The potential is still determined 

by inverting the Boltzmann relationship which makes the simulation very fast in comparison to 

other three dimensional particle simulations. Meter scale simulations typically run in 15-24 hours 

on workstation class machines. This run time is thought to be short enough for effective design 

work. Physical quantities were normalized in the same manner as in the axisymmetric model using 

the quantities outlined in section 3.2.1. 
A single three dimensional embedded mesh is used for both the PIC and DSMC portions of 

the simulation. The data structures used to store the mesh are considerably more complicated in the 

.three dimensional model and are discussed in section 5.2. The computational domain is subject to 

the same external boundary conditions used in the axisymmetric model (as described in section 

3.3.2). These boundaries generally reflect particles at planes of symmetry and absorb particles at 

boundaries to the ambient plasma. To lower computation times, three dimensional simulations are 

conducted without an ambient background, so no incoming particle fluxes are imposed at exterior 

boundaries. This is consistent with conditions in GEO, where the neutral background density is 

near zero [Wang pg. 17]. 
The basic PIC model used in quasi3 is very similar to that used in the axisymmetric model, 

and the DSMC model is virtually identical to that described in section 3.5. The same collisional 

phenomena are included in the three dimensional model, and since background gases are never 

considered in these results. Xenon-Xenon neutral collisions are always included as part of the 

simulation. The basic memory storage methods are also the same. Linked lists are used to store 

particles rather than conventional packed arrays with garbage collection. The tradeoffs between 

these two methods are discussed in detail in section 3.7. The major differences between the two 

plume models are the different density weighting factors, an integrated surface erosion and 

interaction model, and the inclusion of the cathode in the source model. The rest of this chapter 

discusses these and other differences between the two computational models. 

5.2 Computational Grid and Geometry 
The major motivation for developing a three dimensional plume model is to model realistic 

spacecraft geometries. The three dimensional PIC-DSMC model is built on an embedded Cartesian 

mesh. Figure 5.1 shows a typical three dimensional model of a commercial communications 

satellite. A simulated bus, yoke, and solar array are shown on a 3.2 m x 4.4 m x 3.2 m 
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computational domain, and an embedded grid is visible along the edge of the main bus. This grid 

is collocated with the thruster and is used to better resolve the core of the plume. There are several 

limitations on the types of geometries which can be modeled with a 3D embedded grid. In order to 

improve computational efficiency, all surfaces are required to be grid conforming. This means that 

the satellite must be constructed from boxes that follow cell boundaries and precludes the use of 

curved surfaces. The primary disadvantage of this requirements it that it prevents the modeling of 

plume impingement on parabolic antennae. As with the axisymmetric simulation, the resolution of 

embedded meshes is fundamentally limited by the underlying particle simulation. Adding an 

embedded mesh without increasing the number of particles results in fewer particles per cell and 

actually reduces the accuracy of the simulation. This point is discussed in detail in section 3.3.1. 

The number of particles which can be added is restricted by available memory and prevents the 

arbitrary use of embedded grids to resolve objects of interest. 

5.2.1 Computational Grid and Data Storage 
The three dimensional embedded mesh is stored in a manner very similar to that used in the 

axisymmetric simulation. Meshes are stored in a tree structure and grids are evaluated using 

recursive functions. The basic grid information is stored in two data structures, one for nodes and 

one for cells. These structures are similar to the ones used for the axisymmetric grid and are 

defined using the following C code. 

ty??frfcelltwe- /* Switch to tell if cell boarders on fine cells V 
A    A tt  I^'rfii • /* One for each of the four edges */ 
fK locaftS; /• I-cal time count (for MCC module) V 
float sigma v max; /* Max sigma * velocity (for MCC module) */ 
int ncoliillon; ■ /* Number of collisions in that cell V 
int summed_ncollision; /* Sum to calc. average number of collision in cell  / 
unsigned int *npart; /* Number of particles in the cell  / 
particledata "part; /* Pointer to list of particles in cell / 
celltosurfacemap *smap;  /* Maps cell sides to surface cells */ 

} celldata; . 

tvpedef struct { „.,.,_•*/ 
float weioht- /* Weight factor for density multiplication */ 
float ex- /* Electric field in x direction */ 
float ey] >*  Electric field in y direction */ ■ 

Soat ndensity; /* Neutral number density */ 
„„ /* Potential */ 
float phi; .   ,     ,   ■«_,*/ 
float rhominus; /* Negative charge density V 
float nvsamples; /* Running "sum" for velocity samples / 
float surrmed_ndensity; /* Sum to calc. time ave. neutral density / 
float sunmed_rho; /* Sum used to calculate time ave. (ion) charge density / 
float surtmed_phi; /* Sum used to calculate time ave. potential / 
char switchns; /* Switch to indicate which way to difference e field / 

char switchew; t . 
.. . - /* ud == Up-Down */ char switchud; *: 

short int nobj; /* Index to object node is assocaited with / 

} nodedata; 
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Again, two structures are defined, one for cells and one for nodes. Most of the parameters 

present in the structures are discussed in section 3.3.1. The next two sections describe differences 

between the axisymmetric and 3D data structures. 

Oil Data Structure 
edgedata serves the same purpose in three dimensions as it does in two, but instead of four data 

structures, six structures are present. The term "edgedata" is actually a misnomer; each structure 

represents a different face of the cell (the term "edgedata" reflects the simulation's 2D heritage). 

The faces are referred to using the names NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, WEST, UP and DOWN as 

shown in Figure 5.2. Each structure contains the same components as in the axisymmetric grid 

structure. 
celltosurfacemap is used only with cells that border on solid objects (i.e. at interior boundaries). It 

is a structure that maps the faces of grid cells to nodes on objects. This structure is necessary to  . 

integrate the surface interaction model with the particle simulation. Objects and surfaces are stored 

separately from the main embedded grid. When a particle crosses a grid cell face, the simulation 

checks to see if the face is an interior boundary. If it is, the simulation uses the celltosurfacemap to 

record the charge as a flux to the appropriate surface node. At the end of each timestep, the flux is 

used to calculate the surface potential and sputtering rates. This process is discussed in detail in 

section 5.6. 

Node Data Structure 
The 3D node data structure is almost identical to the axisymmetric node data structure. The 

only difference is the presence of ez to represent the third component of the electric field and 

switchud to indicate the type of finite-difference formulation used to calculate the electric field in 

the z direction, switchud is a flag with the following possible values. 

• CENTER indicates that a center difference formulation should be used. 

• UP indicates that a forward difference formulation should be used. 

• DOWN indicates that a backwards difference formulation should be used. 

In all other respects, the grid formulation used is identical to that used in the axisymmetric plume 

simulation. 
A separate grid generation program has been developed and is named mesh3. The following 

steps are used to create new three dimensional meshes. 
• The top level mesh is created to define the extent of the computational domain. It contains 

no objects, and all grid cells and nodes are set to their default values. External boundaries 

are defined according to user specifications and cell and node data structures are modified 

accordingly. 
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. The child meshes are then created and cells and nodes are set to their default values. Again, 

external boundaries are defined by user specifications and cell and node structure modified 

accordingly. Cell faces that border on fine meshes are designated by setting the edge type 

switch equal to BORDERS_ON_FINE. 
. Objects are created on the grid according to user specifications. Nodes and faces inside 

objects are blocked out of the simulation by designating their type as NO.BND and settmg 

efield switches equal to NO_DIFF. Cells faces corresponding to object boundaries are 

designated as type INTERIOR.BND. Cell faces on interior boundaries are mapped to 

object surfaces using the celltosurfacemap data structure. 

Overall the grid generation process is relatively simple and executes in a few minutes. An 

arbitrarily large number of thrusters can be included in the domain. Several restrictions are present 

on the placement of objects relative to the edges of objects and to each other. These restricuons are 

generally obvious and are discussed in the User's Manual (Appendix A of this document). 

5.2.2 Cell Weighting Factors 
The charge density is calculated by dividing the charge collected to each node by the volume 

of the cell. In three dimensions, this is generally given by 

n     -Siii (5.2-1) 

Before applying equation (5.2-1), it is necessary to multiply the charge collected by the ratio of the 

cell's total volume by the node's effective collection volume. This ratio is known as cell weighung 

factor  The possible weighting factors can be determined geometrically and are shown m Figure 

5 3   As with the axisymmetric grid model, weighting factors are not required at embedded mesh 

boundaries. The weighting process is identical to that used with axisymmetric grids and is 

discussed in section 3.3.2. 

5.3 Particle Motion 
Quasi3 moves particles in the same manner as the axisymmetric plume simulation. The 

leapfrog method is used to integrate the basic equations of motion. In a three dimensional 

Cartesian system, the equations of motion (without collisions) are 
dV _qEx ^YL = & ^L = & 
~dt'~  m ät       m dt       m (5.3-1) 

where q/m is the charge ratio of the macroparticle. The particle velocities are calculated in all three 

directions and the electric field is determined self-consistently in all three dimensions usmg 

techniques described in the next section. Particles are tracked as they cross cell boundaries and the 

particle's location within the grid is known at all times. The three dimensional leapfrog method is 

subject to the same basic limitations described in section 3.4.1. In particular, the iteration ümestep 
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sets an effective upper limit on the frequency which can be accurately simulated using the quasi- 

neutral PIC-DSMC plume model. 

5.4 Electric Field 
The electric field is calculated using a procedure very similar to that used in the axisymmetnc 

plume simulation. The basic procedure is the same. TTie charge density is determined as a 

function of position by weighting charged particles to a three dimensional Cartesian mesh. Once 

the charge density is known, the Boltzmann relationship (equation 3.2-4) is inverted to obtain the 

electrical potential. The potential is then differentiated to determine the local electric field, which is 

weighted back to the particle and used to solve the particle equations of motion (system 5.3-1). 

The main difference between the two methods is the weighting factor used to weight quantities 

from the grid to the particles and vice versa. The weighting functions used are first order 

volumetric weighting functions similar to those described in section 3.3.2, but for three 

dimensional Cartesian coordinates. Each particle is weighted to the eight nearest grid points at any 

given grid level. Given a particle at position (xp, yp, zp) located between x-nodes i and i+l, y- 

nodes j and j+1, and z nodes z and z+1, the weighting factors used are given by the following 

expressions. 

dx, = 

dy,= 

xi+i   XP 

h 
y.+i-yP 

dz, = 
h 

dx,=1.0-dx, 

dy"2 = 1.0-dyi (5-4-^ 

dz2=1.0-dz! 
Sitjik = dx^y.dz, 

Si+,,j.k=dx2dy,dz1 

S,,j+i.k = dx,dy2dz! 
Sij.k+i^Xjdy^z, 

Si+1,j+1,k=dx2dy2dZl 

Si+Uk+1=dx2dyidz2 

S^u^dxjdyjdzj 

Si+i.j+u+i = dx2dy2dz2 

The sum of the eight weighting factors is always unity regardless of the particle's position within 

the cell  Once each particle has been weighted to the grid cell, the charge density is determined by 

dividing the total accumulated charge by the volume of the cell. The potential is then determined 

from the Boltzmann equation, and the electric field is determined from the potential using the same 
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finite difference approximations used in tine axisymmetric plume model (as described in section 
Asymmetric mode,, one sided difference approximations are necessaryalong the 

Li* embedderiTeshe, This could introduce grid artifacts to the electric HI b„, m practtce, 

no discontinuities have been observed in any of the simulatrons. 

5.5 Source Model 
The source model used in the 3D simulation is very similar to the one used m the 

asymmetric simularion. The same basic empirica! SPT-100 mode, is used to,: fl» from^ 
anodT ions are treated using the fits to experimental data denved . section 3.3.3 wtth searate 
ütermalvdocivcomponentsaddedinaUürreedirecüons. Based on «he results presentedtn 
sron42.,,Lbigheraxialiontemperammof34eVisusedmaUü^dunenstonalPlum 

talons. The velocity of the panicles is initiaUy determined in cylindrical coordmates cenmred 
ZI thruster and .s then converted to Cartesian coordinates for use in the srmulatton. « 
orientations can be specified for the thruster and more man one «hruster can be mcluded tn the 
sunulation. The orientation of the thruster is specified by specifying the thrust vector and a vector 
e^endtcu.ar to the thrust vector pointing from the center thruster towards the anode (as shown m 
HL 5.4). The position of the thmster is defmed by specifying the object on whtch «ts mounted 

and the posidon of the center of the anode exit relative to that object 
The largest difference between the 3-D and axisymmetric plume models is the manner m 

which the cathode flow is treated. In a three dimensional geometry, «his flow emerges from a 
catitode office whtch is placed 7.5 cm above and 1.0cm downstream ofthe center of the anode 
exit The simulated cathode is canted 45 degrees relative to tine centerline, so me flow ,s dtrected 
towards the center of the plume. As with the axisymmetric simulation, cathode and anode neutrals 
are assumed to have a temperature of 1000 K and are choked at the cathode and anode exits 
respectively. Most of the ions created in the cathode are neutralized by the walls of the.<— 
chamber, so we assume that the ionization fraction for particles leaving the cathode ts 0» O.e. .he 
flow consists entirely of neutral particles). The particles leaving tire cathode are assumed to have a 
MaxweUian distribution. The particle velocity in the flow direction is given by equauon (3.3-4) 

with the drift velocity set equal to the local sonic velocity. The velocity in me ». m«**" 
directions is given by a Gaussian distribution created using expressions (3.3-8) and (3.3-9). 

5 6 Surface Interaction Model 
One issue of particular interest to satellite designers is the interaction of the plume wtth 

surfaces of a spacecraft. In order to study surface interaction issues, a surface sputtenng model 
has been developed and incorporated into Ute PIC-DSMC model. A relatively simple verstört of 
this mode, is used in the axisymmetric plume simulation. This model was described tn detail ,n 
section 3 6 The axisymmetric model was further developed and My integrated tnto quas,3 so 
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erosion rates can be calculated on realistic spacecraft geometries. This section describes the three 

dimensional surface interaction model and the manner in which it is integrated into the overall 

plume simulation. 
As discussed in section 3.6, deposition effects are ignored in the surface interaction model. 

This is consistent with experimental results that report little or no deposition on witness plates, 

even when they are placed at high angles with respect to the centerline [Randolph 1994]. In the 

axisymmetric plume model, the boundary conditions at solid surfaces are treated separately from 

the erosion model. In the 3D plume model, these models are combined into a single surface 

interaction model. When particles strike a surface, the ions and double ions are neutralized and 

removed from the simulation while neutrals are reflected back into the domain, as discussed in 

section 3.6.1. In addition, however, the incoming particle flux is used to calculate the amount of 

sputter damage sustained by the surface. This is done using a modified version of the sputtering 

model discussed in section 3.6.2. 
It should be noted that surface erosion rates are post-processed in 2D so that the surface 

model will not slow the overall simulation. However, post processing requires that the simulation 

record the distribution of particles striking each surface node. While the memory required is small 

in 2D, it grows rapidly in 3D and was found to be too large to justify the savings in computation 

time. Sputtering rates are therefore calculated as the simulation runs using the following 

procedure. 
When a particle crosses a grid cell boundary, the boundary type is determined from the cell's 

edge data structure (as described in sections 3.3.1 and 5.2.1). If the boundary is an 

INTERIOR_BND, the particle velocity, position, and grid coordinates are passed to the surface 

interaction model for evaluation. Each surface in the simulation is represented computationally as 

the side of a box. The satellite shown in Figure 5.1, for example, consists of three separate boxes, 

one for the bus, one for the array, and a long thin box for the yoke. Each box has six surfaces, 

some of which are inactive because they are located on exterior boundaries. Each active surface is 

divided into two dimensional cells which match the faces of the three dimensional cells in the 

plume simulation. The interaction model uses the object index and celltosurfacemap stored in the 

cell data structure to translate the particle's position in the computational grid into a cell on the face 

of one of the objects in the simulation. The particle's charge and/or particle weighting factor are 

recorded as striking that particular surface cell. The system is similar to the nearest neighbor 

method of particle weighting used in zeroth order PIC simulations. Because the surface grid is cell 

centered, the particle is weighted straight to the cell and no geometric comparisons or weighting 

factors are required. 

Calculating the sputtering damage caused by the impact of a particle requires a knowledge of 

the particle's impact energy. The impact energy depends in turn on the potential drop across the 
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.     nf lh. objec, When creating an object,itis necessary to 
non quas,-neu,ral sheath a, the surfaced* b,ec^ ^^ ^ be specffied: 

specify its potential with respect to tine ptona ^ A ^ ^ fe 

„„jects of fixed potential and objects ^°£™J^ Each node on tine array could be 

J.nce, could be represented as an *££££" cetis across tine array. A kevlar themtal 
^„ed a different potential to rnnruc *ed**« ^ ^ ^ .^ ^ objec. 

blanket, on tine other hand, would be represent«y^ ^ ^ .^ ^ 

Me „eated as dielectrics whose potennal can b~^ ^ ^^ model -„ 
e^onstoeachnodeundependentoftinen^* TOs p01enüal, recorded for 

use in tine sputter eros.on model. The beam ^ ^ ^ ^ negauve wllh 

sheath mode, described in secuon X X   -    1 ^ ^ ^ te sHeath must 
respect to tine ambient plasma, the Böhm shea ^ ^ .( ^ conunu()usly 

accelerated until it strikes the wall, and the sheatin/p ^ ^.^ ^ 
,nl0 which ions disappear and never reemerge. Thepotenu 

equation (3.6-1), i.e. kT     ( ATA 

, ,- , flux seen by the surface over the course of the enure 
m fiux used i. (3.6-0 is the cumulau« te-» * ^ ^ lhc fiw „,„ 
simulation This lowers the no.se u. the final result. 
'Lesteps to lessen the unfluence of *»t^— ,,,„,,, ^ 

For surfaces of fixed potenual, tine sh atincondu^ _ m ^ shcalh 

potentia, is less titan tine loca, p.asma P°^«^ When the surface ,nen„a, is greater 

:egion and the magnitude of the P«"«^        ^d tine sheatin refiects tons awav fron, the 
„ran the plasma potential, the electnc fiehU    v^ ^ ^ flux ,, ioni w,he 

wal, Stnee the flu, of e.ectrons to a surfae ^^ en      y ^ ^ up ^ pi,MUVC wllh 

surface, thts is unlikely to occur. W«»» ^ Bc,aus0 

„ respect to the plasma, but tine bulk of tine spacec * ^ ^ ^ ^ m cqm„hnunl 

positively floating surface aura» elecuonMfc££» ^ ^ potcnüal suture m 
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potential from the fixed surface potential. The energy of the incoming particle is then compared to 

the sheath potential. If the particle's total kinetic energy is greater than the sheath potential, the 

ion's impact is recorded and it is removed from the simulation. If the particle's energy is less than 

the sheath potential, the particle's impact is not recorded and the ion is reflected back into the 

domain. The net result is that low energy ions are reflected while high energy ions are neutralized 

by the underlying surface. This accurately reflects the behavior of ions when they encounter a 

positively charged surface. Only the particles which strike the surface can cause sputtering 

damage. Neutrals are unaffected by the presence of the sheath and always cause sputtering 

damage. As with the floating boundary, this surface model is only valid when conventional ID 

sheath theory applies. This is generally the case when the Debye length is much less than the 

length scale of the surface, which is a restatement of the quasi-neutral assumption. The 

implications and limits of validity for this assumption are discussed in detail in section 3.6. 

Sputtering rates are calculated by tabulating the material removed by each ion and neutral 

which strikes the surface. The amount of material lost is determined by multiplying an energy 

dependent sputtering coefficient by the macroparticle weighting factor, i.e. 
V = S(Ek)W 

Where Ek is the total kinetic energy of the particle striking the surface. The erosion depth is 

determined by dividing the volume by the area of the cell and the erosion rate is determined by 

dividing the rate by the total simulation time. The total erosion volume is the sum of the amount 

eroded by each particle over the course of the simulation and multiple materials are simulated by 

tracking several independent erosion volumes. A particle's impact energy is given by the sum of 

its initial kinetic energy and the energy it gained or lost in the sheath. All particles are assumed to 

enter normal to the surface and neutrals undergo no acceleration in the sheath region. 

Three different materials were considered in this thesis when calculating sputter erosion rates. 

Two of the materials were also considered in the axisymmetric plume model. The first material is 

Silver, which is commonly used for solar cell interconnectors. Its energy dependent sputtering 

coefficient is given by the linear fit shown in equation (3.6-2). The second material is Quartz, 

which is used to model solar cell coverglasses! Its sputtering coefficient is also given by equation 

(3.6-3). The third material modeled was Silicon. Its sputtering coefficient was derived from 

laboratory data collected by Rosenberg [1962] and shown in Figure 5.5. Also shown is a linear fit 

based on the following expression 
S = 1.0577 xlO_3E-0.12115 (5.6-1) 

In all cases, the sputtering coefficients used are for Xenon ions striking normal to the surface. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, atoms striking at different impact angles have been observed to have higher 

sputtering coefficients [Chapman pg. 247]. At the present time, however, the angular dependence 

for Xenon sputtering Silver, Quartz, and Silicon is unknown and can not be included in the surface 
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interaction model. As a result, this surface model may underpredict the actual erosion rate. Better 

experimental measurements of the sputtering coefficient are needed to improve the sputtering 

coefficients used in the surface model and include the effects of different ion impact angles. 

5.7 Summary 
In summary, a three dimensional PIC-DSMC simulation has been constructed based on the 

observation that the plume is a quasi-neutral, unmagnetized plasma in which the electrons are 

effectively collisionless. The basic algorithm is the same one used for axisymmetric simulations, 

and a variety of different collisional phenomena are included in the model. An SPT-100 thruster is 

simulated using an empirical source model which is based on experimental data. This primary 

difference between this model and the axisymmetric model is that the presence of the cathode can 

be directly modeled in a 3D geometry. A surface interaction model has also been developed for the 

3D simulation. This model is fully integrated into the plume simulation and predicts the erosion 

rate for materials placed in the plume region. The final simulation was written in ANSI C, and 

simulations were conducted on Digital, IBM, and Hewlett-Packard workstations with 96-256 

Megabytes of RAM. Run times were typically 12-15 hours for the three dimensional geometries. 

A major advantage of the three dimensional model is that it runs significantly faster than previous 

models and can run on a workstation class computer. The relatively fast turn around time may 

allow spacecraft designers effectively evaluate realistic spacecraft designs. 
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Solar Array 

Figure 5.1: Model of a Communications Satellite on a 3D Embedded Mesh 
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Fionr*» s 2- Nomenclature on Three Dimensional Grid 
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Figure 5.3: Weighting Factors in Three Dimensions 
Fractions indicate weighting factor. 

Weighting factor = 1/(fraction of volume around node from which charge caii be collected) 
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Figure 5.4: Vectors Specifying Orientation of Hall Thruster 
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Chapter 6: Three Dimensional Results and Discussion 

A three dimensional PIC-DSMC model of an expanding plasma plume has been constructed 

and used to simulate the plume of a Hall Thruster. The simulation is named quasi3 and is used to 

produce three dimensional simulations of Hall Thrusters operating in space, on the ground, and as 

part of a realistic model of a geosynchronous communications satellite. The model has been 

verified against experimental data and against results from the axisymmetric plume simulation. 

This chapter presents results from the three dimensional plume simulation quasi3 and discusses 

them in some detail. Section 1 shows results of simple comparisons to experimental data and to 

results from the axisymmetric simulation and section 2 presents the results of simulations of a 

thruster mounted on a typical geosynchronous communications satellite. 

6.1 Comparisons to Experiment and to Axisymmetric Results 
As was discussed in Chapter 5, quasi3 is based on the same quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC model 

used in the axisymmetric plume model. This algorithm was validated in the axisymmetric 

geometry through direct comparison to experimental data. Once the basic method was verified and 

understood, the model was expanded to three dimensions for use in simulating realistic spacecraft 

geometries. To check if any bugs had been introduced during the conversion from the 

axisymmetric geometry to three dimensions, quasi3 was verified through comparison to the same 

ion current density data shown in Chapter 4. Comparisons were also made to the results from the 

axisymmetric simulation. This not only helps to isolate problems in the code, but also verifies that 

our results are geometry independent. 
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The geometry used to verify quasi3 is relative* simple and is shown in Ftgure 6.1. A single 

thruster is mounted on a box in a three dimensional Cartesian domain. The dimenstons of the 

Z2 are 2 5 m x 2.5 m x !.6 m in «he x, y, and z directions respectively. The hox on which tire 
Zer   mounted is a cuhe 0, m !ong in each dimension. A singie embedded grid-s placed m 

front of the thruster exit. It has dimensions of 0.5 m x 0.5 m x 0.4 m. Each gnd cell, the 

lain is 10 normalized units wide, so the top level mesh is 24 celis x 24 cells x 15 cells in 

dimension. To facibtate comparisons to experimental and axisymmetric data, «he ton current 

density in «he simulation was measured using a "virtual surface" similar to the one described in 

Chapter 3 The flux of ions passing «hough a hemisphere centered on the thrus«er ext« «yprcally 

with a radius of 0.6 m or 1.0 m) was recorded and used «o determine «he ion current density as a 

function of angle from «he eenterline. The flux recorded was an average flux measured »* 

directions, so asymmetries tn «he plume do no« appear in the ion current denstty resu «s. This was 

necessary to ensure «ha« enough particles were sampled a« all angles to give s«attsttcally valid 

results The presence of background gas was simulated usmg me same «echniques used in «he 

axisymmelric simulation (as described in Section 4.2). Each simulation was run for 3000 

umcsteps usmg a timestep of 0.1 normalized uni«s. This allowed «he simulation <o reach steady 

sialc in which «he ton current density disttibution no longer varied wi«h «he number of ■terattons. 

Unless otherwise s«ated. each individual run took from 12-20 hours of run time on a Digital 

Alphastation. IBM RS 6000 workstation, or HP workstation with 96-256 megabytes of memory.. 

Fibres 6 2 6 3, and 6.4 show several plote of «he ion current density 60 cm from the 
- ,„,,,, in-6Tnrr 2 5 x 10"5 Torr, and 6.3 x 10"5 Torr respectively, thruster exit at pressures of 2.2x10» lorr.z.oxru    ion, 

Three types of results are overlaid on each graph: a set of axisymmetric results (marked as  2D ), a 

set of three dimensional result and experimental da«a from Manzella [1995]. The simulated 

results agree very well with each other and confirm u.a. the change from an axisymmetrtc «o a «hree 

dimensional geometry has no, significantly affected the simulation. Bo«h sets of resuhs show good 

a-reemen, w,«h da«a, again ma«ching «o wkhin a fae«or of 2-3 across «he domain. The very hrgh 

level of agreemen« belween «he axisymmetric and 3D results across a range of pressures verftes 

«ha« «he «wo simulations are modeling «he same basic physics and giving the same baste resuhs. 

Simulations were also made of «he SPT thruster operating in vacuum. Ftgure 6.5 is a 

contour plot of «he charge density in the plume region. The plume itself is quite symmetnc, and 

does no« exhtbit «hree dimensional effecls. However, Figure 6.6 shows «he neutral denstty in «he 

plume region. The neutral density distribution is clearly skewed to one side of the plume. This 

asymmetry is caused by «he presence of the hollow cathode at the right of Figure 6.6. A 

subsumtial fraction of the neutrals in tire plume are emitted by «he hollow cathode and are directed 

towards the eenterline. They form an asymmetric dislribution in space which to interacts with 

the ions in the plume through CEX collisions. Although the neutrals also have an non-symme«ric 
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velocity distribution, the ions in the plume still form a symmetric structure. The reason for this is 

apparent in Figure 6.7. Figure 6.7 is a phase plot of the x and z velocities of particles in the plume 

region. The neutral velocity is generally much less than the velocity of ions in the plume. As a 

result, CEX ions pick up most of their velocity from the electric field in the plume region. As was 

discussed in Chapter 4, most CEX collisions occur in a relatively small region directly in front of 

the thruster and near the thruster's centerline. Since the electric field is generally axisymmetric with 

respect to the thrust vector, the CEX ions are accelerated in all directions and rapidly acquire a 

nearly symmetric velocity distribution. This produces a charge distribution which is symmetric in 

space even through the neutrals have an asymmetric distribution. 
An interesting numerical observation is that the number of particles per cell varies very 

differently in 3D and axisymmetric particle simulations. In an axisymmetric simulation, if a gas 

has a uniform density, the number of particles per cell is proportional to the square of the radius. 

If the density in the plume falls as \li\ the two effects cancel and the number of particles per cell is 

approximately equal across the domain.  In a 3D particle simulation, if a gas is of uniform density, 

the number of particles per cell is constant. Therefore, if the density of a plume falls as l/r2, the 

number of particles per cell also falls as 1/A This creates problems with trying to maintain a 

minimum number of particles per cell throughout the domain. In the results shown in Figure 6.2- 

6.7. the number of particles per cell varies drastically from 1600 per cell in the core of the plume to 

less than 5 per cell at the edges of the domain. Traditionally, both PIC and DSMC schemes require 

10 particles per cell to retain statistical accuracy. However, when the 3D results created with 3- 

1600 particles per cell are compared to axisymmetric results produced with 20-2000 particles per 

cell, the results are virtually identical. Note that the cells with the fewest particles in the 

axisymmetric simulation are near the centerline while those with the fewest particles in the 3D 

simulation are near the edges of the plume region. The fact that the axisymmetric and 3D results 

correlate so well indicates that having less than 10 particles per cell at the edges of the plume does 

not affect the accuracy of the simulation. This is believed to be the case because most of the 

important physics is occurring in the center of the plume, where the majority of the CEX collisions 

are created and accelerated towards the edges of the plume. Particles at the outside edges of the 

plume, on the other hand, undergo relatively few collisions and follow almost ballistic trajectories. 

Based on these results, we conclude that the 3D particle simulation is fairly robust with respect to 

the number of particles per cell in the domain. Therefore, while we maintain a large number of 

particles per cell in the core of the plume (hundreds to thousands), we exercise some latitude in the 

outer parts of the 3D simulation. In cases, fewer than 5 particles per cell are maintained at the 

edges of the computational domain. To determine the sensitivity of the simulation to the number of 

particles, a simulation was run with a very large number of particles on the geo-spacecraft 
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configuration discussed iu ,he next section. As we snail see below, the number of particles had no 

effect on results produced by the simulation). 

6.2 Simulation of Realistic Satellite Geometry 
The main benefit from developing a three dimensional simulation »that tt can be used to 

evaluate more realistic geometries than can be considered in an axisymmemc —^*e 

present time, one of the applications that designers are most mterestedm for ^~r 

is in North-South stationkeeping for geostationary communions satelhtes  Testers on a 

satellite of this type would be oriented on the North and South faces of a satelhte (as shown m 
Z^TJL in groups to apply Av without changing the satellite's orientation with respect 

to the Earth. QuaslS was used to study the effect that the plume of an SPT-100 thruster would 

have on a satellite when used for North-South stationkeeping. 
The study was conducted on a generic geo-comsat geometry loosely based on an Intelsat 

satellite configuration. This configuration is shown in Figure 6.9. The satellite configurauon 

shown consists of a Bus, Yoke and Solar array located on a 3.2 m x 4.4 m x 3.2 m domain 

chscreüzed into 25 x 35 x 25 cells. Each cell is 12 normalized units (0.126 m) long on each side. 

The section of bus shown has dimensions of 1.1 m x 1 m x 2.6 m and represents a quarter of the 

spacecraft's main bus. A 1.9 meter yoke connects the bus to the end of a solar array. The array * 

114 meters wide and continues for up to 14 m off the top of the domain. Only the bottom   .5 

meters of the array are included in the simulation because this area it thought to experience the most 

degradation due to plume interaction effects. The SPT-100 thruster is mounted at the edge of the 

bus under the edge of the solar array as shown in Figure 6.9. The thruster's orientation is varied 

durin- the simulation based on two parameters: a cant angle and an array angle. These angles are 

defined as shown in Figure 6.10. The cant angle is the angle between the thrust vector and the 

vertical axis. Lower cant angles better orient the thrusters for N-S stationkeeping and higher cant 

angles cause an effective loss of ISp- The array angle is defined as the solar panel's angle relative 

to an imaginary line connecting the yoke to the thruster. On a real spacecraft, the position of the 

thruster is fixed and the array turns with respect to the thruster. In our model, the requirement that 

objects be grid conforming means that the array can only be turned in 90 degree increments. 

Rather than trying to simulate an array turned 45 degrees with respect to the thruster, we simulate 

intermediate array angles by moving the thruster with respect to the array. This is shown, for 

instance in Figure 6.11 where the thruster is placed at a position 45 degrees away from the array 

to simulate an array turned 45 degrees with respect to the thruster. This allows us to effectively 

simulate a rotating array and still create a grid conforming bodies. As the array angle increases to 

45 degrees the end of the plume tends to get cut off by the side of the domain in the z direction. 

To avoid cutting off the end of the plume, the size of the computational domain was increased from 
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(25 x 35 x 25) to (25 x 35 x 35) cells. This provides the plume with enough room to expand and 

develop, as shown in Figure 6.11. 
All simulations were run for 15000 time steps with a time step of 0.1 normalized units. Each 

individual run took from 12-20 hours on a Digital Alphastation, IBM RS 6000 workstation, or HP 

workstation with 96-256 megabytes of memory. The potential of the entire surface of the array 

was fixed at -92 volts relative to the center of the plume. A real array would be covered by cells 

with potentials that vary from 0 to 92 Volts. Setting the entire surface to -92 V therefore represents 

a worst case in which all parts of the array are assumed to sit at a relatively negative potential with 

respect to the spacecraft The proper way to determine the potential of the array would be to 

determine the potential of the spacecraft as a whole relative to the plasma. This would require 

"closing the loop" on the current collected and emitted by the spacecraft as a whole, which 

introduces a new set of time and length scales to the problem. Fully closing this loop has never 

been done and is probably beyond the capability of current computing workstations. We therefore 

choose to fix the arrays at a set potential. 
A cant angle of 45 degrees and an array angle of 45 degrees were chosen as the spacecraft's 

baseline configuration. Figure 6.11 shows this configuration overlaid by a surface of constant 

potential. The plume is clearly visible as a cone emerging from the top of the bus and oriented 

away from the solar array. Figure 6.12 shows a contour plot of ion current density on the face of 

the array nearest to the plume. Although the plot is noisy, a small but noticeable flux of ions is 

clearly reaching the surface even though the thruster is oriented away from the array. As one 

would expect, the area of highest flux is in the comer of the array which sits closest to the anode 

exit. Very little current reaches the lower or upper left corners of the array. Figure 6.13 is a 

contour plot showing the energy of ions striking the surface of the array. It shows that the ions 

with relatively high energies are actually striking the upper right corner of the array, while ions 

with relatively low energy strike the corner nearest to the thruster. This occurs because high 

energy ions follow relatively straight trajectories and do not turn far enough to strike the lower part 

of the array. CEX ions, on the other hand, have a small turning radius and are easily influenced by 

electric fields at the edge of the plume. These ions turn quite sharply and end up striking the 

bottom of the array. 
As discussed in section 6.1, fewer than 10 particles per cell are present in many parts of the 

domain, and as little as 3 particles per cell are present at the edges of the domain. This is less than 

is traditionally permitted in PIC and DSMC simulations. To evaluate the impact that the number of 

particles has on the results from the simulation, a simulation was carried out in which the number 

of particles in the simulation was quadrupled across the domain. This simulation took several days 

to complete and required 256 megabytes of memory. Figures 6.14-6.16 shows the estimated ion 

current and energy distribution of ions in the plume and striking the face of the solar array. The 
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results in Figure 6.14 are virtually identical and impossible to distinguish from each other. The 

results in Figures 6.15 and 6.16 are much smoother than those in shown in Figures 6.12 and 6.13. 

However, the two sets of results are otherwise very similar to each other. On the basis of this 

comparison, we conclude that the results are insensitive to the number of particles used in the 

simulation, even though fewer than 10 particles per cell are present in some parts of the domain. 

This is believed to be the case because most of the important physics is occurring in the center of 

the plume, as discussed at the end of section 6.1. 
Figures 6.17, 6.18, and 6.19 show the calculated erosion rates for Silver, Silicon, and 

Quartz surfaces of the array in the baseline configuration. All materials are assumed to sit at -92 

volts with respect to the center of the plume. These figures show that a noticeable and potentially 

significant amount of erosion will occur to interconnectors and coverglasses on the solar array. As 

one would expect, the highest erosion rates occur on surfaces closest to the thruster. Silver in 

particular has an erosion rate greater than 1 micron per month in some parts of the array. Quartz 

class shows the next highest erosion rate, about 0.4 microns per month, and silicon is the most 

sputter resistant material, with a maximum rate of only 0.142 microns per month. The actual area 

over which these high rates occur is relatively small, covering an area of no more than 0.25 m . In 

addition, it should be noted that these surfaces are being held at a negative potential with respect to 

the plume. One obvious way to lower the peak erosion rate is to bias cells at the corners of the 

array positive with respect to the spacecraft. This would lower the energy of ions striking the 

surface of the array and help mitigate sputtering losses. Another approach would be place a plume 

shield near the plume to deflect ions away from the array. This approach might be quite effective, 

though it could also incur substantial mass penalties. 
"canting the thruster away from the satellite's N-S axis lowers the thruster's effective Isp, so 

it is desirable to use as small a cant angle as practical. To investigate the effects of changing the 

cant angle, simulations were run with thruster cant angles varying from 0 to 45 degrees. Figure 

6.20 shows the simulated erosion rate of silver on the same surface shown in Figure 6.17, but 

with the thruster canted at only 30 degrees. The 15 degree change of angle has a significant impact 

on the erosion rates on the array. Not only is the peak sputtering rate more than 3 times higher 

than in Figure 6.17, but the area over which damage occurs extends much farther up the side of the 

array. A plume shield would almost certainly be required to limit damage to the array. Figure 6.21 

shows the sputtering rate of silver on the same surface with a cant angle of zero degrees. The 

erosion rate is now over an order of magnitude higher than in Figure 6.17, and is clearly 

unacceptable. The area of maximum damage now extends up the array to the end of the 

computational domain. The damage would certainly extend further if the domain continued to the 

end of the array. These results show the necessity of canting EP devices away from the NS axis of 

the spacecraft to prevent damage to the solar arrays. Although this canting is required to prevent 
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damage to the array, it is also lowers the thruster's effective specific impulse by the cosine of the 

cant angle. This loss must be considered when using these thrusters on the spacecraft. 

As the satellite orbits around the Earth, the array rotates about the satellite's N-S axis so it 

wül always point directly at the Sun. This changes the orientation with respect to the thruster by 

changing the array angle. Unlike chemical thrusters, which undergo relatively short, impulsive 

burns, Hall Thrusters must operate for many hours at a time to maintain a satellite's position in 

orbit The thruster will therefore see the array from a range of different orientations during the 

course of its operation. To examine the effect that the array angle has on the interaction between 

the plume and the surface of the array, simulations were also carried out over a range of different 

array angles. The different cant/array angle combinations simulated are shown in Table 6.1. 

Cant Angle | Array Angle 
0 0 
0 15 
0 45 
0 90 
15 0 
15 15 
15 45 
15 90 
30 0 
30 15 
30 45 
30 60 
30 75 
30 90 
45 0 
45 15 
45 30 
45 45 
45 60  ■ 
45 75 

1    45 90 

Table 6.1: Cant/Array Angles Simulated in 3D 
(All entries in units of degrees) 

Figure 6.22 shows the spacecraft configuration used to simulate array angles greater than 45 

degrees. The array has been turned 90 degrees with respect to Figure 6.9 so the array angle shown 

is 90 degrees. The array is the same size as that shown in Figure 6.9, but now the entire width of 

the array is located on the domain. Figures 6.23 and 6.24 show the simulated ion flux and silver 

erosion rates on the array at a cant angle of 45 degrees and an array angle of 90 degrees. The area 

shown is twice as large as that shown in Figure 6.12. As one would expect, the ion flux is lower 

than that shown in Figure 6.12 because the array is farther away from the thruster exit. The area of 

maximum ion flux and sputter damage is in the bottom center of the array, which is the portion of 
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valid on the front of the array, where the plume directly impinges on the array, but invalid in the 

low density wake region. 
Spacecraft designers are most interested in the relationship between the cant angle, array 

angle, and the erosion rates experienced on the array. A cant angle of zero degrees is clearly 

unacceptable, for instance, while a cant angle of 45 degrees is probably quite acceptable in most 

array orientations. Simulations conducted at different cant and array angles can be used to produce 

a map of the relationship between the array angle, cant angle, and erosion rates on the array. Since 

it would take a long time to completely fill out the parameter space, we have taken results from the 

runs listed in Table 6.2 and extrapolated to different cant and array angles using weighted averages 

based on 1/distance squared weighting factors. Figures 6.28 and 6.29 show the results of these 

calculations. Figure 6.28 shows the erosion rate experienced by the lower right corner of the solar 

array (i.e. the part of the array closest to the thruster when the array angle is 90 degrees). Figure 

6.29 shows the erosion rate experienced at a point 20 centimeters from the bottom of the array and 

20 centimeters from the side of the array, or about 30 cm away from the lower right comer. The 

values on this graph are extrapolated from a total of 21 data points as shown in Table 6.2. The 

upper left corners of these graphs are significantly undersampled, but this regime is not generally 

of interest to spacecraft designers. As one would expect, lower cant angles and array angles result 

in significantly higher erosion rates. In fact, the erosion rate varies by more than 2 orders of 

magnitude over the parameter space. 
It is clear that silver interconnectors will undergo some erosion over the lifetime of the 

satellite. The allowable cant and array angles for this configuration depend on the acceptable 

erosion rate and the amount of time the array will be exposed to the plume from the SPT thrusters. 

Determining these rates requires some assumptions about the satellite's configuration and duty 

cycle. As a baseline case, we assume that the thruster is being used for N-S stationkeeping on a 

2000 kg. satellite in GEO with a lifetime of 12 years. The total Av required over the lifetime of the 

satellite is about 617 m/s {Larson and Wertz pg. 151]. We also assume that a total of four thrusters 

are mounted on the satellite, two on each side as shown in Figure 6.27. Each SPT-100 thruster 

produces 85 raN of thrust, but because the four thrusters are canted with respect to the array, this 

value must be multiplied by the cosine of the cant angle. The highest cant angle considered is 45°. 

In this orientation, the SPT-100's effective thrust is 60 raN. This represents the worst case thrust, 

and we use it for the rest of this analysis. The total thruster operation time can be calculated using 

the following relationship. 
mAv 

t = 
F 

The thrusters would probably be fired in pairs, so the effective force on the satellite is 120 mN. 

The resulting operation time is 2852 hours, or 4.0 months of continuous operation time. The solar 
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array orientation changes continuously as the satellite travels in its orbit around the Earth. Only 

one side of the array is sensitive to erosion and, as shown in Figure 6.27, while half of the array 

sits at an array angle less than 90° while the other half of the array sits at an array angle greater than 

90°. Since the simulated erosion rates are very small at array angles greater than 90°, each half of 

the array will, on average, be exposed to the plume only half of the time. The effective exposure 

time is therefore 1426 hours, or about 2 months of operation time. 

A typical solar cell interconnector is made of silver and is about 25 microns thick. As the 

interconnector erodes, the resistance in the connection increases. This leads to power losses in the 

array. Assuming that losses become significant when about 10% of the interconnector's thickness 

has eroded results in an allowable erosion depth of 2.5 microns. This translates to an average 

erosion rate of no more than 1.2 microns/month on silver. Figures 6.28 and 6.29 show the cant 

and array angles at which such rates can be achieved on the baseline spacecraft configuration. In 

Figure 6.28, these regions are relatively small. Even at a cant angle of 45 degrees, array angles 

less than about 60° lead to unacceptable erosion rates on the interconnectors. Since the thruster 

does not need to be operated continuously, it should be possible to modify the thruster's duty cycle 

so it will only operate at these array angles. In fact, it may be possible to push the cant angle down 

to 40 degrees and still achieve a mean erosion rate of 1.2 microns/month by operating the thruster 

for short periods during each orbit. 

It is important to note that the allowable cant and array angles depend strongly on the area of 

the array over which damage is allowed to occur. Figure 6.29 shows the erosion rate 30 cm. away 

from the point shown in Figure 6.28. The erosion rates here are quite a bit lower because the point 

is farther away from the thruster. The necessary mean erosion rate can clearly be achieved at 40 . 

degrees and may be achievable at 35 degrees or less with the proper duty cycle. If a plume shield 

were also installed on the spacecraft, even lower cant angles may be achievable. Though the 

present work has not considered the effects of plume shields, the simulation has the capability to 

model very simple plume shields. This should be considered as a matter for future work. 

Based on these results, a desirable range of operation for the thrusters would be at cant 

angles greater than 40 degrees and array angles greater than 50 degrees. These results only 

consider the effects of the plume on silver interconnectors and depend on several important 

assumptions. Since we assume that the entire array is biased at -96 V with respect to the thruster, 

.portions of the array biased at more positive voltages should experience lower erosion rates. In 

addition, the interconnectors are typically mounted between cells and may be partially shielded 

from the plume by the edges of the cells. On the other hand, since the model does not consider the 

effects of non-normal impact angles, the effective erosion rate may be higher than calculated. We 

also neglect the relatively small amounts of erosion which occur at array angles greater than 90 

degrees. Although quasi3 includes models for the degradation of solar cell coverglasses, results 
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from this model are not included in these results. As indicated in Chapter 4, the present model can 

significantly underpredict the erosions rates which will be experienced on operational arrays and 

further work is needed to improve the surface model to give accurate measurements of the 
degradation to solar cell coverglasses. 

6.3 Summary 

The axisymmetric PIC-DSMC model presented in Chapters 3 and 4 has been successfully 

extended to three dimensions and validated though comparison to experiment and to results shown 

in Chapter 4. The model has been applied to a realistic satellite configuration, and the results 

demonstrate the model's ability to evaluate thrusters placed in a variety of different orientations. 

The work shown in this chapter demonstrates the following points. 

• The three dimensional PIC-DSMC model compares favorably to experimental data and 

almost exactly duplicates results from the axisymmetric simulation. 

• The flow from the cathode of an SPT-100 thruster creates an axisymmetric neutral gas 

distribution, but has little effect on the structure of the plume itself. 

• The PIC-DSMC model has been used to produce the first ever simulation of the interaction 

between the plume from a Hall Thruster and the surfaces of a communications satellite. 

• The PIC-DSMC model has the ability to evaluate realistic spacecraft geometries with runs 

times of 12-20 hours on workstation class machines. This opens the possibility of using 
the model for spacecraft design work. 

• A thruster's cant angle has a strong impact on the erosions rates experienced on critical 

surfaces like solar arrays. In practice, thrusters will require canting, so the effective 

specific impulse of the SPT-100 thruster will be lower than its laboratory value. 

• The cant angle can also be used to limit the area of the array impacted by the plume. 

• Lifetime erosion rates can be estimated from an assumed duty cycle. For the geometry 

studied in this chapter, cant angles of greater than 40 degrees and array angles of greater 

than 50 degrees appear to limit erosion damage to solar cell interconnectors. Lower cant 

angles may be possible with properly developed duty cycles that limit operation to time 

when the array angle is near 90 degrees or with the use of plume shields. 

Overall, the results presented in this chapter verify the three dimensional PIC-DSMC plume model 

and demonstrate its ability to evaluate plume interactions on realistic spacecraft geometries. 
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Figure 6.1: Simple Three Dimensional Simulation Geometry 
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Figure 6.2: Experiment, 2D, and 3D Simulations of Ion Current Density 
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Figure 6.3: Experiment, 2D, and 3D Simulations of Ion Current Density 
(z = 60 cm, P = 2.5x 10'5 Torr) 
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Figure 6.11: 3D Isopotential Surface Plot (Array Angle 45°, Cant Angle 45°) 
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Figure 6.12: Ion Current Density on Solar Array (Array 45°, Cant 45°) 
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Figure 6.14: Ion Current Density Calculated w/ 420,000 and 1,870,000 Particles 
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Figure 6.17: Erosion Rate for Silver (Array 45°, Cant 45°) 
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Figure 6.18: Erosion Rate for Silicon (Array 45°, Cant 45°) 
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Figure 6.19: Erosion Rate for Quartz (Array 45°, Cant 45°) 
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Figure 6.20: Erosion Rate for Silver (Array 45°, Cant 30°) 
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Figure 6.21: Erosion Rate for Silver (Array 45°, Cant 0°) 
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Figure 6.22: 3D Simulation Geometry for Array Angles Greater than 45 Degrees 
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Figure 6.24: Erosion Rate for Silver (Cant 45°, Array = 90°) 
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Figure 6.28: Erosion Rate for Silver at Corner of Array 
SPT-100 Thruster, Mass Flow = 5.37 mg/sec, 7™ = 1610 sec, 

Yoke Length = 1.9 m, Array Width = 1.14 m 
(Contours extrapolated from at total of 21 points, see Table 6.1) 
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Figure 6.29: Erosion Rate for Silver 0.3 m from Corner of Array 
SPT-100 Thruster, Mass Flow = 5.37 mg/sec, Is»= 1610 sec, 

Yoke Length = 1.9 m, Array Width = l.U ™ 
(Contours extrapolated from at total of 21 points, see Table 6.1) 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 

A computational model has been constructed of the expanding plasma plume from an SPT 

thruster. The model is based on theoretical work suggesting that the plume consists of a quasi- 

neutral plasma with collisionless electrons in which the magnetic field can be neglected. A quasi- 

neutral Particle in Cell-Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (PIC-DSMC) plasma model is used as the 

basis for the simulation. This work represents, to the best of our knowledge, the first use of a 

combined PIC-DSMC model in any application. Both axisymmetric and three dimensional models 

have been developed, partially validated against experimental data, and shown to model the plume 

from a Hall Thruster accurately on meter length scales. The methods used in this work can also be 

applied to the plumes from some other EP devices such as ion thrusters and anode layer thrusters 

(though the full DSMC model may be overkill for the plume from an ion thruster). The next two 

sections summarize and review the various findings made in this thesis. They describe specific 

observations made of the plumes from Hall Thrusters and outline the contributions which this 

thesis makes to the state of the art in the computational modeling of plasmas and in the 

understanding of spacecraft-plume interaction issues. 

7.1 Summary of Results 
A quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC model of an expanding plasma plume has been developed and 

implemented for axisymmetric and three-dimensional geometries. The simulation is the first 

comprehensive model of the plume from a Hall Thruster and its interaction with the surfaces of a 

spacecraft. The axisymmetric version of the PIC-DSMC model has been used to verify the PIC- 
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DSMC method and to simulate an SPT-100 operating under conditions that can not be duplicated in 

ground experiments. Based on comparisons to multiple sources of experimental data, the 

following conclusions have been reached. 

. Tbe PIC-DSMC model accurately simulates the large scale structure of the plume. The 
modelhas excellent agreement with ion current density measurements ttken by 
S^«fc University of Michigan and fair agreement wuh stmtlar data taken 

. SrDMC^dt^nüy unabie ,o mode, details of the ion disuibmion function 

nhvsical oroblems in the simulation but is due to assumptions made in the plasma source 
P S I Zkuta a higher ion temperature is used in the present source model than the 
m £ÄÄ vat," Some ispects of the experimental data are inconsistent w«h 
^mtoersranding of the SPT-100 thruster, and detailed theorettcal work ,s needed to 

model itsrifis based on the nest data available at this time. However, the ortgmal data .s 
Tld ^ tequa^ of me measurements themselves is unclear. Better measurements of the 
ton curont densUy in the near field region are needed to improve the source model 
.alternately, better theoretical models of the thruster itself could be used to tmprove the 

. Some A' experimental dam may need to be examined closely. Beam current have been 
repone^wUch exceed the actual discharge current and some RPA data appears to gtve lsp s 
Vtiaher than actually observed in SPT thrusters. 

. KS "Son model accurately models the erosion of silver. It ts less accurate 
^en appHed to solar cell coverglasses because the sputtering coefficients of coverglasses 
have not been reported in the general scientific literature. 

Overall comparisons with experimental data serve to partially verify the basic PIC-DSMC method 
when applied to plumes from Hall Thrusters: The weakness with the existing method is that the 
results are sensitive to the quality of the SPT-100 plasma source model. This model is based on 
experimental data taken in the early 1980's and its accuracy is limited by the quality of the data 
itself Given better data, it may be possible to construct better source models that give better 
agreement with RPA measurements. The sensitivity of the results to the source model has not been 

quantified. Future work should be conducted to improve the source model and determine the 

sensitivity of the simulation to parameters in the source model. 
One advantage of the PIC-DSMC method is that it can be used to make detailed studies of the 

structure of the plume region. Based on such studies, the following conclusions have been drawn. 

. When an SPIV 100 thruster operates in vacuum, the majority of the CEX ions are created 
within three thruster widths of the channel exit. 
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. The CEX ions form a wing structure <o the side and - *£££ %££™ 
beam has a high divergence angle. As a result, the CEX wing merges wim 

the plume region. tl 

Finally, the axisymmetric mode, ha, been used to simulate an SFT-100 thruster opiating in a true 
™!um. This Id» conditions which will be seen by thrusters operating on GEO comsats and 

can not be duphcated in ground based tests. The following conclusions are reached. 

. Ground tests may significantly overpredict the ^-«J^JX 
though tests conducted at very low pressures (-2 x 10« Torr) may accurately rettect 

. Ä SÄ* aPP—lv an order of magnimde wim each 20 degrees from 

. SÄÄ wi* *e square of «he distance from the thruster exit. 

A three dimensional plume mode, has also been constructed based on the quasi-neutral P1C-DSMC 

„ethod. The model has been verified through comparison ,0 the axisymmetrtc simulation and has 
been used to evaluate the erosion damage on a typical GEO comsa. configuration. The results of 

the simulation can be summarized as follows. 

. The PIC-DSMC model has been used to produce the first ever simulation of the interaction 

toe! OH5-^Thoul on workstation class machines. This opens the posstbdtcy of usmg 

. ÄISÄÄSP«. on me erosions rates experienced on cfittcal 

. Ä etion^S be effectively estimated by assuming a t-t^ 

dutv cycles that limit operation to time when the array angle is near 90 degrees or with the 
„Ämesnield, No judgment was made with respect» coverglass erosion. 

These results represent the state of tine art in Hall Thruster plume simulation, This work is the 
oriy three dimensional Hall Thruster plume study made .0 date and is the first pubhshed ef or, .0 
model the effect tha, the plume has on the surfaces of a sateUite. Overall, our resuta show ha, flie 

erosion damage caused by Hall Thrusters is manageable and should not represent a bamer to tor 
use on commercial and military spacecraft. However, the thrusters will either have to be canted 
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away from sensitive surfaces, thus lowering their effective Isp, or plume shields will have to be 

used, thus imposing a mass penalty on spacecraft using these devices for propulsion. 

7 2 Contributions to the State of the Art 
The work presented in this thesis is a significant contribution to the modeling of spacecraft- 

olume interactions and to the numerical simulation of plasmas. This work represents the first üme 

L the PIC and DSMC algorithms have been combined to produce a particle model of a plasma 

„lurne which includes both long range Coulomb interactions and a fully developed collision model 

and used to model problems for the EP community. To the best of our knowledge, this work 

represents the first use of a combined PIC-DSMC model in any application. Most existing particle 

models for collisional plasmas are based on the PIC-MCC method which do not explicitly track 

both collision partners. By modeling and tracking the effects of collisions on all particles, the PIC- 

DSMC method extends the regimes of plasmas which can be effectively modeled using particle 

methods  The PIC-DSMC method not only covers the regime of plasmas covered by conventional 

PIC-MCC methods but also include plasmas in which neutral-neutral collisions are a factor and/or 

in which collisions effect the underlying distribution of all species in the plasma. This allows one 

l0 model the plasmas emitted by Hall thrusters in the course of their operation and to model 

hypothetical thrusters with higher neutral flow rates. The main limitation on the PIC-DSMC 

method is that it can not presently be used to simulate short range coulomb collisions. This limits 

the range of ion densities and temperatures which can be modeled using this method. 
In addition, the model presented in this thesis uses the assumption of quasi-neutrality to 

«.rcatly enhance the speed of the PIC simulation. While conventional PIC methods solve for the 

electrical potential by inverting Poisson's equation, we assume that the plasma is quasi-neutral and 

determine the electrical potential by inverting Boltzmann's relationship. This assumption result, in 

a plume model which requires significantly fewer calculations than any previous numerical model 

of the plumes emitted by Hall or Ion thrusters. Previous models of three dimensional plume- 

spacecraft interactions required days of computing time on massively parallel machines, 

quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC model used in this work simulates equivalent domains with only 
hours of computing time on a workstation class machine. This represents a significant advance in 

the speed of numerical models of plasma plumes and, for the first time, opens the possibility o 

using a particle based plume simulation as a spacecraft engineering design tool. The quasi-neutral 

assumption precludes the use of the simulation in some regimes, most notably in wake regions 

where the Debye length is of the same order as the body length scale. However, as demonstrated 

in this work, the quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC method is able to model the dense regions of a plasma 

plume which are of greatest interest to spacecraft designers. Since the methods itself is not 

application specific, the quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC method can also be used to simulate plazas 

non-space applications such as semiconductor processing. Overall, the computational methods 
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presented in this paper extend the regime of plasmas which can be simulated using particle methods 

and greatly increase the speed of particle based plasma computations. This represents a significant 

advance in plasma simulation algorithms. 
This work also represents a significant advance in the simulation of spacecraft-plume 

interactions, particularly with regard to Hall Thrusters. Although a great deal of experimental work 

has been carried out on Hall Thrusters, relatively little analytical work has been carried out on the 

plumes produced by these devices. The few models which do exist are empirical in nature and 

based on fits to experimental data. This work represents the first comprehensive numerical model 

of the plume from a Hall Thruster. Unlike other models, our simulation models the fundamental 

physics of the plume region including CEX collisions and collective Coulomb interactions. This 

work is also the first fully three dimensional model of the plume from a Hall Thruster and is the 

first published effort to analyze the interaction between a Hall Thruster and a realistic spacecraft 

configuration. Because the methods used in this work are valid for many quasi-neutral plasmas, 

the simulation can also be used to model other EP devices such as TAL and ion thrusters. In 

summary, this work provides designers with a prototype computational tool that can predict the 

interaction between the surfaces of a satellite and the plasma plumes produced by EP devices. As 

the first comprehensive model of the plume from a Hall thruster and the'first three dimensional 

plasma plume-surface interaction model which can run on workstation class machines, it represents 

a significant advance in the modeling of plume-spacecraft interactions. 

7.3 Recommendations for Future Research 
This work raises a number of issues with respect to Hall Thrusters and there are many 

improvements which can and should be made to improve the existing simulation. The following 

issues have been identified as areas in which improvements should be made to the existing model. 

• Analysis of experimental data indicates that the SPT-100 thruster may be emitting high 
energy ions at relatively high divergence angles. These ions may have a significant impact 
on exposed surfaces. The mechanism by which these ions are created needs to be studied 
and understood and the ion themselves need to be included in the plasma source model. 

• The empirical source model should be improved to increase the level of agreement between 
the simulation and experimental measurements. The present model consistently 
overpredicts currents along the centerline and requires the use of an axial ion temperature 
that is inconsistent with existing experimental data. It should be possible to increase the 
overall accuracy of the simulation by modifying this source model. Possible approaches 
include taking better measurements of the current in the near field region or incorporating a 
theoretical model of the thruster itself into the plume model. 

• One weakness of the existing model is that it depends on an imperfect plasma source model. 
An effort might be made to quantify the sensitivity of the plume simulation to the variations 
in the source model. This could be accomplished by defining plume parameters as 
functions of source parameters. Such a function would have to be defined empirically and 
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would be highly non-linear. However, if such a function could be defined, it could be 
UneanSd used » quantify the sensitivity of the plume ,o small vananons «the source 

model 
ff computational resources become available, further efforts should be made to verify the 
S-K KC-DSMC method against theory. A supercomputer, for instance, could be 
S t^ run non-quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC simulations. These results could be compared to 
S£TiL quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC simulation to see if the analytical source mode 
cTrTecüy clulals sheath potentials and to confirm that the wake region has no influence 

nn the overall accuracy of the simulation. 
. taptvedMeasurements should be taken of sputtering coefficients for Xenon and use*1 to 

improve the surface-interaction model. The major limitation on Ae accuracy of the surface 
ZSL model is the lack of data on off-normal sputtering coefficients for Xenon and te 
£ o^ccurate sputtering measurements for solar cell coverglasses. Experimental efforts 
in this area could greatly enhance the accuracy of the surface mteraction model 

. An uns^uctured mesh implementation should be seriously considered. Though an 
u^cmreTmesh would slow the simulation and add considerable complexity, it would 
auow one to model complex and arbitrary spacecraft geometries including irregular surfaces 

. A^SdtoAe refraction/propagation of EM waves should be added to the simulation 
peTaps in a post processing mode. Some efforts have already been undertaken to model 
u,e impact of the plume on radio transmissions [Ohler et al. 1996 and Gabdulm etal 
S Stegrating such a model into the plume simulation would allow one to study the 
influence of the plume on radio signals traveling to and from the satellite. 

The quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC method is not application specific and is not limited to spacecraft- 

plume interaction work. In principle, the model can be extended to other applications and could 

include additional physical effects. In the long term, the following efforts would serve to extend 

the regime of application for the quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC method. 

. An effort needs to be undertaken to improve the electron fluid model and include,±eeffects 
of tomagnetic field. In the quasi-neutral formulation, the electric potential is obtained by 
Se electron momentum equation. With this particular thruster, the potenti*^n 
be obtained by inverting the Boltzmann relationship. In general, however, the full electron 
mometmm equation could be inverted using an iterative solving method. Doing tins would 
Xw^moSeüngofelectrondriftandmagneticeffects. We note, *™™-^™£ 
previous attempts to invert the full electron momentum equation for a hybrid PIC model 
KSLl due to numerical instabilities [Samanta Roy 1995]. Developing a 
fuU electron fluid model would be a significant step forward but may require substantial 

. T2n TSZtl to develop a model for Coulomb collisions. Though Coulomb 
üueracuons are not thought to have a great influence on the plume of a Hall Aruster, the 
development of such an algorithm would be a useful tool for the modeling of plasmas in 
general  At the present time, the DSMC method can not be used to model short range 
Coulombinteractions effectively. This is because the DSMC method is not well suited to 
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the modeling of collisions in which only small angle deflections occur. The DSMC method 
is well suited to the modeling of short range, large angle deflections, so it may be possible 
to use an averaging method to replace many small angle deflections with an equivalent large ] 
angle deflection. Detailed work is necessary to determine if this is feasible and to determine j 
the regimes in which such a method might apply in a plasma. j 

• An effort should be made to determine the role of plasma turbulence on transport properties ; 
in particle simulations. The plume of a Hall Thruster is known to exhibit considerable ] 
instability. These affect the transport coefficients in the plume, and may affect its :, 
development This work considered only classical collisions. Further work is needed to \ 
study turbulence and its influence on the plume and to determine whether the quasi-neutral 
PIC-DSMC method can be modified to include turbulent effects. • 

In addition to the points outlined above, several general recommendations can be made with respect 

to the general study of spacecraft-plume interactions issues. In particular we note the following. 

• Surface-interaction effects need to be studied very thoroughly. Work needs to be \ 
undertaken to measure sputtering coefficients for Xenon ions impacting on common 
spacecraft surfaces at normal and non-normal trajectories. Work also needs to be 
undertaken to identify the chemical mechanisms by which metals and ceramics can deposit yt 

on the surfaces of spacecraft. U. 
• Better and more accurate measurements need to be taken of the very near-field plume region . 

of Hall thrusters (< 1 cm from the thruster exit). These measurements would help improve 
the existing SPT-100 source model. Tl 

• Orbital tests are desirable to help validate simulations of operational conditions and to help T 
extend laboratory tests to operational conditions. 

• Experimenters should always include estimates of the accuracy of their experimental ^' 
measurements when reporting plume data. Further efforts are also required to resolve 
inconsistencies in the existing experimental database. 

Ultimately, better data of all types is needed characterize the plume and encourage the development V 

and verification of plume-spacecraft interaction models. 

Electric propulsion as a field is rapidly approaching the point of commercial viability. For 

years, electric propulsion has been considered a promising technology not quite mature enough for 

use on operational spacecraft Arcjets have now been used on commercial communications 

satellites and it is very likely that both Ion and Hall thrusters will fly on operational satellites within v 

the next three years. As EP becomes widely accepted in the satellite community, advanced models 

will be needed to study the interaction between plasma plumes and spacecraft. This work is a 

significant advance in the computational modeling of plasma plumes and will promote efforts to 

advance the use of EP by the spacecraft design community. 

E 
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Appendix A: User's Manual for Quasi3 

Version 1.0 
User Manual, October?, 199b 

A.l Packing List 

Tto four programs fit into two categories. 

Simulation and Mesh Generation 

*. SI $fi §; ÄÄS g* gen.ra.or for ^ 

Visualization 

.plo,S (FORTRAN): anadvanced 3-D«^—J ^dÄnf 
Visual3/Parücle3 8«Phlc^hbr^'t*Stün8 program based on the Grafic 

^    „Hom^Vpfile The simulation and support programs are 

nrt,,p   p/nH is written in FORTRAN and requires the 
The visualization programs are less potable, «gj^^ Grafic library, which is written in 
visualS library. Surfploü is wntte"7

m
t^Vr0periy  M of the numerical analysis is done by the 

ff^^u^^ ~ t0 VieW ^ reSUltS- 
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The Visual3/Particle3 library is a multi-platform 3-D visualization library available from Bob 
HaLes a7MIT. It requires GL or OpenGL. A workstation class machine is basically required to 
do 3D visualization, preferably a Silicon Graphics machine if it is available. 

The Grafic library is a public domain visualization library. It is available on project Athena at MIT 
and from multiple other sources. 

Before building these programs, you will probably need to edit the "FLAGS" macro in each 
makefile to fit your platform. 

Version 1.0 is not known to contain any bugs. However, it has only been tested on a small 
number of platforms, so your mileage may vary. The user interface is still quite rough. 

A.2 Introduction 

The core of the simulation package is Quasi3. It takes a pregenerated grid from Mesh3 and 
produces data which can be viewed and analyzed using PlotS and SurfploL The sequence of files 
and executables is shown in Figure A.l below. 

quasi3 

Erosion and 
Surface Data 

(file.dat) 
3-D Plots of 
Plume Data 

Figure A.l: Plume Simulation Package Sequence of Execution 
Programs in italics, files in ovals 

The spacecraft and thrusters are defined by the user in the file "Mesh3/domain.c" The program 
MeshP3 is then compiled and run to produce a grid file. This grid file is the ^^ 
Quasi3, which produces data files for use by the PlotS and surfplot• P^J^J; J^™»™^ are 
describes the usage, input and output of each program. Details of the PIC-DSMC algonthm are 
explained in Chapters 3 and 5. In order to construct a computational domain, the user must 
understand the normalization scheme used in the simulaüon. These are discussed in Chapter 3. 
The next section briefly summarizes the normalizations used by Quasi3. 

A.3 Normalization Scheme 

When conventional SI units are used for numerical analysis, large roundoff errors can occur when 
very large numbers (2.5 x 10" m-3) and very small numbers (1.6 x 10-19 Coulombs) are part.of 
the same calculation. To avoid roundoff errors, Quasi3 uses normalized (unitless variables for its 
internal calculations. Both input and output quantities may use normalized variables, so a list oi 
the normalizations and their default values is given below. 

Normalized values are obtained by dividing by reference quantities, so a density of 
1 0 x 10" m-3 corresponds to a normalized density of 1 x 10* (see Table below). In theory, the 
value of various reference quantities can be controlled by the user. By selecting difference values 
for the four fundamental quantities, a user changes the value of all reference quantities. In practice, 
most users should leave these quantities alone and treat them as fixed values. 
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§ pyndam^^umitiües (set in quasß.h and meshS.h). 
Charge: 1.6 x lfr™ C (elementary charge) 
Density: 1.0 x 1012 nr3     (arbitrary) 

• ß^^ctS^Raüo: 734,840.5 (reference mass/reference charge) 
Length: 0.010513 m (Debye length) 
Plasma Frequency: 115313.21 sec 
Potential: 2 Volts (referencetemperatureineV) 
Velocity: 1212.303955 m/s (thermal velocity) 
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A.4 Guide to mesh3 

Mesh3 is a three dimensional embedded mesh generator that creates grids for use with quas'ß. 
Mesh3 sets the "layout" of objects and thrusters in the simulation domain. The input into MeshJ is 
a series of geometric parameters which are specified by editing source code in the file 
Mesh3/domain.c. By modifying these parameters, a user can lay out the entire computational 
domain including grid space, spacecraft geometry, and thruster location and orientation. After each 
modification, the code must be recompiled by typing "make" in the Mesh3 directory. 

The output from mesh3 consists of two files with the names 

file.grid: grid, object, and thruster orientation data in binary format 
file.dat: grid, object, and thruster orientation data in ASCII format for use by plot3. 

A.4.1 Command Line Interface 

Mesh3 takes only one argument on the command line. 

mesh3 -o <filename> 

-o must be followed by a filename. It specifies the output filename for the grid files. The suffix 
'".grid" is automatically added to the end of the filename and should not be specified on the 
command line. So a command of the form 

mesh3   -o  test 

would produce output files named "testgrid" and "testdat". 

A.4.2 Input File Format 

The input to mesh3 is actually C source code in the file Mesh3/domain.c. A sample file is shown 
on the next page and is followed by a description of each parameter. 
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■vn 

in which it is ENTIRELY contained.     V 

*/ 

,  in which it is ENTIRELY contained.  / 

. v,e »t least two cells wide on some grid that contains them 

'/I orJetSSoSSectbwiS neTer £resolved enough to show on the grxd V 

'/ 

V 

( 

,    «fin. a» obj.c« in th. ««Xf «ifStfof »'S.rLr boundary. 

/* a bad idea */ 

/. This configuration is part of a communications satellite V 

#include <stdio.h> 
♦include <math.h> 
♦include "constants.h" 
♦include "mesh3.h" 
♦include "globals.h" 

.  -,  _■ „t- „«,* nrid w/ array canted at 30 degrees*/ /* Widths for the sinple test case grid w/ ari^y 

/* Domain Definition */ /t  Cel]_s in x direction */ 
♦ define DOMALN_X_WIDTH 25 /ir  Cells in Y direction */ 
♦define DOMAIN_Y_WIDTH 35 /t CB11S  in z direction */ 
♦define DOMAIN_Z_WIDTH 35 

/* Normalized units */ 
♦define CELL_WIDTH 12.0 

/* Needed to calculate thruster flow rate */ 
♦define XE_ION_MASS (0.1313/AVOGADRO) 

/°1e?f thrertSorioundary conditions (along edges of the domain) V 

narticle bnd switch[NORTH] = ABSORBING; 
pSiclelhndlswitchlSOTTH] = ACTIVE; 
particle bnd_switch[EAST] = ABSORBING; 
particlelbnd.switchlWEST] = ABSORBING; 
particle_bnd_switch[UP] = ABSORBING; 
particle_bnd_switch[DCWN] = ABSORBING; 

neutral_flux_switch[NORTH] = FALSE;" 
neutral_flux_switch[SOUTH] = FALSE; 
neutral_flux_switch[EAST] = FALSE; 
neutral_flux_switch[WEST] = FALSE; 
neutral_flux_switch[UP] = FALSE; 
neutral_flux_switch[DOWN] = FALSE; 

ion_flux_switch[NORTH] = FALSE; 
ion_flux_switch[SOUTH] = FALSE; 
ion_flux_switen[EAST] = FALSE; 
ion_flux_switch[WEST] = FALSE; 
ion_flux_switch[UP] = FALSE; 
ion_flux_switch[DOWN] = FALSE; 

) 

void defineEmbeddedGridsO 

/* Piece 1: a box */ 
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if (neiribeddedgrid > 0) { 
erribeddedgridtO] .xc = 6;      /* Width in grid points on parent mesh */ 
embeddedgrid[0].yc = 6; 
embeddedgridfO]. zc = 5; 
embeddedgrid[0].xoffc = 9;   /* Offset in grid points on parent mesh */ 
embeddedgrid[0].yoffc = 6; 
embeddedgrid[0].zoffc = 14; 
eiribeddedgrid[0] .parent = -1;  /* -1 indicates the top mesh is the parent */ 

} 
} 

void defineObjectsO 
{ 
nobjects =3;       /* nobjects is a global variable, type short int */ 
objects = (box *) calloc (nobjects, sizeof(box)); 

/* Piece 1: spacecraft main body */ 
objects[0].index =0; /* Grid in which coord are given */ 

/* This grid must surround the object ENTIRELY */ 
objects[0].xc = 10; /* X-width, coord. */ 
objects[0].yc =8; /* Y-width, coord. */ 
objects[0].zc = 21; 
objects[0].xoffc = 0; 
objects[0].yoffc = 0; 
objects[0].zoffc = 2; 
objects[0].type = FLOATING; /* Object surface boundary type */ 
sprintf(objects[0].name, "bus"); /* NO SPACES ALLOWED in name */ 

if (nobjects > 1) { 
/* Piece 2: solar array */ 
objects[1].index =0; /* Grid in which coord are given */ 

/* This grid must surround the object ENTIRELY */ 
objects[1].xc = 9; /* X-width, coord. */ 
objects[1].yc =12; /* Y-width, coord. */ 
objects[1].zc = 1; 
objects[1].xoffc = 0; 
objects[1].yoffc = 22; 
objects[1].zoffc = 12; 
/* Object surface boundary type */ 
objects[1].type = FIXED;        /* Object surface boundary type */ 

sprintf(objects[1].fixedfilename[NORTH], 
"Configs/Potential/intelsatl.halfarray.n") ; 

sprintf(objects[1].fixedfilename[SOUTH], 
"Configs/Potential/intelsatl. halfarray.s"); 

sprintf(objects[1].fixedfilename[EAST], 
"Configs/Potential/intelsatl.halfarray.e"); 

sprintf(obj ects[1].fixedfilename[WEST], 
"Configs/Potential/intelsatl.halfarray.w"); 

sprintf(objects[1].fixedfilename[UP], 
"Configs/Potential/intelsatl.halfarray.u"); 

sprintf(objects[1].fixedfilename[DOWN] , 
"Configs/Potential/intelsatl.halfarray.d"); 

sprintf(objects[1].name, "solar_panel");/* NO SPACES ALLOWED in name */ 

} 

if (nobjects > 2) { 
/* Piece 2: yoke for array */ 
objects [2] .index =0; /* Grid in which coord are given */ 

/* This grid must surround the object ENTIRELY */ 
objects [2] .xc = 1; /* X-width, coord. */ 
objects[2] .yc = 15; /* Y-width, coord. */ 
objects[2].zc = 1; 
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objects[2].xoffc = 0; 
objects[2].yoffc = 8; 
objects[2].zoffc -12. cfc surface boundary type 
objects[2].type = FLOATING, J  SPACES ALLOWED in name 
sprintf(objects[2].name, »yoke );      / 

} 

/. Edified for 3-D V                  # So# if you place the source V 
/* The source location is gxv«m ^jr t 

r  on a flat edge, you can end getting ^ ^^ ^                ., 
/t  ..^.^1« showina up INSIDE tne oDjei-u J.^ ^  _ ^ ,.>,c!.p sources   */ 

void defineSourcesO 
* Modified for 3-D 
* The source locati^* — =---  - 

,* on a flat edge, you can end getting        ^ ^ ^^ ±s 

r  particles ^^ffo ^e cautious in how you use these sources 
/* obviously a bad thing) . so, r>e 
/* at least for the near future */ 
/* 8/7/96, -David Oh (bamf»mit.edu)  / 

soScesV (sourcedata *) calloc (nsources, sizeof (sourcedata)) ; 

if (nsources > 0) { 
/* Piece 1: a hall thruster half /        ^  object .^ attached to */ 

sources[0].nobj = 0; coordinates on object (normalized units V 
sources[0].xc = 115.911,     / 
sources[0].yc = 100.756; 
sources[0].zc = 157.058; 

/. Vector pointing along the thruster exit direction V 

sources[0].thrustx = 0.25; 
sources[0].thrusty = 0.9659; 
sources[0].thrustz = 0.0670; 

,. V.«or p-rp-ndicul« to «ta-t v.ctor pel«!», «r- =«« „ «** V 
sources[0].cathodex = -0.9330; 
sources[0].cathodey = 0.2588; 
sources[0].cathodez = -0.25; 

/* Total propellant flow rate in #/sec   (cathode and anode)   V 
sourceSoffVrate =   (5 .37e-6/XE_ION_MASS, ; 

) 
) 

;°1etf Sobilf^vSui' specified .in define statements at the top of "/ 

I*  domain.c */ 

( domain x_width = DOMAIN_X_WIDTH ; 
domain^_width = DOMAIN_Y_WIDTH; 
domain_z_width = DOMAIN_Z_WIDTH ; 
cell_width = CELL_WIDTH; 

) 
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A 4 2 1 Meshl Parameters 

DOWN ,x     ^ x 

WEST EAST 

Figure A.2: Directions and Axises 

The three boundary conditions are 

particle_bnd_switchldirection] = [ABSORBING II REFLECTIVE]; 

This switch specifies what happens when a macro particle strikes the face. When set to 
ABSORBING, quasi3 deletes particles that hit the face. When set to REFLECTIVE quasi. 
reflects particles back into the domain. REFLECTIVE boundary conditions should be used oni> 
when a boundary is a plane of symmetry. Since the file is written in C; you must use all caps u 
specify the boundary condition. 
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W DOMAIN_X_WIDTH 
DOMAIN_Y_WIDTH j     fj 
DOMAIN_Z_WIDTH 
CELL WIDTH 

tei 
in 
sii 
F, The first three parameters specify the dimensions of the domain in cells. The CELL_WIDTH 

parameter gives the width of each cell in normalized units. In the example case, the cell width is 12 
and the domain x, y, and z widths are 25,35 and 35 respectively. The dimensions of the domain j     11 
are therefore given by: cc 

X- DOMAIN X WIDTH x CELL_WIDTH x refjength = in 

"■" 25.0xl2.0x0.010513 m =3.15 m w 
Y: DOMAIN Y WIDTH x CELL_WIDTH x refjength = ? 

35.0 xl2.0x 0.010513 m =4.42 m hi 
Z-DOMAIN Z WIDTH x CELL_WIDTH x refjength = m 

35.0 xl2.0x 0.010513 m =4.42 m w 
at 

XEJON_MASS • T 

This is mass of a Xe ion in kg. It's used for convenience and shouldn't need to be modified. Ii is 
used only in domain .c and is not referenced in by meshS. 

The defineBoundariesO routine is where users specify boundary conditions. Three boundary 
conditions are specified for each of the six faces of the domain. The faces are referred to by 
direction, as shown in Figure 2. So North is the positive y face, south is the negative y face, east 
is the positive x face, etc. 
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It is 

naitraljlux switch] direction] = [TRUE II FALSE]; 
■onJux_sWJtch[direction] = [TRUE II FALSE]; 

FALSE all the time. 

conventional CMJ code, a user wuuiu u^ ncvir ™de increasing the grid resolution 
increase the accuracyoft*^^^^^^^SSSS accuracy by decreasing 
without increasing the numbe: olV^^V^e™ ^ CeUs are necessary to resolve areas with 
the number of particles in each ceU  Hf^^^g^ one level of grid to resolve a small 

as throughout the rest of the domain. 

aVfsetrtl SSStiJS o?where an embedded mesh can be placed on a parent mesh. 

. An embedded mesh can not intersect a mesh which is two levels larger than itself, so the 
n^enTmesh must include a margin of one cell around each face of the embedded grid 
umes me edge    backed up against the outside of the domain (see Figure 3 below). 

. AnZb^tmLl must be'assigned to one and only one parent, so an embedded gnd can 

. An embedded grid has a unique identification number assigned to it by the user. "« gnas 

SS number whichis less than its parent's idenufrcation number. 

1 
X  ► 

! 

x 

Allowed Not Allowed 

Figure A.3: Permitted and Forbidden Placement of an Embedded Mesh 
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A parent can have more than one embedded mesh. The various embedded mesh control parameters 
are 

nembeddedgrid = [number] 

This parameter specifies the number of embedded meshes present in the simulation. Each 
embedded grid is refered to by a unique number. The identification numbers are assigned 
sequentially starting from zero, so the first grid would be grid 0, the second grid 1, etc. The top 
level mesh which defines the domain is automatically assigned the value -1. We will refer to the 
local mesh's identification number as gridid. 

Every child mesh must be assigned the following two parameters in domain.c. They give the 
grid's size and location. 

embeddedgrid[srüf/rf].xc = [length in cells (integer)]; 
embeddedgrid[£n'<iü/].yc = [length in cells (integer)]; 
embeddedgridLgridiYfl.zc = [length in cells (integer)]; 

The three parameters above give the dimensions of the embedded mesh in cells pf the parent mesh 
(see Figure 3 below). The lengths must be integer values. Non-integer values will be rounded 
down, xc, yc, and zc give the dimensions in the x, y, and z directions respectively. 

embeddedgridferu&fl.xoffc = [offset in cells (integer)]; 
embeddedgridLgrid/cfl.yoffc = [offset in cells (integer)]; 
embeddedgrid[sn'J/J].zoffc = [offset in cells (integer)]; 

The three parameters above give the offset of the origin of the embedded mesh from the origin of 
the parent mesh in cells. The origin is defined to be the lower-south-west corner of the mesh (as 
shown in Figure 2). A two dimensional example is given in Figure A.4. 

A 
dc 

I 
xoff = 1 
yoff = 2 
xc = 4 
yc = 3 

Figure A.4: Embedded Mesh Placement Coordinates 

embeddedgrid[grüÄ7/]. parent = [nparent]; 

This parameter designates the local grid's parent mesh by its identification number, nparent must 
be an integer less than gridid. A value of -1 indicates that the parent mesh is the top mesh in tnc 
simulation (the one which defines the dimensions of the domain itself). 
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lers 

. nhiects should nol overlap each other, or »"P™"^ However> if there is no gap between 

. «££ can be placed *«*•*«" ÄSfpSEwill be miscalculated abng 

^h 

of 
xs 

Allowed Allowed 

Not Allowed 

Figure A.5: Permitted Object Placement 

ust 
he 

ngure A.3; *«=»»«"— - - 

are defined in defineObjects(). 
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nobjects = [integer]; nso 

This parameter gives the number of objects present in the domain. In the example case, it is set to \    xhi 
three because there are three objects present: the satellite body, solar array, and yoke. j    ^ 

ob)ec\s[objectid].\ndex = [integer]; -|    sov 

This parameter is the gridid of the parent grid which completely contains the object. The parent j    xh 
grid must entirely surround the object with a margin of at least one cell between the edges/faces of s0l 
the object and the edges/faces of the parent grid. A value of -1 indicates that the parent grid is the dir 
top level grid. ! 

soi 
objects[0£y'ecftV/].xc = [length of object in cells (integer)]; so; 
ob)ects[objectid] .yc = [length of object in cells (integer)]; ; so 
ob\ects[objectid].zc = [length of object in cells (integer)]; 

Tr 
These give the dimensions of the object in cells nn the, parent mesh, using the same method used to or 
give the dimensions of embedded meshes (see Figure 4 above). The values must be integer ca 
values. Non-integer values will be rounded down, xc, yc, and zc give the dimensions in the x. y. 0j. 
and z directions respectively. 

so 
ob)ec\s[objectid].xoftc = [offset in cells (integer)];         ' sc 
objectstofy'ecriflö.yoffc = [offset in cells (integer)]; sc 
ob)&cis[objectid].zoüc = [offset in cells (integer)]; 

These parameters give the offset of the origin of the object from the origin of the parent mesh in v£ 
cells The origin is defined to be the lower-south-west corner of the mesh (as shown in Figure & 
A.2). xoffc, yoffc, and zoffc give the offset in the x, y, and z directions respectively. A two 
dimensional example is given in Figure A.4. The example shown is an embedded mesh, not an sc 

object, but the same system is used in both cases. s( 
S( 

objec\s[objectid].\ype = [FLOATING II FIXED]; 

This specifies the potential boundary condition to be applied on the surface. If the object is v 
designated as "FLOATING", the surface potential is calculated by balancing the ion and electron F 
flux to the surface of a non-conductive object. If the object is designated as "FIXED", the surface n 
potential is set at a fixed value. The fixed potential profile is determined from input files specified tl 

in the object[ofy'ecriaf].fixedfilename parameter. 

Optional parameter: ob']ects[objecti^.fixedfilename[direction]; 

This designates the file from which the fixed potential profile is to be read. It can be ignored with 
FLOATING objects but is required with FDCED ones. The maximum length of the file name is yy 
characters. 

spnntf(objects[objectid].name, string); 

This gives the object a name that the user can use to identify it when using surfplot. The name 
must be a string with no more than 50 characters and containing no spaces. The name is not used 
by quasi3. It is just there to help identify interesting objects. 

The defineSourcesf) routine is where users specify the location and orientation of thrusters in the 
domain. As with objects and embedded meshes, every source has a unique sourceid. A list oi 
parameters follows. 
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nsources - [integer]; 

This gives the number of thrusters present in the domain. It should work for any number of 
thrusters, but has never been tested with more than one. 

sources[sourceü/|.nobj = [integer]; 

This parameters (nobj) gives the objectid of the object the source is attached to (its parent). Every 
source must be associated with an object, though its physical location may not necessanly be 
directly on the surface of the parent object 

sources [sourceid].\c = [float]; 
sources [sourceid].yc = [float]; 
sources[.s0urceü/].zc = [float]; 

These parameters give the location of the center of the anode's exit plane as measured from the 
origin of the ob\cct(objectid) in normalized units. The values can be anything, but should be 
carefully set so the thruster's exit plane does not end up partially or entirely inside the parent 
object. Though the simulation will operate in this mode, the results are (obviously) useless. 

sources[sowrce/<i].thrustx = [float]; 
sources[so«rce/cO-thrusty = [float]; 
sources[s0Mrce/rf].thrustz = [float]; 

These parameters define the x, y, and z components of a vector which is parallel to the thrust 
vector points in the flow exit direction (as shown in Figure A.6). Quasi3 uses the thrust vector to 
determine the direction of flow. The vector can have an arbitrary magnitude. 

sources[sowrce/W].cathodex = [float]; 
sources[sowrce/d].cathodey = [float]; 
so\irces[sourceid] .cathodez = [float]; 

These parameters define the x, y, and z components of a vector which is perpendicular to the thrust 
vector and points from the center of the anode exit towards location the cathode (as shown in 
Figure A 6)  Quasi3 uses the cathode vector to determine Where the cathode should be placed 
refative to the anode. The vector can be of arbitrary magnitude but should be perpendicular to the 
thrust vector, or unpredictable things may occur. 
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Cathode 

aiMJMJM'iM»««^ 

B 

feVrfevria^ im,»)MMM,.-,).»>w)M * Cathode Vector 

"Centerfine 
Thrust Vector 

Figure A.6: SPT Orientation Vector 

sources[s<?urcei<f].flow_rate = [Xe mass flow rate in molecules/second (float)]; 

Gives the total propellant flow rate (both cathode and anöde) through the thruster in number of 
molecules pe7Second. Additional flow may be added by changing the anode_prop_mjecnonJrac 
parameter in file, input (see quasi3 below). 

The routine initializeVariables() is used by quasiS and should not be modified by the user. 

A.4.3 Output Files 

mesh3 creates two output files. 

file grid: grid, object, and thruster orientation data for quasiS (binaryformat) 
file dar. three dimensional visualization data for plot3 (ASCII format) 

Nntp that file 2nd is in binary format, and may not be transferable across platforms (from SGI to 
ScÄ for iS) file.dat is available so the user can quickly examine the domain 
using plot3. It is not used by quasi3. 

A.4.4   Notes 

When obiects are placed adjacent to each other, the current density^neutral density, and potential 
will beSL alongV junction between tine two objects  This.s a^^J^^f 
from an incorrect value for the weighting factor. Generally, this problem can be safely ignored, 
but values shown at the junction should not be taken senously. 

As 
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\ 5 Guide to quasi3 

ÄTÄÄ^SSSS Jömau, is specified in two „put flies. Tltese 

.,   v-   , „rf.hruster orientation data from m«W(btaary format) 
gfffÄSÄSoTeih run (ASCH format) 

(••file" is a file prefix whioh is set on the command line) 

£f«rr: error and ^'^»SLj format (ASCII)    m 

hZ"~SmJuÄ Sus Ä'ed in me file "domaimh, and ean change. 

SKdTa SÄÄ'* ™s radius is deflned in te ffle 
"domain.h" and can change. (Binary) 

and restart it on another one. 

A 5.1 Command Line Interface 
.    ^rdeprefi.soneofman.opttonsspeerr.edonmecommandHn, A summa. ot command 

fine optrons is below. ^ ^ ^lWllI 

-new is a switch: ., 
ctortriip  When -new is not present, quasu 

*«, must be followed by a filename 

The name of the input data file «-^JSS &W& ™"ilh ^ ™S "^ '" 
jJJ^ÄtÄ»»-*'^»"- A"example, 

quasi3  -n -file Input/test 
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IMMÜ mmmmm 

would go to the directory named "Input" and load the file "tesLin". 

If -file is not present and -ne„ is specified the program will use the default filename Input/q3.in. 

-grid must be followed by a filename 

quasi3  -n -grid test 

would load the file "testgrid". 

If -„tfi, no, present and -ne» is specified, the program will use the default name "tes,.grid". 

-//er must be followed by a number 

-outfileprefix must be followed by a string 

-rwtorr must be followed by a number 

ZS^Ä&^SofeHof ,esuSdaIa If —'» 
run, regardless of how many iterations havSen nt™  ^ ^ * ^ Saved aI the end »f " 
ongomg backups in case ^mt^SS^^t^T^S^SS."" * 

-MVf must be followed by a number 

^Äp^JÄotoSS*' rf »tali««» data files, if™ is no, present. 

**£ disfingutshes options by their first letter, so only this first letter are necessary. In other 

quasi3 -n -f Input/q3 -i 500 -g Grid/g3 

is equivalent to 

quasi3 -new -file Input/g3 _iteration 50Q ^^ ^.^ 

A.5.2 Input File Format 

vAa"froZantodSUt^e filetnS^^ Wh*h ™ indePento °f*^nd and can 
and *e füename must^m^A^^ 1^2^^: V>lM 

isii 
con 

AJ 

ano 
whi 
avai 

anoi 
Insc 
(asc 
thet 
mea 
cum 
indie 
expe 
curre 

bkg_. 
simu. 
press 

xejo 
partic 
in reg 
incluc 
Chapi 

xe_2_ 
macro 
genen 
shoulc 

xe_nei 
macro 

A.5.3 

Unlike 
unconc 
obviou 
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turn 

an 

 ,. fi-io for the user manual /* This  is a sairple file ior 
/* Mav 29,   1996  */ 
bkg neutral_density:  ].0«jl6 
Lo5e_prop_ingestion_fractxon2 0.124 

.        .__.-_.T_   -i-rr   -F-r.___1_.__ On:    0.2 */ 
*/ 
*/ 

THIS   is>   a   a-»«"-  
May 29.   1996 */ ,, Moiecules/Meter Cubed 

n neutral density:  7.08beio 
anSropJngestion.fraction: 0.124 
anode_double_ion_fraction.  0.2 ^tides/macro particle 
xe ion_wt:  1.25ell ' par tides/macro P»rt«l« 
xe_2_ion_wt:  3.0el0 '    Rgal        ticles/mcro particle 

neutral wt:   8.0el2 ' 

A, <; 1 \ DunsiS Parameters thn«ter 

^discussed in Chapter 4). Some of this current is uuc * compensating for 

fhould 'also be 0.2 times xe_wn_Wt. asfflassssassssa 
A.5.3   Notes A 5 3   rsotes , 

M*eco—_M^^^ 
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A.6 Guide to plot3 

A.6.1 Command Line Interface j 
:        t 

Plot3 takes only one argument on the command line. > 

plot3 <filename> ^ 

where < f i iename> specifies the name of the input file. The suffix ".dat" is automatically added to J 

the end of the filename and should not be specified on the command line. So a command of the j 
form , 

plot3 test 

would read the file named "test.dat". 

A.6.2 Input Files 

Plot3 reads the visuahzation file produced by quasi3 with the title "file.dat". This is the only input 
file required by plot3. 

A.6.3   Instructions 

plot3 uses the standard visual3/particle3 interface. The controls are described in the visuatt and 
particle3 manuals. Hitting "?" in any of the four windows results in a brief list of keys and what 
they do. Some keymappings which are specific to plot3 are listed below. 

d: shows the log (base 10) of the normalized charge density 
D: shows the log (base 10) of the time averaged charge density 
i: shows the number of single ions macro particles/cell 
I: shows the number of double ions macro particles/cell 
n: shows the log (base 10) of the neutral density in normalized units 
N: shows the log (base 10) of the time average neutral density in normalized units 
p: shows the normalized potential 
s: color particles by their species 
u: color particles by x-velocity 
v: color particles by y-velocity 
w: color particles by z-velocity 
[: shows the normalized time averaged potential 

The following key indicates the species of different particles 

0: CEX Xenon Single Ion 
1: Source (beam) Xenon Ion 
2: Background Xenon Ion (generally not used) 
3: Source (beam) Xenon Double Ion 
4: CEX Xenon Double Ion 
5: Source Xenon Neutral 
6: Background Xenon Neutral 

The interface takes some getting used to. 
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A.6.4   Notes 

■dto 

A large amount of RAM may be required when visualizing very large simulations (> 100,000 
particles). The amount of RAM used by the program changes with time. Keep track of how much 
the program is using. 

Turning what you see on the screen into journal quality pictures can be difficult. The easiest thing 
to do is take a snapshot of the windows you would like to duplicate using a program like xv The 
snapshot can be saved in gif format and transferred over to the Macintoshes usmg fetch (an ftp 
nrogram)  As long as the filename ends in ".gif, fetch will correctly transfer the file in binary 
mode and set it to an appropriate file type. The ".gif' file can be read using Photoshop, edited^as 
necessary (redoing scales, adding references, etc.), and then saved as a PICT file. The PICT tue 
can be directly included in Word and Powerpoint documents. 

put 

1 
at 
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A.7 Guide to surfplot 
Gi 
co 
y' 

surfplot is a very basic plotting utility. The file formats are simple (see input files below), so we Ey 
recommend that you build yourself your own viewer using your favorite software, and then send j 
us a copy so we can use it too. 1      j] 

gi 
A.7.1 Command Line Interface 

surfplot only requires one argument on the command line. 

surfplot {-g -b} <filename> F( 

where < f i iename> gives the name of the data file. The suffix ".sdata" is automatically added to / \ 
the end of the filename and should not be specified on the command line. So a command of the 
form 

surfplot test 

T 

m 

would read the file named "test.sdata". The -g and -b flags specify whether the contours should be ^ 
printed in color, greyscale, or black and white. The default is color, -g gives a greyscale plot, -b 
gives a black and white plot. ^ 

A.7.2 Input File Format j 

surfplot reads the surface data file produced by quasi3. The file has the title "file.sdata" and is the 
only input file required by surfplot. The surface data file uses an ASCII format and contains the n 
following information in the following format. "\n" represents a return, "\t" represents a tab. J 

nobjects \n fj 

The first entry is an integer giving number of objects present It is followed by a return. 
1 

nsputteredmaterials\n 

Number of materials on which sputtering calculations were performed. (Typically 3: Silver, 
Silicon, and Quartz). -j 

material namely s 

A string giving the name of the sputtered material, followed by a return. The name will contain no { 
spaces. There is a name given for each of the nsputteredmaterials. 

For each of the objects present in the domain, a bunch of different data is written out. The first ^ 
element is the name of the object, followed by a return. 

I 
object_name\n 

Each side of the object has a separate set of data associated with it. The file starts with the NORTH 
side of the domain. ; 

i 
imax \t jmax \n ; 
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ÄÄSNORTH and SOUTH faces, iis thex axis and j is the z axis. On the 
EAST and WEST faces, j is the y axis and k is the z axis. 

The nodes are then written out in rows (i.e. in the i direction first, then the j direction, as would be 

given by 

for (j = 0; 3 <  jmax; ++j) 
for (i = 0; i < imax; ++i) { i» 1-   ■■■   > 

For each node, the following values written to disk. 

i\t;\t 

The local coordinates of the node (i.e. node 3,4). 

meanj\i 

Mean current density to the surface at that node. 

/MXE JON] \t mean_energy[XEJON) \t std_energy[XEJON] \t particle _count[XEJON] \t 

ThP flux mean enerev (eV), and standard distribution in the impact energy of the Xe ions on the 
ÄSSSLJd by the number of macro particles which actually struck the surface. 

flnx[XE_2 JON] \t mean_energy[XE_2JON] \t std_energy[XE_2 JON] \t 
particle_count[XE_2JON] \t 

/7tu-[XEJJEUTRAL] \t mean_energy[XEJNE\TYRAL} \t ^On^>'[XEJJEUTRAL] \t 
particle_count[XEJiEUTRAL] \t 

The same quantities for Xe double ions and Xe neutral atoms. 

potential \t sheath potential \t 

The potential of the surface (Volts) and the potential drop/rise across the sheath (also in Volts). 

sputter_depth[0] \t sputter_depth{\] \t... spjmW^[nsputteredmaterials-l] \n 

Finally, for each of the sputtered materials, an erosion depth is written out in microns/200 hours. 

After all of the nodes on the NORTH side have been written toi disk quasi3 proceeds to the other 
sides nTthefollowingorder: NORTH,EAST, SOUTH, WEST,UP, DOWN. 

Finally, after completing the first object, quasi3 writes the other objects using the same format. 

A.7.3  Instructions 

Surfplot uses a menu interface which is intended to be self ^]sa^j^^^^ 
user to select an object based on the name given to it in domainx: (see Me5^h ^

e n^e^s 
asks the user to select a face based on its direction (as shown in Figure 2)  The tinal menu asKs 
whkhp^e°er to display and then creates the contour plot. A contour plotting window appears 
immediately afterwards. 
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The horizontal axis is always the coordinate which comes first alphabetically with its origin on the 
left hand side. The vertical axis is the other coordinate with its origin on the bottom. The axises 
are labeled, and one should carefully pay attention to the orientation of the plot 

The contour window uses standard controls described in the Grafic manual. Professor Daniel 
Hastings is familiar with this graphics package and should be able to help you with the controls. 
Some useful keybindings are 

b: show contour value at pointer 
c: draw contour 
g: show grid 
r: redraw screen (useful when those irritating black patches appear) 
x: close window 

When done viewing, hit x to close the window. 

A.7.4   Notes 

Sputtering rates are given in units of microns/month (720 hours). 

Converting surfplot images to journal quality images is a challenge. Converting them to color 
images is relatively easy. Use the program xv to take an image of the surfplot window and follow 
the procedure discussed at the section A.6.4. To produce greyscale images, use the following 
procedure. 



> ga4eWgmb°window, read the directions, then click the grab button with the left monse 

ÄXxÄÄÄ xv window should flash, and «hen an image of 
the contour map should appear. 

> In the control window, click on the save button (left mouse) 

> Log out and Goto a macintosh, (don't forget to write down your filename!) 

^omÄ6m?nufeöpen a new connection to the machine on which tine .gif file is stored. 
> Download the file from the workstation to the macintosh. 
> Quit fetch. 
> Open Photoshop . 
> From the file menu, open the file you just uploaded. „ d 
> After the file appears, goto the "Mode" menu and execute the Color Table... command. 
«. wh^n thp Color Table window appears, chck on the load button. u 

you can download it from the documentation directory; there should be a copy nere in 
binhex format). 

> Goto the file menu and click on save as... 

> laSf „o*CöuTüuFpo«i< directly into Microsoft Word 5.1, Microsoft Word 
6.0, or Powerpoint. 
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1 

Appendix B: Additional Three Dimensional Results 

Appendix B shows additional results from three dimensional simulations of the SPT-100 

mounted on a geosynchronous communications satellite. The results presented are contour plots of 

planar cuts through the three dimensional domain. Further details about the thruster and 

computational domain simulated are given in Chapter 6. 
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Fieure B.l: Contour Plot of Potential (Cant 45 , Array 45 ) 
y/z Planar Cut Through Center of Thruster 

Normalized Units, 20 Contours from -7 to +12 
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Figure B.2: Contour Plot of Electron Number Density (Cant 45*, Array 45°) 
y/z Planar Cut Through Center ofThruster 

Log Base 10 of Normalized Units, 14 Contours from -3 to +6 
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of Neutral Number Density (Cant 45% Array 45°) i7-   .-<, R v Contour Plot of Neutral iNumDer trcus.vj v^ Figure B.3. Contoury^mrCutThwugh Center of Thruster 
Log Base 10 of Normalized Units, 14 Contours from -3 to +6 
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Figure B.4: Contour Plot of Potential (Cant 45°, Array 90°) 
x/y Planar Cut Through Center ofThruster 

Normalized Units, 20 Contours from -7 to +12 
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Figure B.5: Contour Plot of Potential (Cant 45 , Array 15 ) 
y/z Planar Cut Through Center ofThruster 

Normalized Units, 20 Contours from -7 to +12 
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Figure B.6: Contour Plot of Potential (Cant 45°, Array 0°) 
x/y Planar Cut Through Center ofThruster 

Normalized Units, 20 Contours from -7 to +12 
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Figure B.7: Contour Plot of Potential (Cant 0 , Array 45 ) 
x/y Planar Cut Through Center ofThruster 

Normalized Units, 20 Contours from -7 to +12 
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Abstract 
A computational model of a Stationary Plasma Thruster (SPT) plume has been constructing using a 

quasi-neutral Particle-in-Cell/Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (PIC-DSMC) model. This model is based 
on theoretical work showing that the plume consists of a quasi-neutral plasma with collisionless 
electrons in which the magnetic field can be neglected. The resulting axisymmetric simulation and its 
underlying assumptions are described in detail, and comparisons are made between the computational 
model and existing experimental measurements of the ion current density in the plume region. The 
comparison highlights weaknesses in both the model and the data. The simulated and experimental 
results agree well when two extra current sources are included in the computational model. These 
sources represent a lack of Xe++ in the simulation and the presence of external current sources in the 
experimental tests. Although further work is needed, the results suggest that the simulation is 
accurately modeling the physics of the plume region and that it can give predictions of backflow 
currents under operational conditions. Further work is planned to include Xe~ in future simulations. 

Nomenclature 
= Thruster Exit Area 
= Magnetic Field Strength 
= Electric Field 
= Radial Electric Field 
= Axial Electric Field 
= Ion Macroparticle Weight 

üaS = Neutral Macroparticle Weight 
= Electron Temperature 
= Ion Temperature 
= Ionization Number 
= Speed of Sound 
= Relative Speed between Collision Partners 
= Elementary Charge = 1.6 x 10"19 C 
= Boltzman's Constant = 1.38 x 10"23 J/K 
= Electron mass = 9.11 x 10"31 kg. 

m1 = Xe ion mass = 2.18 x 10"25 kg. 
= Anode Propellant Mass Flow Rate 
= Electron Number Density 
= Ion Number Density 
= Neutral Number Density 
= Reference Electron Number Density 
= Pressure 
= Radial Position 
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= Global Time Count 
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= Axial Ion Velocity 
= Velocity 
= Axial Position 
= Random Number Between 0 and 1 
= Debye Length 
= Electron-Neutral Mean Free Path 
= Electron-Electron Mean Free Path 
= Electron-Ion Mean Free Path 
= 8.85 x 1012 F/m 
= Electrical Potential 
= Ionization Fraction 

= Electron Gyro Radius 
Ion Gyro Radius 
= Collision Cross Section 
= Charge Exchange Collision Cross Section 
= Mean Electron-Self Collision Cross Section 

aie = Mean Ion-Electron Collision Cross Section 
9     = Angular Position 
In A = Spitzer Logarithm 
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Introduction 
When compared to chemical propulsion systems, electric propulsion offers substantial fuel savings 

for stationkeeping applications. One system which has shown particular promise is the Stationary 
Plasma Thruster (SPT), also referred to as the Hall Thruster. These devices have a near optimum 
specific impulse for stationkeeping and one model, the SPT-100, is being actively marketed by 
Russian companies. Western designers have expressed concern that the SPT's plasma plume may 
erode and contaminate sensitive surfaces, cause parasitic current losses, and interfere with 
communications signals. These concerns must be addressed before SPT's can be used for commercial 
applications. 

A critical step in addressing these issues is defining and modeling the characteristics of an SPT" 
plume. Although much experimental work has been conducted on SPT thrusters,1'5 only limited 
efforts have been made to model the processes occurring in the plume region.6 In addition, the 
experiments to date have been conducted in vacuum tanks, and may not accurately simulate on-orbit 
conditions. More detailed and realistic models are needed to fully characterize the plume region and to 
understand the relationship between ground based experimental data and actual operational conditions. 

One issue of major concern to spacecraft designers is the effect of charge exchange (CEX) 
collisions on ions in the plume region. A CEX collision occurs when a "slow" neutral and a "fast" ion 
exchange an electron to create a fast neutral and a slow ion. The resulting slow ion can be accelerated 
back towards the spacecraft, creating backflow and impingement problems. This paper describes a 
detailed computational model of an SPT's plume region. The model uses a combination of particle-in- 
cell (PIC) and direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) methods to model CEX collision and track ions 
and neutrals in the plume region. The model runs quickly, compares favorably to experimental data 
and can be used to model the plume on meter length scales. This paper describes the model in detail, 
presents results for an SPT-100 operating in an axisymmetric geometry, and compares the results to 
existing experimental data. The paper also presents simulations of the SPT-100 operating under 
conditions which have not been studied in ground based tests. This paper concentrates on modeling of 
the SPT-100 because this is most extensively studied thruster at this time. The model can be modified 
and applied to other Hall thrusters as they are developed. 

Section 1 presents the theoretical basis for our computational model. Section 2 describes the PIC- 
DSMC algorithm in detail and describes some of the tests used to verify the model. Section 3 presents 
simulated results and compares them to existing experimental data. Section 4 presents conclusions and 
discusses plans for future work. 

Section 1: Basic Theory and Fundamental Parameters 
The SPT-100 thruster has been studied extensively in ground tests and many of its basic 

characteristics are well documented. Table 1 summarizes some relevant results. 
The characteristics of the plume region 

can be estimated from Table 1 based on 
some     simple     assumptions. The 
approximate ion and neutral densities at the 
exit are given by 

n{ = nimjvz A 

Inner Insulator Diameter3 56 mm 
Outer Insulator Diameter3 100 mm 
Propellant Xe 
Propellant Flow Rate1 5.0-5.2 mg./sec. 
Fraction of Propellant Directed 
to Cathode1 

-10% 

Electron Temperature5 (Tp) 2-4 eV 
Axial Ion Velocity3 (vz) -16000 m/s 
Fraction of Propellant Ionized 
in Discharge Chamber1 (r|;) 

>95% 

Table 1: SPT-100 Basic Characteristics 

n0={^-rii)mla0A (1) 

Substituting values from Table 1 gives exit 
densities of r\ = 2.4 x 1017 m"3 and n0 = 
9.3 x 1017 m"3. The plasma and neutral 
densities downstream of the thruster can 
be estimated by assuming that the density 
falls   as   (ra/z)2,   and   results   of   this 



given in Table 2.    The resulting plasma densities are consistent with existing 
5 No experimental measurements are presently available for the neutral density. 

calculation are 
experimental data. 

Once the ion and neutral density are known, a variety of fundamental parameters can be calculated. 
Table 2 lists many of these parameters. The methods used to obtains these values and their 
implications for the computation model are discussed in the rest of this section. 

Debye Length 
The characteristic length over which charges are 

neutralized in a plasma is given by the Debye length 

The Debye lengths shown in Table 2 are based on an 
electron temperature of 4 eV. These relatively small 
values indicate that the Debye length is small with 
respect to features of interest in the plume region. 
Even at z = 4 m, the Debye length is only 0.55 cm. It 
can therefore be assumed that the plume is quasi- 
neutral everywhere except in a thin sheath region near 
solid surfaces. We use this assumption to simplify our 
PIC model and avoid the direct solution of Poisson's 
equation. The details of our method are discussed in 
Section 2. 

Radial Position 
0.2 m 1.0 m 

n/ne 

n„ 
B 

K 
Fge 

Pgi 

Kn 

K 
K 

2.88 x 1015 m"3 

1.12 x 1016m3 

~1G 
0.03 cm 

6.7 cm 
230 m 

85 m 
130 m 
270 m 

1.15 x 1014m"3 

4.49 x 1014m"3 

-0.01 G   ^ 
0.14 cm   ^ 

670 cm 

>20000 m 

340 m 
3200 m 

6700 m 
Table 2: Estimates 
Parameters in the 

of Fundamental 
Plume Region 

Gyro Radius 
A magnetic field is present in an SPT's anode region to capture electrons and encourage impact 

ionization of the Xe propellant. The extent to which this magnetic field "leaks" into the plume region 
has been measured experimentally, and is shown in Figure 1. The importance of the magnetic field in 
the plume region is measured by the gyro radius, which is given by 

Pgi/e = mi/e
v±/eB 

The results shown in Table 2 demonstrate that the plume ions are effectively unmagnetized. In 
addition, although electrons are strongly magnetized inside the discharge chamber, the electron gyro 
radius becomes quite large 20 cm from the thruster and extremely large 1 m away. As a result, the 
magnetic field can be ignored at distances > 25 cm from the thruster exit. We note also that recent 
experimental work suggests that plume characteristics are only indirectly affected by the magnetic field. 
The ion distribution appears to be determined well inside the thruster, and varying the strength of the 
magnetic field has no measurable influence on plume.4 Since our simulation begins at the thruster exit, 
we choose to neglect the magnetic field throughout the plume region. 

Mean Free Path 
The importance of collisions is measured by the mean free path, which is given by the well known 

relationship 
/ A = l/(/i(T)_ (2) 

In an SPT plume, electrons can collide with three different species: ions, neutrals, and other electrons. 
Each species has its own collision cross section and mean free path. The total electron-Xe (neutral) 
collision cross section has been determined experimentally. For electrons with an average velocity of 4 
eV, the cross section is -2.6 x 10"19 m2.8 The resulting Xen's are given in Table 2. These values are 
large with respect to the plume, indicating that if the electrons are unmagnetized, electron-neutral 
collisions can be neglected. 

The electron-electron and electron-ion collision cross sections are based on coulomb interactions 
and can be calculated from theory. Banks has derived the average electron-ion cross section for T^m,, 
» T/m,.9 The result, in cgs units, is 



-      n{Z,e2f InA 

~ '2   (w.)a CT.-   = 

Table 2 gives the resulting ?cie with Te = 4 eV. These values are also extremely large when compared to 
features of interest. 10 

The mean self collision cross section for singly ionized species is given by 
ö^ = (5.85xl(T10)inA/7;2m2 

For an electron temperature of 4 eV, this gives a = 2.7 x 10"18 m2, which results in the Xjs listed in 
Table 2. These values are also much larger than features of interest in the plume. Therefore, in the 
absence of a magnetic field, electrons are effectively collisionless in the plume region. 

One additional process of interest is charge exchange collisions. The cross section for CEX for 
singly ionized Xenon is given by11 

cjCEX=(k1lncr + k2f-lO-20m2 (3) 

where k: = -0.8821, kj = 15.1262 and cr is in m/s. Although the resulting mean free path is large, the 
resulting backflow is non-negligible and is included in our computational model. 

In summary, the results shown in Table 2 indicate that the bulk of the SPT-100 plume consists of a 
quasi-neutral, unmagnetized plasma in which the electrons are effectively collisionless. In addition, 
although there is a small magnetized region in front of the thruster (z < 0.25 m), experimental work 
suggests that the overall plume structure may be insensitive to changes in the strength of the magnetic 
field. We therefore choose to neglect the magnetic field throughout the plume region. Charge 
exchange collisions are also of importance in the plume region. Although the CEX mean free path is 
long, the resulting backflow is non-negligible and should be included in any plume model. 

Section 2: Computational Model 
In order to model the SPT-100 plume, we constructed a PIC-DSMC simulation of the plume 

region. Our model is a combination of the PIC and DSMC methods as described by Birdsall and 
Bird13 respectively. Since these methods are well known individually, only features specific to this 
model will be described in detail. A flowchart of our basic method is shown in Figure 2. 

The plume simulation moves both ions and neutrals by integrating the particle equations of motion 
using the leapfrog method. In axisymmetric coordinates, the equations of motion (without collisions) 
are 

r-rd = qEr/mi r0+ 2W = 0 z = qEJmi 

The electric field is determined by differentiating the potential. In conventional PIC schemes, the 
potential is obtained by solving Poisson's equation. In a quasi-neutral plasma, however, the potential 
can be obtained by inverting the electron momentum equation. For collisionless, unmagnetized 
electrons, the momentum equation is 

mene(u ■ V)u = eneE - Vp 

At low drift velocities, the first (inertial) term can be neglected. We also assume that the electrons are 
isothermal, resulting in the familiar Boltzman relationship. 

ne=nrefexp(e(p/ kTe) (4) 

The potential is obtained using the following procedure. The ion density is determined by weighting 
macroparticles to the nodes of an embedded grid. The weighting functions for an axisymmetric 
geometry were worked out by Ruytan, and are given by 

„     (y,-'-)(2y.+3r;-r) (r-r,)(3r,.,+2r,.-r) 



Where S is the weighting factor and subscripts refer to grid coordinates. Since the plume is quasi- 
neutxal, the electron density can be set equal to the ion density. Equation (4) can then invertedI to 
obtain the potential, thus avoiding the direct solution of Poisson s equation The result is a fast 
method which is free of many of the restrictions present on conventional PIC codes. Because the 
plasma is assumed to be quasi-neutral, the Debye length does not limit the size of the grid cdk. 
Instead grid cell sizes are limited by geometry and the need to resolve potential gradients. Similarly 
time steps are limited by energy conservation and the need to ensure that particles move a smaU 
distance relative to the width of local potential gradients. In practice, we insure that the fastest beam 
ions in the simulation move no more than one grid cell in each time step. 

CEX collisions are modeled between move steps using a modified DSMC method which is outlined 
in Figure 4 A conventional selection-rejection scheme is used to determine collision pairs and the 
local time counter method is used to determine collision frequencies. When a collision takes place 
between two particles with equal weights, the ion and neutral particle velocities are exchanged, thus 
creating a "slow" ion and a "fast" neutral. If the simulated neutrals have a larger macroparticle weigh 
than the simulated ions, an additional Monte Carlo selection is made to determine whether the neutral 
velocitv should be modified. This ensures that the total energy and momentum in the simulation are 
statistically conserved over many collisions. In the limit as the weights become equal, our scheme 
becomes a conventional DSMC method. In the other limit, as the neutral weight becomes infinitely 
large our scheme approaches the conditions simulated in a PIC-MCC method. We use equal weights 
when simulating an SPT-100 operating in vacuum and unequal weights when simulating ground tests 
In all cases all members of one species (either ions or neutrals) have the same macroparticle weight. 
The same grid is used for both the PIC and DSMC parts of the simulation. 

The accuracy of our DSMC algorithm was tested by simulating a colhmated beam of ions entering a 
stationary neutral gas and comparing the results to theory. The simulated collision frequency was 
shown to be accurate as long as more than twenty macro particles (ten from each species) were present 
in the cell. The results shown in this paper are all produced with at least forty macro particles (twenty 
from each species) present in each cell. . 

Particles are loaded into the simulation at each time step to simulate the exit flow from an SPT- 10U. 
The number of ions and neutrals introduced in each time step is determined using equation (1) and 
assumes that the flow is 95% ionized. The ion distribution is determined from an empirical model 
developed from experimental measurements of the ion current density 4 mm from me thruster exit. 
These measurements give the magnitude and direction of the ion current as a function of radial position 
at an unspecified propellant flow rate. We found that the measured current density can be described by 
the following functions 

a = 1730-2.30xl05r + 1.06xlOV-2.05xlOV + 1.45xlOV      (5) 

; = -1210 + 8.40 xlOV-1.78 xl06r2 + 1.18xl0V (6) 

Where a is the divergence angle in degrees, j is the current density in mA/cm2 and r is the radial 
nosition in meters  A model for the ion distribution is derived by assuming that ions leave the thruster 
with a drift velocity of 16000 m/s in the r/z plane.  Variations in current density then correspond to 
variations in number density. Equation (6) can be normalized by the integrated beam current to give 

P = 2.55-1.67xl0V + 7.71xl0V-1.23xl0V + 6.50xl0V      (7) 

Equation (7) gives the probability that an ion crossing the exit plane has a radial position less than r. 
The following procedure can therefore be used to load plume ions. A random number P is chosen 
between 0 and 1 Equation (7) is then inverted computationally to give the particle's radial position. 
Equation (5) can then used to determine the particle's divergence angle. The divergence angle, mi turn, 
can be used to calculate the axial and radial drift velocities. Finally, thermal components are added in 
the axial and radial direction based on temperatures of 3.4 eV and 8000 K respectively. The axial 
temperature matches measurements made by Manzella,3 and the radial velocity is a reasonable guess. 
The particle's tangential velocity is determined independently by assuming a dnft velocity ol 250 m/s 
and a temperature of 800 K. These values also match measurements made by Manzella . 



Because the cathode can not be directly included in an axisymraetric geometry, the propellant which 
normally flows through the cathode was assumed to flow through the anode as unionized propellant. 
The neutral distribution has not been measured in the plume region, so we assume that the neutrals 
have a temperature of 1000 K and are choked at the thruster exit. In order to verify the accuracy of our 
model, the kinetic and potential energy in the simulation were tracked and it was shown that energy 
was properly conserved in steady state. The final simulation was written in C and runs were carried 
out on a Digital Equipment Alpha 200 Workstation with 64 megabytes of RAM. Run times were 
typically between 2 and 4 hours. 

Section 3: Results and Discussion 
A series of simulations were run to examine the effect that the background pressure present in 

ground test facilities has on the structure of the SPT-100 plume. Four different ambient pressures 
were simulated as well as operation in an ideal vacuum. A single computational domain was used for 
all simulations and is shown in Figure 3. The presence of background gas was simulated by adding 
neutral Xe particles in a Maxwellian distribution and by including thermal Xe fluxes along boundaries 
with the ambient plasma. The background ion temperature was assumed to be 300 K and the number 
density was determined using the ideal gas law. Typical results are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The 
ambient pressure is 5.6 x 10"6 Torr and the anode propellant flow rate is 4.9 mg/sec. 

Figure 5 shows a contour plot of the potential overlaid with vectors showing ion current direction 
and magnitude. Larger vectors correspond to the higher current magnitudes. The primary beam is 
clearly visible in Figure 5 as a region of high potential close to the r=0 axis. In addition to the main 
beam, however, a bump is visible in the potential to the front and side of the thruster and backflow 
current is clearly visible to the side and back of the thruster. The bump and the corresponding current 
flow is caused by CEX ions. Figure 6 shows a phase space plot of the simulated data with different 
species labeled by type. CEX ions are clearly visible in this diagram as a wing of low velocity ions 
which are accelerated sideways and backwards by the electric field. Xe neutrals are also visible in 
Figure 6 as a cluster of low speed particles near the origin. Although CEX ions begin with a relatively 
low speed, the plume's potential structure tends to drive these ions sideways and backwards, towards 
the spacecraft rather than away from it. These CEX ions can then impact spacecraft surfaces, causing 
contamination and erosion damage. 

Figure 7 shows simulated ion current densities as measured at five different ambient pressures in an 
arc 60 cm from the thruster exit. The current was measured at angles from 0 to 100 degrees from the 
centerline and then reflected to obtain measurements at negative angles. As one would expect, higher 
ambient pressures result in higher backflow currents due to a higher CEX collision rate. Even when 
the thruster operates in full vacuum, however, backflow still occurs due to CEX collisions with 
unionized propellant. It should be noted that even at fairly lower pressure, the presence of ambient 
neutrals has a measurable effect on the backflow current. Our model provides a means of estimating 
the actual backflow which will be present under orbital conditions. Figure 7 indicates that the 
backflow current present in orbit can be much lower than that measured in ground tests. 

In order to assess the accuracy of our PIC-DMSC model, the results shown in Figure 7 were 
compared to existing experimental data. Manzella measured the ion current density in an arc 60 cm 
from an SPT-100 thruster at angles from -100 to 100 degrees from the centerline and showed that the 
current density varies significantly with the facility pressure.4 His results are shown in Figure 9, and 
direct comparisons to simulated data are shown in Figure 8. The peaks are not aligned in these plots 
because the experimental data is not exactly centered on zero. Although the same basic trends are 
present in both sets of data, there are notable differences in the shape and magnitude of these results. 
In particular, the computed results consistently underpredict the current density at all pressures and 
angles. As a result, the total beam current is much larger in the experimental case than it is in the 
simulations. The beam current can be calculated by numerically integrating the data presented in Figure 
9. The results of such an integration are shown in Table 3. Two additional values are also shown in 
Table 3. The "expected value," is the beam current which would be present if the entire propellant 
flow were singly ionized as it passed though the anode.   This approximately equals the integrated 



Pressure (Torr) Current (A) 
2.2 x llT 4.69 
5.6 x 10"6 5.26 
2.5 x 10"5 5.97 
6.3 x 10'5 6.15 

Expected Value 3.66 
Discharge Current -4.5 

Table 3: Integrated Beam Currents 

current measured in the simulated data. The "discharge current" is the experimentally measured current 
flow between the anode and cathode. 

Table 3 shows that the experimentally measured 
beam current exceeds the expected current by between 
28% and 68%. The amount by which the current 
exceeds the expected value varies with pressure, 
suggesting that some interaction is occurring between the 
thruster and the ambient background. In addition, Table 
3 also shows that the beam current exceeds the discharge 
current. Since the beam current should always be less 
than the discharge current, this indicates that an external 
current source must be present in the experimental data. 

To determine the impact of this external current on our results, we conducted simulations in which the 
anode ion flow was increased by the difference between the expected value and the beam currents 
given in Table 3. The results of these simulations are shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 10 shows that there is good agreement between the PIC-DSMC model and experimental data 
when the extra current shown in Table 3 is included in the simulation. The fraction of this extra 
current which is less than the discharge current is thought to be due to the presence of doubly ionized 
Xe (Xe++), which is not presently included in the simulation. Experimental work suggests that Xe++ 

composes perhaps 20% of the plume,2 which matches the difference between the expected and 
discharge current values. Work is currently underway to include Xe++ in the simulation. At higher 
pressures, however, a substantial fraction of the extra current exceeds the discharge current. We 
therefore conclude that an anomalous external current source is biasing the experimental data. The 
strength of this source is heavily influenced by the presence of ambient neutrals. This suggests that the 
current may be caused by an ambient plasma, either due to thermal currents or due to recirculation 
within the vacuum chamber. Further work is needed to clarify this issue. 

In summary, the PIC-DSMC model presented in this paper compares fairly well to existing 
experimental data when the simulation is modified to include all current sources present in ground 
based experiments. The modified ion beam currents result in part from weaknesses in the model and 
in part from unknown current sources present in this particular experiment. When this additional 
current is included in the simulation, the simulated current density agrees quite well with experimental 
measurements. The results presented in this section also show that the ambient density present in 
ground based tests has a measurable effect on the backflow currents caused by CEX ions. Simulations 
of a thruster operating in vacuum suggest that ground tests are likely to overpredict the backflow 
current which will actually occur under operational conditions. 

Section 4: Conclusions and Future Work 
A computational model of an SPT plasma plume has been constructing using a quasi-neutral PIC- 

DSMC model. This model is based on theoretical work showing that the plume consists of a quasi- 
neutral plasma with collisionless electrons in which the magnetic field can be neglected. The resulting 
axisymmetric simulation can model an SPT plume on meter length scales with run times of only 2-4 
hours. Comparisons between the computational model and existing data highlight weaknesses in both 
the model and the data. The simulated and experimental results agree well when the extra currents 
shown in Table 3 are included in the computational model. These extra currents appear to represent 
both a lack of Xe++ in the simulation and the presence of external current sources in the experimental 
tests. Although further work is needed, the results suggest that the simulation is accurately modeling 
the physics of the plume region and that it can give predictions of backflow currents under operational 
conditions. 

Future work is planned to improve this model and expand it to more realistic geometries. A model 
for Xe"" CEX collisions will be added in the near future and an effort will be made to evaluate the 
influence of the magnetic field in the region very close to the thruster exit. Surface interaction models 
will also be added to the simulation to allow prediction of ion impingement energies and erosion 
effects.  In addition, we note that the present axisymmetric simulation does not allow modeling of 



realistic spacecraft geometries. We will address this issue through future work on a 3-D PIC-DSMC 
simulation. Such a simulation would allow direct modeling of plume interactions with meter scale 
spacecraft on workstation class machines. When mature, the PIC-DSMC model should be a useful 
tool for investigating the impact of SPT thrusters on commercial satellites. 
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Abstract 

A computational model of a Stationary Plasma 

Thruster (SPT) has been developed using a quasi-neutral 
Particle-in-Cell/Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (PIC- 

DSMC) model. This model is based on previous work 

showing that the plume consists of a quasi-neutral plasma 

with collisionless electrons in which the magnetic field 
can be neglected. Axisymmetric and three dimensional 
versions of the model have been developed and validated 

against each other. The axisymmetric model is used to 
simulate a SPT-100 operating in vacuum, the neutral 
background present in ground based tests is shown to have 

a significant influence on the CEX collision rate. The 
neutral background is shown to cause experiments to 
overpredict the backflow from an SPT plume. Predictions 

are made for the sputter erosion rates of Silver, Quartz, 
and Silicon surfaces placed in the plume region. Results 
are presented to aid designers making "back of the 
envelope" calculations of surface erosion rates, and it is 
shown that the erosion rate scales with the square of the 

distance from the anode exit. 
A three dimensional PIC-DSMC model has been used 

to simulate an SPT-100 thruster mounted on a typical 

communications satellite. A surface sputtering model is 

used to predict the impact the plume has on surfaces of the 
satellite. Results are presented for an SPT-100 mounted 
at different angles with respect to the solar array. The 

results show that the thruster's cant angle has a large 
impact on the rate of erosion and the area over which 
erosion occurs. Future work is planned to convert the 
PIC-DSMC model to support simulations on unstructured 

meshes. 
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Nomenclature 

= Electron Temperature 
= Mean Electron Thermal Velocity 

= Relative Speed between Collision Partners 
-19 

= Elementary Charge = 1.6 x 10     C 
J/K = Boltzmann's Constant = 1.38 x 10 

= Electron Number Density 
= Reference Charge Density (arbitrary) 

nref = Reference Electron Number Density 

z     = Axial Distance from Anode Exit 
T[   = Ion Flux 

<p    = Electrical Potential 

Introduction 

When compared to chemical propulsion systems, 

electric propulsion offers substantial fuel savings for 
stationkeeping applications. One system which has 

shown particular promise is the Stationary Plasma 
Thruster (SPT), also referred to as the Hall Thruster. 
These devices have a near optimum specific impulse for 

north-south stationkeeping and are being actively marketed 
for use on Western satellites. However, although SPT's 
have an extensive Russia flight heritage, they have yet to 
fly on a Western satellite. Western designers have 

expressed concern that the plasma plume emitted by the 
SPT may erode and contaminate the surfaces of satellites 

and interfere with communications signals. These 
concerns must be addressed before SPT's can be used for 

commercial applications. 
In order to study plume contamination issues, a 

substantial amount of experimental work has been 
conducted. Ion fluxes and distributions have been 

determined and plume induced sputtering and 
contamination have been measured in several ground 
experiments.1-4 But at the same time, relatively little 

effort has been made to model processes occurring in the 



SPT's plume region. Those models which do exist are 

relatively simple and are not well suited to modeling 

complex satellite geometries.5-6 More detailed models are 

needed to fully characterize the plume and to understand 
the relationship between existing experimental data and 

actual operating conditions. 
This paper presents an advanced computational model 

of an expanding SPT plume. The model uses a 
combination of the Particle-in-Cell (PIC) and Direct 
Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) methods to model 

collisions in the plume and track the flow of ions and 

neutrals across the domain. The basic PIC-DSMC 

algorithm has been described in previous work.7 Many 

improvements have been made to the model, including the 

use of double ions, the addition of surface sputtering, and 

the development of an improved source model. 

Axisymmetric and three dimensional versions of the code 

have been developed and validated against experimental 

data and the simulation has demonstrated the ability to 
model the plume on meter length scales. The resulting 
model runs on a UNIX workstation and should be useful 

to designers interested in evaluating the impact of an SPT 

on realistic satellite configurations. 
An axisymmetric plume model is described in detail 

in a companion paper which compares simulated results to 
a variety of experimental data.8 Simulated ion current 
density measurements are shown to match experimental 

data to within a factor of two to three on meter length 
scales. A surface erosion model is also presented and 
shown to agree well with experimental data, though the 

results depend heavily on the sputtering coefficient. This 
paper presents axisymmetric and three dimensional results 

which simulate conditions beyond those which can be 

studied in ground based experiments. These results 
include an axisymmetric simulation of an SPT-100 
operating in vacuum and three dimensional simulations of 
a SPT thruster mounted on a communications satellite. 
The paper concentrates on modeling the SPT-100 because 

it is the most extensively studied of the Hall thrusters at 

this time. In principle, the model can be modified and 
applied to new Hall and anode layer (TAL) thrusters as 

data becomes available. 
Section 2 summarizes the PIC-DSMC algorithm and 

describes aspects of the model which are unique to the 
three dimensional geometry, section 3 presents simulated 

results of an SPT-100 operating in vacuum, and section 4 

presents results from a fully three dimensional simulation 

of an SPT-100 mounted on a communications satellite. 

Finally, section 5 presents conclusions and plans for 

future work. 

Theory  and  Computational Method 

The PIC-DSMC model used in this paper has been 

described in detail in previous work.7 This section briefly 

summarizes the basic algorithm and describes aspects of 
the model specific to a three dimensional geometry. It 

focuses in particular on the boundary conditions used to 

simulate the surfaces of satellites and their interaction 

with the surface erosion model. Details of the underlying 

method, including the axisymmetric model, are given in a 

companion paper.8 

The SPT-100 has been studied extensively in ground 

tests and many of its basic characteristics are well 

documented. Table 1 gives the parameters used to model 
the thruster in the PIC-DSMC plume model. 

Inner Anode Diameter1 56 mm 

Outer Anode Diameter1 100 mm 

Cathode Orifice Diameter2 0.5 mm 

Propellant Xe 

Propellant Flow Rate2 5.2 mg./sec. 

Fraction of Propellant Directed 

to Cathode2 

-10% 

Electron Temperature3 (Te) 2eV 

Axial Ion Velocity1 -17000 m/s 

Fraction of Ions which are 
Double Ions1 

-20% 

Fraction of Propellant Ionized 

in Discharge Chamber2 

>95% 

Table 1: SPT-100 Basic Characteristics 

Xe propellant is ionized in the anode and emerges from the 
thruster in the form of neutrals, ions, and double ions. 
The following statements can be made about the plume 
region.7 

• The Debye length is small, so the plume is quasi- 

neutral except near surfaces. 
• The ions are unmagnetized. 
• The electrons are unmagnetized when z > 25 cm. 

• The electrons are collisionless. 
Based on these observations, we have constructed a quasi- 
neutral PIC-DSMC simulation of a Hall Thruster plume. 
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The PIC-DSMC method uses macroparticles to 
statistically model gases at a molecular level. The particle 
equations of motion are integrated using the leapfrog 

method and the electric field is obtained from the electric 

potential, which is in turn obtained by inverting the 

Boltzmann relationship. 

ne = nref exp(e0 / kTe) 

This procedure is valid for isothermal, collisionless and 

unmagnetized electrons moving at low drift velocities. A 

constant electron temperature of 2 eV is assumed in these 

simulations. 
Collisional processes are modeled between move 

steps using the DSMC method. Table 3 shows the 
collision processes included in the present PIC-DSMC 

model. 

CEX Elastic 

Xe-Xe+ 

Xe-Xe++ 
Xe-Xe 
Xe-Xe+ 

Xe-Xe"^ 

Table 3: Collisions covered in the simulation 

Collisions between charged particles are not included 
because it is computationally impractical to simulate 

them at the present time.8 

Particles are loaded into the simulation at each time 
step to simulate the flow from a Hall thruster. The ion 

and neutral distribution functions are determined from an 
empirical model of an SPT-100 which has been described 
in previous work.8 This model is based on experimental 

data and contains no free parameters. Approximately 10% 
of the propellant entering an SPT-100 is diverted to the 
cathode. This flow is assumed to consist entirely of 

neutrals and is treated differently in axisymmetric and three 
dimensional domains. In a three dimensional geometry, 
the flow emerges from a cathode orifice which is placed 

7.5 cm above and 1.0 cm downstream of the center of the 
anode exit. In an axisymmetric geometry, the cathode 
orifice can not be directly simulated due to geometric 

restrictions. The flow from the cathode is therefore 

diverted to the anode where it emerges as unionized 
propellant. Both cathode and anode neutrals are assumed 

to have a temperature of 1000 K and are choked at the 

cathode and anode exits respectively. 

The major motivation for developing a three 

dimensional plume model is to model realistic spacecraft 
geometries. Figure 1 shows a three dimensional model of 

a commercial communications satellite. The three 

dimensional PIC-DSMC model is built on an embedded 

Cartesian mesh. A simulated bus, yoke, and solar array 

are shown on a 3.2 m x 4.4 m x 3.2 m computational 

domain, and an embedded grid is visible along the edge of 

the main bus. This grid is collocated with the thruster and 

is used to better resolve the core of the plume. The 

section of bus shown has dimensions of 1.1 m x 1 m x 
2.6 m and represents a quarter of the spacecraft's main 

bus. A 1.9 meter yoke connects the bus to the end of a 

solar array. The array is 1.5 meters wide and continues off 

the top of the domain. Only the bottom 2.7 meters of the 
array is included in the simulation, and it is this area 
which should experience the most plume degradation. 
There are several limitations on the types of satellites 

which can be modeled with a 3D embedded grid. First, in 

order to improve computational efficiency, all surfaces in 
the domain must be grid conforming. This means that the 

satellite must be constructed from boxes that follow cell 
boundaries and precludes the use of curved surfaces to 
model antennae. Second, the weighting functions used 
along the boundaries between adjacent objects are 

calculated as though only one object were present. As a 
result, both charge and neutral densities are calculated 

incorrectly along the line which intersects both objects. 
However, the accuracy of the simulation away from this 
boundary is not affected. Third, the resolution of 

embedded grids is fundamentally limited by the underlying 
particle simulation. In conventional computational fluid 
dynamics, embedded meshes are used to resolve areas of 
interest. The location of the mesh is largely arbitrary and 

determined entirely by geometry. In particle simulations, 
however, a minimum number of particles should be 

present in each cell in the domain. Adding an embedded 
mesh without increasing the number of particles results in 

fewer particles per cell and actually reduces the accuracy of 

the simulation. Therefore, particles must be added along 
with the mesh to maintain the same level of accuracy. 
Embedded grids can be used in areas of high density, such 

as the core of the plume, but can not be used to provide 
better resolution of objects in the far field. The number of 
particles which can be added is restricted by available 
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memory' and prevents the arbitrary use of embedded grids 

to resolve objects of interest. 
One issue of particular interest to satellite designers is 

the interaction of the plume with surfaces of a spacecraft. 
In order to study surface interaction issues, a surface 
sputtering model has been developed and incorporated into 

the PIC-DSMC model. A relatively simple model is used 

in axisymmetric geometries and is described in a 
companion paper.8 A similar model is used for three 

dimensional simulations and is described below. 
Just as in axisymmetric geometries, deposition effects 

are ignored in three dimensional simulations. This is 

consistent with experimental results that report little or no 

deposition on witness plates, even when they are placed at 

high angles with respect to the centerline.9 The 

assumption is valid when modeling thrusters with ceramic 

anodes, in which eroded material is likely to be benign and 
can be safely ignored. This assumption is probably 

invalid for TAL thrusters, however, which have metal 
anodes. Work with ion thrusters has shown that eroded 
material from metal grids has a tendency to plate on 

exposed surfaces, thus causing deposition damage.10 The 
SPT's primary impact is to cause erosion due to 
sputtering damage. In three dimensional geometries, any 

particle crossing an object boundary is removed or 
reflected as appropriate for that species. Ions are 
neutralized and removed from the simulation while 

neutrals are reflected back into the domain in a manner 
consistent with an ideal specular surface. When creating 

an object, it is necessary to specify its potential with 

respect to the plasma. A solar panel would be represented 
by an object of fixed potential. Different points on the 
array would be assigned different potentials to mimic the 

distribution of cells across the array. A thermal blanket or 

other electrically isolated object would be represented by 
surfaces with floating potentials. These objects would be 

treated as dielectrics whose potential is determined by 

balancing the flux of ions and electrons to the surface. 
When a plasma interacts with an object, a sheath 

typically forms near exposed surfaces. Figure 2 shows the 
structure of the sheath near a surface which is at the 
floating potential. This sheath is a non-quasi neutral 

region with a width on the order of the Debye length. The 
present PIC-DSMC model is quasi-neutral by assumption, 

and can not directly simulate this region. Fortunately, 

modeling the sheath itself is unnecessary. The Böhm 

sheath criterion requires that ions entering the sheath must 

be moving faster than the ion acoustic velocity. Once an 

ion enters the sheath, it is continuously accelerated until it 

strikes the wall. The sheath/pre-sheath boundary therefore 
represents a sink into which ions disappear and never 

reemerge. The quasi-neutral PIC algorithm can model the 

flow of ions in the pre-sheath region. Once an ion leaves 

the pre-sheath and enters the sheath, it never reemerges, so 
the ion is removed from the simulation. The situation is 

analogous to a choked flow through a rocket nozzle. 
Because no information passes from the sheath back into 

the pre-sheath region it is possible to simulate the pre- 

sheath without knowing the structure of the sheath itself. 

For surfaces of fixed potential, the boundary 

conditions are more complex. When the surface potential 

is less than the local plasma potential, the pre-sheath can 

not "see" particles in the sheath region and the magnitude 

of the potential drop is irrelevant. When the surface 

potential is greater than the plasma potential, the electric 
field is reversed and the sheath will reflect some ions away 
from the wall. Again, the quasi-neutral PIC method can 

accurately simulate the pre-sheath region, but an analytic 
model must be applied to simulate the sheath itself. All 

ions striking a surface are assumed to cross into the sheath 

region, but some are reflected by the sheath and others are 
neutralized by the surface. The potential rise across the 
sheath is calculated by subtracting the local plasma 

potential from the surface potential. The energy of the 

incoming particle is then compared to the sheath 
potential. If the particle's kinetic energy is greater than 

the sheath potential, the ion is removed from the 
simulation. If the particle's energy is less than the sheath 
potential, the particle is treated like a neutral and reflected 

back into the domain. As a result, low energy ions are 

reflected while high energy ions are neutralized by the 
underlying surface. This accurately reflects the behavior 

of ions when they encounter a positively charged surface. 
This surface model is only valid when conventional 

ID sheath theory applies. This is generally the case when 

the Debye length is much less than the length scale of the 
surface, which is a restatement of the quasi-neutral 
assumption. The surface model is therefore invalid in 

wakes and other regions of low charge density. Errors 
may also be introduced along leading edges when the 

plasma flow is primarily parallel to the surface of 

interest.'1 The surface model also models electrons in the 
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pre-sheath using the Boltzmann relationship. Although 

this assumption is typical of ID sheath theory, it is not 

strictly accurate for electrons with non-zero drift 

velocities. Nevertheless, we represent electrons using the 

Boltzmann relationship. 
Sputtering rates are calculated by tabulating the 

material removed by each ion and neutral which strikes a 

simulated surface. The amount of material lost is 

determined by multiplying an energy dependent sputtering 

coefficient by the macroparticle weighting factor. 

Multiple materials can be simulated by calculating 
separate sputtering coefficients, and no post-processing is 

necessary. A particle's impact energy is given by the sum 
of its kinetic energy and the energy it gained or lost in the 
sheath. All particles are assumed to enter normal to the 

surface and neutrals undergo no acceleration in the sheath 
region. The sheath drop is calculated differently on fixed 

and floating surfaces. On fixed surfaces, the drop is 

determined by subtracting the surface potential from the 
local plasma potential. On floating surfaces, the drop is 

determined from ID sheath theory and is given by 

O, ^ini^ 
e     [ nnc„ 

This paper presents simulated erosion rates for three 

different materials. The first material is Silver, which is 
commonly used for solar cell interconnectors. The 
following linear fit was used for its sputtering 

coefficient.12 

5 = 7.334xl0"3£-0.29511 

The second material is Quartz, which is used to model 
solar cell coverglasses. Its sputtering coefficient is given 

by9 

S = 7.105xl(T4£-0.01815 

The sputtering coefficient for the anti-reflective coating 
present on the coverglass is unknown. The third material 

modeled was Silicon. Its sputtering coefficient is given 

by12 

S = 1.0577 xl(T3£-0.12115 

In all cases, the sputtering coefficient is for Xenon 

ions striking normal to the surface. It has been observed 

that the atoms striking at different angles may have higher 
sputtering coefficients.13 At the present time, however, 

the angular dependence for Xenon sputtering Silver, 

Quartz, and Silicon is unknown. As a result, this surface 
model may underpredict the actual erosion rate. Better 

experimental measurements of the sputtering coefficient 

are needed to improve the surface model. 
In summary, axisymmetric and three dimensional 

PIC-DSMC simulations have been constructed based on 
the observation that the plume is a quasi-neutral, 

unmagnetized plasma in which the electrons are effectively 
collisionless.     A  variety   of  different  collisional 

phenomena are included in the models, and an SPT-100 

thruster is simulated using an empirical source model 
which is based on experimental data. A surface interaction 
model has also been developed for the 3D simulation. 

This model calculates the energy of particles striking the 
surface of a spacecraft and predicts the erosion rate for 

materials placed  in  the  plume region.     The  final 

simulation was written in ANSI C, and simulations were 
conducted  on  Digital,  IBM,  and  Hewlett-Packard 
workstations with 96-256 Megabytes of RAM.   Run 

times  were  typically  2-4  hours  for  axisymmetric 
geometries and 12-15 hours for the three dimensional 

geometries. 

Axisymmetric   Results   and   Discussion 

Simulations of axisymmetric geometries have been 
used to study the plume and to verify the underlying PIC- 
DSMC algorithm. A separate paper details efforts to 

validate the axisymmetric model by duplicating ground 
based experiments.8 This section presents additional 
results which extend the model to conditions which can 

not be duplicated in the laboratory. 
Ground based tests are generally carried out in vacuum 

chambers where the quality of the vacuum is limited by 

the facility's pumping speed. SPT tests are typically 
carried out at pressures of 3 x 10"5 Torr, though pressures 
as low as 6 x 10"6 Torr can be achieved in some facilities. 

Figure 3 shows several plots of the ion current density 60 
cm from the exit of an SPT-100 thruster. One plot shows 
the experimentally measured ion current density at a 

pressure of 2.5 x 10"5 Torr.3   The next set shows an 
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axisymmetric simulation of a thruster operating at the 

same ambient pressure. The experimental and simulated 
results are within a factor of 2-3 across most of the 

domain.   The third set of results is a simulation of a 
thruster operating in vacuum.   At high angles, the ion 

current density in vacuum is almost an order of magnitude 

lower than in simulated ground tests. These results show 

that the ambient neutrals present in ground based tests can 

significantly effect experimental results.  These neutrals 

increase the CEX collision rate and lead to experiments 

that overpredict the backflow which will occur on orbit. 
These simulations suggest that significantly less backflow 

will be present under operational conditions.  This may 

allow designers  to use  and  orient  thrusters  more 

aggressively than they would based on ground based tests. 

The question of most interest to designers is how 

much damage the plume will cause to satellite surfaces. 
Figure 4 shows the predicted erosion rate for silver and 

quartz surfaces placed 60 cm from the exit of an SPT-100 
operating in vacuum. The results are presented in units of 
meters per month (720 hours) of operation.   Figure 4 

shows that the estimated erosion rate varies very strongly 
with angle from the centerline and varies by roughly an 
order of magnitude for each 20 degree change in angle. 

This indicates that a thruster's angle with respect to a 
surface will have a huge impact on the erosion rate. 
Another question of interest is how the erosion rate scales 

with distance from the anode exit.  The solid and dotted 
lines in figure 5 show simulated erosion rates as measured 

1 m from the thruster exit.  These rates are considerably 
lower than those shown in figure 4, though silver still 

erodes 10 microns/month at angles as high as 55 degrees 
from the centerline. Superimposed on the simulated rates 

1 m from the exit are the rates from Figure 4 scaled by 
\IT~. The results show very good agreement, and suggest 
that it should be possible to scale observed erosion rates 

using a 1/z^ law.  The results shown in Figure 4 can be 
combined with this scaling law to produce quick "back of 
the envelope" estimates of the erosion rate at a given 

position relative to the thruster.  Designers can also use 
the relationship to scale experimentally measured erosion 

rates to areas far away from the anode exit. 
3D   Results   and   Discussion 

After the PIC-DSMC algorithm was validated 

experimentally, a three dimensional PIC-DSMC plume 

model was developed and validated against the 

axisymmetric results. Figure 6 shows several plots of the 
ion current density 60 cm from the thruster exit at a 

pressure of 2.2 x 10"" Torr. Three types of results are 

overlaid on the graph: an axisymmetric simulation 
(marked as "2D"), a three dimensional simulation, and 

experimental data from Manzella.3 The simulated results 
agree well with each other and confirm that the change 

from an axisymmetric to a three dimensional geometry 

has not significantly affected the simulation. Both sets of 
results show good agreement with data, again matching to 

within a factor of 2-3 across the domain. Similar 

comparisons were made at different pressures to validate 

the 3D code, and all show the same level of agreement. 

One interesting aspect of the 3D results is that the number 

of particles per cell varies drastically from 1600 per cell in 

the core of the plume to less than 5 per cell at the edges of 
the domain. Traditionally, both PIC and DSMC schemes 

require 10 particles per cell to retain statistical accuracy. 
However, when the 3D results created with 3-1600 
particles per cell are compared to axisymmetric results 
produced with 20-2000 particles per cell, the results are 
virtually identical. This implies that having less than 10 

particles per cell at the edges of the plume does not hurt 

the accuracy of the simulation. This is the case because 
most of the important physics occurs in the center of the 

plume, where the majority of the CEX collisions actually 

occur. Particles at the edges of the plume undergo 
relatively few collisions and follow almost ballistic 

trajectories. Therefore, while it is important to maintain 

the number of particles per cell in the core of the plume, 
some latitude can be exercised in the outer parts of the 3D 
simulation. 

Once the code was validated, an effort was made to 

study the effect the plume of an SPT-100 would have on a 
realistic satellite configuration. Simulations were 

conducted on a simple GEO comsat as shown in Figure 1. 
The configuration consists of a Bus, Yoke and Solar array 
which are located on a 3.2 m x 4.4 m x 3.2 m domain. 

The dimensions of the spacecraft are discussed in section 2 
above. The spacecraft was assumed to be oriented with 
the arrays on the North and South sides of the spacecraft, 

so thrusters operating for N-S stationkeeping would fire in 

a vertical direction. The SPT-100 thruster was assumed to 

be mounted at the edge of the bus under the edge of the 

solar array as shown  in Figure  1.    The thruster's 
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orientation was then varied during the simulations based 

on two parameters: a cant angle and an array angle. These 

angles are defined as shown in Figure 7. The cant angle is 

the angle between the thrust vector and the vertical axis. 

Lower cant angles better orient the thrusters for N-S 
staüonkeeping, so higher cant angles represent an effective 
loss of Isp. The array angle is defined as the solar panel's 

angle relative to an imaginary line connecting the yoke to 

the thruster.   On a real spacecraft, the position of the 

thruster is fixed and the array turns with respect to the 

thruster. In our model, the array can only be turned in 90 
degree increments. Therefore, to simulate different array 

angles, the thruster was mounted at different positions on 
top of the bus.   This allows one to simulate a rotating 

array and still create a grid conforming body.    All 
simulations were run for 15000 time steps with a time 

step of 0.1 normalized units.  The potential of the entire 
surface of the array was fixed at -92 volts relative to the 

center of the plume.   A real array would be covered by 
cells with potentials that vary from 0 to 92 Volts. 
Setting the entire surface to -92 V therefore represents a 

worst case in which all parts of the array are assumed to 
sit at a very negative potential with respect to the 

spacecraft. 
A cant angle of 45 degrees and an array angle of 45 

degrees  were  chosen  as  the  spacecraft's  baseline 
configuration. Figure 8 shows the baseline configuration 

overlaid by a surface of constant potential. The plume is 
clearly visible as a cone emerging from the top of the bus 
and oriented away from the solar array. Figure 9 shows a 
contour plot of ion current density on the face of the array 
nearest to the plume. Although the plot is noisy, a small 
but noticeable flux of ions is clearly reaching the surface 
even though the thruster is oriented away from the array. 
As one would expect, the area of highest flux is in the 
corner of the array which sits closest to the anode exit. 

Very little current reaches the lower or upper left corners 

of the array.   Figure 10 is a contour plot showing the 
energy of ions striking the surface of the array. It shows 

that the ions with relatively high energies are actually 
striking the upper right corner of the array, while ions 
with relatively low energy strike the corner nearest to the 

thruster.   This occurs because high energy ions follow 

relatively straight trajectories and do not turn far enough 

to strike the lower part of the array.   CEX ions, on the 

other hand, have a small turning radius and are easily 

influenced by electric fields at the edge of the plume. 

These ions turn quite sharply and end up striking the 

bottom of the array. 
Figures 11,12, and 13 show the calculated erosion 

rates for Silver, Silicon, and Quartz surfaces of the array. 

All materials are assumed to sit at -92 volts with respect 

to the center of the plume.   These figures show that a 
noticeable and potentially significant amount of erosion 
will occur to interconnectors and coverglasses on the solar 

array.   As one would expect, the highest erosion rates 

occur on surfaces closest to the thruster.    Silver in 

particular has an erosion rate greater than 1 micron per 

month in some parts of the array. Quartz glass shows the 
next highest erosion rate, about 0.4 microns per month, 
and silicon is the most sputter resistant material, with a 

maximum rate of only 0.142 microns per month.   The 
actual area over which these high rates occur is relatively 

small, covering an area of no more than 0.25 mz.  In 

addition, it should be noted that these surfaces are being 
held at a negative potential with respect to the plume. 
One obvious way to lower the peak erosion rate is to bias 

cells at the corners of the array positive with respect to the 
spacecraft. This would lower the energy of ions striking 

the surface of the array and help mitigate sputtering 

losses. 
Canting the thruster away from the satellite's N-S 

axis lowers the thruster's effective Isp, so it is desirable to 

use as small a cant angle as practical. To investigate the 
effects of changing the cant angle, simulations were run 
with cant angles from 0 to 45 degrees. Figure 14 shows 
the simulated erosion rate of silver on the same surface 
shown in Figure 11, but with the thruster canted at only 
30 degrees.    The 15 degree change of angle has a 

significant impact on the erosion rates on the array. Not 
only is the peak sputtering rate more than 3 times higher 
than in Figure 11, but the area over which damage occurs 

extends much farther up the side of the array.  A plume 

shield would almost certainly be required to limit damage 
to the array. Figure 15 shows the sputtering rate of silver 

on the same surface with a cant angle of zero degrees. The 
erosion rate is now over an order of magnitude higher than 

in Figure 14, and is clearly unacceptable.   The area of 

maximum damage now extends up the array to the end of 
the computational domain. The damage would certainly 

extend further if the domain continued to the end of the 

array. 
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In summary, the axisymmetric PIC-DSMC model 
has been successfully extended to three dimensions and 

validated though comparison to axisymmetric results. 

The model has been applied to a realistic satellite 

configuration, and a series of results have been shown 
which demonstrate the model's ability to evaluate 

thrusters placed in a variety of different orientations. The 
results shown were created in 12-15 hours on UNIX 

workstations, and the model offers designers the ability to 
simulate a variety of configurations in a relatively small 

amount of time. The accuracy of the underlying 
algorithm has also been verified through comparison to 

experimental data. These efforts are discussed in detail in 

a companion paper.8 

Conclusions 

A computational model of an SPT plasma plume has 

been constructed using a quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC model. 

This model is based on theoretical work showing that the 
plume consists of a quasi-neutral plasma with 

collisionless electrons in which the magnetic field can be 
neglected. The resulting simulation can accurately model 
an SPT-100 plume on meter length scales. Both 

axisymmetric and three dimensional models have been 

developed and validated against experimental data. 

Comparisons with experimental results are presented in a 

companion paper. The results shown in this paper 
simulate conditions which can not be studied in ground 

based experiments. These results include an axisymmetric 

simulation of an SPT-100 operating in vacuum and three 
dimensional simulations of a SPT thruster mounted on a 
communications satellite. The results show that ground 

based tests may significantly overpredict the backflow 
caused by CEX collisions. The presence of neutrals in the 
vacuum tank increases the CEX collision rate and creates 

artificially high ion current densities at high angles. In 
addition, predictions are made of the erosion rates which 
will be experienced by materials exposed to a thruster 

operating in vacuum, and a \lzr scaling law is suggested 
as a means of extending near field sputtering 

measurements to far field areas. Finally, a series of three 

dimensional simulations were conducted to demonstrate 
the model's ability to evaluate realistic spacecraft 
configurations. The results show that the thruster's cant 

angle has a strong impact on simulated erosion rates and 

the area over which erosion occurs. More importantly, 

the results demonstrate that the three dimensional model 
can be adapted and used by spacecraft designers to evaluate 

realistic spacecraft configurations. This will help 

designers to quickly evaluate the impact of Hall Thrusters 

on a given spacecraft design. 
Future work is planned to improve the existing 

plume model. In particular, the incorporation of an 

embedded mesh into the PIC-DSMC simulation would 

allow designers to simulate irregular surfaces such as 

parabolic antennae. In addition, efforts will be made to 
improve the existing plasma source model and new sputter 

coefficients will be incorporated into the surface model as 

the data becomes available. 
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Abstract 

A computational model of a Stationary Plasma 

Thruster (SPT) has been developed using a quasi-neutral 

Particle-in-Cell/Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (PIC- 

DSMC) model. This model is based on theoretical work 
showing that the plume consists of a quasi-neutral plasma 

with collisionless electrons in which the magnetic field 
can be neglected. Axisymmetric and three dimensional 

versions of the model have been developed and validated 

against a range of experimental data. Results from the 
axisymmetric simulation are compared to ion current 
density, surface erosion rate, and retarding potential 

analyzer data taken from the SPT-100 literature. The 

results show that the PIC-DSMC model compares well 
with ion current density and erosion rate data, to within a 
factor of 2-3 across most of the domain. Based on the 
axisymmetric results, an explanation is given for the 
formation of potential wings in ion thruster plumes and 

their absence in SPT plumes. The model is also shown 

to compare less well with RPA data. The reasons for the 
disagreement are unclear, and some inconsistencies seem 

to the present in the data as well as the simulation. An 
evaluation of the RPA data suggests that instabilities may 
play an important role in the formation of high energy 
ions. Future work is planned to convert the PIC-DSMC 
model so it supports simulations on unstructured meshes. 

Nomenclature 

Te   = Electron Temperature 
ce   = Mean Electron Thermal Velocity 

c,    = Relative Speed between Collision Partners 
-19 

e     = Elementary Charge = 1.6 x 10     C 

* Research Assistant, Student Member AIAA 
^Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Associate 
Fellow, AIAA 

-23 
k    = Boltzman's Constant = 1.38 x 10     J/K 
lie   = Electron Number Density 

n0   = Reference Charge Density (arbitrary) 

nref = Reference Electron Number Density 

z     = Axial Distance from Anode Exit 
Ti   = Ion Flux 
Xd   = Debye Length 
Xea = Electron-Neutral Mean Free Path 

Xte = Electron-Electron Mean Free Path 

Xe[ = Electron-Ion Mean Free Path 

(p    = Electrical Potential 

pge = Electron Gyro Radius 

pgi = Ion Gyro Radius 

CCEX = Charge Exchange Collision Cross Section 

GE = Elastic Collision Cross Section 

X    = Particle Scattering Angle 

Introduction 

When compared to chemical propulsion systems, 

electric propulsion offers substantial fuel savings for 
stationkeeping applications. One system which has 
shown particular promise is the Stationary Plasma 

Thruster (SPT), also referred to as the Hall Thruster. This 
device has a near optimum specific impulse for north- 
south stationkeeping and is currently being marketed for 

use on Western satellites. However, although SPT's have 
an extensive Russian flight heritage, they have yet to fly 
on a Western satellite. Western designers have expressed 

concern that the plasma plume emitted by the SPT may 
erode and contaminate satellite surfaces and interfere with 
communications signals. These concerns must be 

addressed before SPT's can be used on commercial 

satellites. 
In order to study plume contamination issues, a 

substantial amount of experimental work has been 
conducted.    Ion fluxes and distributions have been 

Copyright© 1996 by the American Institute of 
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determined and plume induced sputtering and 
contamination have been measured in several ground 
experiments.5.7,8,16.19 gm at ^e same ^me, relatively 

little effort has been made to model processes occurring in 

the SPT's plume region. Those models which do exist are 

relatively simple and are not well suited for modeling 

complex satellite geometries.1'2 More detailed models 
are needed to fully characterize the plume region and to 
understand the relationship between existing experimental 

data and actual operating conditions. 
This paper presents an advanced computational model 

of an expanding SPT plume. The model uses a 

combination of the Particle-in-Cell (PIC) and Direct 

Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) methods to model 

collisions in the plume region and track the flow of ions 

and neutrals across the domain. The basic PIC-DSMC 

algorithm has been described in previous work.3 Many 
improvements have been made to the model, including the 

use of double ions, the addition of surface sputtering, and 
the development of an improved ion source model. 

Axisymmetric and three dimensional versions of the code 

have been developed and validated against existing 
experimental data and the simulation has demonstrated the 
ability to model the plume on meter length scales. The 

resulting model runs on a workstation and should be 
useful to designers interested in evaluating the impact of 

an SPT on realistic satellite configurations. 
This paper describes the improved PIC-DSMC model 

in detail and compares the axisymmetric simulation to a 

variety of experimental data. Comparisons are made to 

ion current, ion energy, and plate erosion data, and 
simulated results are shown to compare favorably in most 
cases. A companion paper presents results which can not 

be duplicated in ground based tests.4 This includes an 
axisymmetric simulation of an SPT-100 operating in 

vacuum and three dimensional simulations of an SPT 

thruster mounted on a communications satellite. The 
work to date concentrates on modeling the SPT-100 
because this is the most extensively studied Hall thruster 

at this time. In principle, the model can be modified and 
applied to new Hall and anode layer (TAL) thrusters as 

experimental data becomes available. 
Section 2 presents the theoretical basis for the 

computational model and describes the PIC-DSMC 
algorithm in detail.   Section 3 presents axisymmetric 

results and compares them to existing experimental data. 
Section 4 presents conclusions and plans for future work. 

Theory  and  Computational  Method 

The SPT-100 thruster has been studied extensively in 

ground tests and many of its basic characteristics are well 
documented. Table 1 gives the parameters used to model 
the thruster in the PIC-DSMC plume model. 

Inner Anode Diameter5 56 mm 

Outer Anode Diameter5 100 mm 

Cathode Orifice Diameter6 0.5 mm 

Propellant Xe 

Propellant Flow Rate6 5.2 mg./sec. 

Fraction of Propellant Directed 

to Cathode 

-10% 

7 
Electron Temperature  (Te) 2eV 

Axial Ion Velocity5 -17000 m/s 

Fraction of Ions which are 

Double Ions5 

-20% 

Fraction of Propellant Ionized 

in Discharge Chamber 

>95% 

Table 1: SPT-100 Basic Characteristics 

Xe propellant is ionized in the anode and emerges 
from the thruster in the form of neutrals, ions, and double 
ions. This creates a plasma with characteristics can be 

estimated based on a simple 1/r^ expansion model. The 

results of such an analysis are given in Table 2? 

Radial Position 

0.2   m 1.0   m 

^ 0.03 cm 0.14 cm 

Pge 6.7 cm 670 cm 

Pgi 230 m >20000 m 

A-en 85 m 340 m 

^ee 130 m 3200 m 
Xe\ 270 m 6700 m 

Table 2: Estimates of Fundamental Plasma 

Parameters in Plume 

Based on Table 2, the following conclusions can be 

drawn. 

• The Debye length is small, so the plume is quasi- 

neutral except near surfaces. 
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• The ions are unmagnetized. 

• The electrons are unmagnetized when z > 25 cm. 

• The electrons are collisionless. 

Although the electrons are magnetized in a small region in 
front of the thruster, experimental work suggests that the 

overall plume structure may be insensitive to small 

changes in the magnetic field strength.8 We therefore 
neglect the magnetic field throughout the plume region. 

Based on these observations, we have constructed a 

PIC-DSMC simulation of a Hall Thruster plume. This 
algorithm has been described in detail in previous work.3 

The PIC-DSMC method uses macroparticles to 

statistically model gases at a molecular level. The particle 

equations of motion are integrated using the leapfrog 
method. Solving these equations requires knowledge of 
the local electric field, which in turn requires knowledge of 
the electric potential. In conventional PIC schemes, the 
potential is obtained by solving Poisson's equation. In a 

quasi-neutral plasma, however, the potential can be 

obtained by inverting the Boltzman relationship. 

processes. Table 3 shows the collision processes included 

in the present PIC-DSMC model. 

ne = nref exp(e0 / kTe (1) 

This procedure is valid for isothermal, collisionless and 
unmagnetized electrons moving at low drift velocities. A 
constant electron temperature of 2 eV is used in this 

model. 
The potential can be calculated directly from the 

charge density based on equation (1). The charge density 

is obtained by weighting ion macroparticles to the nodes 
of an embedded grid. In an axisymmetric geometry, 
particles are weighted to the grid using the cylindrical 

weighting functions given by Ruytan.9 In a three 
dimensional geometry, a first order volume weighting 
function is used instead. Because the model is quasi- 

neutral by assumption, the Debye length does not limit 
the size of grid cells in the domain This results in a 
method which can simulate meter scale areas with 

relatively little computational effort. 
Collisional processes are modeled between move 

steps using the DSMC method. The variation used in 

this work is a multi-species local time counter method 
described by Elgin.10 A selection-rejection scheme is used 
to choose collision pairs and a single local time counter is 

used to determine the collision frequency for all collision 

CEX Elastic 

Xe-Xe+ 

Xe-Xe++ 

Xe-Xe 

Xe-Xe+ 

Xe-Xe4"1- 

Table 3: Collisions covered in the simulation 

Elastic collisions between charged particles are not 
included in the present work because collisions between 

charged particles are dominated by short range coulomb 

interactions. As a result, it is necessary to simulate many 

small collisions to determine the momentum transferred to 
each macroparticle. At the present time, it is 

computationally impractical to model this process. 
Collective long range coulomb interactions are included as 

part of the PIC algorithm. 
The collision process which most effects the structure 

of the plume is change exchange (CEX). Ion-neutral 
charge exchange occurs when a "slow" neutral and a "fast" 

ion exchange an electron to create a "fast" neutral and a 
"slow" ion. These slow ions can be accelerated back 
toward the spacecraft, creating backflow and impingement 

problems. Although the CEX mean free path is quite 
large, the backflow from CEX can not be neglected. In 
order to simulate a given collision process, it is necessary 

to know its velocity dependent collision cross section. 

The Xe-Xe+ CEX collision cross section was calculated 
by Rapp and Francis and is given by'' 

crCEX=(k1lncr + k2)
2-10 -20m2 

Where ki = -0.8821, k2 = 15.1262, and cr is in m/s. The 

Xe-Xe++ CEX cross section has been measured 
experimentally and is shown in figure l.12 A logarithmic 
fit to the measured cross section gives the following. 

CTCEX = (3.4069 x 10~9 - 2.7038 x 10-10 In cr) m 

Figure 1 also shows the cross section for CEX between 
single and double ions. This cross section is almost an 
order of magnitude smaller than the double ion-neutral 

CEX cross section and is therefore neglected. When a 
simulated CEX collision occurs, the ion and neutral 
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particle velocity vectors are exchanged to create a "slow" 
ion and a "fast" neutral. If the simulated collision partners 

have different macroparticle weights, an additional Monte 

Carlo selection is made to determine whether the velocity 

of the particle with the higher weight should be modified. 
This ensures that the total energy and momentum are 

statistically conserved over many collisions. 
Neutrals in the plume region will also undergo 

several different types of elastic collisions. In general, the 

mean free path for these processes is large with respect to 

features of interest. Nevertheless, where practical, we 

include elastic collisions in the simulation. This allows 

one to model hypothetical thrusters with high neutral flow 

rates. The variable soft sphere (VSS) model is used to 

model Xe-Xe neutral collisions in the SPT plume and 

gives the following collision cross section 13 

2.117 xlO-'V'24 »r 

When a collision occurs, the scattering angle is chosen 

using the followinc relationship. 
a = 1.107cr

001944 

2 = cos-1(2i3
1/«_i) (2) 

This is consistent with the VSS collision model. The 

new velocity vectors are determined using the equations 
for conservation of momentum and energy and equation 

(2). 
The collision  cross section  for Xe-Xe+  elastic 

collisions has been derived analytically and is given by14 

aE = (8.28072 x\0'l6/cr)m
2 

According to theory, the neutral-ion collision cross 

section is independent of charge state, so the same 

relationship gives the Xe-Xe++ elastic collision cross 
section.15 When a neutral-ion collision occurs, the 

scattering angle is chosen randomly based on an isotropic 
scattering distribution. This is consistent with the 

dynamics of a "hard sphere" collision. As with CEX 

collisions, because collision partners can have different 

macroparticle weights, an additional Monte Carlo 
selection is made to determine whether the velocity of the 

particle with the higher weight should be modified in a 

given collision.   This ensures that the total energy and 

total momentum are statistically conserved over many 

collisions. 
It has proved impractical to simulate Xe-Xe elastic 

collisions when a neutral background is present in the 
simulation, so these collisions were not included when 

simulating ground based experiments. The difficulty 

comes from the need to mix particles with different 
macroparticle weights. When simulating a relatively 
dense neutral background, a larger macroparticle weight 

must be used for the neutrals than for ions to keep the 
background particles from overwhelming the ions present 

in the simulation. However, when a simulated collision 

occurs, the size of the local collision timestep is 

proportional to the macroparticle weight. Therefore, Xe- 

Xe collisions require collision timesteps much larger than 

that required for Xe-Ion collisions. In practice, each 

neutral-neutral collision results in a collision timestep 
equivalent to hundreds of simulation timesteps, which 

effectively removes that cell from the DSMC part of the 
simulation. Xe-Xe collisions are therefore only included 
in simulations without a neutral background, where the 

neutral macroparticle weight is approximately equal to the 

ion macroparticle weight. 
Particles are loaded into the simulation at each time 

step to simulate the exit flow from a Hall thruster. The 

ion and neutral distributions are determined based on an 
empirical model of an SPT-100 which has been described 

in previous work.3 This model is based on experimental 
data and contains no free parameters. Two modifications 
have been made to the previously described SPT-100 

source model. First, the mean ion drift velocity in the r/z 
plane has been changed from 16000 m/s to 17020 m/s. 
This high value corresponds to the Isp of an SPT-100 

after excluding the flow to the cathode.8 Second, the 

thermal component of the axial velocity is now based on a 
temperature of 34 eV rather than 3.4 eV. The effects of 

this change are discussed in section 3 below. 
Approximately 10% of the propellant entering an 

SPT-100 is diverted to the cathode. The simulation treats 

this flow differently in axisymmetric and three 

dimensional geometries. In both cases, the propellant 

flowing through the cathode is assumed to consist entirely 

of neutrals. In the three dimensional model, the flow 

emerges from an orifice which is placed 7.5 cm above and 
1.0 cm downstream of the center of the anode exit. In the 

axisymmetric model, the cathode orifice can not be 
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simulated due to geometric restrictions. The cathode flow 

was therefore assumed to flow through the anode as 
unionized propellant. Both cathode and anode neutrals are 

assumed to have a temperature of 1000 K and are choked 

at the cathode and anode exits. 
One issue of particular interest to satellite designers is 

plume induced deposition and/or erosion on sensitive parts 

of the spacecraft. Previous work has shown that eroded 

metal from the acceleration grids of ion thrusters can lead 

to substantial deposition on solar cell cover glasses.14 

The anode of an SPT thruster also undergoes substantial 

erosion, but the material released is a ceramic Boron 

Nitride compound which is unlikely to react with exposed 
surfaces. Since the propellant is also a noble gas and is 

unlikely to deposit onto surfaces, we neglect plume 
induced deposition in our surface interaction model. This 
assumption is consistent with existing experimental 

results.16 It should be noted that this assumption may 

not be valid for the TAL thruster, which has a metal 
anode. This anode may introduce relatively reactive 

material into the plume region. 
The SPT plume will cause sputtering to occur on 

exposed surfaces. In the axisymmetric model, sputtering 

erosion rates are calculated by recording the flux and 
energy of macroparticles crossing an arc at a fixed distance 
from the anode exit. The particles themselves are not 
neutralized by the surface, but continue on as though the 
surface were not present. This causes the simulation to 

slightly underestimate the acceleration of ions in the pre- 
sheath, but has little impact on the final result. A more 

detailed discussion of plasma-surface interaction models is 
included in a companion paper. The flux and energy 
information are then post-processed to determine the 

magnitude of the sheath drop which would be present on a 
surface sitting at the floating potential. The magnitude of 

this drop is given by 

*/ = 
kTe 

e 

f4r; 

The sheath drop is then added to the recorded macroparticle 
energy to give the impact energy of ions on the surface. 

Once the impact energy is known, the amount of material 
removed can be determined from an experimentally 
measured energy dependent sputtering coefficient. This 

coefficient is material dependent and must be determined 

by experiment. Since Xe is the dominant species in the 
plume region, only Xe induced sputtering is considered in 

the model. One material of interest to designers is silver, 

which is used to make solar cell interconnectors. Its 

sputtering coefficient is given by17 

S = 7.334xl0~3£-0.29511 

Another material of interest is the glass used to cover 

solar cells. Solar cell coverglasses are covered by a thin 

anti-reflective coating whose sputtering coefficient is 

unknown. The exact composition of the coverglass 

varies, but the sputtering coefficient for Argon on quartz 
glass was used to represent a generic glass surface. It is 

given by.16 

S = 7.105xl(T4£-0.01815 

A more advanced surface model was used for three 

dimensional geometries and is described in a companion 

paper.4 

In summary, a PIC-DSMC simulation has been 
constructed based on the observation that the plume is a 

quasi-neutral, unmagnetized plasma in which the electrons 

are effectively collisionless. The DSMC method is used 
to simulate collisional phenomena and an empirical source 

model is used to simulate an SPT-100 thruster. The 
model used is based on experimental data and contains no 
free parameters. The plume simulation was written in 
ANSI C and runs were carried out on UNIX workstations. 
Execution times were typically 2-4 hours on 

axisymmetric geometries. 

Results   and   Discussion 

A series of changes have been made to the PIC- 
DSMC plume model in order to improve its agreement 

with experimental data. The effects of these changes can 

be seen by comparing previous results with those 
produced by the new plume model. Figures 2-4 show 
axisymmetric simulations of an SPT-100 operating in a 
vacuum tank with a pressure of 2.2 x 10"^ Torr. Figure 2 
shows the simulation geometry, figure 3 shows results 
from the original simulation, and figure 4 shows results 

from the present plume model. In both cases, the primary 
beam is visible as a region of high potential near the 
centerline. In figure 3, a bump is visible in the potential 

to the front and side of the thruster. This bump is caused 

by CEX ions and has been observed experimentally in the 
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plumes of ion thrusters. In figure 4, however, no such 
bump is visible. Figure 5 shows the experimentally 

measured ion current density 60 cm from the exit of the 

thruster.18 Superimposed on the data are simulated 

results produced using the original plume model. The 

simulated results show fair overall agreement but, like 

Figure 3, include a distinct wing structure which is not 
present in the data. Figure 6 shows the same 
experimental results compared to the new plume model. 

As in previous work, additional current has been added to 
the simulation to compensate for ambient plasma present 
in the chamber.3 The simulated results in Figure 6 show 

much better agreement with the data. In particular, the 

wing structure present in Figure 5 is absent from Figure 

6. Instead, the ion current density varies monotonically 

from zero to 100 degrees off axis, just as in the data. The 

improved performance results from two changes made to 

the original model. First, the new model includes double 
ions directly in the simulation, so it is no longer 
necessary to increase the flow ol~ single ions to 
compensate for the double ion current. A smaller amount 

of current is still added to compensate for the presence of 
ambient plasma in the chamber. As in previous work, the 
amount of current is determined by subtracting the 

thruster's discharge current from the total current measured 
in the experiment. This value changes with the tank 

pressure and is shown in Table 4. 

Pressure Integrated Compensation 

(Torr) Current (Al Current (A) 

2.2 x 10-5 4.69 0.19 

5.6 x 10-6 5.26 0.76 

2.5 x 10-5 5.97 1.47 

6.3 x 10-5 6.15 1.65 

Discharge -4.5 N/A 

Current 

Table 4: Beam Current vs. Pressure 

The second change to the original simulation was to 

modify the axial ion temperature used in the ion source 
model. Originally, a relatively low temperature of 3.4 eV 

was used in the source model. This value is consistent 

with experimental measurements made by Manzella using 

laser induced fluorescence.19 The new model uses a 
temperature of 34 eV, which is consistent with RPA data 

from  Manzella  and   Absalamov.7'20    The resulting 

velocity distribution is much wider with respect to the 
drift velocity and consequently changes the structure of the 
plume region. This interaction merits some discussion. 

Careful study of the axisymmetric simulations 

indicates that the presence of the wing structure in Figure 

3 is related to the turning radius of ions leaving the anode. 

As the plume expands, the density gradient at the edge of 

the plume creates an electric field that turns ions away 
from the centerline at a rate which is related to their initial 

velocity. Ions with relatively high velocities tend to 

follow straight trajectories, while ions with slow 

velocities are quickly turned towards the edge of the 

plume. In ion thrusters, the ions in the main beam are 

moving in a small range of velocities which is much 

faster than ions created by CEX, so the CEX ions exit to 

the sides of the plume and form a "wing" like structure 

(similar to that shown in Figure 3). In a Hall thruster, 

the beam as a whole is moving much faster than the CEX 

ions, but the axial ion temperature is relatively high, so 
the beam ions span a wide range of velocities. As a 
result, different parts of the beam turn at different rates, 

producing a much less defined beam boundary. The 
slower ions at the edge of the beam end up merging with 
the CEX ion wings to create a relatively smooth density 

variation. The presence of wings is therefore highly 
dependent on the axial ion temperature. If the ion 

temperature is low, the beam is relatively tight, and the 

CEX wings are clearly visible. If the ion temperature is 
high, the beam is relatively diffuse, and the CEX wings 
are absorbed into the diffuse beam structure. 

There are several conclusions which can be drawn 
from this discussion. First, the reported axial ion 
temperature of 3.4 eV is probably in error and should be 

examined carefully. Second, the relatively tight plumes 
associated with ion thrusters are a function of their 

relatively low axial ion temperature. And third, the key to 

lowering the SPT's beam divergence may be to lower the 
axial ion temperature rather than alter the radial ion 

distribution. One way to do this may be to shorten the 

anode, though it is not clear what effect this would have 
on the performance of the thruster. 

As with the original plume model, a series of 

simulations were run to examine the effect the that 

background pressure present in ground test facilities has 
on the structure of the SPT-100 plume. Four different 

ambient pressures were simulated, each corresponding to 
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an experimental result reported by Manzella.18 The 
presence of background gas was simulated by adding 
neutral Xenon particles in a Maxwellian distribution and 

by including thermal Xenon fluxes along boundaries with 

the ambient plasma (as shown in Figure 2). The 
background ion temperature was assumed to be 300 K and 

the background number density was determined using the 

ideal gas law. Typical results are shown in Figure 7. 
Figure 7 shows the simulated ion current density as 

measured at four different ambient pressures in an arc 60 
cm from the thruster exit. For comparison, experimental 

measurements by Manzella are shown in figure 8. The 

simulated results show good agreement with experimental 

data, and the same shapes and trends are present in both 
sets of results. In addition, the results agree fairly well 
numerically, within a factor of 2 to 3 across the domain, 
with larger disagreement at very high and very low angles. 
The simulated results do tend to overpredict the current 

along the centerline and underpredict it at high angles. 
The overprediction along the centerline may be a result of 

numerical artifacts along the centerline, inaccuracies in the 
source model, or saturation of the ion current probe during 
the experiments. The underprediction at high angles may 

be a result of errors in measured CEX cross sections 
(which is estimated at 20%)12 or inaccuracies in the 
source model. We note also that the errors could be 
present in the experimental measurements, particularly in 

the pressure measurements which are thought to be 
accurate to within only half a decade.21 The error on the 
ion current measurements is unknown, but measurements 

of this type are typically accurate to within about 50%.22 

In view of the uncertainty, it can be said that the PIC- 
DSMC model agrees well with experimental data, even as 
the ambient pressure is varied by an order of magnitude. 
This verifies the accuracy of the underlying PIC-DSMC 

algorithm. 

Erosion Rates 

In order to verify the surface interaction model, the 

results from the PIC-DSMC model were compared with 

experimentally measured erosion results from Randolph et 
al.16 Randolph placed samples of silver foil, solar cell 

interconnectors, and solar cell coverglasses in a vacuum 

tank and exposed them to the SPT-100 plume for a period 
of 200 hours. These tests were conducted at a pressure of 

3 x 10"5 Torr and collimators were used to protect the 

samples from contamination.  Figure 9 shows simulated 

results for the erosion of Silver after two hundred hours of 

exposure at a pressure of 2.5 x 10"5 Torr. The results of 

Randolph and Pencil are superimposed on the simulated 

results.  In both cases, the measurements are taken 1 m 
from the anode exit.  Although the simulated results are 

noisy, they agree fairly well with the experimental data. 

The same shapes and trends and clearly present in both 

results, though the simulation consistently underpredicts 

the measured erosion, sometimes by more than a factor of 
2.   Figure 10 shows similar results for the erosion of 

Quartz after 200 hours of exposure to the plume. 

Superimposed on these results is the experimentally 
measured erosion of solar cell coverglasses after 200 hours 
of exposure to the plume.  Although the same trends are 

apparent, the agreement is not as good, and the simulation 
consistently underpredicts the data by a factor of three or 
more. The relatively high quality of the results shown in 

Figure 9 suggests that the source of the inaccuracy is 
probably a problem with the relationship used for the 

sputtering coefficient.    The results suggest that the 
material used in the solar cell coverglasses has higher 
sputtering coefficient than the "quartz glass" modeled in 
the simulation.   In addition, the sputtering coefficients 

used in the simulation are valid for ions striking normal 
to the surface.  In reality, however, ions which approach 
at high angles may have sputtering coefficients several 
times higher than those used in the simulation.23 

Unfortunately, no data is available on the angular 
dependence of the sputtering coefficient of Xenon atoms 

on silver or Quartz surfaces.   Such data is necessary to 

further refine the sputtering model. 

RPA Measurements 

A retarding potential analyzer (RPA) has also been 
used to measure the energy of ions in the plume. Because 
the PIC-DSMC algorithm is a particle based method, an 
RPA can be simulated by recording the energy of 

macroparticles crossing imaginary surface. Figure 11 
shows a simulated RPA distribution at a chamber pressure 

of 6.3 x 10"^ Torr. Figure 11 was constructed by 
recording the energy of particles crossing an arc 60 cm 
from the anode exit. Particle energies were recorded in 

increments of 0.5 degrees, so the curve marked "7.5 
degrees" corresponds to ions crossing at angles between 

7.25 and 7.75 degrees from the centerline.   Figure 11 
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shows experimental RPA data taken along an arc 1 m 
away from the thruster at a pressure of 5 to 6 x 10"5 

Torr.20 Although there is some agreement between 

simulated and real RPA data, the overall level of 

agreement is not so good. There are two "peaks" present 

in both sets of data. The first is a low energy peak near 

the origin that represents slow moving CEX ions. The 
second is a high energy peak that represents beam ions 
coming directly from the anode. In the simulated data, the 
low energy peak is narrow and located right at the origin. 

In the experimental data, the low energy peak is slightly 

wider and is offset from the origin by about 20 V. This 

seems to indicate that the RPA itself is floating at some 

potential relative to the plasma, which would effect the 

accuracy of the experimental results. The high energy 

peaks are offset from each other by almost 75 eV. The 

peak of the experimental data is at about 275 eV, while 

the peak in the simulated data is just over 200 eV. The 

placements of the experimental peak is interesting because 
an average ion energy of 275 eV would correspond to an 
Isp of 2048 sec, which is considerably higher than 

experimentally observed Isp of 1735 sec. (excluding 
cathode flow). Subtracting 25 eV from the peak gives an 
Isp of 1971 sec. which is still much higher than the 

experimentally observed value. This disagreement 
suggests that the RPA may be substantially biased with 

respect to the ambient plasma. Further work is needed to 

determine the source of these inconsistencies. 
Figures 11 and 12 differ qualitatively as well as 

quantitatively. In particular, the high energy peak is 

much broader in the simulated data and the location of the 
peak varies with the RPA's angle from the centerline. 
This behavior is consistent with the earlier observation 

that particles with low energies are more easily turned by 
the radial electric fields present in the plume. The 
experimental data, however, shows no such variation. In 

fact, although the magnitude of the peak drops rapidly, the 
location of the peak is the same at all distances from the 
centerline. Why this occurs is unclear. The implication 

may be that the SPT-100 is emitting high energy ions in 
directions pointing well away from the centerline. These 
ions could mask the energy shifting effect caused by the 
plume expansion. An interesting characteristic of the 

RPA data is the presence of a high energy "tail" of ions 

with energies hundreds of volts above the 300 V cathode- 

anode drop. Tails of this type are sometimes produced by 

plasma instabilities, so the presence of a tail may indicate 

that instabilities play an important role in the creation of 

high energy ions moving at large angles relative to the 

centerline. More work is needed to understand the reasons 

for these disagreements and the role instabilities play in 

the SPT-100 thruster. 
In summary, the PIC-DSMC model presented in this 

paper has been compared to a wide range of experimental 
data. The model shows good agreement with ion current 

density measurement in the plume region, but compares 

less well to RPA data. The reason for these disagreements 

is unclear, as some inconsistencies seem to be present in 

the experimental data. In addition, a sputter erosion model 

has also been described and compared to experimental data. 

This model shows good agreement with measured erosion 

rates for silver interconnectors, but is less accurate when 

predicting the erosion of solar cell coverglasses. More 

accurate measurements of the coverglass sputtering 

coefficient are needed to improve these results. The 
results shown in Figure 8 also demonstrate that the 
ambient neutrals present in ground based test have a 

significant effect on the backflow currents caused by CEX 
collisions. This implies that ground based tests will 
overpredict the degradation which will occur on surfaces 

on orbiting spacecraft. To study these issues, 
axisymmetric simulations of a thruster operating in 

vacuum and three dimensional simulations of realistic 

spacecraft configurations are presented in a companion 

paper. 

Conclusions 

A computational model of an SPT plasma plume has 

been constructed using a quasi-neutral PIC-DSMC model. 
This model is based on theoretical work showing that the 
plume consists of a quasi-neutral plasma with 

collisionless electrons in which the magnetic field can be 

neglected. The resulting simulation can accurately model 
an SPT-100 plume on meter length scales with run times 

of 4-6 hours. Comparisons between the computational 

model and a variety of experimental data indicate that the 
PIC-DSMC simulation can accurately predict important 

features in the plume region, including the ion current 

density and the erosion rate for materials exposed to the 

plume. However, comparison with RPA data shows the 

limitations of the present model and highlights several 
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questions about the SPT-100 thruster. The RPA data 
indicates that high energy ions are present throughout the 
plume region, even in regions far from the centerline. 

The data also indicates that a tail of high energy ions is 

present in the plume, which may indicate that plasma 

instabilities play an important role in the creation of high 

energy ions. Although further work is needed to clarify 

the role instabilities play in the plume region, the 

experimental work presented in this paper verify the 

fundamental accuracy of the PIC-DSMC algorithm. The 
plume model should therefore prove to be a useful tool for 
investigating the impact of Hall thrusters on commercial 

spacecraft, particularly when implemented in a three 

dimensional geometry. 
The PIC-DSMC model offers designers the ability to 

model Hall thrusters under orbital conditions.    The 
axisymmetric model has been used to study a generic 
thruster operating in vacuum and the three dimensional 

model has been  used to  study realistic  spacecraft 
geometries.  These results are discussed in a companion 
paper.   Future work is planned to improve the existing 

plume model.    In particular, the development of an 
unstructured   PIC-DSMC   simulation   would   allow 
designers to simulate very realistic spacecraft geometries. 

In addition, new sputtering data will be incorporated into 
the surface interaction model as it becomes available, and 
efforts will be made to improve the source model so it 
gives better agreement with existing experimental data. 
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Figure  8:   Simulated  Ion  Current Density  as 
a  Function  of  Ambient  Pressure 

(z = 60 cm) 
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Figure  9:   Comparison  of Calculated  Silver 
Erosion  Rates  to Experimental  Data 

(z = 1 m) 
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Figure   11:   Simulated   RPA   Data   Showing 
Ion Energy  Distribution  (z = 60  cm) 
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> BASIC RESEARCH HELPS PUT HALL THRUSTERS ON NEXT 
GENERATION COMMUNICATION SATELLITES 

Alec Gallimore, Daniel Hastings, and Brian Gilchrist 

It currently costs more than $12,000 to send one pound to orbit, which means 
that a satellite on station is worth at least twice its weight in pure gold. So it 
is critical that satellite designers save weight in order to save money. There 
are two approaches to achieving this goal: 1) make the spacecraft smaller and 
lighter by using micro- or even nano-satellite technology; or 2) reduce the 
spacecraft propellant mass by using fuel-efficient propulsion systems. 

Electric propulsion can reduce dramatically the amount of fuel that is needed 
by satellites. The basic principle is simple: instead of using chemical energy 
to drive fuel out of a nozzle, electrical energy is used to drive the fuel much 
faster, giving the satellite a greater "kick" for each pound of fuel. A variety of 
different devices have been constructed on this principle, most notably the 
Hall thruster. But to drive the flow, the fuel must be transformed into a 
charged gas known as a plasma, the most abundant form of matter in the 
universe. 

A plasma is a gas that consists not only of neutral atoms, but also of freely- 
moving charged particles. An electric thruster releases a plume of very fast- 
moving charged particles which form a large cloud around a satellite. While 
this may sound harmless, when a particle moving at 40,000 miles per hour 
hits a solar array, it can damage the cells and interconnectors which provide 
critical power to the satellite. In fact, one of the main reasons that designers 
have not employed electric thrusters is their fear that the thrusters will 
damage these arrays, leaving the satellite stranded thousands of miles from 
Earth. Another concern satellite manufacturers have is the plume's possible 
effects on incoming and outgoing radio signals. Since charged particles 
interact with electromagnetic signals, radio signals which propagate through 
this plume may become distorted. This means that a television picture could 
appear fuzzy or not at all if its carrier signal were to propagate through the 
thruster exhaust. 

Until recently, designers had no way to figure out where these charged 
particles would go, what damage they would cause, or their influence on radio 
signals. However, electric propulsion researchers who specialize in theoretical 
and applied plasma physics have teamed up to tackle this problem both 
computationally and experimentally. 



In support of this effort, a three dimensional computer model of an electric 
Hall thruster and its plasma plume was developed [1-3]. Over a few hours, 
the program not only calculates where the plume will go, but what the plume 
will do to the surfaces it touches. It will even calculate the amount of erosion 
a solar cell coverglass or interconnector will experience over the lifetime of the 
satellite. If the damage is unacceptable, the designer can simply move the 
thruster and try again until an acceptable design is obtained. 

In Figure 1, a plasma plume from a Hall thruster is shown. In Figure 2, the 
angle between the thruster exhaust plume axis and the solar array (cant 
angle) is shown as the array turns. Any array erosion greater than 1.2 microns 
a month is unacceptable. Thus, this design map shows that satellite 
manufacturers must cant their thrusters at angles of 40 degrees relative to 
the ideal thrust axis. This code has been used by spacecraft systems 
engineers at Hughes and at Lockheed-Martin to determine the best location 
for Hall thrusters on their new HS 702 and A2100 communication satellites, 
respectively. 

Experiments presented in References [4-5] provided much of the experimental 
plume plasma data that was needed to calibrate and validate the code. A 
state-of-the-art electrostatic ion energy analyzer was developed to measure 
the ion kinetic energy distribution in the plume (see Figure 3). In addition, 
heat flux sensors and a neutral particle flux probe - a new invention of ours - 
were used to characterize the plasma and neutral particle transport 
properties of the plume. This was the first time both the charged and neutral 
particles of a Hall thruster plume were measured simultaneously. Data from 
these experiments are being used at the Space Systems/Loral Corporation to 
integrate Hall thrusters with their new Lafayette communication satellite. 

In addition, L- (1.6 GHz) and Ku-band (17 GHz) signals were transmitted 
through the exhaust plume of the Hall thruster, received, and analyzed at 
various locations to determine how radio waves are affected by the charged 
particles in the plume [6-7]. Figure 4 shows the effect the plume plasma has 
on a Ku-band radio signal propagating through the center of the plume 0.15 m 
from the thruster exit. In addition to increased signal noise, coherent 
sideband peaks are seen at discrete frequencies (multiples of 26 kHz) 
corresponding to discharge oscillations of the engine. An electromagnetic ray- 
tracing code was developed to predict these and other effects at varying 
frequencies and distances from the thruster so that system designers could 
adequately account for these effects. There is considerable agreement between 
the code predictions and our experimental results, suggesting that both 
amplitude and phase effects are important. 
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Figure 1: Predicted Hall thruster plume expansion profile from the computer 
model. By using this model, designers can see how a plasma plume affects the 
entire satellite. 
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Figure 2: Erosion Rate for Silver at Corner of Array for an SPT-100 Thruster 
operating at a xenon flow rate of 5.37 mg/sec, an Isp of 1610 sec. The solar array 
yoke length is 1.9 m and the array width is 1.14 m. Erosion rates are in 
microns/month. 
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Figure 3: Ion energy and ion beam current density distribution in the plume of an 
SPT-100 Hall thruster taken at a radius of 0.5 m from the thruster exit plane, 
from centerline to over 90 degrees with respect to the thruster axis. These data 
were collected with a four-grid retarding potential energy analyzer (RPA). A 
Faraday probe provided ion current density measurements. To correct for stray 
charged particles in the vacuum chamber, a second Faraday probe was mounted 
in the wake of the thruster-facing electrode to measure the wake ion flux due to 
facility effects.   The wake current was found to be negligible. 
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Figure 4: Power spectral density for a 17 GHz signal  transmitted through the 
center of thruster plume 0.15 m downstream. 
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